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Preface 

This book grew out of research [hat was originally funded by the National 

Institute of Child Health and Human Development in June 1984 (grant 

number ROI-HD- 1 8594) to undertake a systematic study of racial and 
ethnic segregation based on the 1 980 Census . A follow-up project to 

examine the consequences of residential segregation was funded by the 

same agency in June 1987 (grant number ROI-HD-22992). As work 
progressed on these projects, the unique segregation of black Americans 

stood out in ever-sharper relief, and the deleterious consequences they 

suffered as a result of this spatial isolation became painfully obvious . 
Equally obvious was that illese facts were ignored in ongoing debates 

about the relative importance of race in American society and the origins 

of the urban underclass. It seemed to us amazing that people were even 

debating whether race was declining in importance when levels of resi
dential segregation were so high and so structured along racial lines, 
and we did not understand how the volumes of material written on the 

underclass could gloss over the persisting reality of racial segregation as 

jf it were irrelevant to the creation and maintenance of urban poverty. 

OUf research indicates that racial residential segregation is the principal 
structural feature of American society responsible for the perpetuation of 

urban poverty and represents a primary cause of racial inequality in the 

United States. 

The book and its underlying research are really a collaborative effort 

of many people and institutions. First and foremost. we owe a debt of 
thanks to the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development 

(and hence to U.S. taxpayers) for sponsoring most of the research under

lying Ihis book, and we are particularly indebted [0 Dr. V. Jeffery Evans 

of that institute for his constant help and encouragemenl. The National 
Opinion Research Center administered the research project and we ac-
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knowledge the dedicated efforts of its outstanding swff. We also thank 

[he G uggenheim Foundallon for a fellowship awarded to Douglas Massey 
during 1990-91 that granted him a sabbatical year in which to prepare 

the manuscript, and we thank the University of Chicago and its Division 

of the Social Sciences for providing additional salary and research SUPP0rL 
during this leave. Thanks are also owed to the New York State United 
University Professors for a New Faculty Development Award to Nancy 

Denton in 1 990-91. 
The project also benefited greatly from a hosl of students and col

leagues who contributed their expertise and knowledge to research du r
ing various phases of the project. Isabel Garcia and Adelle Hinojosa were 

responsible for day-to-day administration and project support. Stuart Bo
gom, Mark Keintz, Michael Strong, and Stephen Taber provided invalu

able assistance in creating the computerized data files used in later inves

tigations, and we also benefited from the hard work of Brendan Mullan 

and Felipe Garda. Gretchen Condran compiled a special data set cov

ering Philadelphia and collaborated in a stu dy of segregation's social, 
economic, and health consequences in that city, and Eric Fang helped 
extend this analysis to San Francisco. Mitchell Eggers worked intensively 

with us to understand the determinants of urban poverty and its spatial 
concentration. Andrew Gross carried am research on methodological is
sues and contributed ta studies of the causes and consequences of black 
segregation. Adam Bickford collaborated in a study of racial segregation 

within U.S. public housing , and Shawn Kanaiaupuni carried out addi

tional research to determine the effect of project location on poverty 
concentratian. Richard Sander worked with us on a theoretical and em
pirical analysis of neighborhood racial transition. 

Andrew Cherlin, Katharine Donato, George Galster, Hector Cordero 

Guzman, Harvey Molotch, and several anonymous reviewers gave gener
ausly of their time in reading all or some of the manuscript, and Elizabeth 

Gretz improved its prose through her careful editing. The comments and 
suggestions of these individuals greatly improved the manuscript, and 
they cannot be faulted for the shortcomings that no doubt remain. The 
book also reflects the patience and support of many friends and family 

members, particularly Susan Ross and John Pipkin. 

We are grateful to several authors and institutions for permission to 

cile or quote their published materials. We thank Stanley Lieberson and 
the University of California Press for permission La use indices originally 
reported in Piece of the Pie: Blacks and White Immigrants since 1880, © 1980 
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by the Regents of the University of California. We also thank Reynolds 
Farley, Suzanne Bianchi, Diane Colasanto, and the American Academy 
of Political and Social Science for permission to reprint data from "Barri
ers to the Racial Integration of Neighborhoods: The Detroit Case," from 
volume 441 of The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 

Science, © 1979 by the American Academy of Political and Social Science. 
We again thank Reynolds Farley, Suzanne Bianchi, and Diane Cola santo 
as well as Howard Schuman, Shirley Hatchett, and Academic Press for 

permission to reproduce data from" 'Chocolate City, Vanilla Suburbs': 
Will the Trend toward Racially Separate Communities Continue?" pub
lished in volume 7 of Social Science Research, © 1978 by Academic Press. 

Finally, we express our gratitude to Roderick J. Harrison and Daniel J. 
Weinberg of the U.S. Bureau of the Census for sending us preliminary 
calculations of 1990 segregation indices prior to their presentation in 
"Racial and Ethnic Residential Segregation in 1990" at the April 13, 

1992, meetings of the Population Association of America in Denver, Col-
0rado. 

To all these people and institutions we extend our deep and heartfelt 
thanks, and hope that the end result justifies the sacrifices that they made 
on our behalf. 

Chicago, Illinois 
March 1992 



Racial segregation, like all other forms of cruelty and 

tyranny, debases all human beings-those who are 

its victims, those who victimize, and in quite subtle 

ways those who are mere accessories. 

Kenneth B. Clark 
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The Missing Linl<: 

It is quite simple. As soon as there is a group area 

then all your uncertainties are removed and that 

is, after all, the primary purpose of this Bill [re

quiring racial segregation in housingl. 

Minister of the Interior, 

Union of South Africa 

legislative debate on the 

the Group Areas Act of 1950 

During the 1970s and 19805 a word disappeared from the American 
vocabulary.l It was not in the speeches of politicians decrying the multi
ple ills besetting American cities. It was not spoken by government offi
cials responsible for administering the nation's social programs. It was 
not mentioned by journalists reporting on the rising tide of homeless ness, 
drugs, and violence in urban America. It was not discussed by foundation 
executives and think-tank experts proposing new programs for unem
ployed parents and unwed mothers. It was not articulated by civil rights 
leaders speaking out against the persisteI1ce of racial inequality; and it 
was nowhere to be found in the thousands of pages written by social 
scientists on the urban underclass. The word was segregation. 

Most Americans vaguely realize that urban America is stilI a residen
tially segregated society,but few appreciate the depth of black segregation 
or the degree to which it is maintained by ongoing institutional arrange-

t 
ments and contemporary individual action�JThey view segregation as an 
unfortunate holdover from a racist past, one that is fading progressively 
over timey If raciatre"sidential segregation persists, they reason, it is only 
because civil rights laws passed during the 1960s have not had enough 
time to work or because many blacks still prefer to live in black neighbor-
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r 
hoods/The residential segregation of blacks is viewed charitably as a 
"natuial" outcome of impersonal social and economic forces, the same 
forces that produced Italian and Polish neighborhoods in the past and 
that yield Mexican and Korean areas today. / 

But black segregation is not comparable to the limited and transient 
segregation experienced by other racial and ethnic groups, now or in the 
past. No group in the history of the United States has ever experienced 
the sustai n ed high level of residential segregation that has been imposed 
on blacks in large American cities for the past fifty Y��l:S_.Ihis extreme 
racial isolation did not just happen; it was/m�-n�factured'by whites 
through a series of self-conscious actions an�-PU"'ffloseful institutional 
arrarigements that continue today. Not only is the depth of black segrega
tion unprecedented and utterly unique compared with that of other 
groups, but it shows little sign of change with the passage of time or 
improvements in socioeconomic status. 

If poJicymakers, scholars, and the public have been reluctant to ac
knowledge segregation's persistence. they have likewise been blind to its 
consequences for American blacks. Residential segregation is not a neu
tral fact; it systematically undermines the social and economic well-being 
of blacks in the United Stares. Because of racial segregation. a significaOi 
share of black America is condemned to experience a social environment 
where poverty and job Jess ness are the norm, where a majority of children 
are born out of wedlock, where most families are on welfare, where 
educational failure prevails. and where social and physical deterioration 
abound. Through prolonged exposure to such an environment, black 
chances for social and economic success are drastically reduced. 

Deleterious neighborhood conditions are built into the structure of the 
black community/They occur because segregation con��trates poverty 

to build a set of rhutually �inforci n g andS'elf-feeding spirals of d:ecrine 
into black neighborhoods.jWhen economic dislocations deprive a segre

gated group of employment and increase its rate of poverty, socioeco
nomic deprivation inevitably becomes more concentrated in neighbor
hoods where that group lives. The damaging social consequences that 
follow from Increased poverty are spatially concentrated as well, creat
ing uniquely disadvantaged environments that become progressively 
isolated-geographically. socially, and economically-from the rest of 
society. -

The effect of segregation on black well-being is �, not individ
uaL Residential segregation Jies beyond the ability of any1ndividual to 
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change; it constrains black life chances irrespective of personal traits, 
individual motivations, or private achievements. For the past twenty 
years this fundamental fact has been swept under the rug by policymak
ers, scholars, and theorists of the urban underclass. Segregarion is the 
missing link in prior attempts [Q understand the plight of the urban poor. 
As long as blacks continue to be segregated in American cities. the United 
States cannot be called a race-blind society. 

The Forgotten Factor 

The present myopia regarding segregation is all the more startling be
cause it once figured prominently in theories of racial inequality. Indeed, 
the ghetto was once seen as central to black subjugation in the United 
States. In 1944 Gunnar Myrdal wrote in An American Dilemma that resi
dential segregation "is basic in a mechanical sense. It exerts its influence 
in an indirect and impersonal way: because Negro people do not live 
near white people, they cannot ... associate with each other in the many 
activities founded on common neighborhood. Residential segregation ... 
becomes reflected in uni-racial schools. hospitals, and other institutions�' 
and creates "an artificial city ... that permits any prejudice on the 
part of public officials to be freely vented on Negroes without hurting 
whites."2 

Kenneth B. Clark, who worked with Gunnar Myrdal as a student and 
later applied his research skills in the landmark Brown v. TDpeka school 
integration case, placed residential segregation at (he hea rt of (he U.S. 

system of racial oppression. In Dark Ghetto, written in 1965, he argued 
that "the dark ghetto's invisible walls have been erected by the white 
society, by those who have power, both to confine those who ha�eno 
p6Wef�md to perpetuate their powerlessness. The dark ghertos are social, 
politicaL educational, and-above all-economic colonies. Their inhab
itants are subject peoples, vicrims of the greed, cruelty, insensirivity, guilt, 
and fear of their masters."} 

Public recognition of segregation's role in perpetuating racial inequaliry 
was galvanized in the late 1960s by the riots that erupted in the nation's 
ghettos. In their aftermarh, President Lyndon B. Johnson appointed a 
commission chaired by Governor Ouo Kerner of Illinois to identify the 
causes of the violence and to propose poliCies to prevent its recurrence. 
The Kerner Commission released its report in March 1968 with the 
shocking admonition that the United States was "moving toward two 
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sOCleues, one black, one white-separate and unequal."4 Prominent 
among the causes that the commission identified for this growing racial 
inequality was residential segregation. 

In stark, blunt language. the Kerner Commission informed white 
Americans that "discrimination and segregation have long permeated 
much of American life; they now threaten the future of every Ameri
ccm."5 "Segregation and poverty have created in the racial ghetto a de
structive environment totally unknown to mOSI white Americans. What 

white Americans have never fully understood-but what the Negro can 

never forget-is that white society is deeply implicated in the ghetto. 

White institutions created it, white institutions maintain it, and white 

society condones it."6 
The report argued that to continue present policies was "to make per

manent the division of our country into two societies; one, largely Negro 
and poor, located in the central cities; the other, predominantly white 
and affiuenl, located in the suburbs.'·7 Corrunission members rejected a 

strategy of ghetto enrichment coupled with abandonment of efforts to 
imegrat�, an approach they saw "as another way of choosing a perma
nently divided country."8 Rather, they insisted that the only reasonable 
choice for America was "a policy which combines ghetto enrichment 
with programs designed to encourage integration of substantial numbers 
of Negroes into the society outside the ghetto."') 

America chose differently. Following the passage of the Fair Housing 

Act in 1968, the problem of housing discrimination was declared solved, 
and residential segregation dropped off the national agenda. Civil rights 
leaders stopped pressing for the enforcement of open housing, political 
leaders increasingly debated employment and educational policies rather 
than housing integration, and academicians focused their theoretical 

scrutiny on everything from culture to family structure, to instiLUtional 

racism. to federal welfare systems. Few people spoke of racial segregation 
as a problem or acknowledged its persisting consequences. By the end 

of the 1970s residential segregation became the forgotten factOr in Ameri
can race relations. 10 

While public discourse on race and poverty became more acrimonious 

and more focused on divisive issues such as school busing, racial qUOIas, 

welfare, and affirmative action. conditions in the nation's ghettos steadily 
deteriorated. I I By the end of the 1970s, the image of poor minority fami
lies mired in an endless cycle of unemployment, unwed childbearing, 
illiteracy, and dependency had coalesced into a compelling and powerful 
concept: the urban underclass.12 In the view of many middle-class 
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whites, inner cities had come to house a large population of poorly edu
cated single mothers and jobless men-mostly black and Puerto Rican
who were unlikely to exit poverty and become self-sufficient. In the 
ensuing national debate on the causes for this persistent poverty, four 

theoretical explanations gradually emerged: culture, racism, economics, ---�- ----- . -" 

and welfare. I", '-<H'{t, 
--_ .- . \..- - �. 

cultural explanatwns for the underdass can be traced to the work of 
Oscar Lewis, who identified a "culture of poverty" that he felt promoted 
patterns of behavior inconsistent with socioeconomic advancement.13 
According to Lewis, this culture originated in endemic unemployment 
and chronic social immobility, and provided an ideology that allowed 
poor people to cope with feelings of hopelessness and despair thatar'ose 
because their chances for socioeconomic success were remote. In indi
viduals, this culture was typified by a lack of impulse control, a SIrong 
present-time orientation, and little ability to defer gratification. Among 
families, it yielded an absence of childhood, an early initiation into sex, 
a prevalence of free marital unions, and a high incidence of abandonment 
of mothers and children. 

Although Lewis explicitly connected the emergence of these cultural 
patterns to structural conditions in society, he argue� that once the cul
ture of poverty was established, it became artiiidep�

'�&nt cause of persis
tent poverty. This idea was further elaboratedTIi 1965 by the Harvard 
sociologist and then Assistant Secretary of Labor Daniel Patrick Moyni
han, who in a confidential report to the President focused on the relation
ship between male unemployment, family instability, and the inter
generational transmission of poverty, a process he labeled a "tangle of 
patho]ogy:d4 He warned that because of the structural absence of em
ployment in the ghetto, the black family was disintegrating in a way that 
threatened the fabric of community life. ' 

When these ideas were transmitted through the press, both popular 
and scholarly, the connection between culture and economic structure 
was somehow lost, and the argument was popularly perceived to be that 
"people were poor because they had a defective culture." This position 
was later explicitly adopted by the conservative theorist Edward Banfield, 
who argued that lower-class culture-with its limited time horizon, im
pulsive need for gratification, and psychological self-doubt-was primar
ily responsible for persistent urban poveny.15 He believed that these 
cultural [Taits were largely imported, ariSing primarily because cities at
tracted lower-class migrants. 

The culture-of-poverty argument was strongly criticized by liberal the-
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orists as a self-serving ideology [hat "blamed the victim." 
16 In the ensuing 

wave of reaction, black families were viewed not as weak but, on the 

contrary, as resilient and well adapted survivors in an oppressive and 
racially prejudiced society.17 Black disadvantages were attributed not to 
a defective culture but to the persistence of institutional racism in the 
United States. According to theorists of the underclass such as Douglas 
Glasgow and Alphonso Pinkney, the black urban underclass came about 

because deeply imbedded racist practices within American institutions

particularly schools and the economy-effectively kept blacks ·poor and 
dependent. 18 

As the debate on culture versus racism ground to a halt during the late 
1970s, conservative theorists increasingly captured public attention by 
focusing on a third possible cause of poverty: government welfare policy. 

According to Charles Murray, the creation of the underclass was rooted 
in the liberal welfare state.19 Federal antipoverty programs altered the 
incentives governing the behavior of poor men and women, reduci ng the 
desirability of marriage, increasing the benefits of unwed childbearing, 
lowering the attractiveness of menial labor, and ultimately resulted in 
greater poverty. 

A slightly different attack on the welfare state was launched by Law

rence Mead, who argued that it was not the generosity but the permis

siveness of the u.s. welfare system that was at fault,20 Jobless men and 

unwed mothers should be required to display "good citizenship" before 
being supported by the state. By not requiring anything of the poor, 
Mead argued, the welfare state undermined their independence and com
petence, thereby perpetuating [heir poverty. 

This conservative reasoning was subsequently attacked by liberal social 

scientists, led principally by the sociologist William Julius Wilson, who 
had long been arguing for the increasing importance of class over race 
in understanding the social and economic problems facing blacks.21 In 
his 1987 book The Truly Disadvantaged. Wilson . argued that persistent 

urban poverty stemmed primarily from the structural transformation of 
the inner-city economyY The decline of manufacturing, the suburban

ization of employment, and the rise of a low - wage service sector dramati

cally reduced [he number of d[y jobs that paid wages sufficient to support 

a family, which led to high rates of joblessness among minorities and a 
shrinking pool of " marriageable" men (those financially able [0 support 
a family). Marriage thus became less attractive to poor women, unwed 
childbearing increased, and female-headed families proliferated. Blacks 
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suffered disproportionately from these trends because, owing to past dis
crimination, they were concentrated in locations and occupations partic

ularly affected by economic restructuring. 

Wilson argued that these economic changes were accompanied by an 

increase in the spatial concentration of poverty within black neighbor

hoods. This new geography of poverty, he felt, was enabled by the civil 

rights revolution of the 19605, which provided middle-class blacks with 

new opportunities outside the ghetto.23 The out-migration of middle

class families from ghetto areas left behind a destitute community lacking 
the institutions, resources, and values necessary for success in post
industrial society. The urban underclass thus arose from a complex inter
play of civil rights policy, economic restructuring, and a historical legacy 

of discrimination. 
Theoretical concepts such as the culture of poverty, institutional rac

ism, welfare disincentives, and structural economic change have all been 
widely debated. None of these explanations, however, considers residen
Iial segregation to be an important contributing cause of urban poverty 
and the underdass. In their principal works, Murray and Mead do not 
mention segregation at all;24 and Wilson refers to racial segregation only 
as a historical legacy from the past, not as an outcome that is institution
ally supported and actively created today.25 Although Lewis mentions 
segregation sporadically in his writings, it is not aSSigned a central role 
in the set of structural factors responsible for the culture of poverty, and 
Banfield ignores it entirely. Glasgow, Pinkney, and other theorists of 
institutional racism mention the ghetto frequently, but generally call not 
for residential desegregation but for race-specific policies to combat the 
effects of discrimination in the schools and labor markets. In general, 
then, contemporary theorists of urban poverty do not see high levels 
of black-white segregation as particularly ,relevant to understanding the 
underdass or alleviating urban poverty.26 

The purpose of this book is to redirect the focus of public debate back 
to issues of race and racial segregation, and to suggest that they should 
be fundamental IO thinking about the status of black Americans and the 
origins of the urban underclass. Our quarrel is less with any of the pre
vailing theories of urban poverty than with their systemaIic failure to 
consider the important role that segregation has played in mediating, 
exacerbating, and ultimately amplifying the harmful social and economic 
processes they treat. 

We join earlier scholars in rejecting the view that poor urban blacks 
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have an auwnomous "culture o f  povercy" that explains their failure to 

achieve socioeconomic success in American society.! j.ve argue instead 
i that residential segregation has been instrumental in creating a structural 
I niche wilhin which a deleterious set of attitudes and behaviors-a cul� lUre of segregation-has arisen and flourishedltegregation created the 
j structural conditions for the emergence of an oppositional culture that 

devalues work, schooling, and marriage and that stresses attitudes and 
behaviors that are antithetical and often hostile to success in the larger 
economy. Although poor black neighborhoods still contain many people 

who lead conventional. productive lives, their example has been over

shadowed in recent years by a growing concentration of poor, welfare

dependent families that is an inevitable result of residential segregation. 

We readily agree with Glasgow, Pinkney, and others that racial dis
crimination is widespread and may even be institutionalized within large 
sectors of American society, induding the labor market, the educational 
system, and the welfare bureaucracy . We argue, however, that this view 
of black subjugation is incomplete without understanding the special role 
that residential segregation plays in enabling all other forms of racial 
oppression. Residential segregation is the institutional apparatus that 

supports other racially discriminatory processes and binds them together 

into a coherent and uniquely effective system of racial subordination. 
Until the black ghetto is dismantled as a basic institution of American 

urban life, progress ameliorating racial inequality in other arenas will be 
slow, fitful, and incomplete. 

We also agree with William Wilson's basic argument that the structural 

transformation of the urban economy undermined economic supports 
for the black community during the 1970s and 19805.27 We argue, how

ever, that in the absence of segregation , these structural changes would 
not have produced the disastrous social and economic outcomes ob
served in inner cities during these decades. Although rates of black pov
erty were driven up by the economic dislocations Wilson identifies, it was 
segregation that confined the increased deprivation to a small number of 

densely settled, tightly packed, and geographically isolated areas . 
Wilson also argues that concentrated poveny arose because the civil 

rights revolution allowed middle-class blacks to move out of the ghetto. 

Although we remain open to the possibility that class-selective migration 
did occur,18 we argue that concentrated poverty would have happened 
during the 19705 with or without black middle-class migration. Our prin
cipal objection to Wilson's focus on middle-class out-migration is not 
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that it did not occur, but that it is misdirected: focusing on the flight of 
the black middle class deflects attention from the real issue, which is the 

limitation of black residential options through segregation. 
Middle-class households-whether they are black, Mexican, Italian, 

Jewish, or Polish-always try to escape the poor. But only blacks must 

attempt their escape within a highly segregated, racially segmented hous-. 

ing market. Because of segregation, middle-class blacks are less able to 

escape than other groups, and as a result are exposed to more poverty. 
At the same lime, because of segregation no one will move into a poor 

black neighborhood excepr other poor blacks. Thus both middle-class 
blacks and poor blacks lose compared with the poor and middle class of 
other groups: poor blacks live under unrivaled concentrations of poveny 

and affluent blacks live in neighborhoods that are far less advantageous 

than those experienced by the middle class of other groups. 
Finally, we concede Murray's general point that federal welfare poliCies 

are linked to the rise of the urban underclass, but we disagree with 

his specific hypothesis that generous welfare payments, by themselves, 
discouraged employment, encouraged unwed childbearing, undennined 

the strength of the family, and thereby caused persistent poveny.29 We 
argue instead that welfaJe payments were only harmful to the socioeco
nomic well-being of groups that were residentially segregated. As poverty 

rates rose among blacks in response to the economic dislocations of the 
19705 and 1980s, so did the use of welfare programs. Because of racial 
segregation, however, the higher levels of welfare receipt were confined 

to a small number of isolated, all-black neighborhoods. By promoting 
the spatial concentration of welfare use, therefore, segregation created a 
residential environment within which welfare dependency was the norm, 
leading to the intergenerational transmission and broader perpetuation 
of urban poverty. 

Coming to Terms with American Apartheid 

Our fundamental argument is that racial segregation-and its character
istic institutional form, the black ghetto-are the key structural factors 
responsible for the perpetuation of black poverty in the United States. 
Residential segregation is the principal organizational feature of Ameri
can society that is responsible for the creation of the urban underclass. 
Because this view is so alien to public and academic theorizing, and 
because bellefs about the voluntary and " natura l" origins of black segre-
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gation are so deeply ingrained in popular thinking, we build our case 
step by step, grounding each assertion on a base of empirical evidence. 

In Chapter 2 we trace the historical construction of the black gheno 
during the nineteenth and twentieth cenlUrie<;. We show that high levels 
of black-white segregation were not always characteristic of American 

urban areas. Until the end of the nineteenth century blacks and whiles 

were relatively integrated in both northern and southern cities; as late 

as 1900, the typical black urbanite still lived in a neighborhood (hat was 

predominantly white. The evolution of segregated , all-black neighbor
hoods occurred later and was not the result of impersonal market forces. 
It did not reflect the desires of African Americans themselves. On the 

contrary, the black ghetto was constructed through a series of well

defined institutional practices, private behaviors, and public policies by 

which whites sought to contain growing urban black populations. 

The manner in which blacks were reSidentially incorporated into 

American cities differed fundamentally from the path of spatial assimila

tion followed by other ethnic groups. Even at the height of immigration 
from Europe, most Italians, Poles, and Jews lived in neighborhoods 

where members of their own group did not predominate, and as their 
socioeconomic status and generations spent in the United States roo;e. 

each group was progressively integrated into American society. In con
trast, after the construction of the black ghetto the vast majority of blacks 

were forced to live in neighborhoods that were all black. yielding an 

extreme level of social isolation. 

In Chapter 3 we show that high levels of black-white segregation had 

become universal in American cities by 1970, and despite the passage of 

the Fair Housing Act in 1968, this situation had not changed much in 
the nation's largest black communities by 1980 . In these large urban 
areas black-white segregation persisted at very high levels, and the extent 

of black suburbanization Jagged far behind that of other groups. Even 
within suburbs, levels of racial segregation remained exceptionally high, 

and in many urban areas the degree of racial separation between blacks 

and whites was profound. Within sixteen large metropolitan areas
containing one-third of all blacks in the United States-the extent of 
racial segregation was so imense and occurred on so many dimensions 
Simultaneously that we label the pattern "hypersegregation." 

Chapter 4 examines why black segregation continues to be so extreme. 
One possibility that we rule out is that high levels of racial segregation 

reflect socioeconomic differences between blacks and whites. Segregation 
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cannot be attributed to income differences, because blacks are equally 
highly segregated at all levels of income. Whereas segregation declines 

steadily for most minority groups as socioeconomic status rises, levels of 

black- white segregation do not vary significantly by SOCial class. Because 

segregation reflects the effects of white prejudice rather than objective 

market forces, blacks are segregated no matter how much money they 

earn. 

Although whites now accept open housing in principle, they remain 

prejud iced against black neighbors in practice . Despite whites'  endorse

ment of the ideal that people should be able to live wherever they can 

afford to regardless of race, a majority still feel uncomfortable in any 

neighborhood that contains more than a few black residents; and as the 
percentage of blacks rises, the number of whites who say they would 

refuse to enter or would try to move out increases sharply. 

These patterns of white prejudice fuel a pattern of neighborhood reseg

regation because racially mixed neighborhoods are strongly desired by 
blacks. As the percentage of blacks in a neighborhood rises, white de

mand for homes within it falls sharply while black demand rises. The 
surge in black demand and the withering of white demand yield a process 

of racial turnover. As a result, the only urban areas where Significant 

desegregation occurred during the 1 970s were those where the black 

population was so small that integration could take place without threat

ening white preferences for limited contact with blacks. 

Prejudice alone carmot account for high levels of black segregation, 

however, because whites seeking to avoid contact with blacks must have 

somewhere to go. That is, some all-white neighborhoods must be perpet

uated and maintained, which requires the erection of systematic barriers 

to black residential mobility. In most urban housing markets, therefore, 

the effects of white prejudice are typically reinforced by direct discrimina
tion against black homeseekers. Housing audits carried out over the past 
two decades have documented the persistence of widespread discrimina

tion against black renters and homebuyers, and a recent comprehensive 

study carried out by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment suggests that prior work has understated both the incidence and 

the severity of this racial bias. Evidence also suggests that blacks can 
expect to experience significant discrimination in the allocation of horne 

mortgages as well. 

In Chapter 5 we demonstrate theoretically how segregation creates 

u nderclass communities and systematically builds deprivation into the 
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residential structure of black communities. We show how any increase 

in the poverty rate of a residentially segregated group leads to an immedi

ate and automatic increase in the geographic concentratio n of poverty. 

When the rate of minority poverty is increased under conditions of high 

segregation. all of the increase is absorbed by a smaJl number of neigh

borhoods. When the same increase in poverty occurs in an integrated 

group. the added poverty is spread evenly throughout the urban area. 

and the neighborhood environment that group members face does not 

change much. 

During the 1 9 70s and 1 9805. therefore. when urban economic restruc

turing and inflation drove up rates of black and Hispanic poverty in many 

urban areas, undercIass communities were created only where increased 

minority poverty coincided with a high degree of segregation-princi

pally in older metropolitan areas of the northeast and the midwest. 

Among Hispanics, only Puerto Ricans developed underclass commu ni

ties. because only they were highly segregated; and this high degree of 

segregation is directly attributable to the fact that a large proportion of 

Puerto Ricans are of African origin. 

The interaction of intense segregation and high poverty leaves black 

neighborhoods extremely vulnerable to fluctuations in the urban econ

omy, because any dislocation that causes an upward shift in black pov

erty rates will also produce a rapid change in the concentration of poverty 

and, hence, a dramatic shift in the social and economic composition 

of black neighborhoods. The concentration of poverty. for example, is 
associated with the wholesale withdrawal of commercial institutions and 

the deteriora tion or elimination of goods and services distributed through 

the market. 

Neighborhoods, of course, are dynamic and constantly changing, and 

given the high rates of residential turnover characteristic of co ntemporary 

American cities, their wel l -being depends to a great extent on the charac

teristics and actions of their residents. Decisions taken by one actor affect 

the subsequent decisions of others in the neighborhood_ In this way 
isolated actions affect the well-being of the community and alter the 

stability of the neighborhood_ 

Because of this feedback between individual and collective behavior, 
neighborhood stability is characterized by a series of thresholds, beyond 

which various self-perpetuating processes of decay take hold_ Above 

these thresholds, each actOr who makes a decision that undermines 

neighborhood well-being makes it increasingly likely that other actors 
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will do the same. Each property owner who decides not to invest in 
upkeep and maintenance, for example , lowers the incentive for others 
to maintain their properties. Likewise, each new crime promotes psycho 

logical and physical withdrawal from public life, which reduces vigilance 

within the neighborhood and undermines the capacity for collective or
ganization, making additional criminal activity more likely. 

Segregation increases the susceptibility of neighborhoods to these spi
rals of decline. During periods of economic dislocation, a rising concen

tration of black poverty is associated with the simultaneous concentration 

of other negative social and economic conditions. Given the high levels 
of racial segregation characteristic of American urban areas, increases in 
black poverty such as those obselVed during the 1 9 70s can only lead to 
a concentration of housing abandonment, crime, and social disorder, 
pushing poor black neighborhoods beyond the threshold of stability. 

By building physical decay, crime, and social disorder into the residen
tial structure of black communities, segregation creates a harsh and ex
tremely disadvantaged environment to which ghetto blacks must adapt. 

In concentrating poverty, moreover, segregation also concentrates 
conditions such as drug use, j oblessness, welfare dependency, teenage 
childbearing, and unwed parenthood, producing a social context where 
these conditions are not only common but the norm. Chapter 6 argues 
that in adapting to this social environment, ghetto dwellers evolve a set 
of behaviors, attitudes, and expectations that are sharply at variance with 
those common in the rest of American society. 

As a direct result of the high degree of racial and class isolation created 
by segregation, for example, Black English has become progressively 

more distant from Standard American English, and its speakers are at a 
clear disadvantage in U.S. schools and labor markets . Moreover, the iso
lation and intense poverty of the ghetto prbvides a supportive structural 
niche for the emergence of an "oppositional culture" that inverts the 

values of middle-class society . Amhropologists have found that young 
people in the ghetto experience strong peer pressure not to succeed in 
schooL which severely limits their prospects for social mobility in the 
larger society . Quantitative research shows that growing up in a ghetto 
neighborhood increases the likelihood of dropping out of high school, 

reduces the probability of attending college , lowers (he likelihood of em
ployment, reduces income earned as an adult, and increases the risk of 
teenage childbearing and unwed pregnancy . 

Segregation also has profound political consequences for blacks, be-
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cause it s o  isolates them geographically that they are the only ones who 
benefit from public expenditures in their neighborhoods. The relative 
integration of most ethnic groups means that jobs or services allocated 

to them will generally benefit several other groups at the same time. 
Integration thus creates a basis for political coalitions and pluralist poli
lics, and most ethnic groups that seek public resources are able to find 

coalition partners because other groups can anticipate sharing the bene

fits. That blacks are the only ones to benefit from resources allocated 

to the ghetto-and are the only ones harmed when reso"urces are 
removed-makes it difficult for them to find partners for political coali

tions. Although segregation paradoxically makes it easier for blacks to 
elect representatives, it limits their political influence and marginalizes 
them within the American polity . Segregation prevents blacks from par
ticipating in pluralist politics based on mutual self-interest. 

Because of the close connection between social and spa tial mobility, 

segregation also perpetuates poveny. O ne of the primary means by which 

individuals improve their life chances-and those of their children-is 

by moving w neighborhoods with higher home values, safer streets, 

higher-quality schools, and berter services. As groups move up the socio

economic ladder, they typically move up the residential hierarchy as weil, 

and in doing so they not only improve their standard of living but also 
enhance their chances for future success. Barriers to spatial mobility are 

barriers to social mobility, and by confining blacks to a small set of rela

tively disadvantaged neighborhoods, segregation constitutes a very pow
erful impediment to black socioeconomic progress . 

Despite the obvious deleterious consequences of black spatial isolation, 
policymakers have not paid much attention to segregation as a contribut

ing cause of urban poverty and have not taken effective steps to dismantle 

the ghetto . Indeed, as Chapter 7 documents, for most of the past two 
decades public policies tolerated and even supported the perpetuation of 
segregation in American urban areas. Although many pol itical initiatives 
were launched to combat discrimination and prejudice in the housing 

and banking industries, each legislative or judicial act was fought tena 

ciously by a powerful array of people who believed in or benefited from 

the status quo. 
Although a comprehensive open housing bill finally passed Congress 

under unusual circumstances in 1968, it was stripped of its enforcement 

provisions as its price of enactment, yielding a Fair Housing Act that was 
structurally flawed and all bm doomed to fail .  As documentation of the 
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law's defects accumulated in multiple C ongressional hearings, govern

ment reports, and scholarly studies, liule was done to repair the situation 

until 1 988, when a series of scandals and political errors by the Reagan 

Administration finally enabled a significant strengthening of federal anti

discrimination law . 
Yel even more must be done to prevent the permanent bifurcation of 

the United States into black and white societies [hat are separate and 

unequal. As of 1 990,  levels of racial segrega tion were still extraordinarily 

high in the nation's large urban areas, particularly those of the north. 

Segregation has remained high because fair housing enforcement relies 

too heavily on the private efforts of individual victims of discrimination. 

Whereas the processes that perpetuate segregation are entrenched and 

institutionalized, fair housing enforcement is individuaL sporadic, and 

confined to a small number of isolated cases. 

As long as the Fair Housing Act is enforced individually rather than 
systemically , it is unlikely to be effective in overcoming the structural 

arrangements that support segregation and sustain the ghetto. Until the 

government throws its considerable institutional weight behind efforts (0 
dismantle the gheuo, racial segregation wiIl persist. In Chapter 8 we 

propose a variety of specific actions that the federal government will need 

to take to end the residential segregation of blacks in American society. 

Ultimately, however, dismantling the ghetto and ending the long reign 

of racial segregation will require more than specific bureaucratic refonns; 

it requires a moral commitment that white America has historically 

lacked. The segregation of American blacks was no historical accident; it 
was brought about by actions and practices that had the passive accep

tance, if not the active support, of most whites in the United States. 

Although America's apartheid may not be rooted in the legal strictures 

of its South African relative, it is no less effective in perpetuating racial 

inequality, and whites are no less culpable for the socioeconomic depri

vation that results. 

As in South Africa, residential segregation in the United States provides 
a firm basis for a broader system of racial injustice. The geographic isola

tion of Africans within a narrowly circumscribed portion of the urban 

environment-whether African townships or American ghettos-forces 
blacks to live under extraordinarily harsh conditions and to endure a 
social world where poverty is endemic, infrastructure is inadequate, edu

cation is lacking, families are fragmented, and crime and violence are 

rampant. 30 Moreover, segregation confines these unpleasant by-products 
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of racial oppression to an isolated portion of the urban geography far 
removed from the experience of most whites. Resting on a foundation 
of segregation, apartheid not only denies blacks their rights as citizens bUl forces them to bear the social costs of their own victimization. 

Although Americans have been quick IO criticize the apartheid system 
of South Africa, they have been reluctant to acknowledge the conse
quences of their own institutionalized system of racial separarion. The 
topic of segregation has virtually disappeared from public policy debates; 
it has vanished from the list of issues on the civil rights agenda; and it 
has been ignored by social scientists spinning endless theories of the 
underclass. Residential segregation has become the forgotten factor of 
Arrierican race relations, a minor footnote in the ongoing debate on the 
urban undercIass. Until policymakers, social scientists, and private citi
zens recognize the crucial role of America's own apartheid in perpetuat
ing urban poverty and racial injustice, the United States will remain a 
deeply divided and very troubled society. 3 1  
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The Construction 

of the Ghetto 

The problem of the 20th Century Is the problem 
of the color line. 

W. E. B. Du Bois 

Surveying the harsh black-and-white landscape of contemporary urban 
America, it is hard to imagine a time when people of European and 
African origin were not highly segregated from one another. I In an era 
when Watts, Harlem, and Roxbury are synonymous with black geo
graphic and social isolation, it is easy to assume that U.S.  cities have 
always been organized to achieve a physical separation of the races. The 
residential segregation of blacks and whites has been with us so long that 
it seems a natural part of the social order, a normal and umemarkable 
feature of America's urban landscape. 

Yet it wasn't always so. There was a time, before 1 900, when blacks 
and whites lived side by side in American cities. In the north, a small 
native black population was scattered widely throughout white neigh" 
borhoods. Even Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, and Philadelphia-cities 
now well known for their large black ghettos-were not segregated then. 
In southern cities such as Charleston, New Orleans, and Savannah, black 
servants and laborers lived on alleys and side streets near the mansions 
of their white employers. In this lost urban world, blacks were more 
likely to share a neighborhood with whites than with other blacks. 

In most cities, to be sure, certain neighborhoods could be identified as 
places where blacks lived; but before 1 900 these areas were not predomi
nant�y black, and most blacks didn't live in them. No matter what other 
disadvantages urban blacks suffered in the aftermath of the Civil War, 
they were not residentially segregated from whites. The two racial groups 
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moved in a common social world, spoke a common language, shared a 
common culture, and interacted personally on a regular basis. In the 
north, especially, leading African American citizens often enjoyed rela
tions of considerable trust, respect, and friendship with whites of similar 
social standing. 

Of course, most blacks did not Jive in northern cities, and didn't experi
ence these benign conditions. In 1 870, 80% of black Americans still lived 
in the rural south, where they were exploited by a sharecropping system 
that was created by white landowners to replace slavery; they were ter
rorized by physical violence and mired in an institutionalized cycle of 
ignorance and poverty. Over the next century, however, blacks in the 
rural south increasingly sought refuge and betterment in burgeoning 
cities of the south and north. By 1 9 70, 80% of black Americans lived in 
urban areas, and nearly half were located outside the south. 

This shift of blacks from south to north and from farm to city radically 
transformed the form, nature, and substance of African American life in 
the United States. As we shall see, the way in which blacks from the 
rural south were incorporated into the geographic structure of American 
cities in the years after 1 900 proved to be decisive in determining the 
path of black social and economic development later in the twentieth 
century. 

Southern blacks were not the only rural people migrating to American 
cities at the tum of the century. Between 1 880 and 1 920 miJJions of 
eastern and southern Europeans arrived as well, and after 1 920 their 
place was taken by a growing number of Mexicans. For these groups, 
however, U .S .  cities served as vehicles for integration, economic advance
ment, and, ultimately, assimilation into American life. For rural blacks, 
in contrast, cities became a trap-yet another mechanism of oppression 
and alienation. The urban ghetto, constructed during the first half of the 
twentieth century and successively reinforced thereafter, represents the 
key institutional arrangement ensuring the continued subordination of 
blacks in the United States. 

The term "ghetto" means different things to different people. To some 
observers it simply means a black residential area; to others it connotes 
an area that is not only black but very poor and plagued by a host of 
social and economic problems. In order to distinguish clearly between 
race and class in discussing black residential patterns, our use of the term 
"ghetto" refers only to the racial make-up of a neighborhood; it is not 
intended to describe anything about a black neighborhood's class compo
sition. For our purposes, a ghetto is a set of neighborhoods that are 
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exclusively inhabited by members of one group, within which virtually 

all members of that group live. By this definition, no ethnic or racial 

group in the history of the United States, except one, has ever experi

enced ghettoization, even briefly. For urban blacks, the ghetto has been 
the paradigmatic residential configuration for at least eighty years. 

The emergence ofthe black ghetto did not happen as a chance by-prod

uct of other socioeconomic processes. Rather, white Americans made a 
series of deliberate decisions to deny blacks access to urban housing 
markets and to reinforce their spatial segregation. Through its actions 
and inactions, white America built and maintained the residential struc

ture of the ghetto. Sometimes the decisions were individual, at other 
times they were collective, and at still other times the powers and prerog
atives of government were harnessed to maintain the residential color 
line; but at critical points between the end of the Civil War in 1 865 and 
the passage of the Fair Housing Act in 1 968, white America chose to 
strengthen the walls of the ghetto . 

Before the Ghetto 

At the close of the Civil War, American cities were just beginning to 
throw off the trappings of their pre-industrial past. Patterns of urban 
social and spatial organization still reflected the needs of commerce, 
trade, and small-scale manufacturing. Public transportation systems were 
crude or nonexistent. and production was largely organized and carried 
out by extended households or in small shops. People got around by 
walking, so there was little geographic differentiation between places of 
work and residence. Land use was not highly specialized, real estate 
prices were low, and socially distinctive residential areas had not yet 
emerged. In the absence of structural steel, ,electricity, and efficient me
chanical systems, building densities were low and urban populations 
were distributed uniformly.2 

Such an urban spatial structure is not conducive to high levels of segre
gation by class, race, or ethnicity, and the small African American popu
lation that inhabited northern cities before 1 900 occupied a niche in the 
urban geography little different from that of other groups. Before 1 900, 

blacks were not particularly segregated from whites, and although they 
were overrepresented in the poorest housing and the meanest streets, 
their residential status did not differ markedly from that of others in the 
same economic circumstances.3  

If the disadvantaged residential condition of blacks in the nineteenth 
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century can be attributed to racial prejudice and discrimination, i t  is  

to prej udice and discrimination in employment rather than in housing. 
Because blacks were systematically excluded from most skilled trades 
and nonmanual employment they were consigned [Q a low economic 
status that translated directly into poor housing. Those few blacks who 
were able [Q overcome these obstacles and achieve success in some pro
fession or trade were generally able to improve their housing condHions 
and acquire a residence befitting their status. Studies of black residential 
l ife in northern cities around the time of the Civil War reveal little system

atic exclusion from white neighborhoods on the basis of skin color.4 
Indeed, before 1 900 African Americans could be found in most neigh

borhoods of northern cities. Although blacks at rimes clustered on certain 
Slreets or blocks, they rarely comprised more rhan 30% of the residents 
of the immediate area; and these clusters typically were not spatially 
contiguous. Maps from the period reveal a widely dispersed spatia,l pat

lern, with black households being u nevenly but widely scatterefl
'
around 

the urban landscape. 5 In no city of the nineteenth century is there any

thing resembling a black ghetto . 
This view is verified by historical studies that report quantitative indices 

of racial segregation. The standard measure of segregation is the index 
of dissimilarity, which captures the degree to which blacks and whites 
are evenly spread among neighborhoods in a city.6 Evenness is defined 
with respect to the racial composition of the city as a whole . If a city is 
10% black, then an even residential pattern requires that every neighbor

hood be 1 0% black and 90% white. Thus, if a neighborhood is 20% 

black, the excess 10% of blacks must move to a neighborhood where the 
black percentage is under 1 0 %  to shift the residential configuration to
ward evenness. The index of dissimilarity gives the percentage of blacks 
who would have to move to achieve an "even" residential pattern-one 
where every neighborhood replicates the racial composition of the city. 

Several studies have computed dissimilarity indices for American cities 

circa 1 860, and their findings are summarized hi. the first column of Table 

2 . 1 .  These numbers measure the extent of black- white segregation across 

city "wards," which are large spatial units of 6,000 to 1 2,000 people that 
are frequently used to approximate neighborhoods in historical data. A 
simple rule of thumb in interpreting these indices is that values under 30 

are low, those between 30 and 60 are moderate, and anything above 60 

is high. 

According to these criteria, black-white segregation in northern cilies 



Table 2.1  Indices of black- white segregation (dissimilarity) in selected 
northern and southern cities : circa 1 860- 1 870, 1 9 1 0 .  and 

1 940 

N(}rthern cities 
Boston 

Chicago 

Cincinnati 

Cleveland 

Indianapolis 

Milwaukee 

New York 

Philadelphia 

51. Louis 
San Francisco 

wilmington 

Average 

southern cities 
Augusta 

Baltimore 

Charleston 

Jacksonville 

Louisville 
Mobile 

Nashville 

New Orleans 

Avcr.lge 

Free blacks 

vs. whites, 

circa 1 860 

6 1 . 3  

50.0 

47.9 

49.0 

57.2 

59.6 

40.6 

47. 1  

39. 1 

34.6 

26. 1 

45.7 

22. 1 

2 3 .2 

20.2 

29.8 

43. 1  

35.7 

29.0 

Blacks vs. 

native whites. 

1 9 1 0  

64. 1 

66.8 

47.3 

69.0 

66.7 

46.0 

54. 3 

59.2 

58.8 

1 6.8 
39.4 

38.3 

Nonwhites 

vs. whites. 

1 940 

86.3 

9 5.0 

90.6 

92.0 

90.4 

92.9 

86.8 

88.8 

92.6 

82.9 

83.0 

89.2 

86.9 

90. 1 

60. 1 

94.3 

8 1 .7 

86.6 

86.5 

8 1 .0 

8 LO 

Sources: For first column: Ira Berlin. Slaves withoul Masters: The Free Negro in the 

Antebellum South (New York: Pantheon, 1 974), pp. 25.0-65; except Cleveland, which Is 
Kenneth 1. Kusmer, A Ghello Tak15 Shape: Black Cleveland, 1870-1930 (Urbana: University 
of Illinois Press. 1 976). p. 43; and Milwaukee. which is Joe William Trotter. Jr .• Black 

Milwaukee: The Making of an Industrial Proletariat, 1915-45 (Urbana: University of Illinois 
Press. 1 985).  p. 2 3 .  Segregation 15 by wards and indices for Cleveland and Milwaukee 
are for 1870. 

For second column: Stanley Lieberson. Ethn.ic Patterns in American Cities (New York: Free 
Press, 1963), p. 122;  except Milwaukee. which is Trotter. Black Milwaukee. p. 23; and 

Augusta. Charleston. and Jacksonville. which are Karl Taeuber and Alma iaeuber, 
Negroes in Cities: Residential Segregation and Neighborhood Change (Chicago: Aldine 
Publishing, 1965), pp. 49-53 . Segregation is by wards and index for Augusta is for 
1909. 

For third column: Taeuber and Taeuber. NegToes in Cilies. pp. 39-4 1 .  Segregation is by 
blocks. 
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was quite moderate around 1 860. The average index was 46, meaning 
that, on average, just under half of urban blacks would have to move to 
achieve an even, or "integrated, " city. Wilmington, San Francisco, and 
St. Louis had especially modest indices of 26. L 34.6, and 39. 1 ,  respec
tively. The only city that displayed a segregalion index in the high range 
(barely) was Boston, with a value of 6 1 .3 .  Boston's segregation, however, 
was much lower earlier in the century, with an index of only 44.4 in 
1 830. Moreover, even though segregation was relatively high in 1 8 60, 
by 1 890 it had gone back to a moderate level of 5 1 ,  and racial segregation 
did not reach 60 again until 1 9 10.7  

Black-white segregation scores in the 30 to 60 range are not terribly 
different from those observed for European immigrant groups in the same 
period. Before 1 880, immigrants to the United S tates came principally 
from Ireland and Germany. According to a variety of studies, the level 
of segregation between these two European groups and native whites 
ranged from 2 0  to 45 in northern cities in 1 8 50 and 1 860.8 Thus black 
segregation scores were only slightly greater than those typical of Euro
pean immigrant groups in the same era. 

S uch modest levels of segregation, combined with small black popula
tions, led to substantial contact between blacks and whites in northern 
cities. This conclusion accords with historical studies of black communi
ties in nineteenth -century northern cities. In places such as Cleveland, 
Chicago, Detroit, and Milwaukee, the small black communities were 
dominated by an elite of educated professionals, business owners, and 
successful tradespeople, most of whom were northern-born or migrants 
from border states.'} Within the upper stratum, interracial contacts were 
frequent, cordiaL and often intimate. Members of this elite were fre
quently of mixed radal origin and tended to be light-skinned. Although 
the black lower classes usually did not maintain such amicable interracial 
ties, they too interacted frequently with whites in their places of work 
and on the streets. 

Typical of the northern black elite of the nineteenth century was John 
Jones , a mulatto who was the "undisputed leader of Chicago 's Negro 
community until his death in 1 879. , , 1 0  After his arrival in the city in 
1845, he established a tailoring shop and built a successful business mak
ing clothes for wealthy whites. Before the Civil War, he was prominent 
in the abolitionist movement, where he had extensive contact with liberal 
whites, and after the war he ran for the Cook County Board of Commis
sioners and was elected with widespread white support. 
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Other members of Chicago's nineteenth-century African American 

elite included physicians, dentists, j ournalists, attorneys, and clergymen, 
all of whom relied substantially on the white community for economic 
and political support; and all maintained close social and professional 
relatiOnships with individual whites. Like Jones, they supported the ideal 
of integration and opposed the formation of separate black community 

institutions. Above all they stressed the importance of economic self

improvement for radal progress. l l  

A similar picture of African American life emerges from other studies of 
nineteenth-century northern cities. In Cleveland, a light-skinned African 
American, Charles W. Chestnut, pursued a highly visible career as a 
court stenographer, lawyer, and writer, sending his children to integrated 
schools and maintaining a close circle of white associates. He argued that 
blacks could best overcome their disabilities by adopting the culture and 
values of the white middle class. 12 In Detroit, members of the black elite 
lived a similarly integrated existence and displayed their commitment to 
integration by attending predominantly white churches . 1 3  In Milwaukee, 
the nineteenth-century black elite included a number of successful pro
fessionals who catered to white clients, including a lawyer, William T. 
Green; a dentist, Clifton A. Johnson; and a physician, Allen L. Herron. J4 

A high degree of interracial contact in northern cities is confirmed by 
an analysis of the racial composition of the neighborhoods inhabited by 
nineteenth century blacks. Given racial breakdowns for ward popula
tions, the percentage of blacks in the ward of the average black citizen 
can be computed. This average, known as the isolation index, measures 
the extent to which blacks live within neighborhoods that are predomi
nantly black. I' A value of 100% indicates complete ghettoization and 
means (hat all black people live in totally black areas; a value under 
50% means that blacks are more likely to ;have whites than blacks as 
neighbors. 

Stanley Lieberson made this calculation for black Americans in seven
teen nonhern cities between 1 890 and 1 9 3 0, 1 6  and his results are repro
duced in Table 2.2.  We see from the first column that blacks in the 
north tended to live in predominantly white neighborhoods during the 
nineteenth century. rhe most "ghettoized" city in 1890 was Indianapolis, 
where the average black person lived in a neighborhood that was 1 3 %  

black; in three-quarters o f  the cities, the percentage was under 10%.  In 
other words, the typical black resident of a nineteenth-century northern 
city lived in a neighborhood that was close to 90% white. Even in cities 
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Table 1.1 Indices of black isolation within wards of selected northern 
cities, 1 890- 1 930 

Isolation indices by year 

1890 t 900 t9tO t920 1930 

Boston 8.5 6.4 t t .3 t 5.2 19.2 
Buffalo 1 .0 4.4 5.7 1 0.2 24.2 
Chicago 8.t  1 0.4 1 5. 1  38. 1 70.4 
Cincinnati 9.4 1 0. 1 1 3.2 26.9 44.6 
Cleveland 4.7 7.5 7.9 23.9 5 1 .0 

Detroit 5.6 6.4 6.8 14.7 3 1 .2 

Indianapolis 12.9 t 5 . 1 18.5 23.4 26.t 
Kansas City 1 2 .7 1 3 . 2  2 1 .7 23.7 3 1 .6 
Los Angeles 3 . 3  3 .2  3.8 7.8 25 .6 
Milwaukee 1 .4 2 .4 1 .9 4. 1 16.4 
Minneapolis 1 . 6  t . 6  t .7 2 . 1  1 .7 
Newark 4. t 5 . 5  5.4 7.0 22.8 . 

New York 3.6 5.0 6.7 20.5 4 1 .8 
Philadelphia 1 1 .7 t 6.4 1 5.7 20.8 27.3 
Pittsburgh 8. 1 1 2.0 1 2.0 t6.5 26.8 
St. louis 1 0.9 12.6 1 7.2 29. 5 46.6 
San Francisco 1 .4 1 . 1  0.7 1 .0 1.7 

Average 6.7 7.8 9.7 1 6.8 29.9 

SOurce: Stanley Lieberson, A Piece of the Pie: Blacks and White Immigrants since 1880 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), pp. 266, 288. Isolation is measured by 

ward. 

that later developed large black ghettos, such as Chicago, Cleveland, 
Detroit, Los Angeles, Newark, and New York, blacks were more likely to 
come into contact with whites than with other blacks. 

There is also little evidence of ghettoization, among southern blacks 
prior to 1 900. Indeed, segregation levels in the south tend to be lower 
than those in the north. Prior to the Emancipation Proclamation, urban 

slaves were intentionally dispersed by whites in order to prevent the 
fannation of a cohesive African American society. l7  AJthough this policy 
broke down in the years leading up to the Civil War-when free blacks 

and slaves who were "living out" gravitated toward black settlements 

on the urban periphery to escape white supervision l3-historical studies 
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are consistent i n  reponing a great deal of racial integration i n  housing 

prior to 1 900. 1 9  

The bottom half o f  Table 2 . 1  presents black-white dissimilarity indices 

computed by several investigators to measure the extent of segregation 
between whites and free blacks in six southern cities circa 1 8 60.  Levels 
of racial segregation are considerably lower than those observed in the 
north. The average segregation score of 29 is some 1 7  points below the 
average for northern cities and, by the criteria set forth earlier. four of 
the six cities display indices in the low range (below 30) . The most 
segregated southern city is Nashville, where 43% of free blacks would 

have had to leave their ward to achieve an even residential configuration. 
No study has systematically examined the degree of black isolation 

within neighborhoods of southern cities in the nineteenth century, but 
published data on ward populations in Louisville in 1 845 and Charleston 
in 186 1  permit us to carry out this calculation ourselves.2o In Louisville, 
the average free black lived in a neighborhood that was only 1 4% black, 
whereas in Charleston the figure was 45%.  The higher figure in the latter 
city is attributable to the fact that blacks comprised 44% of Charleston's 
186 1 population, not to higher segregation per se; with an even distribu
tion of blacks and whites in Charleston, every neighborhood would still 
be 44% black owing to the number of blacks alone. In any event, free 
blacks in both cities were more likely to share a ward with whites than 
with other blacks. 

Free blacks, of course, were a minority of all African Americans in 
the antebellum south; most were slaves. The data from Louisville and 
Charleston reveal, however, that slaves were even less segregated from 
whites than were free blacks: the slave- white dissimilarity index was 
14.2 in Louisville in 1 845 and 1 1 .4 in Charleston in 1 8 6 1"": Thus whether 
one considers slaves or free blacks, there is little evidence of a distinctive 
black ghetto in southern cities in the nineteenth century. Throughout the 
south, African Americans were scattered widely among urban neighbor
hoods and were marc likely to share neighborhoods with whites than 
with members of Iheir own group. 

In contrast to the situation in the nonh, however, residential integra
tion in the postbe]]um south was not accompanied by a relatively open 
set of race relations among elites. As the Reconstruction Era drew to a 
close, black-white relations came to be governed by the increasingly 
harsh realities of the Jim Crow system, a set of laws and informal expec-
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rations that subordinated blacks to whites in all areas of social and eco
nomic lifeY The implementation of Jim Crow did not increase segrega
tion, however, or reduce the frequency of black-white contact; it 
governed the terms under which integration occurred and strictly regu
lated the nature of interracial social contacts. 

Neighborhoods in many southern cities evolved a residential structute 
characterized by broad avenues interspersed with small streets and 
alIeysY Large homes on the avenues contained white families, who em� 
ployed black servants and laborers who lived on the smaller streets. The 
relationship of master and slave was supplanted by one of master and 
servant, or a paternalistic relationship between boss and worker. Despite 
their economic and social SUbjugation, however, blacks in southern cities 
continued to have direct personal contacts with whites, albeit on very 
unequal terms. As in the north, the social worlds of the races overlapped. 

Creating the Ghetto, 1 900- 1 940 

The era of integrated living and widespread interracial contact was rap
idly effaced in American cities after 1 900 because of two developments : 
the industrialization of America and the concomitant movement of blacks 
from farms to cities. The pace of change was most rapid in the north, not 
only because industrialization was quicker and more complete there, but 
also because the south's Jim Crow system provided an effective alterna
tive to the ghetto in bringing about the subjugation of blacks. Moreover, 
the interspersed pattern of black and white settlement in southern cities 
carried with it a physical inertia that retarded the construction of the 
ghetto.23 

Industrialization in the north unleashed a set of social, economic, and 
technological changes that dramatically altered the urban environment 

in ways that promoted segregation between social groups. Before indus
trialization, production occurred primarily in the home or small shop, 
but by the tum of the century manufacturing had shifted decisively to 
large factories that employed hundreds of laborers. Individual plants clus
tered in extensive manufacturing districts together demanded thousands 
of workers. Dense clusters of tenements and row houses were con
structed near these districts to house the burgeoning work force.24 

The new demand for labor could not be met by native white urbanites 
alone, so employers turned to migrants of diverse origins. Before World 
War I, the demand for unskilled labor was met primarily by rural immi-
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grants from southern and eastern Europe.25 Their migration was guided 
and structured by social networks that connected them to relatives and 
friends who had arrived earlier. Drawing upon the ties of kinship and 
cornmon community origin, the new migrants obtained jobs and housing 

in U.S. cities, and in this way members of specific ethnic groups were 

channeled to particular neighborhoods and factories.26 

At the same time, the need to oversee industrial production---':and to 

administer the wealth it created-brought about a new managerial class 
composed primarily of native white Americans. As their affluence in
creased, the retail sector also expanded dramatically. Both administration 
and retail sales depended on face-to -face interaction, which put a pre
mium on spatial proximity and high popUlation densities. The invention 
of structural steel and mechanical elevators allowed cities to expand up
ward in skyscrapers, which were grouped into central business districts 
that brought thousands of people into regular daily contact. The develop
ment of efficient urban rail systems permitted the city to expand outward, 
creating new residential districts in suburban areas to house the newly 

affluent class of middle-class managers and service workers.27 
These developments brought about an unprecedented increase in ur

ban social segregation. Not only was class segregation heightened, but 
the "new" immigrant groups-Jews, Poles, Italians, Czechs-expe
rienced far more segregation from native whites than did the "old" im
migrant groups of Irish and Germans. Whereas European irrirnigrant seg
regation, as measured by the index of dissimilarity, rarely exceeded 5 0  
before 1 870, after the turn o f  the century values i n  the range o f  50 to 65 

were common.28 
Southern blacks also formed p art of the stream of migrants to American 

cities, but until 1 890 the flow was relatively small; only 70,000 blacks 
left the south during the 1 870s and 80,000 ueparted during the 1880s.29 
In contrast, the number of European immigrants ran into the millions in 
both decades. Immigration, however, was cyclical and strongly affected 
by economic conditions abroad. When the demand for labor in European 
cities was strong, migration to the United States fell, and when European 
demand flagged, immigration to the United States rose.30 

This periodic ebb and flow of European immigration created seriou s  
structural problems for American employers, particularly when boom 
periods in Europe and America coincided. When this occurred, European 
migrants moved to their own industrial cities and U.S .  factories had diffi
culty attracting new workers. Periodic labor shortages caused northern 
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employers to turn t o  domes tic sources o f  labor, especially migrants from 
American rural areas and particularly those in the south. Thus black 

migration to northern cities oscillared inversely with the ebb and flow of 

European immigration. 31  
But northern employers also found another reason to employ southern 

blacks, for by the turn of the century, they had discovered their utility 

as strikebreakers. Blacks were repeatedly employed in this capacity in 

northern labor disputes between 1 890 and 1 9 30:  black strikebreakers 

were used seven times in New York between 1 89 5  and 1 9 1 6, and were 

employed in Cleveland in 1 896, in Detroit in 1 9 1 9, in Milwaukee in 
1 922, and in Chicago in 1 904 and 1 90 5 .  �2 Poor rural blacks with little 

understanding of industrial conditions and no experience with unions 
were recruited in the south and transported directly to northern factories, 
often on special trains arranged by factory owners.  

The association of blacks with strikebreaking was bound to earn them 

the erunity of white workers, but discrimination against blacks by labor 
unions cannot be attributed to this animosity alone. European groups 
had also been used as strikebreakers, but labor leaders overcame these 

attempts at union -busting by incorporating each new wave of immigrants 

into the labor movemen t . U nions never employed this strategy with 

southern blacks, however. From the start, African Americans suffered 

unusually severe discrimination from white unions simply because they 
were black. 33 

Most of the skilled crafts unions within the American Federation of 
Labor, for example, excluded blacks until the 1 9 3 0s; and the Congress 
of Industrial Organizations accepted blacks only grudgingly, typically 
within segregated Jim Crow loca ls that received poorer contracts and 
lower priorities in j ob assignments. Being denied access to the benefits 

of white unions, blacks had little to lose from crossing picket l ines, 
thereby set ting off a cycle of ongo ing mutual hostility and distrust be

tween black and white workers . 34 
Black out-migration from the south grew steadily from the end of the 

nineteenth century into the first decades of the new century . During the 
1 890s, some 1 74,000 blacks left the south, and this number rose to 

1 97,000 between }'900 and 1 9 1 0. } 5  The event that transformed the 
stream into a flood, however, was the outbreak of World War I in 1 9 14.  

The war both increased the demand for U.S.  industrial production and 
cut off the flow of European immigrants, northern factories' traditional 
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SQurce of labor. In response, employers began a sp irited recruitment of 

blacks from the rural south. 36 

The arrival of the recruiters in the south coincided with that of the 

Mexican boll weevil. which had devastated Louisiana's cotton crops in 

1906 before moving on to Mississippi in 1 9 1 3  and Alabama in 1 9 1 6 . The 
collapse of southern agriculture was aggravated by a series of disastrous 

floods in 1 9 1 5  and 19 J 6 and low cotton prices up to 1 9 1 4. In response, 

southern planters shifted production from cotton to food crops and Iive
slOck, both of which required fewer workers. Thus the demand for black 

tenant farmers and day laborers fell just when the need for unskilled 

workers in northern cities skyrocketed. 37 
This coincidence of push and pull factors increased the level of black 

out-migration to new heights and greatly augmented the black popula
tions of Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Philadelphia, and New York. Be

tween 1 9 1 0  and 1 920, some 525 ,000 African Americans left their tradi

tional homes in the south and took up l ife in the north, and during the 

1920s the outflow reached 877,000. 38 This migration gradually acquired 

a dynamic of its own, as established migrants found jobs and housing 

for their friends and relatives back home. At the same time, northern 
black newspapers such as the Chicago Defender, which were widely read 

in the south, exhorted southern blacks to escape their oppression and 

move northward. As a result of this dynamic, black out-migration from 
the south continued at a substantial rate even during the Great De

preSSion. J9 

Northern whites viewed this rising tide of black migration with increas

ing hostility and considerable alarm. Middle-class whites were repelled 
by what they saw as the uncouth manners, unclean habits, slothful ap
pearance, and illicit behavior of poorly educated, poverty-stricken mi
grants who had only recently been sharecroppers, and a resurgence of 

white racist ideology during the 1920s provided a theoreticaL "scientific" 
justification for these feelings. Working-class whites, for their part. feared. 

economic competition from the newcomers; and being first- or second
generation immigrants who were themselves scorned by native whites, 
they reaffirmed their own "whiteness" by oppressing a people that was 
even lower in the racial hierarchy. Blacks in the early twentieth century 
frequently said that the first English word an immigrant learned was 
"nigger. " 

As the size of the urban black population rose steadily afler 1 900, 
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white racial views hardened and the relatively fluid and open period of 

race relations in the north drew to a close. Northern newspapers increas
ingly used terms such as "nigger" and "darkey" in prim and carried 
unflattering stories about black crimes and vice.40 After decades of rela

tively integrated education, white parents increasingly refused to enroll 

their children in schools that included blacks.41 Doors that had permitted 
extensive interracial contact among the elite suddenly slammed shut as 

black professionals lost white clients, associates, and friends.42 

The most dramatic harbinger of the new regime in race relations was 
the upsurge in racial violence. In city after northern city, a series of 
communal riots broke out between 1 900 and 1 920 in the wake of mas

sive black migration. Race riots struck New York C ity in 1 900; Evansville, 

Indiana, in 1 903;  Springfield, Illinois, in 1 908; East 5t. Louis, Illinois, in 
1 9 1 7 ;  and Chicago in 1 9 1 9.43 In each case, individual blacks were at
tacked because of the color of their skin. Those living away from recog
nized "black" neighborhoods had their houses ransacked or burned. 
Those unlucky or unwise enough to be caught trespassing in "white" 

neighborhoods were beaten, shot, or lynched. Blacks on their way to 
work were pulled from trolleys and pummelled. Rampaging bands of 

whites roamed the streets for days, attacking blacks at will. Although 
most of the rioters were white, most of the arrests, and nearly all of the 

victims, were black. 
As the tide of violence rose in northern cities, blacks were increaSingly 

divided from whites by a hardening color line in employment, education, 
and especially housing. Whites became increaSingly intolerant of black 
neighbors and fear of racial turnover and black "invasion" spread. Those 

blacks living away from recognized Negro areas were forced to move into 

expanding "black belts," "darkytowns," "Bronzevilles, "  or "Nigger

towns." Well- educated, middle-class blacks of the old elite found them
selves increasingly lumped together with poorly educated, impoverished 
migrants from the rural south; and well-to-do African Americans were 
progressively less able to find housing commensurate with their social 
status. In white eyes, black people belonged in black neighborhoods no 
matter what their social or economic standing; the color line grew in
creasingly impermeable.44 

Thus levels of residential segregation between blacks and whites began 
a steady rise at the tum of the century that would last for sixty years. 

The indices shown in the second column of Table 2 . 1  reveal the extent 

of this increase. By 1 9 1 0, the average level of racial segregation in seven 
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northern cities was 5 9  (compared with 46 in 1 860) and four cases fell 
clearly within the high range (with index scores above 60 ) .  The initial 
stages of ghetto formation are most clearly revealed in Chicago ( where 
the index increased from 50 to 67) ,  Cleveland (an increase' from 49 to 

69) ,  Milwaukee (from 60 to 6 7 ) ,  and st. Louis (from 39 to 54) . 

The progressive segregation of blacks continued in subsequent decades, 
and by World War II the foundations of the modern ghetto had been 

laid in virtually every northern city. The last column of Table 2 . 1  presents 
dissimilarity indices computed by Karl and Alma Taeuber for 1 940.45 

Some caution must be exercised in interpreting these figures, because 
they are based on block statistics rather than on ward data. Blocks are 
substantially smaller than wards, and the degree of segregation that can 
be measured tends to increase as the geographic size of units falls :  what 
may appear to be an "integrated" ward actually may be quite segregated 

on a block-by-block basis.46 

The shift from wards to blocks adds at least 1 0  points to the dissimilar
ity indices (and probably more),  but even making a liberal allowance for 
this artifact of the "neighborhood" unit used, it is clear that the level of 
black-white segregation rose substantially after 1 9 1 0. At the block level, 
the degree of black- white segregation in northern cities reached an aver
age value of 89 by 1 940, with indices varying narrowly in the range from 
80 to 1 00; this implies a range of about 70 to 90 using ward data, with 
an average around 80. It is safe to surmise, therefore, that by 1 940 at 
least 70% of northern black city dwellers would have had to move to 
achieve an even residential configuration in northern cities (compared 
with a figure of only 46% in 1 860) .  

With a rapidly growing black population being accommodated by an 
ever-smaller number of neighborhoods and an increasingly uneven resi
dential configuration, the only possible outcome was an increase in the 
spatial isolation of blacks. As can be seen in Table 2.2, levels of racial 
isolation in northern cities began to move sharply upward after 1 900, 

and especially after 1 9 10.  By 1 9 3 0, African Americans were well on 
their way to experiencing a uniquely high degree of spatial isolation in 
American cities.  Chicago led the way: its isolation index increased from 
only 10% in 1 900 to 70% thirty years later. As of 1 9 30 the typical black 
Chicagoan lived in a neighborhood that was over two-thirds black. That 
the level of black racial isolation also rose in other cities indicated the 

growth of more incipient ghettos :  from 8 %  to 5 1 %  in Cleveland, from 
5% to 42% in New York, and from 1 3 % to 47 % in St. Louis. 
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The increasing ghettoization of blacks was not simply a result of their 
growing numbers. Stanley Lieberson has clearly demonstrated that the 
segregation of blacks in the urban north increased after 1 900 not only 
because their share of the population grew but because the same racial 
composition led to more isolation than it had during earlier periods:H As 
the new century wore on, areas of acceptable black residence became 

more and more narrowly circumscribed : the era of the ghetto had begun. 
Migration and industrial development also segregated the "new" Eu

ropean immigrant groups, of course, but recent studies have made it clear 
that immigrant enclaves in the early twentieth century were in no way 

comparable to the black ghetto that formed in most northern cities by 
1 940.48 To be sure , certain neighborhoods could be identified as "Ital

ian," "Polish," or "Jewish"; but these ethnic enclaves differed from black 

ghettos in three fundamental ways . 

First, unlike black ghettos, immigrant enclaves were never homoge

neous and always contained a wide variety of nationalities, even if They 

were publ icly associated with a particular national origin group. In Chi
cago's " Magyar district" of 1 90 1 ,  for example, twenty-two different eth
nic groups were present and only 37% of all family heads were Magyar 

(26% were Polish) .49 Similarly, an 1 893 color-coded block map of Chi
cago's West Side prepared by the U.S. Department of Labor showed the 

location of European ethnic groups using eighteen separate colors. The 

result was a huge ra inbow in which no block contained a single color. 

The average number of colors per block was eight, and four out of five 

lots within blocks were mixed. In none of the "Little Italys" identified on 
the map was there an all-Italian block . 50 

The myth of the immigrant ghetto was perpetuated by Ernest Burgess, 
a founder of the " Chicago School" of urban sociology. In 1 9 3 3  he pub

lished a well-known map showing the spatial location Chicago's various 

immigrant groups . On it, he identified specific German, Irish, ila lian, 
RUSSian, Polish , Swedish, and Czech "ghettos:" A closer examination of 

these da ta by Thomas Philpott, however. revealed that Burgess's immi
grant "ghettos " were more fictive than real .  The average number of na
tionalities per ghetto was twenty-two, ranging from twenty in ostensibly 

Italian and Czech neighborhoods to twenty- five in areas that were theo

retically Irish, German, and Swedish. In none of these "ghettos " did the 
ghettoized group constitute even a bare majority of the population, with 

[he sale exception of Poles, who comprised 54% of their enclave. In areas 
that Burgess identified as being part of the black ghetto, however, blacks 

comprised 82% of the population. 5 1  
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A second crucial distinction is that most European ethnics did nO[ live 

in immigrant "ghenos," as ethnically diluted as they were. Burgess's Irish 
ghetto contained only 3% of Chicago's Irish population, and only 50% 

of the dty's Italian lived in the "Linle Italys" he identified. Only among 

poles did a majority, 6 1  %. live in neighborhoods that were identified as 

being part of the Polish enclave. In contrast. 9 3 %  of Chicago's  black 

population lived within the black ghetto . 52 

Thus even at the height of their segregation early in this cenrury. Euro

pean ethnic groups did not experience a particularly high degree of isola

tion from American society. even in 1 9 1 0  at the end of the peak decade 

of European immigration. Among the 100 or so indices that S tanley 

Lieberson computed for seven European ethnic groups in seventeen cities 

in 1 9 10.  only seven cases had isolation indices above 25%. and all but 

twO were under 40 %. The highest recorded levels of spatial isolation 

were for Italians in Boston (44% ) .  Buffalo ( 38% ) .  and Milwaukee ( 5 6% ) .  
and for Russians (I .e . •  Jews) in New York ( 34% ) .5 3  In contrast. black 

isolation exceeded 2 5 %  in eleven of the seventeen cities Lieberson exam

ined in 1 930 (see Table 2 . 2 ) ;  and what is startling about this fact is (hat 
black ghettos were still in their formative stages in 1 9 }0 and had not yet 

begun to approach their maximum isolation. 

The last difference between immigrant enclaves and black ghettos is 

that whereas ghettos became a permanent feature of black residential 

life. ethnic enclaves proved to be a fleeting. transitory stage in the process 

of immigrant assimilation. The degree of segregation and spatial isolation 

among European ethnic groups fell steadily after 1 9 10. as native-born 

children of inunigrants experienced less segregation than their parents 

and as spatial isolation decreased progressively with socioeconomic ad

vancement. 54 For European immigrants. enclaves were places of absorp

tion, adaptation. and adjustment to American society. They served as 

springboards for broader mobility in society. whereas blacks were trapped 

behlnd an increasingly impermeable color line. 

The emergence of severe racial segregation in the north was not pri

marily a reflection of black housing preferences or a natural outcome of 

migration processes. On the contrary. as the ghetto walls grew thicker 

and higher, well-to-do class blacks complained bitterly and loudly about 

their increasing confinement w ithin crowded, dilapidated neighborhoods 

inhabited by people well below their social and economic status.55  Al

though they fought the construction of the ghetto as best they could, the 

forces arrayed against them proved to be overwhelming. 

Foremost among the tools that whites used to construct the ghetto was 
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violence. The initial impetus for gheuo formation came from a wave of 
racial violence, a lready noted, that swept over northern cities in the pe
riod between 1 900 and 1 920. These disturbances were communal in 
nature, and victims were singled out strictly on the basis of skin color. 

As history has repeatedly shown, during periods of communal strife. the 
only safety is in numbers. Blacks living in integrated or predominantly 

white areas-or even simply traveling through white areas to their own 
homes-proved to be extremely vulnerable.  56 

Blacks that survived these attacks were loath to return to their former 
dwellings where they feared (correctly) that they would be subject to 
further violence. Following the riots, there was an outflow of blacks from 

ou tlying neighborhoods into the emerging ghetto , as the old integrated 

elite resigned itself to the new realities of racial segregation. Blacks who 

had been contemplating a move to better housing in white areas before 

the riots thought better of the idea a fterward. 
Racial violence did not end when the riots ceased in 1 920, however; 

it simply assumed new, more controlled forms. As the black settlement 
pattern imploded and scattered areas of black residence were eliminated 

or consolidated, a contiguous core of solidly black neighborhoods fanned 
in most northern cities during the first decades of the century. By the 
time black migration quickened during the 1 920s, new arrivals had to 

be accommodated within a very compact and spatially restricted area 
that was not open to easy expansion. 

After 1 920 the pattern of racial strife shifted from one of general ized 

conununal violence aimed at driving blacks out of white neighborhoods 
to a new pattern of targeted violence concentrated along the periphery 

of an expanding ghetto. As migration continued and housing pressures 

within the ghetto became intolerable, and as health, sanitary, and social 

conditions deteriorated, middle-class black families were eventually 
driven across the color line into white neighborhoods adiacem to the 

ghetto. Their moves set off an escalating pattern of racial violence. 57 
The pattern typically began with threatening letters, personal harass

ment, and warnings of dire consequences to follow. Sometimes whites, 
through their churches, realtors, or neighborhood orgaruzations, wou ld 
take up a collection and offer to buy the black homeowner out, hinting 
of less civilized inducements to follow if the offer was refused. If these 
entreaties failed to dislodge the resident, spontaneous mobs would often 

grow out of neighborhood meetings or barroom discussions, and a pack 
of agitated, angry whites would surround the house, hurling rocks and 
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insults and at times storming the home and ransacking it. Periodic out

bursts of mob violence would be interspersed with sporadic incidents of 

rock-throwing, gunshots, cross burnings, and physlcaJ attack. 

If the escalating violence still failed to produce the desired result, the 

last step was dramatic and guaranteed to attract the attention, not only 

of the homeowner, but of the entire black community: bombing. During 

and after World War I, a wave of bombings followed the expansion of 
black residential areas in cities throughout the north. In Chicago, fifty
eight black homes were bombed between 1 9 1 7  and 1 92 1 ,  one every 
twenty days;58 and one black real estate agent, Jesse Binga, had his home 
and office bombed seven times in one year. 59 In Cleveland, a wealthy 
black doctor who constructed a new home in an exclusive white suburb 

had his house surrounded by a violent mob, and when Ihis attack Jailed 
to dislodge him, the home was dynamited twice.60 Bombings were also 

reported to be a conunon means of combating the expansion of Detroit's 
ghetto .6 l 

The wave of violence and bombings crested during the 1 920s, although 
the sporadic use of these techniques has continued up to the present.62 
Violence, however, has its problems as a strategy for maintaining the 
residential color line. Although it was employed by whites of all classes 
at first, those in the middle and upper classes eventually realized its 
limitations. Not only did violent actions often destroy property within 
neighborhoods being "defended," but injuries or death could bring legal 

charges' as well as unfavorable publicity that decreased an area's stability. 
After the 1 9205, middle-class whites increasingly turned to more civilized 
and insti tutionalized methods to build the ghetto . 

A typical organizational solution to the threat of black residential 
expansion was the formation of neighborhood "improvement associa
tions." Although ostensibly chartered for the purpose of promoting 
neighborhood security and property values, their principal raison d'ene 

was the prevention of black entry and the maintenance of the color line. 
On Chicago 's South Side, for example, the Hyde Park Improvement and 
Protective Club and the Woodlawn Society were formed implicitly to rid 
their neighborhoods of unwanted black settlers and to prevent future 
black entry.63 In New York, whites banded together in Harlem's Property 
Owners' Improvement Corporation and Brooklyn's Gates Avenue Asso
ciation, again for the same reasons.64 In other cities, similar organizations 
dedicated themselves to checking the expansion of black settlement along 
the ghetto'S frontier.65 
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These voluntary associations employed a variety of tools in their efforts 
to preserve the racial homogeneity of threatened neighborhoods. They 
lobbied city councils for zoning restrictions and for the dosing of hotels 
and rooming houses that attracted blacks; they threatened boycotts of 
real estate agents who sold homes to blacks; they withdrew their patron
age from white businesses that catered to black clients; they agitated for 
public investments in the neighborhood in order to increase property 
values and keep blacks out by economic means; they collected money 
to create funds to buy property from black settlers or to purchase homes 
that remained vacant for too long; they offered cash bonuses to black 
renters who agreed to leave the neighborhood . In the exclusive Chicago 
suburb of Wilmette, a committee of citizens went so far as to ask wealthy 
homeowners to lodge all maids, servants, and gardeners on premises, or 
else to fire all Negroes in their employ.66 

One of the most important functions of the neighborhood associations, 

however, was to implement restrictive covenams. 67 These documents 
were contractual agreements among property owners stating that they 
would not pennit a black to own, occupy, or lease their property. Those 
signing the covenant bound themselves and their heirs to exclude blacks 
from the covered area for a specified period of time. In the event of the 
covenant's violation. any party to the agreement could call upon the 
courts for enforcement and could sue the transgressor for damages. As 
typically empJoyed, covenants took effect when some fixed percentage 
of property owners in a given area had signed, wh ereupon the remaining 
nonsignatories were pressured to sign also. A typical covenant lasted 
twenty years and required the assent of 75% of the property owners to 
become enforceable . 

Prior to 1 900, such covenants did not exist. Legal restrictions on the 
transfer of property to blacks took the form of deed restrictions, which 
covered single parcels and did not solve the problem of massive black 
entry into white neighborhoods. Deed restrictions also did not lend them
selves to forceful collective action. After 1 9 1 0, the use of restrictive cove
nants spread widely throughout the United States, and they were em
ployed frequently and with considerable effectiveness to maimain the 
color line until ] 948, when the U. S .  Supreme Court declared them unen
forceable.68 

Local real estate boards often took the Jead in establishing restrictive 
covenants and arranging for their widespread use. In 1 927, for example, 
the Chicago Real Estate Board devised a model covenant that neighbor-
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hood organizations could adapt for rheir own use; the board then orga

nized a special drive to ensure its adoption by all of the "better" neigh

borhoods in the city. 69 Although Chicago's local board may have been 

unusually active in defending the color line, these actions were consistent 

with official policies of the National Association of Real Estate Brokers, 

which in 1 924 adopted an article in its code of ethics stating that '.'a 

Realtor should never be instrumental in introducing into a neighbor

hood . . .  members of any race or nationality . . . whose presence will 

clearly be detrimental to property values in that neighborhood," a provi

sion that remained in effect until 1 9 5 0 . 70 
. The maintenance of a rigid color line in housing through violence and 

institutionalized discrimination paradoxicalJy also created the conditions 

for ghetto expansion. Rapid black migration into a confined residential 
area created an intense demand for housing within the ghetto, which led 
to a marked inflation of rents and home prices. The racially segmented 
market generated real estate values in black areas that far exceeded any
thing in white neighborhoods, and this simple economic fact created a 

great potential for profits along the color line, guaranteeing that some 
reaJ estate agent wouJd special ize in opening up new areas to black 
settlement. 7 1  

White real estate boards, o f  course, attempted to forestall such actions 
by threatening agents who violated the color line with expulsion, but 
because black agents were excJuded from real estate boards anyway, this 
threat had little effect on them. Furthermore, the pot,ential profits were 
great enough that many whites were wiJIing to face public opprobrium 
for the sake of the money to be earned. In the end, the real estate industry 
settled on a practical compromise of keeping "blacks from moving into 
white residential areas haphazardly and to see to it that they filled a block 
solidly before being alJowed to move into the next one.' 172 EssentiaJly this 
strategy represented a policy of containment and tactical retreat before 
an advancing color line. For some, i[ proved to be a very profitabJe 
compromise. 

The methods that realtors used to open up neighborhoods to black 
entry and to reap profits during the transition came to be known as 
"blockbusting." 73  The expansion of the ghetto generalJy folJowed the 
path of least resistance, sJowing or stopping at natural boundaries such 
as rivers, railroad tracks, or major thoroughfares, and moving toward 
low status rather than high status areas.74 Blockbusting agents would 
select a promising area for racial turnover, most often an area adjacent 
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to the ghetto that comained older housing, poorer families, aging house
holds, and some apartment buildings. Agents would then quietly acquire 
a few homes or apartments in the area, and rent or sell them to carefully 
chosen black families. 

The inevitable reaction of white violence and resistance was countered 
with deliberate attempts to increase while fears and spur black demand.7$ 
Agents would go door to door warning white residents of the impending 
" invasion" and offer to purchase or rent homes on generous terms . They 
often selected ostentatiously lower-class blacks to be the first settlers in 
the neighborhood in order to heighten fears and encourage panic; at 
times, these " settlers" were actually confederates of the realtor. In neigh
borhoods of family homes, a realtor might divide up the first black
occupied house into small units, which were intentionally rented to poor 
southern arrivals who were desperate for housing and will ing to pay 
high rents for cramped rooms of low quality. While white panic was 
spreading, the realtors would advertise widely within the black commu

nilY, pointing out the availabil ity of good housing in a newly opened 
neighborhood, thereby augmenting black demand. 

Given the intensity of black demand and the depths of white prejudice, 
the entry of a relatively small number of black settlers would quickly 
surpass the threshold of white tolerance and set off a round of racial 
turnover.76 No white renters or home buyers would enter the area under 
the cloud of a black invasion, and as the rate of white departures acceler
ated, each departing white family would be replaced with one or more 
bJack families. As the threat of violence subsided and whites gave up 
defending the neighborhood, black demand soared and agents reaped 
substantial profits, because the new entrants were willing to pay prices 
much higher than those previously paid by whites. 

In neighborhoods of single-family homes, the initial black entrants 
tended to be middle- and upper-class families seeking to escape the de
plorable conditions of the ghetto. 77 Like other middle-class people, they 
sought more agreeable surroundings, higher-quality schools, lower crime 
rates, bigger houses, larger properties, and a " better class of people , "  

Because white banks d i d  not make loans to black applicants . realtors 
were able to augment their profits by acting as bankers as well as sales 
agents; and given the raCially segmented credit market. they were able 
to charge interest rates and demand down payments well above those 
paid by whites.78 

The attempts of black middle-class families to escape the ghetto were 
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continually undermined, however, by real estate agents seeking quick 

profits. Often they sold homes to black families who needed quality hous

ing but were in no position to pay for it. As both seller and lender, the 

agent would collect a cash advance and several months of mortgage 

payments before the buyer defaulted; then [he family was evicted and 
the house was resold to another family under similar terms . In this way, 

agents could "sell" a home several times in the course of a year, generat

ing extra profits. Frequently agents bought homes in single-fami ly neigh

borhoods, subdivided them into rooming houses, and then leased lhe 

resulting "kitchenette" apartments at high rents to poor families.79 
The prevalence of these quick-profit schemes meant that the ghetto 

constantly followed the black middle class as it sought to escape from the 
poverty, blight. and misery of the black slum. Following resegregation, 
neighborhoods fell into progressive neglect and disrepair as owners were 
shuffled in and out of homes, which sat vacant between sales. Nor could 
owners who were paying rents and mortgages beyond their means afford 
repairs and routine maintenance. In addition, the illegal subdivision of 
single-family homes brought the very poor into what were originally 
middle-class areas.  Complaints to city inspectors by black homeowners 
usually went unheard, because real estate agents were typically careful 
to pay off local officials; many were only too happy to tum a blind eye 
to problems in the black community if there was money to be made. 

During the 1 92 05 and 1 9 305, therefore, black ghettos expanded behind 

a leading edge of middle-class pioneers who were subsequently swamped 
by an influx of poor families, which caused the progressive deterioration 
of the neighborhood. As the decline accelerated, affluent families were 
prompted to seek new quarters in adjacent white neighborhoods , begin

ning a new round of neighborhood transition and decay. This process, 
when repeated across neighborhoods, yielded a distinct class gradient in 
the ghetto. with the poorest families being concentrated toward the cen
ter in the worSI, most crowded, and least desirable housing, and the 
middle and upper classes progressively increasing their share of the popu
lation as one moved from the core toward the periphery of the ghetto . 

so 

As the black ghetto became more dense and spatially concentrated, a 
struggle for power, influence, and ideological comrol emerged within lhe 
black community between the old elite and the "New Negroes" of the 
1 920s and 1 93 05.81 The latter were politicians and, to a lesser extent, 
business owners who benefited from the spatial concentration of black 
demand within a racially segmented market. In ideological terms, 
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the struggle was symbolized by the debate between the adherents of 
W. E. B.  Du Bois and the followers of Booker T. Washington. The 
former argued that blacks should fight white injustice and demand 
their rightful share of the fruits of American society; the latter advocated 
accommodating white racism while building an independent black eco
nomic base. 

The rise of the ghetto, more than anything else, brought about the 
eclipse of the old elite of integrationist blacks who dominated African 
American affairs in northern cities before 1 9 10. These professionals and 
tradespeople who catered to white clients and aspired to full membership 
in American society were supplanted by a class of politicians and entre

. preneurs whose source of power and wealth lay in the black community 
itself. Rather than being caterers, barbers, doctors, and lawyers who 
served a white or racially mixed clientele, the new elite were politicians 
and business owners with a self-interested stake in the ghetto. With their 
ascendancy, the ideal of an integrated society and the fight against racial 
segregation went into a long remission. 82 

These "New Negroes" induded real estate tycoons, such as Chicago's 
Jesse Binga and New York's Philip A. Payton, men who specialized in 
opening up new areas for black settlement and made millions in the 
process.S3 Publishing newspapers for a black audience brought wealth 
and influence to Robert S .  Abbott, who built the Chicago Defender into 
the most important black newspaper in the country, and Dr. P. M. H. 
Savory, who published the Amsterdam News from the 1 920s until his 
death in the 1 965.84 With the concentration of black population, more
over, came the concentration of black votes and buying power, and a 
new generation of politicians and business owners came to the fore
people such as Oscar DePriest, who became Chicago's first black alder
man and the first African American elected to Congress from the north,8� 
and New York's Madame C. J. Walker, who made a fortune with a line 
of black cosmetics and hair-straightening products.s6 The interests of 
these new economic and pOlitical leaders were tied to the ghetto and its 
concerns rather than to issues growing out of an attempt to pursue an 
integrated life within the mainstream of American society. 

Meanwhile, in the south, conditions for urban blacks were consider
ably less tolerant than in the north. The Jim Crow system of race relations 
was in its heyday during the early years of the twentieth century, but its 
paternalistic system of race relations guaranteed the subordination of 
blacks and paradoxically lessened the need for a rigid system of housing 
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segregation. Among older southern cities, in particular, the traditional 

. grid pattern of while avenues and black alleys kept segregation levels 

relatively low. Although direer evidence on the degree of racial segrega
tion in southern cities is limited, the few available studies suggest that it 

was less severe in the early twentieth century than in the emerging ghet

toS of the north. 
In I 9 lO, the three southern cities for which there is data in Table 2 . 1  

had an average black-white dissimilarity score of only 38, 2 1  points lower 
than the average in the north. In Charleston the level was particularly 

low at about 1 7; and although this value appears to represent an increase 

since the nineteenth century, it is an artifact of the exclusion of slaves 
from the earlier computation. When they are induded in the 1 8 60 calcu
lation, the index falls to 1 1 . 5 .87 Of the three cities shown in 1 9 10,  more
over, none displays an index in the range generally accepted as high. 

southern whites were not completely immune to threats posed by 
black urbanization. After 1 9 10 black populations also began to rise in 
southern cities, for essentially the same reasons as in the north, and 
whites similarly became alarmed at the influx of black migrants. In the 
context of Jim Crow, however, the reaction of southern whites never 
reached the extremes of panic and fear experienced in the north. Rather, 
given the tradition of legally enforced segregation in other spheres, south
ern whites turned to the law to promote greater separation between the 
races in housing. 

The movement toward legally enforced residential segregation began 
in 1 9 1 0 ,  when Baltimore' s city council passed an ordinance establishing 
separate white and black neighborhoods in the city. Additional laws to 
establish legal segregation in housing were passed in Virginia between 
1 9 1 I and 1 9 1 3 ,  when Ashland, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Richmond, and 
Ro'anoke all adopted ordinances emulating Baltimore's. By 1 9 1 3 , the 
movement had spread southward to Winston-Salem and Greenville, 
North Carolina, and it reached Atlanta, Georgia, in the same year. By 
1 9 1 6, Louisville, St. Louis, Oklahoma City, and New Orleans all had 
passed laws establishing separate black and white districts in their cities.88 
As the movement gathered steam, some northern cities began to consider 
the possibility of adopting similar ordinances to resolve their racial diffi
culties.89 

In 1 9 1 6, however, the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People filed suit in federal court to block the implementation of 
Louisville's segregation law, and one year later the u . s .  Supreme Court 
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declared it unconstitutiona1.9o The movemen£ [Oward legally sanctioned 
housing segregation ended, and thereafter racial segregation in southern 
cities was accompJished by the same means as in the north: through 
violence, collective antiblack action, racially restrictive covenants, and 
discriminatory real estate practices. Segregation, nonetheless, continued 
to develop at a slower pace than in northern cities owing to the slower 
pace of industrialization, the unique spatial organization of southern 
cities, and the greater social control of blacks afforded by Jim Crow. 

The 1 940 black-white segregation indices in Table 2 . 1 conceal the 
lower segregation in the south because they rely on block rather than 
ward data. Although the average score of 8 1  is eight points lower than 

. in the north, it is still quite high. The use of blocks rather than wards 
interacts with a classic white avenue/black alley settlement pattern to 
produce a misleading picture of segregation in the south. When ward 
tabulations are used, the level of segregation in Charleston falls from 60 
to 27 (compared with a ward-level index of only 17 in 1 9 1 0 )  while that 
in Jacksonville drops from 94 to 47 ( up from 39 thiny years before) .9 1  
Although the waIls of  the ghetto were rising in the south by 1 940, they 
had not yet reached the height of those in the north, particularly in the 

older cities. 

Shoring the Bulwarks of Segregation, 1940- 1970 

The outlines and form of the modern black ghetto were in place in most 
northern cities by the outbreak of World War II. Events unleashed by 
the war would not change the frontiers of black settlement so mLlch as 
fill in the gaps. Once World War II was over, a great boom ushered in a 
new economic order that again dramatically transformed the social and 

. spatial organization of cities, creating sprawling decentralized metropo
lises where compact settlements once stood. This new urban political 
economy mixed the public and private sectors to an unprecedented de
gree, and the distinguishing feature of racial segregation in the postwar 
era is the direct role that government played not only in maintaining the 
color line but in strengthening the walls of the ghetto. 

By 1 9 3 0  the perimeters of black settlement were well established in 
most cities and the level of black-white residential dissimilarity had 
reached a stable and very high leve1. Blacks were nearly as unevenly 
distributed in American cities as they would ever be. but as late as 1 930 
a significant number of whites still lived within the circumscribed areas 
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that had been ceded to black settlement. 92 The Great Depression and 
World War II eliminated this residual white population and made nonh
ern ghetlOs the homogeneously black communities they are today. 

The advent of the Depression brought widespread unemployment to 
blacks in the nonh. But if northern economic conditiom were bad, they 
were worse in the south, and given the self-perpetuating dynamic inher
ent in mass migration, the movement from somh to north continued: 
from 1930 to 1940, some 400,000 black migrants left the south for north
ern cities.93 When they arrived, they faced unusually bleak residential 
circumstances, for the Great Depression had virtually ended new residen� 

tial construction after 1929. Although housing construction began to pick 
up by 1940, the entry of the United States inro World War II once again 
brought homebuilding to a halt. During the 193 0s and 1940s, therefore, 
black migrants entered an urban environment with an essentially fixed 
and very limited supply of housing. 

At first, the newcomers took the place of whites departing from racially 
changing neighborhoods located near the fringe of the ghetto. Once these 
neighborhoods had become all black, however, further ghetto expansion 
proved [0 be difficult because, given the housing shortage, there was 
nowhere for whites on the other side of the color line to go. As whites 
in adjacent neighborhoods stood firm and blocked entry, the expansion 
of the ghetto slowed to a crawl, and new black arrivals were accommo
dated by subdividing housing within the ghetto'S boundaries. Apartments 
were carved out of bedrooms, closets, garages, basements, and sheds. 
As population densities within the ghetto rose, black spatial isolation 
increased.94 

U. S .  entry into the war brought full mobilization and a shortage of 
factory workers in the nonh. In response to the new demand for labor, 
black migration from south to north soared during the 19405. The new 

migrants arrived in cities plagued by intense housing shonages and va
cancy rates under 1 %, even in white areas. Population densities within 
the ghetto increased to new, often incredible heights, a phenomenon that 
Otis and B everly Duncan appropriately labeled "piling up. , ,95 This stage 
in the process of ghetto formation increased black isolation to new ex
tremes, and from this time forward African Americans in large northern 
dties were effectively removed-socially and spatially-from the rest of 
American society. 

World War II brought recovery from the economic malaise of the Great 
DepreSSion, but four years of full employment combined with wartime 
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consumer shortages produced a large surplus of savings and a tremen
dous pent-up demand for housing. Additional capital for home owner- � 
ship was soon made available through new loan programs at the Federal : 

Housing Administration and the Veterans Administration. The mix of 
surplus capital and frustrated demand ignited an unparalleled postwar · 
boom in residential home construction. 

As home construction skyrocketed during the late 1 940s and 1 9 50s, 

men and women began to marry and have babies at remarkable rates. 
After postponing marriage and childbearing during the hard times of the 
Depression and through the disruptions of war, American couples sought 
to make up for lost time: the baby boom was on. The growing families 

. of the 1 9 505 sought large houses on spacious lots in areas with good 

schools and plenty of room for supervised play, conditions that were 

most easily met by constructing new homes on inexpensive land located 

outside of central cities.  The suburbanization of America proceeded at a 
rapid pace and the white middle class deserted inner cities in massive 
numbers . Only one- third of U.S . metropolitan residents were suburban · 
residents in 1 940, but by 1 970 suburbanites constituted a majority within 

metropolitan America. 

In making this transition from urban to suburban life, middle-class . 

whites demanded and got massive federal investments in highway (on

struction that permitted rapid movement to and from central cities by 
car. The surging demand for automobiles accelerated economic growth 

and contributed to the emergence of a new, decentralized spatial order. 

Whereas early industrialism was based on steam power, rail transporta

tion, and rudimentary communications (e.g. ,  the telegraph and surface 

mail), the new political economy grew up around electric power, auto

motive transport, and advanced telecommunications. 

Industrial-era technology had encouraged spatial concentration in hu

man activities. Factories were built compactly to conserve mechanical 

power and agglomerated to use common steam plants; rail lines moved 

large numbers of people along fixed routes to a single point, and crude 

communications put a premium on face-to-face interaction. In the new 

post-industrial order, however, the substitution of electricity for steam 

power eliminated the impetus for centralized manufacturing districts, and 

a growing reliance on truck transport made congested cities undesirable 

as centers of manufacturing and shipping. Widespread commuting by 

automobile extended residential development in all directions around 

the central dty, not just along fixed rail lines. As workers and factories 
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. took advantage of the new technologies and moved to the suburbs. retail 

activities followed. 96 

This period of rapid economic growth and growing spatial deconcen

tration was accompanied by relatively low levels of immigration; and 
with the expansion of educational opportunities and the rise in service 
. employment, the children of earlier immigrants increasingly left the ranks 

of manual workers. Employers once again turned to black migrants from 

the rural south to fill the demand for labor in manufacturing. heavy 
industry. and low-wage services. Within the south. a wave of mechaniza
tion and capital investment spread through agriculture. which put a de
finitive end to the sharecropping system and constricted the demand for 
rural labor. 97 As in earlier times. the coincidence of push and pun fattors 

led to extensive black out-migration. with the net flow totaling 1 .  5 mil
lion during the 1 9 50s and 1 .4 million during the 1 960s.98 

Despite this rapid transformation of American cities. however. one 

feature of urban geography remained unchanged: the black ghetro. The 
institutional practices and private behaviors that had combined to main
tain the color lin� before the war remained to support it afterward. with 
one significant change. Although whites were still highly resistant to 
racial integration in housing. withdrawal to the suburbs provided a more 
attractive alternative to the defense of threatened neighborhoods and led 

to a prevalence of flight over fight among whites in racially changing 
areas.99 The combination of rapid white suburbanization and extensive 
black in-migration led to an unprecedented increase in the physical size 

of the ghetto during the 1 9 50s and 1 9605.
1 00 

In the postwar years, therefore, the percentage of blacks within north
ern cities shifted rapidly upward. Between 1 950 and 1 970. the percent
age of blacks more than doubled in most large northern cities, going from 
14% to 33% in Chicago, from 16% to 38% in Cleveland. from 16% to 
44% in Detroit. and from 1 8% to 34% in Philadelphia. In the space 
of two decades Gary. Newark, and Washington were transfonned from 
predominantly white to predominantly black cities; Gary was 53% black 
by 1 970. and Newark and Washington were 54% and 71 % black. respec
tively.lOl 

What is striking about these transformations is how effectively the 
color line was maintained despite the massive population shifts. The 
white strategy of ghetto containment and tactical retreat before an ad
vancing color line. institutionalized during the 1920s, was continued 

after 1945; the only change was the rate at which the leading edge of 
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th e  ghetto advanced. In a few short years, the population o f  vast areas 
of Chicago's south and west sides became virtually all black, as occurred 
on Cleveland's east side, Philadelphia's north and west sides, and in most 
of central city Newark, Detroit, Baltimore, and Washington, D .C .  AU the 
while, however, the residential segregation of blacks was maintained. 102 

In cities receiving large numbers of black migrants, radal turnover was 
so regular and so pervasive that most neighborhoods could be classified 
by their stage in the transition process: all white, i nvasion, succession, 

consolidation, or all black. In six northern cities studied by Karl and 
Alma Taeuber, 90% of all neighborhoods inhabited by blacks in 1 960 

were either all black or clearly moving in that direction, a pattern that 
prevailed through 1 9 70 . 103 

The persistence of segregation despite the massive redistribution of 

whites and blacks is confirmed by Table 2.3 ,  which presents indices of 
residential dissimilarity calculated at the block level for thirty U.S .  cities 

from 1 940 through 1 970. These measures show that racial segregation 
became a permanent structural feature of the spatial organization of 
American cities in the years after World War II. In the three decades 
after 1 940, black-white segregation remained high and virtually constant, 

averaging over 8 5  at all times in all regions. Segregation levels in the 
north peaked in 1 9 5 0, and then edged slightly downward by 1 9 70, 

whereas southern cities peaked somewhat later, in 1 960. Only one city, 
San Francisco, experienced a significant long-term decline in the level of 
racial segregation. By 1 970, at least 70% of blacks would have had to 
move to achieve an even residential configuration in most cities, and in 
many places the figure was closer to 90%. 

Such consistently high levels of segregation imply that blacks and 
whites occupied separate and wholly distinct neighborhoods at each 
point between 1 940 and 1 970.  Given the fact that northern cities received 
about 4. 5 million black migrants during the period, the only possible 
outcome was a substantial increase in degree of black spatial isolation. 
Although no studies have computed decade-by-decade isolation indices 
for U.S.  cities, census data allow us to carry out this task for 1 970. Table 
2.4 presents our results for thirty cities, along with Lieberson's 1930 

isolation indices, which indicate long-term trends . 

Among northern cities, the average level of black spatial isolation more 
than doubled between 1 9 3 0  and 1 970, going from 32% to nearly 74% . 

Whereas a typical northern black resident was likely to live in a neighbor
hood dominated by whites in 1 9 30 (only Chicago and Cleveland were 



Table 2.3 Block-level indices of nonwhite-white segregation for thirty 

cities, 1940- 1 970 
.-

Segregation indices by year 

1940 1950 1 960 1 970 

Northern dties 
Boston 86.3 86.5 83.9 79.9 

Buffalo 87.9 89. 5 86.5 84:2 

Chicago 95.0 92 . 1  92 .6 88.8 

Cincinnati 90.6 9 1 .2 89.0 8 3 . 1  

Cleveland 92.0 9 1 . 5  9 1 . 3  89.0 

columbus 87. 1 88.9 85 .3  84. 1 

Detroit 89.9 88.8 84.5 80.9 

Gar)' 88.3 93.8 92.8 82.9 

Indianapolis 90.4 9 1 .4 9 1 .6 88.3 

Kansas City 88.0 9 1 . 3  90.8 88.0 

Los Angeles 84.2 84.6 8 1 .8 78.4 

Milwaukee 92.9 91 .6  88. 1 83.7 

Newark 77.4 76.9 7 1 .6 74.9 

New York 86.8 87.3 79.3 73.0 

philadelphia 88.0 89.0 87. 1 83.2 

Pittsburgh 82.0 84.0 84.6 83.9 

St. Louis 92.6 92.9 90.5 89.3 

San Francisco 82.9 79.8 69. 3  55.5 

Average 87.0 88.4 85.6 8 1 .7 

Southern cities 
Atlanta 87.4 9 1 . 5  93.6 9 1 . 5  

Baltimore 90. 1 9 1 . 3  89.6 88.3 

. Birmingham 86.4 88.7 92.8 9 1 . 5  

Dallas 80.2 88.4 94.6 92.7 

Greensboro 93 . 1  93.5 93.3 9 1 .4 

Houston 84.5 9 1 . 5  93.7 90.0 

Memphis 79.9 86.4 92.0 9 1 .8 
Miami 97.9 97.8 97.9 89.4 

New Orleans 8 1 .0 84.9 86.3 83. 1 
Norfolk 96.0 95.0 94.6 90.8 
Tampa 90.2 92.5 94.5 90.7 
Washington 8 1 .0 80. 1 79.7 77.7 

Average 87.3 90. 1 9 1 .9 89. 1 

Source: Annemette S0rensen, Karl E. Taeuber, and Lesslie i Hollingsworth. Jr., 

"Indexes of Racial Residential Segregation for 109 Cirtes in the United States, 1940 

to 1970," 50ci% oica/ Focus 8 ( 1975) : 128-30. 
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Table 2.4 Indices of black isolation within neighborhoods of thirty cities, 
1930- 1970 

Northern cities Southern cities 

City 1 9 30 1 9 70 City 1 970 

Boston 1 9 .2 66. 1 Atlanta 88.0 
Buffalo 24.2 75.2 Baltimore 84.8 
Chicago 70.4 89.2 Binningham 57.9 
Cincinnati 44.6 6 3 . 9  Dallas 82.0 

Cleveland 5 1 .0 86.6 Greensboro 62.0 

Columbus 65.2 
Houston 72.1 

Detroit 3 1 .2 77. 1 Memphis 82.9 

Gary 83.2 Miami 8 1 . 5  

Indianapolis 26. 1 6 5 . 5  New Orleans 75.6 

Kansas City 3 1.6 7 5 . 6  Norfolk 79.8 

Los Angeles 2 5 . 6  73.9 
Tampa 62. 3 

Milwaukee 1 6.4 74.5 
Washington 88.1 

New York 4 1 .8 60.2 Average 76.4 

Newark 22.8 78.3 

Philadelphia 27.3 75.6 

Pittsburgh 26.8 70.8 

St. Louis 46.6 85. 1 

San Francisco 1 . 7  56. 1 

Average 3 1 . 7  7 3 . 5  

Sources: Indices for 1 930 are computed from ward-level data and come from Stanley 

Lieberson, A Piece of the Pie: Blacks and White Immigrants since 1880 (Berkeley: University 

of California Press, 1 980) ,  pp. 266, 288. Indices for 1970 are computed from tract-level 

data and were calculated by the authors using U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of 

Population and Housing 1 970, Fourth Court Summary Tapes, File A (Washington, D . C . :  U.S. 

Bureau of the Census, 1 970). 

exceptions) ,  by 1970 the situation had completely reversed. Now blacks 
in all northern cities were more likely to live with other African Ameri
cans than with whites, and in four cities the average black person lived 
in a neighborhood that was over 80% black (in Chicago, Cleveland, 
Gary, and S1. Louis ) .  Unless they worked in the larger mainstream econ
omy, blacks in these cities were very unlikely to have any contact with 
whites. 

Although we lack an earlier reference point to discern long- term trends 
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in the south, black isolation was clearly an accomplished fact in southern 

cities by 1970 as well. The average level of black isolation within citIes 

of the south was slightly higher than in the north (76% versus 74%),  

and the index exceeded 80% in six cases (Atlanta, Baltimore, Dallas, 

Memphis, Miami, and Washington, D.C. ) .  In all cities, blacks were very 

unlikely to share a neighborhood with members of other racial groups. 

Indeed, the lowest isolation index was 58% (in Birmingham) , so that 

blacks throughout the south tended to live in residential areas where 
the vast majority of residents were black. Patterns for 1 970, therefore, 
represent a complete reversal of conditions during the late nineteenth 
century, when residential contact between southern blacks and whites 

was the rule. 

Throughout the United States-in both southern and northern 

cities-the ghetto had become an enduring, permanent feature of the 

residential structure of black community life by 1 940, and over the next 

thirty years the spatial isolation of African Americans only increased. The 

highest isolation index ever recorded for any ethnic group in any Ameri

can city was 56% (for Milwaukee's Italians in 1 9 10),  but by 1 970 the 
lowest level of spatial isolation observed for blacks anywhere, north or 

south, was 56% (in San Francisco) . I 04 
The universal emergence of the black ghetto in American cities after 

1940 rests on a foundation of long-standing white racial prejudice. Al
though attitudes cannot be studied directly before 1 940, after this date 
opinion polls are available to confirm the depth of white prejudice against 
blacks in the area of housing. In 1 942, for example, 84% of white Ameri
cans polled answered "yes" to the question "Do you think there should 
be separate sections in towns and cities for Negroes to live in?"; I 05 and 
in 1 962, 6 1  % of white respondents agreed that "white people have a 
right to keep blacks out of their neighborhoods if they want to, and 
blacks should respect that right. " lo6 It was not until 1 970 that even a 
bare majority of white respondents ( 5 3 % )  disagreed with the latter 
statement. 107 

Throughout the period from 1 940 to 1 970, in other words, there was 
widespread support among whites for racial discrimination in housing 
and for. the systematic exclusion of blacks from white neighborhoods. As 
a result, whites continued to resist any attempt at black entry through 
acts of harassment and violence, and once entry was achieved, the neigh
borhood was avoided by subsequent white homeseekers, thereby guaran
teeing racial turnover and resegregation. 108 The only difference from ear-
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lier times was that the racial turnover was quicker and the ghetto's 
physical expansion more rapid. 

The institutionalization of discrimination within the real estate industry 
likewise continued in the postwar era. Although racially restrictive cove
nants were declared unenforceable by the U.S.  Supreme Court in 1 948, 
a comprehensive study of real estate policies in the 1 950s by Rose Helper 
revealed a pervasive pattern of discrimination against blacks in most 
American cities. 1 09 In her survey of real estate agents in Chicago, she 
found that 80% of realtors refused to sell blacks property in white neigh
borhoods, and 68% refused to rent them such property. Moreover, 
among those agents who did sell or rent to blacks, half said they would do 
so only under restrictive conditions, such as when a significant number of 
blacks had already entered the area. 1 10 Another survey of Chicago's real 
estate agents carried out by Harvey Molotch in the mid- 1 960� found 
that only 29% of agents were willing to rent to blacks unconditionally 
( regardless of local market conditions or racial composition) , and half of 
these open-minded agents were black. 1 1 1  

Helper presented similar findings from studies of housing discrimina
tion in other cities during the 1 950s. 1 1 2 One study carried out in suburban 
New York identified forty-six separate techniques used by white realtors 
to exclude blacks from neighborhoods, and Helper identified twenty-six 
different methods in her Chicago survey; most could be grouped in one 
of two basic categories: 56% used a flat refusal and 24% employed some 
kind of subterfuge (e.g., saying a unit was sold when it was not) . l l 3  
When handling properties in black areas, 22% said they were more care
ful screening black applicants than whites, 1 4% said they required secu
rity deposits of blacks but not whites, and 2 5 %  said they charged higher 
rents to blacks . 1 14 

In their personal views, the realtors studied by Helper appeared to 
share the prejudices of their white clients. Some 59% of her respondents 
rejected racial integration in principle, 1 1 5  and 84% espoused an ideologi
cal stance that supported the exclusion of blacks from white neighbor
hoods . 1 l6 Some 65% said they believed that the entry of blacks was 
bad for neighborhoods; 1 1 7  and among realtors who were members of 
Chicago's Real Estate Board, support for the exclusion of blacks was even 
stronger: 9 1  % held views consistent with an exclusionary ideology. 1 18 

In her interviews with realtors, Helper also uncovered considerable 
evidence of discrimination by banks and savings institutions in denying 
loans to black homeseekers. Among realtors offering information on the 
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issue, 62% felt that few or very few banks were willing to make loans 

to blacks, and half of the agents confirmed that banks would not make 

loans to areas that were black, turning black, or threatened with the 

possibility of black entry. l l9 

There is, in summary, considerable evidence pointing to the persistence 

of prejudice against blacks in the postwar period, and to the widespread 
translation of this sentiment into systematic, institutionalized racial dis
crimination within urban housing markets. These private beliefs and ac
tions, however, were not the only forces shoring the walls of ghetto 
between 1 940 and 1 970. What was new about the postwar era was the 
extent to which the federal government became involved in perpetuating 

racial segregation. 

Beginning in the 1 9 30s, the federal government launched a series of 
programs designed to increase employment in the construction industry 
and make home ownership widely available to the American public. The 

Home Owners' Loan Corporation ( HOLC) was the first of these pro-
I 

grams, and it served as a model for later efforts. Passed in the depression 

year of 1 9 3 3 ,  it provided funds for refinancing urban mortgages in danger 
of default and granted low-interest loans to former owners who had lost 

their homes through foreclosure to enable them to regain their properties. 
The HOLC was the first government-sponsored program to introduce, on 

a mass scale, the use of long-term, self-amortizing mortgages with uni
form payments. 120 

unfortunately for blacks, the HOLC also initiated and institutionalized 

the practice of "redlining. " 12 1 This discriminatory practice grew out of a 
ratings system HOLC developed to evaluate . the risks associated with 
loans made to specific urban neighborhoods. Four categories of neighbor
hood quality were established, and lowest was coded with the color red; 
it and the next-lowest category virtually nev�r received HOLC loans. The 
vast majority of mortgages went to the top two categories, the highest of 
which included areas that were "new, homogenous, and in demand in 
good times and bad" (to HOLC this meant areas inhabited by "American 
business and professional men" ) ;  the second category consisted of areas 
that had reached their peak, but were still desirable and could be ex
pected to remain stable. 122 

The HOLC's rating procedures thus systematically undervalued older 
central city neighborhoods that were racially or ethnically mixed. Jewish 
areas, for example, were generally placed in category two if their eco
nomic status was high enough, but if they were working class or located 
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near a black settlement they would fall into the third category because

'
l 

{hey were "within such a low price or rent range as to attract an undesir."7 
able element. " 1 23 Black areas were invariably rated as fourth grade and i 
" redlined . "  As Kenneth Jackson points out, the HOLC did not invend 
these standards of racial worth in real estate-they were already welH 
established by the 1 920s-it bureaucratized them and applied them on .; 
an exceptional scale. 1 24 It lent the power, prestige. and support of the ' 
federal government to the systematic practice of racial discrimination in ' 
housing. 

According to Jackson, HOLC underwriters were far more concerned .• 

about the location and movement of blacks than about any other demo. 
graphic trend. He cites a confidential 1 94 1  HOLC survey of rea l estate 
prospects in the St. Louis area that repeatedly mentions "the rapidly . 

increasing Negro population" and the consequent "problem in the main. 
tenance of real estate values." Every neighborhood analysis in the report 
includes maps of the density of black settlement. Black neighborhoods 
are always coded red; and even those with small black percentages were 
usually rated as "hazardous" and placed in the lowest category. 125 

Through this discriminatory ratings system, HOLC mortgage funds 
were i nvariably channeled away from established black areas and were 

usually redirected away from neighborhoods that looked as though they 

might contain blacks in the future. But funds distrtbuted through the 

HOLe program itself were modest, and the major role that the agency 
played lay in serving as a model for other credit institutions, both private 
and public. 

During the 1 930s and 1 9 40s, private banks relied heavily on the HOLe 
system to make their own loan decisions, and the agency' s "Residential 

Security Maps" were widely circulated throughout the lending indus
try. 126 Banks adopted the HOLe's procedures ( and prejudices) in con

structing their own maps and ratings, thereby institutionalizing and dis

seminating the practice of redUning. Thus HOLC not only channeled 
federal funds away from black neighborhoods but was also responsible 
for a much larger and more significant disinvestment in black areas by 
private institutions. 

By far the greatest effect of the HOLC rating system, however, came 

from its influence on the underwriting practices of the Federal Housing 
Administration (FHA) and the Veterans Administration (VA) du ring the 

1 9405 and 1 950s. The FHA loan program was created by the National 

Housing Act in 1 937,  and the VA program was authortzed by the Ser-
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'cernen's Read justment Act o f  1 944. L 2 7  These loan programs together 

� mpletely reshaped the residential housing market of the United States 

��d pumped millions of dollars into the housing industl)' during the 

ostwar era. Loans made by the FHA and the VA were a major impetus 

�ehind the rapid suburbanization of the United States after 1 945. 

The FHA program operated by guaranteeing the value of collateral for 

loans made by private banks. Before this program, mortgages generally 

were granted for no more than two-thirds of the appraised value of a 

home, so buyers needed to acquire at least 3 3 % of the value of a propeny 

in order to make a down payment; frequently banks required half the 

assessed value of a home before makling a loan. The FHA program, in 

contrast, guaranteed over 90% of the value of collateral so that down 

payments of 1 0% became the norm. The FHA also extended the repay

ment period 10 twenty-five or thirty years, resulting in low monthly 
payments, and insisted that all loans be fully amortized. 128 The greater 

security afforded by FHA guarantees virtually eliminated the risk to 

bankS, which lowered the interest rates they charged borrowers. When 

the VA program was established, it followed practices established by the 

earlier FHA program. L 29 

As the cost and ease of purchasing a house dropped, home ownership 
became a mass phenomenon for the first time in American history. Be

tween 1934 and 1 969 the percentage of families living in owner-occupied 
dwellings increased from 44% to 63%; and during the 1 940s and 1 9 50s, 
the marriage of FHA financing and new construction techniques made it  
cheaper to buy new suburban homes than to rent comparable older 
dwellings in me central city. no As a result, the FHA and V A contributed 
Significantly to the decline of the inner city by encouraging the selective 
out-migration of middle-class whites to the suburbs. 

The bias in favor of the suburbs was evident in FHA practices and 
regulations, which favored the construction of single-family homes but 
discouraged the building of multi-family units. In addition, FHA loans 
for the remodeling of existing structures were small and had a short 
amortiZation period, making it easier and cheaper for a family to pur
chase a new home than to renovate an older one. L 3 L  But the most impor
tant factor encouraging white suburbanization and reinforcing the segre

gation of blacks was the FHA requirement for an "unbiased," 
profeSSional appraisal of insured properties, which naturally induded a 

rating of the neighborhood. 
In rating the home, the FHA established minimum standards for lot 
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size. setbacks. and separation from existing structures that essentially 

eliminated from el igibil ity many inner-city dwellings. notably row houses 
and attached dwellings. m In evaluating neighborhoods, the agency fol

lowed the HOLe's earlier lead in racial matters; it too manifested an 
obsessive concern with the presence of what the 1 9 3 9  FHA Underwritin9 

Manual called "inharmonious racial or nationality groups." Accord ing to 
the manuaL "if a neighborhood is to retain stability, it is necessary that 
properties shall continue to be occupied by the same social and racial 

classes. "  J 33 
Thus, in the late 1 940s, the FHA recommended the use and application 

of racially restrictive covenants as a means of ensuring the security of 
neighborhoods, and it did not change this recommendation until 1 950, 
two years after covenants were declared unenforceable and contrary to 
public policy by the Supreme Court. l 34 Like the HOLC, the FHA compiled 
maps and charts showing the location and movement of black 'families, 
and it frequentIy drew upda ted versions of the HOLe Residential Security 

Maps to determine the suitability of neighborhoods for FHA loans. l 3 5  

As a result of these policies , the vast majority of FHA and VA mortgages 
went to white middle-class suburbs, and very few were awarded to black 
neighborhoods in central cities . It is difficult to determine the full extent 
of the resulting disinvestment in black neighborhoods, however, because 
the FHA did not publish Joan statistics below the county level , which is 
curious given the agency's obsessive concern with neighborhood data 

prior to making the loans . J 36 Kenneth Jackson has partially overcome 
this limitation by focusing on cases in which cities and counties are 

coterminous. 
S1. Louis County, for example, is a suburban area that surrounds the 

City of S1. Louis, which has the status of a county in Missouri. From 
1 934 to 1 960, the former received five times as many FHA mortgages as 
did the latter, and nearly six times as much loan money; per capita 

mortgage spending was 6. 3 times greater. Jackson observed similar differ

entials in the dispersal of FHA mortgages between Washington, D .C. ,  
and its suburbs. Most startling was the case of New York City and its 
suburbs. Per capita FHA lending in Nassau County, New York (Le . ,  sub
urban Long Island) was eleven times that in Kings County ( Brooklyn) 
and sixty times that in B ronx County (the Bronx) .  J37 

As the new post-industrial urban order developed, the disinvestment 

in central cities at the expense of suburbs increasingly meant the disin

vestment in blacks as opposed to whites. Sometimes FHA procedures 
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rendered whole cities ineligible for FHA-guaranteed loans simply because 
of a minority presence, thereby accelerating their decline. In 1966, for 

example, the FHA had no mortgages in either Paterson or Camden, New 

Jersey, both older dties where the non-Hispanic white population was 
declining during the 1 9 50s (and actually became a minority in the 
1 970s) .  J 38 Given the importance of the FHA in the residential housing 

market, such blanket redlining sent strong signals to private lending insti
tutions, which followed suit and avojded making loans wjiliin the af
fected areas. The lack of loan capital flowing imo minority areas made it 

impossible for owners to sell their homes, leading to steep declines in 

property values and a pattern of disrepair, deterioration, vacancy, and 

abandonment. 139 
Thus, by the late 1 95 0s, many cities were locked into a spiral of decline 

that was directly encouraged and largely supported by federal hous1ng 

policies. As poor blacks from the south entered cities in large numbers, 

middle-class whites fled w the suburbs to escape them and to insulate 

themselves from the socia l p roblems that accompanied the rising tide of 

poor. 140 As the grow1ng demand for city services-and particularly social 
services-drove up the cost of local government, politicians were forced 
to raise taxes, which further accelerated the fUght of the white middle 
class, creating additional pressures for tax increases, and so on. 

Nevertheless, most cities were not completely stripped of their middle 

and upper classes. Whites associated with a variety of elite inSlitutions

universities, hospitals, libraries, foundations, businesses-were often tied 
physically to the dty by large capital investments, spatially immobile 
facHities, and long- standing traditions. Faced with a steady decline in the 
physical stock of the city and the progressive encroachment of the black 
ghetto, these powerful interests turned to the federal government for 

re1ief. 
They received it from Congress in the form of the housing acts of 1 949 

and 1 9 54, which provided federal funds to local authorities ro acquire 
slum properties, assemble them into large parcels, clear them of existing 
structures, and prepare them for "redevelopmem. "  But in order to qualify 
for federal funding, local redevelopment authorities had to guarantee 

that an adequate supply of replacement housing would be made available 
to displaced families at rents within their means. To satisfy the latter 
proVision, local planning agencies turned to public housing. 1 41 

During the 1 9 505 and 1 9 60s, local elites manipulated housing and 
urban renewal legislation to carry out widespread slum clearance in 
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growing black neighborhoods that threatened white business districts 
and elite institutions. Public housing was pressed into service to house 
black families displaced by the razing of neighborhoods undergoing re
newal. Although liberal planners often tried to locate the projects away 
from ghetto areas, white politicians and citizens mobilized to block the 
construction of projects within their neighborhoods; white city councils 
and mayors usually obtained the right of veto over any proposed project 
site. 1 42 As a result, projects were typically built on cleared land within or 
adjacent to existing black neighborhoods . 1 43 In order to· save money, 
maximize patronage jobs, and house within the ghetto as many blacks 
as possible, local authorities constructed multi-unit projects of extremely 
high density. 

The razing of neighborhoods near threatened areas did check the 
spread of "urban blight," and "saved" many areas, but black crit,ics com
plained that "urban renewal" simply meant "Negro removaJ:' and the 
evidence largely bears them OUt . 144 As black neighborhoods adjacent to 
threatened white areas were torn down and converted to other uses, 
thereby blocking the expansion of the ghetto in that direction, public 
housing for displaced residents had to be constructed elsewhere. Because 
for political reasons projects could only be built in ghetto areas, other 
black neighborhoods were razed and high-density units constructed there 
to accommodate the residents of both neighborhoods. 

In the end, urban renewal almost always destroyed more housing than 
it replaced. 14� Many poor blacks were permanently displaced into other 
crowded ghetto neighborhoods, which contributed to their instability and 
further decline. Moreover, delays between the time when neighborhoods 
were torn down and new projects were erected displaced many others 
into the ghetto on a temporary basis, Thus urban renewal programs fre
quently only shifted the problems of blight, crime, and instability from 
areas adjacent to elite white neighborhoods to locations deeper inside 
the black ghetto . 

Established black neighborhoods, however, could not absorb all the 
families displaced by urban renewal and public housing construction, 
and some were forced to seek entry within working-class white neighbor
hoods located at points along the ghetto's periphery. An important sec
ondary effect of urban renewal was to accelerate racial turnover, expand 
the ghetto, and shift the threat of ghetto expansion from elite white 
districts to working-class white neighborhoods. 146 
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By 1 970, after two decades of urban renewal. public housing projects 

in most large cities had become black reservations, highly segregated 

from the rest of society and characterized by extreme social isolation. 147 

The replacement of low-density slums with high-density towers of poor 

families also reduced the class diversity of the ghetto and brought about 

a geographic concentration of poverty that was previously unimagin
able. 148 This new segregarion of blacks-in economic as well as social 

terms-was the direct result of an unprecedented collaboration between 

local and national government. 

This unholy marriage came about when private actions to maintain 
the color line were overwhelmed by the massive population shifts of the 
1950s and 1 9 605. The degree of racial segregation in public housing is 
directly and unambiguously linked to the differential growth of black 
and white urban populations in the postwar era : blacks are now most 
segregated in public housing precisely in the urban areas where their 
numbers were growing most rapidly compared with whites during the 
19605. 149 Public housing, in the words of the historian Arnold Hirsch, 
represents a new, federally sponsored "second ghetto," one "solidly insti
tutionalized and frozen in concrete, "  where "government took an active 
hand not merely in reinforcing prevailing patterns of segregation, but in 
lending them a permanence never seen before:dso 

Epilogue: The Riots and Their Aftermath 

By the late 1960s, virtually all American cities with significant black 
populations had come to house large ghettos characterized by extreme 
segregation and spatial isolation. Whereas before 1 940 no racial or ethnic 
group in American history had ever experienced an isolation index above 
60%, by 1 970 this level was normal for blacks in large American cities. 
By the end of the 1 9 60s, in other words, the average black city dweller 
lived in a neighborhood where the vast majority of his or her neighbors 
were also black. 

Not only was the segregation of European ethnic groups lower, it  was 
also temporary. Whereas Europeans' isolation indices began to drop 
shortly after 1 92 0, the spatial isolation characteristic of blacks had be
come a permanent feature of the residential structure of large American 
cities by 1 940. This profound segregation reversed nineteenth-century 
patterns, where neighborhoods were racially integrated and the social 
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worlds o f  blacks and whites overlapped. Under the residential configura
tions prevailing in 1 9 70, meaningful contact between blacks and whites 
outside the work force would be extremely unlikely. 

These conditions came about because of decisions taken by whites to 
deny blacks access to urban housing markets and to exclude them from 
white neighborhoods. Throughout the postwar era, whites displayed a 
high degree of prejudice against black neighbors, and this sentiment was 
repeatedly expressed in violence directed at blacks who attempted to 
leave the ghetto . Restrictive covenants and deed restrictions were em
ployed by neighborhood "improvement" associations to exclude blacks 
from housing outside the ghetto, boycotts were organized to punish mer
chants or agents who sold to blacks, and social pressure was applied to 
realtors, property owners, and public officials who did not adhere to the 
principle of racial exclusion. Discrimination in the real estate. industry 
was institutionalized from 1 92 0  onward. 

After 1 940, the federal government was drawn into the defense of the 
residential color line. Federally sponsored mortgage programs systemati
cally channeled funds away from minority neighborhoods, bringing 
about a wholesale disinvestment in black communities during the 1 9 5 0s 
and 1 960s. Meanwhile, local officials, using funds from the U . S .  Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development, carried out systematic slum 
clearance in ghetto neighborhoods adjacent to threatened white districts 
and then built large blocks of high- denSity public housing in other black 
neighborhoods to contain black families displaced by this "renewal." The 
result was a new, more permanent, federally sponsored "second ghetto" 
in which blacks were isolated by class as well as by race. 

The economic deprivation, social isolation, and psychological alien
ation produced by decades of segregation bore bitter fruit in a series of 
violent urban riots during the 1 9 605. The violence began in Birmingham, 
Alabama, in the summer of 1 9 6 3 ,  but the real bellwether was the Los 
Angeles riot of August 1 965,  which did $ 3 5  million worth of damage 
and left 4,000 injured and 34 dead. l 5 l  After sporadic violence in Chicago 
and Cleveland during the summer of 1 966, a convulsive wave of mob 
violence erupted during July and August of 1 967, when black ghettos in 
sixty U.S.  cities exploded in a cataclysm of frustration and rage. 1 52 The 
violence was particularly destructive in Detroit, Newark, and Milwaukee; 
Chicago's inferno followed Martin Luther King's assassination in April 
of 1 968. 1 53 

Unlike the communal race riots of early 1 900s, these disturbances 
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arose from within the black community itself and were "commodity 
riots," directed at property rather than people . 1 54 Outside of confront a
tions with police and guardsmen, there was little black-an-white Or 

white-on-black violence. Attacks were confined largely to the ghetto and 

were directed at white property, institutions, Or authority symbols. Loot

ing became the characteristic act of the disturbances. White people were 

not singled out for assault, and black rioters did not attempt to leave the 

ghetto. The participants did not express a racial hatred of whites per 

se, but an anger with the conditions of racial oppression and economic 
deprivation that had been allowed to fester in the ghetto for sixty years . 1 5S 

In the wake of the violence and destruction, President Johnson ap
pointed a national commission of elected officials and public figures 

chaired by Governor Otto Kerner of Illinois. The Kerner Commission 

issued its report in March 1 9 68 and firmly concluded that the riots 
stemmed from the persistence of racial discrimination and a historical 
legacy of disadvantages in employment. education, and welfare; but one 
additional factor was clearly identified by the commissioners as underly
ing all other social and economic problems: segregation. 156 

A point "fundamental to the Commission's recommendations" was 
that "federal housing programs must be given a new thrust aimed at 
overcoming the prevailing pattern of racial segregation. If tms is not done, 
those programs will continue to concentrate the most impoverished and 
dependent segments of the population into central-city ghettos where 
there is already a critical gap between the needs of the population and 
the public resources to deal with them, " 1 57 To accomplish this aim, the 
commission recommended that the federal government "enact a compre
hensive and enforceable open housing law to cover the sale or rental of 
all housing," and that it "reorient federal housing programs to place 
more low and moderate income housing outside of ghetto areas." 1 58 

Within months of the commission's report, the nation seemed to be 
moving decisively toward the implementation of these recommenda
tions. In April 1 968 the Fair Housing Act was passed by Congress and 
signed into law by the President; it banned discrimination in the sale or 
rental of housing. The following year a federal judge in Chicago ruled 
favorably on a major lawsuit alleging discrimination in public housing 
and ordered the Chicago Housing Authority to take remedial action. 1 59 
Given these new tools in the fight against residential segregation, observ
ers looked forward to the dismantling of the ghetto during the 1970s and 
to a reversal of historical trends toward segregation. 
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The Persistence 

of the Ghetto 

When Martin Luther King, Jr., decided to take 

the southern movement north into Chicago, some 

thought he was pressing his luck. 

From the television documentary 

"Eyes on the Prize", 

As the 1 970s dawned, the possibilities for rapid desegregation seemed 

bright: not only had the courts acted decisively to stop the systematic 
placement of public housing in black neighborhoods, but a new civil 
rights act banned discrimination in the rental and sale of housing . l  Earlier 
legislation had already prohibited racial discrimination in other areas of 
American life, and whites expressed new support for the principle of 
open housing.2 

Demographic trends in the early 1 970s also seemed to favor residential 
integration. By the beginning of the decade blacks had begun to join the 
exodus of families from central cities to suburbs, and the pace of white 
suburbanization slowed.3 At the same time, the migration of blacks from 
south to north decelerated and reversed, and 'for the first time since the 
Civil War, the south experienced a net in-migration of blacks. Between 
1 970 and 1 980, the northeast and midwest together lost some 342,000 
black migrants while the south gained 209,000 black entrants.4 The dry
ing up of this traditional south-to-north migration stream eliminated a 
key supply-side factor that had contributed to ghetto formation and white 
racial hostility for a hundred years. 

Additional impetus for integration came from the steady improvement 
in black socioeconomic well-being. Although people, jobs, and housing 
continued to gravitate to suburban areas, cities still contained a large 
base of manufacturing and heavy industry during the early 1 9 70s, which 
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provided blacks with a strong foundation for economic and social mobil
ity. Until the recession of 1 9 7 3 ,  black income levels were rising and levels 

of racial discrimination were falling. 5  In 1 9 73 the rate of black poverty 
reached its lowest level in U.S.  history. 6  

If the coincidence of rising economic status and growing civil rights 

incited hopes for desegregation, these sanguine expectations were dashed 
by decade's end. Despite what whites said on opinion polls and despite 
the provisions of the Fair Housing Act, segregation continued; and in 
contrast to the steady improvement in black socioeconomic status 
through 1 97 3 ,  the decade ended in record unemployment, inflation, fall
ing wages, increasing income inequality, and rising rates of black pov

erty.? Not only did the ghetto fail to disappear; in many ways its problems 

multiplied. As segregation persisted, black isolation deepened, and the 

social and economic problems that had long plagued African American 

conununities worsened. During the 1 970s, the ghetto gave birth to the 

underclass. 

Trends in Racial Segregation, 1970-1980 

The 1970 U.S. Census made computerized data on American neighbor
hoods widely available for the first time, and the continuation of this 
practice in 1 980 corrects several weaknesses of prior research. Computer
ized data files pennit an analysis of racial segregation using constant 
neighborhood units, fixed metropolitan boundaries, and comparable 
definitions of racial groups. To a greater extent than was possible before, 
trends in the residential structure of urban black communities can now 
be measured accurately, without the confounding influence of changing 
geographic definitions. 

Given the extensive suburbanization that occurred between 1 945 and 
1970, it is no longer appropriate to measure segregation within cities 
alone. By 1 9 70, racial segregation in U . S .  urban areas was characterized 
a largely black central city surrounded by predominantly white suburbs, 
or as one soul tune described it, a "chocolate city with vanilla suburbs. ' ,g 
For this reason, we assess segregation not within specific cities but across 
entire metropolitan regions, or more specifically, within "Standard Met

ropolitan Statistical Areas." These areas, used by the U.S .  Bureau of the 
Census, are made up of a "central city" with at least 50,000 inhabitants, 
plus surrounding counties that have a high degree of social and economic 
integration with it. 9 

Rather than presenting results for all metropolitan areas in the United 
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States, however, we focus on those with the thirty largest black popula
tions, thereby keeping the presentation of data within manageable limits: 

Although focusing on the largest black communities maximizes the con
ditions for segregation, it nonetheless depicts the circumstances under 
which most African Americans live. Over half of all blacks in the United 
States, and 60% of black urban dwellers, live in the thirty metropolitan 
areas described here. Moreover, because our findings are drawn from a 
larger series of artic�s examining segregation in sixty metropolitan areas, 
our actual base of generalization is much larger. 1 0  

The measurement of racial segregation requires the selection of a spa
tial unit to represent a "neighborhood," and the areal unit we have 
chosen is the census tract. Tracts are intermediate in size between wards 

and blocks, and range in population from about 3,000 to 8,000 inhabit
ants, averaging around 4,000 persons. I 1 In contrast, blocks typically con
tain fewer than 1 ,000 residents and ward populations range upwards of 
1 0,000 persons. Tracts were chosen because more information is pub
lished for them than for any other small geographic unit. Block-level 

tabulations are regularly suppressed by the Census Bureau to protect the 
privacy of respondents, and only limited information is released for 

wards, because they are political entities rather than statistical units. 
Among urban specialists, tracts are generally accepted as a reasonably 

accurate approximation of the concept of a "neighborhood. " 12 
. 

Definitions of metropolitan areas and tracts are not immutable, of 
course; through population growth and suburbanization, metropolitan 
boundaries expand and tract borders shift. Whenever we study trends in 
segregation, therefore, we adjust for changes in territorial definitions. The 
effect of urban growth is controlled by carrying 1 970 metropolitan area 

definitions over into 1 980, and we have systematically gone through all 
census tracts to create a common 1 970- 1 980 tract grid. I3 Only when the 
analysis focuses on patterns for 1 980 alone do we use 1 980 metropolitan 
definitions. 

The rapid growth of the Hispanic population during the 1 970s requires 
another adjustment of census data. Hispanics may be of any race, but 
most are classified as white. As the number of Latinos in an area in
creases, therefore, larger shares of "whites" are classified as Hispanic, 
especially in places such as Los Angeles and Miami. In order to avoid 

confounding differences in segregation with differences in the ethnic 
compositi9n of whites (and to a lesser extent blacks) ,  we have removed 
all Hispanics from the general white and black populations. This action 
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is especially important when considering trends in segregation, because 
the Census Bureau changed its radal coding procedures for Hispanics 
between 1 970 and 1 980, thereby producing artificial changes in the size 
of the white population. 14 Although we use the terms "white" and 
"black" throughout this chapter, readers should remember that these 
populations have been adjusted by removing white and black Hispanics. 
Thus we measure segregation between non· Hispanic whites and non· 
Hispanic blacks. 

The indices in Table 3 . 1 testify to the persistence of the racial segrega· 
tion during the 1 9 70s. The two left·hand columns present indices of 
black·white dissimilarity for 1 970 and 1 980. This measure of segregation 
gives the percentage of all blacks who would have to move to achieve an 
even, or "integrated," residential configuration-one where each census 
tract replicates the racial composition of the metropolitan area as a 
whole . 1 5  Among northern areas, this index averaged over 80% in both 
1970 and 1 980, and it declined by only 4 points over the decade. This 
stability provides little evidence for the dismantling of the gnetto during 
the 1970s. 

Among the oldest and largest northern ghettos-places where the riots 
of the 1 9605 were most severe-there was virtually no sign of progress 
in residential integration. In Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Gary, 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and 51. Louis, the decline in the segregation 
index was 4 points or less, and in- two metropolitan areas (New York 
and Newark) segregation actually increased over the decade. Although a 
few places experienced sizable declines in segregation-notably Colwn· 
bus, Los Angeles, and San Francisco-the prevailing trend was one of 
stability in the residential structure of the ghetto. The larger declines in 
these metropolitan areas are generally attributable to unusual instability 
in housing patterns caused by a combination of gentrification, immigra· 
tion, and rapid housing construction rather than to an ongoing process 
of neighborhood racial integration, 16 As of 1 980, no northern area dis· 
played a dissimilarity index under 70%, which indicates a level of segre· 
gation well above the highest ever recorded for European ethnic groups. 17 

During the 1 9 70s, southern metropolitan areas followed the traditional 
pattern of lower segregation compared with the north. In older southern 
cities, this outcome reflects the persistence of the Jim Crow pattern of 
black·inhabited alleys interspersed between white· inhabited avenues. 18 

During the late Jim Crow period, moreover, white developers created 
black suburbs on the urban fringe in order to reinforce housing segrega· 



Table 3 . 1  Trends i n  black segregation and isolation in  thirty metro-
politan areas with largest black populations, 1 970- 1 980 

Black-white Black 
segregation isolation 

Metropolitan arcil 1 970 1 980 1 970 t980 

Northern areas 
Boston 8 1 .2 77.6 56.7 5 5 . 1  
Buffalo 87.0 79.4 7 1 .2 6 3 . 5  

Chicago 9 t .9  87.8 85 .5  82.8 
Cincinnati 76.2 72 3 59. 1 54.3 

Cleveland 90 .8  87.5  8 1 .9 SO.4 

Columbus 8 1 .8 7 1 .4 6 3 . 5  57.5 

Detroit 88.4 S6.7 7 5 . 9  7 7 . 3  

Gary-Hammond-E. Chicago 9 t .4 90.6 80.4 77.3 

Indianapolis 8t .7 76.2 64.5 62.3 

Kansas City 87.4 7 8 . 9  74.2 69.0 

Los Angeles-Long Beach 9 1 .0 8 1 . 1 70.3 60 .4 

Milwaukee 90.5 8 3 .9 73.9 69.5 

New York 8 1 .0 82.0 58.S 62.7 

Newark 8 1 .4 8 1 .6  67 .0 69.2 

Philadelphia 79 . 5  78.8 68.2 69.6 

Pittsburgh 75.0 72.7 5 3 . 5  54. 1 
St. Louis 84.7 8 1 .3 76. 5 72.9 

San Francisco-Oakland SO. l  7 1 .7 5 6.0 5 1 . 1  

Average 84.5 SO. I 68.7 66. 1 

Southern areas 
Atlanta 82. t  78.5  78 . 0  74.S 

Baltimore 8 1 .9 74. 7  77.2 72.3 

Birmingham 37.8 40 .8  45 . 1  50.2 
Dallas-Ft. Worth 86.9 77. 1 76 .0 64.0 

Greensboro -Winston Salem 65.4 56.0 56. 1 50. 1 

Houston 78. 1 69 . 5  66.4 59.3 

Memphis 7 5 . 9  7 1 . 6  78.0 75 .9  

Miami 85 . 1 77 . 8  75 . 2 64.2 
New Orleans 7 3 . 1 68.3 7 1 . 3  68.8 

Norfolk-Virginia Beach 75 .7  6 3 . 1  73 . 5 62.8 
Tampa-St. Petersburg 79.9 72.6 58.0 5 1 . 5  

Washington, D.C. S t . 1  70. 1 77 . 2  68.0 

Average 75.3 68. 3  69 . 3 63.5 

Source: Douglas S.  Massey and Nancy A. Denton, "Trends in the Residential 
Segregation of Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians: 1 970- 1 989," American Sociological Rel'ifW 
52 ( 1 987):807-8 1 3. 8 t 5- 1 6 .  
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tion; 19 and in some metropolitan areas, sub urbanization involved the 
expansion of white residential areas into territory inhabited by rural 
blacks.2o As a result of these distinctive southern traits, segregation levels 

tend to be lower than in the north, particularly when measured at the 
tract level ( it is conSiderably higher when measured at the block level
compare the 1 970 columns of Tables 2 . 3  and 3 . 1 ) .  

Despite this propensity for lower segregation among southern metro
politan areas, ten of the twelve have 1 980 segregation indices within 
the high range. In general, the larger, the more modern, and the more 
economically developed the metropolitan area, the higher the level. of 

black-white segregation. The separation of the races is particularly severe 
in Atlanta, Baltimore, Dallas, Memphis', Miami. Tampa, and Washington, 

D . c ' ,  all of which had segregation indices over 70% in 1 980. Although 

sizable declines were registered in rapidly growing areas such as Dallas, 
Houston, and Washington, the changes in most areas were modest. Mod
erate levels of segregation in Birmingham, Alabama, and Greensboro, 
North Carolina, stem from ecological features unique to urban areas in 
rhe south. 

The tvvo right-hand COIU�S of Table 3 . 1  show 1 9 70- 1 9 80 trends in 
the spatial isolation of black . These indices state the percentage of blacks 
living in the tract of the a erage African American/they measure the 
extent to which blacks live only among other blacks and gauge the poten
tial for interracial contact within neighborhoods.2 1 Isolation indices cap
ture the experience of segregation from the viewpoint of rhe average 
black person. Their maximum value is 1 00%, which occurs when all 
black people live in all-black neighborhoods, thereby providing no op
portunity for residential contact with whites. 
·· /When blacks are desegregated (i.e., evenJy distributed among tracts) , 
the index reaChesC' s minimum value : the percentage of blacks in the 
metropolitan area. Thus the index depends on the racial composition of 
the urban area as ell as on the geographic distribution of blacks. When 
the percentage of blacks is very small, even a relatively segregated (i .e . ,  
uneven) settlement pattern can yield a high degree of neighborhood 
contact with whites; but when blacks are a large share of the population, 
the chances for contact with whites tend to be low even when segregation 
is moderate. 

The isolation indices reveal the full extent of black racial seclusion 
within U . S .  metropolitan areas, both northern and southern. The average 
value changed little over the decade and remained close to 66% in both 
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regions; and i n  1 980 no metropolitan area displayed a n  isolation index 
under 50%. Despite the legal banning of discrimination and the apparent 

easing of white racial hostility, blacks and whites were still very unlikely 

to share a neighborhood within most metropolitan areas. In many cases, 
the degree of black spatial isolation was extreme. 

An index of 7 5 %, for example, indicates a very profound degree of .. 
isolation in society that is roughly 20 points above the highest level ever 
recorded for any European ethnic group. As of 1 980, blacks in four 

northern metropolitan areas (Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit. and Gary) and 
two southern areas (Atlanta and Memphis) equaled or exceeded this 

extreme level of racial isolation, and an additional eight metropolitan 

areas had isolation indices in the 6 5 %  to 7 5 %  range. African Americans 

in such cities are very unlikely to have significant social contact with 
whites unless they work within the larger white economy. 

There are, however, several metropolitan areas where the isolation 

index falls close to 50%. As described earlier, such relatively low values 
may reflect the fact that blacks are not highly segregated, or they may 

simply mean that blacks comprise a small share of the population. 

Among northern cities, low levels of racial isolation generally stem from 

small black percentages rather than any clear trend toward integration. 

Boston, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, and San Francisco, for example, all have 

isolation indices under 5 5% ,  yet all had black population percentages of 

1 2 %  or lower and all had segregation indices above 70% in 1 980. 

In the south, lower indices in Binningham and Tampa reflect the dis

tinctive ecological organization of southern cities more than a decisive 

shift toward integration. Although Birmingham's segregation index is 
low, its value actually increased over the decade; and despite its decline, 

Tampa's black-white dissimilarity index remained well above 70% 

throughout the decade. Only Greensboro, North Carolina, displayed a 

consistent trend toward integration: its segregation score fell from 65% 
to 56%, and its  isolation index was 50% (despite a relatively high black 

population percentage of 20%).  
In sum, among the thirty largest black urban,settlements in the United 

States, only one relatively unusual southern metropolis shows a pattern 

interpretable as a clear trend toward integration. In most areas, especially 

those in the north, the 1 9705 witnessed stable residential configurations 

that maintained a high degree of physical separation between the races 

and a high degree of spatial isolation among blacks. Although San Fran

cisco displayed a noticeable decline in segregation, its index stayed high 
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throughout the decade, and other evidence suggests that this apparent 
decline reflects a process of white-black displacement through gentrifica

tion rather than a true move toward integration.22 

The high level of segregation experienced by blacks today is not only 

unprecedented compared with the experience of European ethnic 

groupS; it is also unique compared with the experience of other large 

minority groups, such as Hispanics and Asians. When one considers the 

thirty metropolitan areas with the largest Hispanic populations, for exam

ple, Hispanic-white dissimilarity averaged only 49% in 1 980, with a 
mean isolation index of 43% (compared wim figures of 75 % and 6 5 %  
for blacks) . Among the thirty largest Asian settlements, moreover, the 
average level of dissimilarity from whites was only 34%, and the isolation 
index was even lower at 2 3 % .  In fact. within most metropolitan areas, 

Hispanics and Asians are more likely to share a neighborhood with 
whites than with anomer member of their own group .21  

The contrast between blacks, Hispanics, and Asians is well illustrated 

by the case of San Francisco, where each group makes up about 1 1  % 
of the metropolitan population. In 1 9 80, black isolation stood at 5 1  %, 
compared with 1 9% for HispaniCS and 23% for Asians, and the black 
segregation index of 72 % was substantially higher than the Hispanic and 
Asian indices of 40% and 44%, respectively .24 This contrast occurs within 
a region where black- white segregation had actually fallen in recent 

years. Thus, even under relatively favorable conditions, blacks are twice 
as isolated as Hispanics and Asians and about 60% more segregated. 

Sub urbanization and Segregation 

The most salient feature of postwar segregation is the concentration of 
blacks in central cities and whites in suburbs. Although observers were 

initially optimistic about the prospects for integration when black subur
banization began in the early 1 9 70s, relatively few blacks attained subur

ban residence during the decade in comparison with whites ( see Table 
3 .2) .  Whereas an average of 7 1  % of northern whites lived in suburbs 
by 1 980, the figure for blacks was only 2 3 % .  Although rates of black 
suburbanization were higher in the south, the contrast was equally stark: 
only 34% of blacks in southern areas lived in suburbs in 1 980, compared 
with 65% of whites. The classic pattern of a black core surround by a 
white ring persisted throughout the 1 9705. 

Blacks were extremely unlikely to live in the suburbs of Gary, India-



Table 3.2 Trends in black and white suburbanization in thiny metro-
politan areas with largest black populations, 1 970- 1 980 

Whites Blacks 

Metropolitan area 1 970 1 980 It 1 970 1980 

Northern areas 
Boston S 1 .0 S4. 5 1 6.7 20.S 

Buffalo 70.7 77. 3 1 2 . 7  1 6.6 
Chicago 62.2 7 2 . 8  1 0 .0 1 5 .8  
Cincinnati 70.0 75 .6 1 6.7 24.5 

Cleveland 73.8 SO. 1 1 3 .0 27.2 

Columbus 52.0 63.0 7.B 1 8.9 

Detroit 77.3 87.8 1 3 . l  1 5 . 1  
Gary-Hammond-E. Chicago 62. 3  75. 1 1 1 .8 9.9 
Indianapolis 36.4 43.4 2.2 1.8 
Kansas City 50.9 60.2 2. 1 4.8 

Los Angeles-Long Beach 57.0 56.5 3 24 42. 1  
Milwaukee '53.3 6 2 . l 0 . 8  2.4 
New York 26.9 3 L .4 7 . 1 8.2 
Newark BO. 3 B l . 3 39.8 5 2.0 

Philadelphia 67 .6  73. . 5  2 1 .4 26.7 
Pittsburgh 8 1 .5 84.7 38.0 42.6 
St. Louis 8 1 .7 87.2 32 7 49. 3  
San Francisco-Oakland 7 3.0 77.8 32. 1  36.8 

Average 64 . 3  70.8 1 7.2 23. 1 

Southern areas 
Atlanta 79.3 89.4 27 2 44.7 
Baltimore 68.9 77.9 1 2 . 6  2 1 . 3  
Binnlngham 75.7 8 1 . 9  73.5 72.0 

Dallas-Ft. Wonh 53.5  64 . 3  1 2 . 6  1 5. 3  
Greensboro-Winston Salem 42.4 46 .9 14 .2  1 5.9 
Houston 44.8 58.5  1 3 . 3  1 6.9 

Memphis 20.6 1 9.0 19 . 1 27.4 
Miami 8 5 .9 90.8 57.9 68.4 

New Orleans 55.6 69.6 1 7 . 7  20.6 
Noriolk-Virginia Beach 24.3 27.3 24.0 3 2 .0 
Tampa-St. Petersburg 50.7 62 . 2 20.7 24. S 
Washington, D.C. 90.5 9 1 .7 22.7 46 .2 

Average 57.7 65.0 26.3 33.8 

Source; Douglas S.  Massey and Nancy A. Denton. "Suburbanization and Segregation in 
U.S. Metropolitan Areas," American JOllrnat of Sociology 94 ( 1 988) : 598-600. 
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napolis, Kansas City, Milwaukee, and New York, all  of which had black 
suburbanization rates under 1 0 % .  Although Los Angeles, Newark, Pitts
burgh, and St. Louis had relatively higher rates of black suburbanization 

(above 40 %),  in no case did the black rate approach that of whites. The 
metropolitan area where black suburbanization most closely approxi
mated the wh ite rate was Los Angeles, but the figure of 42% for blacks 

was still 1 5  percentage points lower than the white rate of 57%. 

Relatively high levels black suburbanization in some metropolitan ar

eas can be deceiving, however, because many black "suburbs" are simply 
poor. declining cities that happen to be located outside the city limits. 

Camden, New Jersey, for example, accounts for a sizable portion of Phila
delphia's suburban black population, and East St. Louis, Illinois, likewise 
represents a large share of St. Louis's suburban blacks; but neither "sub

urb" fits the ideal of suburban life. In 1 980, 32% of Camden' s families 

feU below the federal poverty line, and in East St. Louis the figure was 

39%. Poverty was more extensive and social dislocations more severe 

than in their corresponding central cities (where the poverty rate was 

only 1 7% ) .  
As these examples show, black suburbanization often does not elimi

nate black-white disparities in residential quality. Indeed, suburbs that 

accept black residents tend to be older areas of relatively low socioeco

nomic status and high population density. 25 They are typically located 
adjacent to or near the central city and are relatively unattractive to white 
renters and home buyers.26 Often they are older manufacturing suburbs 
characterized by a weak (ax base, poor municipal services, and a high 
level of debt; they also tend to spend a large share of their revenues on 

social services.27 In many ways, black suburbs replicate the problems of 

the inner city. 

The figures on suburbanization in southern metropolitan areas again 

illustrate the distinctive nature of this region. Unlike in the north, blacks 
in the south have always lived outside of central cities; indeed, the vast 
majority of all African Americans once lived in the rural south. As urban

ization proceeded during the twentieth century, and as outlying counties 
were progressively absorbed into larger metropolitan regions, rural blacks 

frequently were transformed into "suburbanites" without moving any
Where. There is also a long tradition of black suburban development in 
the south, going back ro before the Civil War, when freedmen and "living 
out" slaves gravitated to the periphery to avoid white oversight.28 This 
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tradition was reinforced during the Jim Crow era by the development of 
black suburbs in ordeno strengthen racial segregation in housing.19 

For all of these reasons, rates of black suburbanization in the south are 
generally higher than those in the north, and at times they can reach 
very high levels. In Birmingham, for example, over 70% of blacks lived 
outside the central city in 1 980, and in Miami the figure was 68%. No 
metropolitan area in the south displayed a black suburbanization rate 

under 1 6% (compared with seven areas in the north) and by 1 980 four 

areas displayed black suburban percentages of 40% or more. The overall 
black suburbanization rate of 34% in 1 980 was 1 1  points higher than 

the northern figure of 2 3 %  . 

. Despite this advantage compared with northern blacks, however, rates 
of southern black suburbanization still lag behind those of whites-by a 

factor of nearly two to one on average. The contrast between black and 
white suburbanization was especially pronounced in larger industrial 
cities such as Atlanta, Baltimore, and Dallas. By far the largest increase 

in black suburban representation occurred in Washington, D.C.  Between 
1 970 and 1 980, the percentage of blacks living in Washington'S suburbs 
doubled, going from 2 3 %  to 46%, but still lagged far behind the white 
figure of 92% .  ( In spite o f  blacks' increasing entry into suburbs, however, studies done 
in the 1 970s and earlier suggest that suburban residence does not neces-\ sarily bring integration for blacks; qnher, racial segregation persists in ; suburbs as well as in central cities . 3?/Often black "suburbanization" only . involves the expansion of an urban: ghetto across a city line and does not / 

heflect a larger process of racial integration. 3 )' As in central cities, once 
suburbs acquire a visible black presence, theY/tend to attract more blacks 

than whites, which leads ttO Pid racial turnover and the emergence of 

a suburban black enclave. 32 uring the 1 9605 and 1 970s, several black 
suburbs fanned in this fashi n, including areas such as Chillum, Suitland, 
and Hillcrest Heights in Prince Georges County, Maryland, just outside 
of Washington, D.C.  33 

The data in Table 3 .3  suggest that this basic pattern of segregated black 
suburbs persisted through 1 980, especially in the north, where there was 
no black senlement outside of aties prior to the suburban expansion. 
Among northern metropolitan areas, the average level of black-white 
segregation drops about 7 points going from central cities [0 suburbs (see 

the two left-hand columns),  but this apparent effect of suburbanization 
testifies more to the extreme segregation of cities than to the low segrega-



'fable 3.3 Degree of black segregation and isolation in central cities and 
suburbs of thirty metropolitan areas with largest black 
populations, 1980 

Black-white Black 
segregation isolation % Slack 

in 

Metropolitan area Cities Suburbs Cilies Suburbs �uburbs 

Northern areas 

Boston 78.9 54. 1 66.8 1 0 . 3  1 . 5% 
Buffalo 76.3 63 . 1 70.8 26.6 2 . 1  

Chicago 90.6 7 5 .4- 89.9 45 .4 5 . 5  

Cincinnati 63.3 63.9 63.4 26.3 4.3 

Cleveland 88.2 80.9 89.2 56.9 7.0 

Columbus 69.8 62 . 1 62.9  33 .2  3.B 

Detroit 63.8 83.6 80.5 59.3 4.2 
Gary-Hanunond-E. Chicago 76. 1 9 1 .2 79.7 56.3 3.2 

Indianapolis 70.7 69.4 6 3 . 3  4.2 0.6 

Kansas City 75 .8 46.8 72.3 4.3 1 .2 

Los Ange!es-Long Beach 83 .0 78.9 64.2 5 5 . 1  9 .5  

Milwaukee 76.8 63 .4 7 1 . 1 2.6 0.5 
New York 82 .6 70.4 64. 5 42.2 7.3 

Newark 84.7 77.7 79.8 59.5 1 4.9 

philadelphia 83. 5 65.0 8 1 . 1 38. 1 7.7 
Pillsburgh 76.5 63.7 7 1 .8 30.3 4.0 

51. Louis 83.7 75.7  86.7 58.7 10.5  
San Francisco-Oakland 68. 1 66.8 57.5 39.9 6. 3 

Average 77.4 69.6 13. 1 36. I 5 .2 

Southern areas 

Atlanta 79.5 68 . 1 88.7 53. 1 1 4.6 
Baltimore 78.5 54.5 84. 6  2 6 . 5  8.5 

Birmingham 52.3  41 .9 61.7 45.0 2 5 .4 
Dallas-Ft, Worm 77.6 5 5 . 7 7 1 . 8  24. 3 3.9 

Greensboro-Winston Salem 46.8 5 1 .0 5 5 . 3  2 1 .9 7.6 
Houston 73.0 53 .2 67. 6  1 8 . 3  6.4 

Memphis 7 5 . 1 56.7 77.6 65 . 1 4 1 .2 

Miami 77.5 75.4 75.9 58.8 14.7 
New Orleans 6 1 .8 5 8 . 5  75.7 42.0 [2.4 
Norfolk-Vrrginia Beach 68. 1 48.6 68. 1 50.8 32.6 
Tampa-St. Petersburg 7 5 . 3  60.4 59.2 27.0 3.9 

Washington, D.C. 7 5.6 5 5 .4 88.3 43.7 16.5  

Average 70. 1  56.6 72 .9 39.7 1 5.6 

Source: Douglas S. Massey and Nancy A. Denton, "Suburbanizatlon and Segregation in 

U.S. Metropolitan Area!'.." American JOUTl1a/ of SDc.iology 94 ( 1 988) :602-604. 6 1 0- 12 .  
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tion of suburbs. The average level of segregation in northern cities was · 
77% in 1 9 80, compared with a figure of 70% in suburbs-both well 
within the range usually considered high. 

� 

Chicago remains the nation's most segregated central city with a dis
similarity index of 9 1  %, followed by Cleveland , Newark, St. Louis, Phila
delphia, Los Angeles , and New York. In all of these cities, at least 80% 

of blacks would have had to move to achieve a desegregated residential 
pattern; and all bur two of the eighteen northern cities have indices in 

excess of 70%. Although levels of racial segregation are somewhat lower 

in suburban areas, only two cases display indices within the moderate 
range : Pittsburgh, with a suburban index of 54%; and Kansas City, with 

a suburban score of 47% (in the latter metropolitan area, however, only 
5% of blacks live in suburbs) . In five cases, suburban segregation equaled 
or exceeded that in central cities; and in suburban Gary, segregation 
reached an extreme equaled only in the city of Chicago. For blacks in 
the north, suburbanization du ring the 1 9705 generally brought not inte
gration but, rather, a slightly less extreme form of segregation . 

Owing to the special character of southern metropolitan development, 
however, racial segregation in suburbs of the south was less pronounced 
than in the north; but it was nonetheless very high in cemral cities . Eight 

of the twelve southern cities had segregation scores above 70% in 1 980, 

and all except Birmingham and Greensboro were in the high range 

(above 60% ) .  In contrast, nine of the twelve suburban areas had moder

ate levels of segregation ( ranging from 42 % to 59%),  with especially 
modest values in Birmingham (42%) and Norfolk (49%) . The average 
percentage of suburban blacks who would have to move to achieve an 
even residential configuration was 57%. Again, these modest levels of 
segregation reflect the distinctive nature of southern urban areas. 

The third and fourth columns of Table 3 . 3  present isolation indices for 
blacks in central cities and suburbs . Because geographic isolation is af
fected by the relative number of blacks as well as by their spatial configu

ration, the fifth column shows the percentage of blacks in each suburban 

area. Because blacks make up an extremely small percentage of most 
suburbs, we expect a low degree of spatial isolation within them, other 
things equal. 

Within central cities, however, black percentages tend to be high and 

the isolation indices show the by now familiar pattern of intense black 
isolation. In both regions, the average black isolation index in central 

cities was 73%, and values above 85% occurred in Atlanta, Baltimore, 
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chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C. Such intense levels 

of geographic isolation can only be achieved by distributing a large black 

population in an extremely uneven way. Meaningful contact with whites 

outside of the workplace is very unlikely in such places, an interpretation 

that acquires special poignancy when once considers that in 1 982, 36% 
of black men in central cities were either unemployed or marginally 

attached to the labor force; and the figure was 54% for black men aged 

1 8  to 2 9 . 34 
In several northern suburbs , in contrast, the level of black spatial isola

tion is actually qu ite low, at times dramatically lower than in (he central 

city. These exceptionally low levels of suburban isolation almost always 

occur in metropolitan areas where few blacks inhabit suburbs or where 

suburbs have very few blacks, and usually both . Although Boston, India

napolis, Kansas City, and Milwaukee all display isolation indices under 
10%, for example, blacks in these areas always make up less than 2% of 

the suburban population; and in all cases except Boston, fewer than 1 0% 

of blacks live in suburbs. 
In fact, with in most northern areas, black isolation in suburbs is  re

markably high given the very small proport ion of blacks they contain. In 
(he suburbs of Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Gary. and Los Angeles, for 

example, the black isolation index exceeds 45%, even though blacks 

never exceed 10% of the total suburban population. In Newark and S 1. 
Louis, the isolation indices approach 60%, a high degree of isolation 
achieved by disrributing their relatively large black populations very un
evenly. In most northern suburbs. black isolation indices exceed their 
theoretical minimums by factors of four to ten. 

Black isolation is generally greater in suburban areas of the south, 

owing to the larger representation of blacks within southern suburbs. 
Isolation indices are particularly h igh in Atlanta ( 53%) ,  Memphis ( 6 5 % ) ,  

Miami (59%),  and Nonolk ( 5 1  % ) ;  and relatively high levels are a lso 

found in Birmingham (45%),  New O rleans (42%),  and Washington, D . C .  

(44% ) .  I n  other metropolitan areas, however, isolation levels are more 
moderate. 

In summary, during the 1 9705, black-white segregation was main

tained at high levels in most U . S .  metropolitan a reas, yielding high levels 
of racial isolation that were particularly intense within central cities. The 

characteristic pattern of black cities surrounded by white suburbs per

sisted, although distinctive ecological traits kept black segregation lower 

in some southern a reas. Black suburbanization had begun in most metro-
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politan areas by 1 980, but black entry into suburbs typically did not bring 
integration. On the contrary, suburban blacks experienced c�nsiderable 
segregation and isolation, both of which tended to be quite high in sub
urbs where blacks were represented in large numbers. 

Hypersegregation 

As forceful as the foregoing assessment of racial segregation is, it under
states the magnitude of black segregation in U.S.  metropolitan 'lreas, for 
.recent research has shown that segregation is not simply a matter of 
uneven settlement patterns and racial isolation within specific neighbor
hoods; it also matters where black neighborhoods are located.35 Dissimi
larity and isolation indices reveal nothing about the spatial arrangement 
of black community areas, which may be distributed over the urban 
landscape in a variety of ways. 

In fact, segregation-or the general tendency for blacks and whites to 
live apart-may be conceptualized in terms of five distinct dimensions 
of geographic variation. The first two have already been discussed: blacks 
may be distributed so that they are overrepresented in some areas and 
underrepresented in others, leading to different degrees of unevenness; 

they may also be distributed so that their racial isolation is ensured by 
virtue of rarely sharing a neighborhood with whites. In addition, how
ever, black neighborhoods may be tightly clustered to form one large 
contiguous enclave or scattered about in checkerboard fashion; they may 
be concentrated within a very small area or settled sparsely throughout 
th.e urban environment. Finally, they may be spatially centralized around 
the urban core or spread out along the periphery. 

These five dimensions together define geographic traits that social sci
entists think of when they consider segregation. A high score on any 
single dimension is serious because it removes blacks from full participa
tion in urban society and limits their access to its benefits. As segregation 
accumulates across multiple dimensions, however, its effects intenSify. 
The indices of unevenness and isolation we have discussed so far cannot 
capture this multidimensional layering of segregation and, therefore, un
derstate its real severity in American society. Not only are blacks more 
segregated than other groups on any single dimension of segregation, 
but they are also more segregated on all dimensions simultaneously; and 
in an important subset of U.S.  metropolitan areas, they are very highly 
segregated on at least four of the five dimensions at once, a pattern we 
call hypersegregation.36 
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W e  consider the nature and prevalence o f  hypersegregation i n  U . S .  
metropolitan areas b y  presenting indicators for the five dimensions o f  

segregation i n  1 980 (see Table 3 .4} .  The first two columns repeat the 

indicators of unevenness and isolation included in Table 3 . 1 .  The ,third 

column contains an index of residential clustering developed by Michael 

White,)7 which measures the tendency for black areas to adhere together 

within one large agglomeration, rather than being scattered about the 
metropolitan area. It ranges from ° to 1 00 and attains its maximum value 
when all blacks live together in one homogeneous black enclave; its 
minimum occurs when black settlement areas are interspersed in check
erboard fashion.38 

rhe fourth column contains an index of centralization originally devel-· 
oped by Otis Dudley Duncan.39 It assesses the extent to which blacks are 
spatially distributed close to, or far away from. the central business dis
trict. Residence near this district has long been associated with a relatively 
high level of crime, social disorder, and economic marginality, 40 The 
index varies between plus and minus 100, with positive values indicating 
a tendency for blacks to reside close to the city center and negative values 
signifying a tendency to live in outlying areas. A score of zero means lhat 
blacks have a uniform distribution throughout the metropolitan area. 
The index gives the proportion of blacks who would have to change 
census tracts to achieve a uniform distribution around the central busi
ness districtY 

rhe index for the last dimension of segregation, concentration, is 
shown in the fifth column. It also varies between plus and minus 1 00, 
and was developed to measure the relative amount of physical space 
occupied by blacks within the metropolitan environmentY A score of 
zero is achieved when blacks and whites are equally concentrated within 
urban space and a score of - 1 00 means that the concentration of whites 
exceeds that of blacks. The maximum value of 100 is achieved when 
blacks occupy the smallest neighborhoods possible within a metropolitan 
setting and whites occupy the largest possible neighborhoods. 

In order to assess the prevalence of hypersegregation among U. S.  met
ropolitan areas, we adopted an arbitrary set of cutpoints to determine 
what constitutes "high" segregation on each dimension, For simplicity, 
we consider any index that exceeds a value of 60 to be high. Metropolitan 
areas that display high segregation on at least four of the five dimensions 
are considered to be hypersegregated and are highlighted in boldface.43 

According to these criteria, blacks in sixteen metropolitan areas were 
hypersegregated in 1 980:  Atlanta, B altimore, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleve-



Table 3.4 Five dime nsions of black segregation in thirty metropolitan areas With � ., 
largest black pop ulations ( hypersegregated areas in boldface) .  1 9 8 0  .:j , 

-------.. ; 
Dimension of segregatiofil ) 

Uneven- [501a- Cluster· 
----.... �, 

Central- Conl:en: : 
Metropolitan area ness lion ing izalion lralion . 

Northern areas - i  
BQ�ton 77.6 5 5 . 1  49. 1 87. 1 79.9 
Buffalo 79.4 61.5 44.3 88.4 88.2 
Chicago 87.8 82.8 79.3 87.2 88.7 
Cincinnati 72.3 54. 3 1 5 .8  88.3- 66.9 
Cleveland 87.5 SO.4 74.3 '89.8 n.7 

Columbus 7 1 .4 57.5 32. I 9 3 . 3  85.4 

Detroit 86.7 77.3 84.6 92.4 84.2 
Gary-Hamrnond-E. Chicago 90.6 77.3 56.1 88.7 86.9 
Indianapolis 76.2 61.3 41.1 94.2 8iM 
Kansas City 78.9 69.0 46. 1 92.1 85.7 

Los Angeles-Long Beach 8 1 . 1  60.4 76.5 85.9 69.S 
Milwaukee 83.9 69.5 68.9 95.1 94.4 
New York 81.6 62.7 46.8 79.5 89.2 
Newark 82.0 69.2 75.5 85.9 91.9 

Philadelphia 78.8 69.6 67.J 85.5 75.7 
PittSburgh 72.7 54. 1 27.2 8 1 .2 82. 1 

St. Louis 81.3 72.9 26.4 93.1 89.3 
San Francisco-Oakland 7 1 .7 5 1 . 1  28.2 83.6 68.7 

Average go. \ 66. 1 5 2 . 2  SSA sn 

Southern areas 
Atlanta 78.5 74.8 39.8 82.7 68.6 

Baltimore 74.7 72.3 62.2 85.7 76.3 
Birmingham 40.8 50.2 5 . 9  83.0 77.5  

Dallas-Ft. Worth 77. 1 64.0 33.4 74.9 69.3 
Greensboro- Winston Salem 56.0 50. 1 5 . 3  60. I 6 1 . 3  
HoustOn 6 9 . 5  5 9 . 3  2 3 .8 84.0 56.9 

Memphis 7 1 . 6  7 5 . 9  44.0 8 1 .7 5 5 . 0  

Miami 77.8 64.2 34.4 46.3 56 .S  

New orteans 68.3 68.S 32.7 90.6 58.4 

Norfolk-Virginia Beach 63 . 1  62 .8 19 .9  7 1 .2 55.9 

Tampa-St. Petersburg 72.6 5 1 . 5  24.6 58. 1  49. 3  

Washington. D.C. 70.0 68.0 45.0 85.0 44. 1 

Average 68. 3  63.5 30.9 75.3 60.8 

"Hypersegregation" cutpoint 60 + 60 + 60 + 60 + 60 + 

Source: Douglas S. Massey and Nancy A. Denton. "Hypersegregation in U.S. Metropolitan Areas: 
Black and Hispanic Segregation along Five DimensIons." Demography 26 ( 1 989) : 3 78-79. 
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land, Dallas, Detroit, Gary, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Mil

waukee, New York, Newark, Philadelphia, and St. Louis. The average 
level of unevenness in these metropolitan areas was 82, the average 

isolation index was 7 1 ,  and the mean clustering index was 58; the cen

tralization and concentration indices averaged 88 and 83, respectively. 

These sixteen metropolitan areas are among the most important in the 
country, containing six of the ten largest metropolitan areas in the United 
States. Together they house 3 5 %  of the nation's black population, and 
4 1  % of all blacks living in urban areas. 

Thus one-th ird of all African Americans in the United S tates live under 
conditions of intense racial segregation. They are unambiguously among 
the nation'S most spatially isolated and geographically secluded peo
ple, suffering extreme segregation across multiple dimensions simulta
neously. Black Americans in these metropolitan areas live within large, 
contiguous settlements of densely inhabited neighborhoods that are 
packed tightly around the urban core. In plain terms, they live in ghettos. 

Typical inhabitants of one of these ghettos are not only unlikely to 
come into contact with whites within the particular neighborhood where 
they live; even if they traveled to the adj acent neighborhood they would 
stiU be unlikely to see a white face; and if they went to the next neighbor
hood beyond that, no whites would be there either. People growing up 
in such an environment have little direct experience with the culture, 
norms, and behaviors of the rest of American society and few social 
contac'ts with members other racial groups. Ironically, within a large, 
diverse, and highly �obile post-industrial society such as the United 
States, blacks living in the heart of the ghetto are among the most isolated 
people on earth. 

No other group in the contemporary United States comes close to this 
level of isolation within urban society. U: S .  Hispanics, for example, are 
also poor and disadvantaged; yet in no metropolitan area are they hyper
segregated . Indeed, Hispanics are never highly segregated on more than 
three dimensions simultaneously, and in forty- five of the sixty metropoli
tan areas we examined, they were highly segregated on only one dimen
sion ( typically centralization) . Moreover, the large Hispanic conununity 
in Miami (the third largest in the country) is not highly segregated on 
any dimension at all. Despite their immigrant origins, Spanish language, 
and high poverty rates, Hispanics are considerably more integrated in 
U.S. society than are blacks.44 

The measurement of multiple dimensions of segregation also highlights 
the ecological differences between northern and southern cities. Only 
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three of the twelve southern metropolitan areas are hypenegregated, 
whereas twelve of the eighteen northern areas exhibit this pattern. 'In 
general, blacks i n  the south are less geographically concentrated, less 
confined to areas near the urban core, and scattered more widely around 
the metropolitan area. Thus even though black isolation within southern 
neishborhoods may be high, these neighborhoods are much less likely to 
form part of a large black enclave. In the south, the social worlds of blacks 
and whites continue to overlap, particularly in older, smaller, and less 
developed areas . 

.The Reproduction of the Ghetto 

As described in Chapter 2, large black ghettos were created in American 
cities during the first half of the twentieth century by a distinct process 
of neighborhood transition. Whites, in essence, adopted a strategy of 
tactical retreat before an advancing color line. 

The availability of computerized data allowed us to match 1 970 and 
1980 census tracts, thereby permitting us to determine whether this pat

tern of tactical retreat continued through the 1 9 705. Before the availabil
ity of computerized data, investigators were only able to examine pat
terns of racial transition within the neighborhoods of a handful of Cities, 
and suburban areas were typically excluded.4� Given the data at our 
disposal. however, we have been able to examine racial turnover in more 
than 20,000 census tracts located in central dties and suburbs of 60 

metropolitan areas.46 
Our results may be surrunarized by presenting estimated probabilities 

of white population loss and black population gain within different kinds 
of dty and suburban neighborhoods (see Table 3 . 5 ) .  These figures reveal 
the population dynamics of neighborhoods located near to and far away 
from established black areas (those tracts that were greater than 50% 
black in 1 980) and among neighborhoods [hat contained many and few 
black residents. These estimates control for the effects of black, Hispanic, 
and Asian population growth in the metropolitan area, as well as the age 
of the area's housing stock, the tightness of its housing market, its re
gional location, and its ethnic composition. We also control for each 
neighborhood's 10caLion relative to established Hispanic areas. The prob
abilities we have computed, therefore , are fairly "pure" indicators of 
the likelihood of black gain and white loss within different kinds of 
neighborhoods. 
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TabJe 3.5 Estimated probability of white loss and black gain within 
different kinds of urban neighborhoods, 1 970-1 980 

Distance from nearest black neighborhood 

Location and Under 5 5- 10 1 0-25 25 + 

percentage black miles miles miles miles 

Probability of White Loss 
City neighborhoods 
0%-5% black .85 . 6 1  . 3 6  .29 
1 0%- 20% black .89 .69 .44 .36 
30%-40% black .92 .77 . 54 .46 

Suburban neighborhoods 

0%- 5 %  black .74 .42 .2 1 . 1 6  
10%-20% black .80 .50 .28 .22 
30%-40% black .86 .61  .37 .30 

ProbabililY of Black Gain 
Cily neighborhoods 
0%-5% black . 5 6  .56 .53 Al 
10%-20% black .62 .62 .60 048 
30%-40% black .58 .58 .56 .44 

Suburban neighborhoods 
0%-5% black . 50 . 50  .47 .36 
1 0%-20% black .56 .56 .54 .42 
30%-40% black . 52  .62 .50 .38 

Source: Computed from equations presented in Table 4 of Nancy A. Denton and 

Douglas S. Massey, "Patterns of Neighborhood Transition in a Multiethnic World," 
Deml)graphy 28 ( 1 99 1 )  :56 .  Equations control for the presence or absence of other groups 
in the neighborhood, distance to nearest Hispanic area, ethnic composition of the 

metropolitan area, rates of while and minority population growth, job creation rate, 
home inflation rate, age of housing, and region. Blacks are assumed to be the only group 
pre�em and all other control variables are evaluated at their means. 

The characteristic postwar pattern of ghetto formation involved two 

sets of actions on the part of whites:  discrimination against blacks to 

keep them from entering all neighborhoods except those near the ghetto 

border and the avoidance of those neighborhoods threatened with racial 
turnover. The estimates in Table 3.5 suggest that housing discrimination 

may have moderated somewhat, but that white avoidance of neighbor· 

hoods near ghettos continues unabated. 

Evidence that discrimination has been reduced comes from the proba· 
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biIities of black population gain. If old patterns of discril\lination had 
continued, we would expect high probabilities of black gain in neighbor
hoods near established black areas and very small probab i l ities of black 
gain in others . In fact, the likelihood of black population increase was 
relatively high throughout the metropolitan environment, generally ex
ceeding . 50 in tracts up to 2 5  miles away from the nearest black area. 

The likelihood of black gain was also not particularly sensitive to whether 
the tract contained many or few black residents, or whether it was located 

in a central city or suburb. Only outlying areas more than tyventy-five 
miles distant from the ghetto displayed relatively low probabilities of 
black gain . We found the same results when we examined the pace of 
black population gain in different neighborhoods.47 

The probabilities of white loss, however, suggest that whites stilI avoid 

areas that are threatened by significant black settlement. Although results 
we have published elsewhere suggest that the mere presence of blacks 
no longer incites flight by whites,48 the estimates in Table 3 . 5  reveal that 

whites are nonetheless highly cognizant of an area's location relative to 
the ghetto and are highly sensitive to the relative number of blacks that 
a neighborhood contains. Among neighborhoods located within five 
miles of an established black area, white population loss is extremely 
likely, and it becomes virtually certain as the percentage of blacks in
creases; this pattern holds for suburbs as well as for central cities . 

J:he probability that a central city tract located within five miles of a 

black neighborhood would lose white residents between 1 970 and 1 980 

was .85 when its black percentage was 0%-5 %  black; and it rOse to .92 

when the black percentage reached 30%-40%. The respective probabili

ties for suburban areas were .74 and .86. Only at distances beyond ten 

miles did the likelihood of white popUlation loss fall below .50, and it 
reached truly low levels only at twenty- five miles from the closest black 

area. Yet even at these great distances from black settlements, whites 
were still sensitive to the percentage of blacks. In suburban areas twenty
five miles from the closest black neighborhood, the probability of white 

population loss increased from . 1 6 in neighborhoods that were 0%- 5% 

black to .30 in areas that were 30%-40% black. This basic pattern is 
replicated when we examine the pace of white population loss rather 
than its incidence.49 

Thus the demographic mechanisms that led to the perpetuation of the 
ghettO in the 1950s and 1960s have remained largely intact through the 
1970s. Whites continue to avoid neighborhoods located anywhere near 
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established black areas, and they are highly sensitive to the number of 

black residents. Even though black population gains are now relatively 

likely within neighborhoods distant from the ghetto, this fact does not 

mean that discrimination against blacks has disappeared. Indeed, the 

probability of population gain for blacks remains significantly below that 

of whites in most neighborhoods and the rate of black population in

crease outside the ghetto is still quite low, suggesting that racial discrimi

nation has persisted. 50 

The Never-Ending Story 

Despite the optimism of the early 1 970s, a comprehensive look at trends 

and patterns of racial segregation within large metropolitan areas in the 

ensuing decade provides little evidence that the residential color line has 

diminished in importance. Although segregation in southern cities and 

suburbs was at times moderate compared with levels in the north, this 
pattern predated 1 970 and cannot be attributed to changes in federal 

housing policies, shifts in white attitudes, or reductions in racial discrimi

nation. In the south, as in the north, there is little evidence of substantial 

change in the status quo of segregation. 
On the contrary, among those metropolitan areas where a large share 

of African Americans live, segregation persists at extremely high levels 

that far surpass the experience of other racial or ethnic minorities. In 

sixteen metropolitan areas that house one-third of the nation's black 

population, racial separation is so intense that it can only be described 

as hypersegregation. Blacks in hypersegregated cities are unlikely to have 

any direct contact with the larger society unless they work outside of the 

ghetto; but according to recent data, up to 50% of young black men are 

at best weakly attached to the labor force.' 
Levels of segregation are particularly extreme in inner cities. Indeed, 

the systematic segregation and isolation of African Americans is in large 

measure realized by a spatial structure that concentrates blacks in central 

cities and whites in suburbs, a pattern that continued through the 1 970s. 

But even the attainment of a suburban residence does not bring integra
tion for most people of African origin. Except for a few areas where 

blacks are found in very small numbers, segregation and spatial isolation 

are maintained at high levels in suburbs as well as central cities. 

It appears, therefore, that the black ghetto has remained a distinctive 

feature of the spatial organization of American cities. Whites continue to 
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avoid neighborhoods located near the periphery of establis�ed black ar- ; 

eas, and display considerable reluctance to enter neighborhoods con--': 

taining black residents. Although the mere presence of blacks no longer .. 
guarantees automatic racial turnover and small numbers of blacks are 

now dispersed outside of ghetto areas, the probability of white loss still
·
. 

increases steadily as the percentage of blacks rises and as distance to the 

ghetto falls. The basic demographic mechanisms that originally created 
the ghetto still appear to operate with remarkable efficiency in perpetuat
ing it. 

The ghetto h as endured despite the legal banning of discrimination in 

housing and the significant shift in white attitudes toward accepting the 
principle of open housing. It has survived the emergence of an increas
ingly large black middle class with the means to integrate, and it has 
persisted despite a series of court decisions forbidding the use of public 
housing to promote racial segregation. 
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The Continuing Causes 

of Segregation 

Residential segregation has proved to be the most 

resistant to change of all realms-perhaps because 

it is so critical to racial change in general. 

Thomas Pettigrew, 1 966 
review of Negroes In Cities 

by Karl and Alma Taeuber 

The spatial isolation of black Americans was achieved by a conjunction 
of racist attitudes, private behaviors, and institutional practices that dis
enfranchised blacks from urban housing markets and led to the creation 
of the ghetto. I Discrimination in employment exacerbated black poverty 
and limited the economic potential for integration, and black residential 
mobility was systematically blocked by pervasive discrimination and 
white avoidance of neighborhoods containing blacks. The walls of the 

ghetto were buttressed after 1 950 by government programs that pro

moted slum clearance and relocated displaced ghetto residents into 
multi-story, high-density housing projects . .  

In theory, this self-reinforcing cycle of prejudice, discrimination, and 
segregation was broken during the 1 9605 by a growing rejection of racist 
sentiments by whites and a series of court decisions and federal laws that 
banned discrimination in public life . The Civil Rights Act of 1 964 out

lawed racial discrimination in employment, the Fair Housing Act of 1 968 

banned discrimination in housing, and the Gautreaux and Shannon court 

decisions prohibited public authorities from placing housing projects ex
clusively in black neighborhoods. Despite these changes, however, the 
nation's largest black communities remained as segregated as ever in 
1980. Indeed, many urban areas displayed a pattern of intense racial 
isolation that could only be described as hypersegregation. 
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Although the racial climate of the United States improved �utwardly 
during the 1 9 70s, racism still restricted the residential freedom of black 
Americans; it just did so in less blatant ways. In the aftermath of the civil 
rights revolution, few whites voiced openly racist sentiments; realtors no 
longer refused outright to rent or sell to blacks; and few local govern
ments went on record to oppose public housing projects because they 
would contain blacks. This lack of overt racism, however, did not mean 
that prejudice and discrimination had ended; although racist attitudes 
and behaviors went underground, they did not disappear. Despite whites' 
endorsement of racial equality in principle, prejudice against bla�ks con
tinued in subtle ways; in spite of the provisions of the Fair' Housing 
Act, real estate agents continued to practice surreptitious but widespread 
discrimination; and rather than conform to court decrees, local authori
ties stopped building proj ects. 

Race versus Class: An Unequal Contest 

Before exploring the continuing causes of segregation, we assess the ex
tent to which the geographic separation of blacks and whites may be 
attributed to economic differences between the two groups. ,In the 
market- driven, status-conscious society of United States, affluent families 
live in different neighborhoods than poor families, and to the extent that 
blacks are poor and whites are affluent, the two groups will tend to 
be physically separated from one another. Is what appears to be racial 
segregation actually segregation on the basis of social class? 

Economic arguments can be invoked to explain why levels of black
white segregation changed so little during the 1 970s, After decades of 
steady improvement, black economic progress stalled in 1 9 73,  bringing 
about a rise in black poverty and an increase in income inequality.2 As 
the black income distribution bifurcated, middle-class families experi
enced downward mobility and fewer households possessed the socioeco
nomic resources necessary to sustain residential mobility and, hence, 
integration. If the economic progress of the 1 9 50s and 1 9 60s had been 
sustained into the 1 9 70s, segregation levels might have fallen more sig
nificantly. William Clark estimates that 30%-70% of racial segregation 
is attributable to economic factors, which, together with urban structure 
and neighborhood preferences, "bear much of the explanatory weight 
for present residential patterns."3 

Arguments about whether racial segregation stems from white racism 
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or from economic disadvantages are part of a larger debate on the relative 

importance of race and class in American society. Some observers hold 

that black social and economic problems now stem from the unusually 

disadvantaged class position of African Americans; they argue that black 

poverty has become divorced from race per se and is now perpetuated 

by a complex set of factors, such as j oblessness, poor schooling, and 

family instability, that follow from the transformation of cities from man

ufacturing to service centers.4 Other investigators place greater emphasis 

on racism; they argue that because white prejudice and discrimination 

have persisted in a variety of forms, both overt and subtle, skin color 
remains a powerful basis of stratification in the United States.s  

Since the mid- 1 970s, the race-class debate has gone on without defin
itive resolution with respect to a variety of socioeconomic outcomes: 
employment, wealth, family stability, education, crime. But when one 
considers residential segregation, the argument is easily and forcefully 
settled : race clearly predominates. Indeed, race predominates to such 
an extent that speculations about what would have happened if black 
economic progress had continued become moot. Even if black incomes 
had continued to rise through the 1 970s, segregation would not have 
declined: no matter how much blacks earned they remained spatially 
separated from whites. In 1 9 80; as in the past, money did not buy entry 
into white neighborhoods of American cities. 

The dominance of race over class is illustrated by Table 4. 1 ,  which 
presents black-white dissimilarity indices for three income groups within 
the thirty largest bl<).ck communities of the United States. These data 
show the degree of residential segregation that blacks experience as their 
family income rises from under $2,500 per year to more than $5 0,000 per 
year. Although we computed segregation indices for all income categories 
between these two extremes, in the interest of brevity we only show one 
middle category ( $2 5 ,000-$27,500) . Little is added by induding other 
income groups, because black segregation does not vary by affluence.6 

Among northern metropolitan areas, for example, blacks, no matter 
what their income, remain very highly segregated from whites. As of 
1980, black families earning under $2 , 5 00 per year experienced an aver
age segregation index of 86, whereas those earning more than $50,000 
had an average score of 83;  blacks in the middle category displayed a 
score of 8 1 .  This pattern of constant, high segregation was replicated in 
virtually all northern urban areas. In Chicago, for example, the poorest 
blacks displayed an index of 9 1 ;  the most affluent blacks had an index 



Table 4.1 Segregation by income in thirty metropolitan areas with the 
largest black populations, 1 980 

.. -
Income category 

-
Melropoli{an area Under $2,500 $25,000-$27,500 $ 50,000 + 

NOr/hem areas 
Boston 85. 1 83 .9 89. 1  

Buffalo 8 5 .2 80.0 90.0 

Chicago 9 1 . 1  85.8 86 .3  

Cincinnati 8 1 .7 70.9 74 , 2  
Cleveland 9 1 .6 87. 1 86.4 

Columbus 80.3 74,6 8 3 .4 

Detroit 88.6 85 .0  86.4 

Gary-Hammond-E. Chicago 90.6 89.5 90.9 

Indianapolis 80.8 76.6 80.0 

Kansas City 86, 1  79.3 84.2 

Los Angeles-Long Beach 85,4 79.8 78.9 

M ilwaukee 9 1 . 3 87 . 9 86.3 

New York 86,2 8 1 .2 78.6 

Newark 85.8 79.0 77.5 

Philadelphia 84.9 78,6 8 1 . 9 
Pittsburgh 82. 1  80. 6 87.9 

Sr.  Louis 87.3 78.4 83 .2  

San Francisco-Oakland 79.9 7 3 . 7  72 . 1  

Average 85.8 80.7 83.2 

Southern areas 
Atlanta 82.2 77.3 78.2 

Baltimore 82.4 72.3 76.8 

Birmingham 46. 1  40.8 45.2 

Dallas-Ft. Worth 8 3 . 1  74.7 82.4 

Greensboro-Winston Salem 6 3 .2 5 5 . 1  70.8 

Houston 7 3 . 8  65 .5  72 . 7  

Memphis 73.8 66.8 69 .8 
Mlami 8 l .6 78.4 76.5 
New Orleans 75.8 6 3 . 1 77.8 

Norfolk-Virginia Beach 70. 1  6 3 . 3  72 .4 

Tampa-St. Petersburg 8 1 .8 76.0 8 5 . 7  

Washington, D .C.  79.2 67.0 65.4 

Average 74.4 66.7 72.8 

SOJJ.rce: Nancy A. Demon and Douglas S. Massey. "Residential Segregation of Blacks. 

HispaniCS, and Asians by Socioeconomic Statu� and Generation," Social Science Qlumerly 

69 ( 1 988) :8 1 1 .  
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of 86. In New York, the respective figures were 86 and 79; and in Los 
Angeles they were 85 and 79. In no northern metropolitan area did 

blacks earning more than $ 50,000 per year display a segrega[ion index 

lower than 72. 
Although southern areas generally evinced lower levels of racial segre

gation, the basic pattern by income was the same: rising economic status 

had little or no effect on the level of segregation that blacks experienced. 

On average, segregation moved from 74 in the lowest income category 
(0 73 in the highest, with a value of 67 in between. Segregation was 
particularly high and resistant to change in Atlanta, Baltimore, Dallas, 
Miami, and Tampa; but even in southern cities with relatively low levels 
of segregation, there was little evidence of a meaningful differential by 
income: the poorest blacks in Birmingham, Alabama, displayed a segre
gation index of 46, whereas the most affluent black families had a segre
gation index of 45 .  

One possible explanation for this pattern of constant segregation irre
spective of income is that affluent blacks are not well informed about the 
cost and availability of housing opportunities in white neighborhoods. 
Reynolds Farley examined this possibility using special data collected in 
the University of Michigan's D etroit Area Survey. He found that blacks 
were quite knowledgeable about housing costs throughout the metropol
itan area, even in distant white suburbs, and were well aware that they 
could afford to live outside the ghetto.7 Whatever was keeping affluent 
blacks out of white areas, it was not ignorance. 

The uniqueness of this pattern of invariant high segregation is starkly 
revealed when blacks are compared with Hispanics or Asians . In the 
Los Angeles metropolitan area, for example, the segregation index for 
Hispanics earning under $2 ,500 in 1 979 was 64, and it declined to a 
moderate value of 50 among those earning $50,000 or more. In the 
largest Latino barrio in the United States, therefore, the poorest Hispanics 
were less segregated than the most affluent blacks (whose score was 79) .  

Similarly, in the San Francisco-Oakland metropolitan area, which con
tains the largest concentration of Asians in the United States, the Asian
white segregation index fen from 64 in the lowest income category to 52 
in the highest (compared with respective black-white indices of 86 and 
79) .  These contrasts were repeated in cities throughout the United States : 
Hispanic and Asian segregation generally begins at a relatively modest 
level among the poor and falls steadily as income rises. B 

Similar patterns are observed when segregation is examined by educa-
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tion and occupation. No matter how socioeconomic status is .measured, 
therefore, black segregation remains universally high while that of His
panics and Asians falls progressively as Status rises. Only blacks experi
ence a pattern of constant, high segregation that is impervious to socio
economic influences. The persistence of racial segregation in American 
dties, therefore, is a matter of race and not class. The residential segrega
tion of African Americans cannot be attributed in any meaningful way 
to the socioeconomic disadvantages they experience, however serious 
these may be.9 

Attitudes in Black and White 

Even if the segregation of African Americans cannot be linked to black 
socioeconomic disadvantages, it does not necessarily follow that current 
residential patterns are involuntary. It is conceivable, for example, that 
high levels of segregation reflect black preferences for racial separation, 
and that these desires for residential homogeneity are merely expressed 
through urban housing markets. If most black people prefer to live in 
neighborhoods that are largely black, then high levels of racial segrega
tion may correspond to black desires for self-segregation and not discrim
ination or prejudice. 1 0  

This line o f  reasoning does not square with survey evidence, however. 
The vast majority of black Americans express strong support for the ideal 
of integration, and when asked on national surveys whether they favor 
"desegregation, strict segregation, or something in-between" they gener
ally answer "desegregation" in large numbers. Although support for the 
"in-between" option rose during the 1 9705, an average of 68% favored 
desegregation across the decade. I }  Moreover, 98% of black respondents 
have consistently agreed that "black people have a right to live wherever 
they can afford to," and in 1 9 78 7 ]  % said they would be willing to vote 
for a community-wide law to ban racial disqimination in housing. 12 

In both principle and action, therefore, blacks strongly favor the deseg
regation of American SOciety. They endorse the ideal of integration, they 
unanimously state that people should be able to move wherever they 
want to regardless of skin color, and they support the passage of laws to 
enforce these principles. But the endorsement of abstract principles and 
laws does not really get at the kinds of neighborhoods that blacks actually 
prefer to live in, or the degree of neighborhood integration they find 
attractive and comfortable. The most widely cited source of information 
on this issue is the Detroit Area Survey. 
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Respondents to the survey were shown drawings of hypothetical 

neighborhoods with homes colored in either black or white. The percent

age of black homes was systematically varied and respondents were 

asked how they felt about different racial compositions. Blacks expressed 

a strong preference for racial parity in neighborhoods: 6 3 %  chose a 

neighborhood that was half-black and half-white as most desirable, and 

20% selected this option as their second choice (see Table 4.2 ) .  Virtually 

all blacks (99%) said they would be willing to live in such a neighbor

hood. At the same time, blacks appeared to resist strongly complete seg

regation: nearly a third would not be willing to move into a neighbor

hood that was all black, and 62% would be unwilling to enter an area 

that was all white. Nearly 90% ranked all-white neighborhoods as their 
fourth or fifth preference, and 62% plaCed all-black neighborhoods into 

one of these rankings. 
Among racially mixed neighborhoods, blacks seem to prefer those with 

a relatively higher black percentage, other things equal. Thus the second 

choice of most blacks ( 5 5 % )  was a neighborhood that was 70% black, 

and only 1 7% selected an area where whites clearly predominated; 

neighborhoods that were 1 5 % black were generally chosen as the third 
most desirable neighborhood. Even though blacks prefer a racial mixture 

of 50% black or higher, however, they are comfortable with almost any 

Table 4.2 Neighborhood preferences of black respondents to Detroit Area 
Survey, 1 976 

Preference ranking Percentage 

willing to 

Neighborhood Firsl Second Third Fourth Last enter such a 

composilion choice choice choice choice choice neighborhood 

All black 1 2 %  5 %  2 1 %  35% 27% 69% 

70% black 1 4  5 5  1 8  1 0  2 99 

50% black 63 20 1 4  2 99 
15% black 8 17 40 32 3 95 

All white 2 3 7 2 1  66 38 

Total 1 00% 1 00 %  100% 1 00% 1 00% 

Sources: Reynolds Farley, Suzanne Bianchi, and Diane Colasanto, "Barriers to the 

Radal Integralion of Neighborhoods: The Delroit Case," Annals of Ihe Amuican Academy 

of Political and Social Science 441 ( 1 979) : 1 04; Reynolds Farley, Howard Schuman, 
Suzanne Bianchi, Diane Colasanto, and Shlrley Hatchett, " 'Chocolate City. Vanilla 

Suburbs' : Will the Trend toward Racially Separate Communities Continuer Social 
Science Research 7 ( 1 978) : 3 30. 
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level of integration: 9 5 %  would b e  willing to live in any .neighborhood 
with a black percentage lying between 1 5 %  and 70%. 

These expressed preferences for integrated living coincide with com
ments made by black respondents to survey interviewers, which suggest 
that blacks not only favor integration but are motivated by an ideological 
commitment to racial harmony: "When you have different kinds of peo
ple around, children understand better"; 'Td rather live in a neighbor

hood that is mixed-don't have any trouble, no hostility" ; "It might 
make it better to get along with white people. , , 1 )  Thus blacl\ suppOrt for 

residential desegregation comes not Simply from a desire t,o achieve the 
social and economic benefits associated with residence in a white neigh
borhood, which are very reaL but from a real commitment to the ideal 
of racial integration. 

Despite this ideologica l stance, however, blacks express considerable 
reluctance about entering all-white neighborhoods. On the Detroit Area 
Survey, for example, 66% listed this racial mixture as their last choice. 
and only 38% were willing to move into such an area. This apprehension 
does not reflect a rejection of whites or white neighborhoods per se, but 
stems from fears of white hostility, rejection, or even worse. Among 
blacks who said they would not consider moving into a white area, 34% 
thought that white neighbors would be unfriendly and make them feel 
unwelcome, 37% said they would be made to feel uncomfortable, and 
17"/0 expressed a fear of violence. L4 Moreover, four-fifths of black respon
dents rejected the view that moving into a white neighborhood consti

tuted a desertion of the black community. 15 

Although the level of antiblack violence has declined since th� 1 920s, 
black apprehensions about entering white neighborhoods are by no 

means unfounded. Some 2 1 3  racial "hate crimes" were reported in Chi

cago during 1 990, about half directed at blacks. These crimes included 

57 incidents of battery, 1 8  cases of vandalism, . and 28 reports of threats 
or racial harassment. As in the past, these incidents occurred mairuy 
along the color line: of 1 , 1 2 9  hate crimes reported in Chicago during 
1 985- 1 990, half were located in ten community areas undergoing racial 
change.16 The Los Angeles Commission on Human Relations reported 
1 67 racially motivated hate crimes during 1 9 89, representing an increase 
of 78% over the prior year. About 60% of the crimes were directed 
against blacks and about 70% occurred at the victim's residence. The 
specific complaints included 54 instances of racist graffiti or literature, 53 

assaults, 34 acts of vandalism, 19 threats, 6 cross-burnings, and one case 
of arson.17 
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Blacks moving into white neighborhoods in other cities encounter sim

ilar treatment. In Philadelphia, for example, an interracial couple made 

national headlines in 1 98 5  when it moved into a white working-class 

neighborhood and was met by an angry mob and fire bombs. 18  When 
Otis and Alva Debnam became the first blacks to buy a home in an Irish 

neighborhood of Boston, they experienced a sustained campaign of racial 
intimidation, violence, and vandalism that culminated in a pitched battle 
with white youths on the eve of the nation's bicentennial in 1 976 . 1 9  In 

New York City, an Italian American told the sociologist Jonathan Rieder 
about the treatment he and his friends gave to Puerto Rican and black 

families who invaded their tUlf: "we got them out of Canarsie. We ran 

into the house and kicked the shit out of every one of them. ,,)0 
This evidence suggests that the high degree of segregation blacks expe

rience in urban America is not voluntary. By large majorities, blacks 
support the ideal of integration and express a preference for integrated 
living, and 95% are willing to live in neighborhoods that are anywhere 

between 1 5 %  and 70% black. Those who express a reluctance to enter 
all-white areas do so because of reaIistic fears of violence and harassment. 

If it were solely up to them, blacks would live primarily in racially mixed 
neighborhoods and levels of racial segregation would be markedly lower 

than they presently are. 

The issue is not solely up to blacks to decide, however, because their 
. preferences interact with those of whites to produce the residential out

comes we actually observe. Even though blacks may prefer neighbor

hoods with a 50-50 racial mixture, desegregation will not occur if most 
whites find this l evel of racial contact unacceptable. The smaller the per

centage of blacks that whites are willing to tolerate, the less likely integra
tion becomes. 

On the surface, whites seem to share this ideological commitment to 

open housing. According to one national survey, the percentage of whites 
who agree that "black people have a right to live wherever they can 

afford to" rose from 76% in 1 970 to 88% in 1 978.2 1  The percentage of 
whites on another national survey who disagreed with the statement that 

"white people have a right to keep blacks out of their neighborhoods if 
they want to" increased from 5 3 %  in 1 970 to 67% in 1 980.22 By 1 978, 
only 5 %  of whites called for the strict segregation of American society.23 

Clearly, by the end of the 1 9 70s most whites had come to acknowledge 
the legitimacy of integration as a social goal and supported open housing 
as a basic principle. This ideological stance logically implies an acceptance 
of residential desegregation, because, given black preferences, an open 
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housing marker will yield substantial racial mixing within neighbor
hoods. But surveys also reveal inconsistencies in white attitudes. Al
though whites may accept open housing in principle, they remain Un
comfortable about its implications in practice and are reluctant to SUPPort 
legislation to implement it. Moreover, negative stereotypes about black 
neighbors remain firmly entrenched in white psyches. 

Unlike blacks, whites are more committed to open housing and resi

dential integration in principle than in practice. Although 88% of whites 
in 1 978 agreed that blacks have a right to live wherever they want to, 
only 40% in 1980 were willing to vote for a community-wide law stating 
that "a homeowner cannot refuse to sell to someone because of their 
race or skin color:'24 That is, as recently as 1 980, 60% of whites would 
have voted against a fair housing law, even though one had been on the 
federal books for a dozen years. 

Although whites may support fair housing in the abstract, their willing
ness to act on this ideal generally declines as the number of blacks in
creases. Whereas 86% of whites in 1978 said they would not move if "a 
black person came to live nexr door," only 46% stated they would not · 
move if "black people came to live in large numbers."25 Only 28% of 
whites in 1 978 were willing to live in a neighborhood whose population 
was half black.26 

Again, however, these questions about broad ideals and abstract princi
ples do not really get at how whites feel about living with blacks, or how 
comfortable they are with different racial mixtures. When they are asked 
detailed questions about specific neighborhood racial compositions, it 
becomes very clear that whites stiH harbor substantial prejudice against 
blacks as potential neighbors, and that their tolerance for racial mixing 
is realJy quite limited . 

We may summarize white neighborhood preferences using data from 
the Delroit Area Survey (see Table 4.3 ) .  As with blacks, whites were 
asked how they felt about hypothetical neighborhoods that contained 
black and white homes in different proportions. In their responses, 

whites indicated they were still quite uncomfortable with the prospect of 
black neighbors in practice, despite their endorsement of open housing 
in principle. Roughly a fourth of whites said they would feel uncomfort
able in a neighborhood where 8% of the residents were black, and about 
the same percentage would be unwilling to enter such an area. When 
the black percentage reached 2 1  %, half of all whites said they woul d  be 
unwilling to enter, 42 % would feel uncomfortable, and 24% would seek 
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Table 4.3 Neighborhood preferences of white respondents to Detroit 
Area Survey, 1 976 

93  

Percentage who Percentage who Percentage 

Neighborhood 

composition 

8% black 

2 1  % black 
36% black 
57% black 

would feel 
uncomfortable in 

neighborhood 

24% 

42 

57 

72 

would tty to unwilling to 
move out of move into 

neighborhood neighborhood 

7% 27% 
24 50 
41 73 

64 84 

Source: Reynolds Farley, Howard Schuman, Suzanne Bianchi, Diane Colasanto, and . 

Shirley Hatchett . .. 'Chocolate City, Vanilla Suburbs': Wi!! the Trend toward Radally 
Separate Communities Continue?" Social Science Research 7 ( 1978) :335.  

to leave. Once a neighborhood reached about one-third black, the limits 
of racial tolerance were reached for the majority of whites: 7 3 %  would 

be unwilling to enter. 57% would feel uncomfortable, and 4 1  % would 
try to leave. At the 50-50 threshold, a neighborhood became unaccept
able to all but a small minority of whites: 84% said they would not wish 

to enter a neighborhood that was 57% black, 64% would try to leave, 

and 72% would feel uncomfortable. 
Whereas 63% of blacks picked a 50-50 racial mixture as the most 

desirable, the great majority of whites would not be willing to enter such 

a neighborhood and most would try to leave. Although blacks and whites 

may share a common commitment to "integration" in principle, this 

word connotes very different things to people in the two racial groups. 

For blacks, integration means racial mixing in the range of 1 5 % to 70% 

black, with 50% being most desirable; for whites, it Signifies much 
smaller black percentages . 

This fundamental disparity between blacks and whites has been con

firmed by surveys conducted in Milwaukee, Omaha, Cincinnati, Kansas 

City, and Los Angeles, all of which show that blacks strongly prefer a 
50-50 mixture and that whites have little tolerance for racial mixtures 
beyond 20% black.27 When the New York newspaper Newsday asked 
whites and blacks on suburban Long Island what "integration" meant 
to them, 64% of black respondents chose a neighborhood composition 
that was 40% black or higher, whereas 52% of whites selected a mixture 

that was 40% black or 10wer.28 On a nationwide survey carried out by 
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Lou Harris in 1 988, 69% of blacks said the races were better off living 
next to each other "in the long run," but only 5 3 %  of whites shared this 
sentiment. 29 

White apprehensions about radal mixing are associated with the belief 
that having black neighbors undermines property values and reduces 
neighborhood safety. According to the Newsday poll, 58% of Long Is
land's whites believe that property values fall once blacks enter a neigh
borhood30 (in fact. evidence suggests the opposite, at leas[_ during · the 
transition process3l ) .  Likewise, among whites in Detroit Wl:lO said they 
would leave if blacks moved into their neighborhoods, 40% believed that 
property values would decrease after black entry, and 1 7% believed that 
the crime rate would rise.32 

Given that a home is widely viewed as a symbol of a person's worth,33 
these views imply that whites perceive blacks to be a direct threat to their 
social status. 34 This interpretation is underscored by a 1985 study of 
white voters commissioned by the Michigan state Democratic Party. After 
carrying out a series of focus-group interviews in blue-collar suburbs of 
Detroit, the study concluded that working-class whites "express a pro
found distaste for blacks, a sentiment that pervades almost everything 
they think about government and polities . . .  Blacks constitute'the expla
nation for their vulnerability and for almost everything that has gone 
wrong in their lives; not being black is what constitutes being middle 
class; not/ living with blacks is what makes a neighborhood a decent 
place to live."35  

The belief that blacks have deleterious effects on neighborhoods is  
consistent with a broader set of pejorative racial stereotypes. Among 
whites surveyed in the San Francisco area in 1 973, for example, 4 1 %  

believed that blacks were less likely to take care of their homes than 
whites; 24% said that blacks were more likely to cheat or steal; and 14% 
said that blacks were more prone to commit sex crimes. 36 Similar results 
were uncovered in the Detroit Area Survey: .70% of whites believed that 
blacks were less likely to take good care of their house and yard; 59% 

believed that blacks were prone to violence; 50% felt that blacks were 
not as quiet as whites; and nearly half believed that blacks were less 
moral than whites. 37 

When respondents in these samples were queried about the radal be
liefs of others, moreover, they saw their fellow dtizens as even more 
racially prejudiced than themselves (or at least more prejudiced than they 
acknowledged themselves to be) . Whereas 56% of whites in Detroit said 
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they would be willing to sell their house t o  a black family even i f  their 

neighbors objected, only 3 1  % thought their neighbors would do the 

�me.38 Of whites in the San Francisco area, 70% said that "most Ameri· 

cans" believed blacks were likely to cheat or steal, and 60% said they 

thought that most Americans b elieved blacks were prone to commit sex 

crimes. 39 

These pejorative racial stereotypes are not local aberrations of San 

Francisco or Detroit; they are consistent with findings from recent na· 

[ional surveys. When Tom Smith of the University of Chicago's  National 
Opinion Research Center asked respondents to compare blacks and other 

ethnic groups on a variety of personal traits in 1 990, he found that 62% 

of nonblack respondents thought that blacks were lazier than other 
groupS, 5 6 %  felt they were more prone to violence, 5 3 %  saw them as 

less intelligent, and 78% thought they were less self- supporting and more 
likely to live off welfare .4o A 1 988 survey by Lou Harris asked whites to 

evaluate blacks more directly, and 3 6% stated that blacks have less ambi
tion than whites, 1 7% said they were less intelligent, 2 1  % thought they 
were more likely to commit crimes, and 26% felt blacks were unable to 

get equal work at equal pay because they lacked a work ethic.4 1 
Although overt expressions of racism are now publicly unacceptable, 

when questioned more specifically most white Americans stilI admit to 
holding a host of antiblack stereotypes . They continue to believe that 
blacks do not keep up their homes and are more prone to Violence, and 
these negative images lead directly to fears that black neighbors lower 
property values and increase crime rates. These beliefs promote white 
resistance to black entry and avoidance of residential areas that contain 
black residents. Whites also display considerable aversion to the intimate 
contacts that inevitably grow out of residential proximity: 70% of whites 
in a 1 978 national survey rejected interracial marriage on principle.42 
Perhaps for this reason, the negative view that whites have of black 
neighbors holds up even when one controls for neighborhood location, 
crime rate, upkeep, and cleanliness.4� 

The contrasting attitudes of blacks and whites create a huge disparity 
in the demand for housing in racially mixed neighborhoods. Given the 
harassment that historically has followed their entry into white areas, 

blacks express considerable reluctance at being the first 1O cross the color 
line. Once one or two black families have entered a neighborhood, how
ever, black demand grows rapidly given the high value placed on inte

grated housing. This demand escalates as the black percentage rises to-
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ward 50%, the most preferred neighborhood configuration; beyond (his 
point black demand stabilizes until the neighborhood reaches 70% 
black, after which demand falls off. 

The pattern of white demand for housing in racially mixed areas fol· 
lows precisely the opposite trajectory. Demand is strong for homes in 
all- white areas, but once one or two black families enter a neighborhood, 
white demang begins to falter as some white families leave and others 
refuse to move in. The acceleration in residential turnover coincides with 

\ 

the expansion of black demand, making it very likely that outgoing white 

households will be replaced disproportionately with b lack families. As 
the black percentage goes up, white demand drops ever more steeply as 

black demand rises at an increasing rate. By the time black demand 
peaks at the 50% mark, practically no whites are willing to enter and the 
majority (64%) are trying to leave. It is no surprise, therefore, that most 
black households relocate within areas that are at least 50% black, 
whereas most white families move into neighborhoods that are over
whelmingly white.44 As in the past, segregation is created by a process of 

racial turnover fueled by the persistence of significant antiblack prejudice. 

Discrimination with a Smile 

The foregoing model of racial change was essentially proposed two de
cades ago by Thomas ScheliingY He sought to show how rather small 

differences in racial tolerances between blacks and whites can lead to a 

high degree of residential segregation. According to the Schelling model, 
integration is an unstable outcome, because whites prefer somewhat 
lower minority proportions in neighborhoods than do blacks-even 
though whites might accept some black neighbors-and because racial 
preferences differ from person to person. As a result when a black family 
moves into a formerly all-white neighborhood, at least one white family's 
tolerance threshold is exceeded, causing it to leave. Given strong black 
preferences for integrated housing, this departing white family is likely 

to be replaced by a black family, pushing the black percentage higher 
and thereby exceeding some other family's tolerance limit, causing it to 

leave and be replaced by another black family, which violates yet another 
white family's preferences, causing it to exit, and so on. 

According to Schelling, therefore, black-white differences in racial 
preferences and interpersonal variability in racial attitudes build a self
perpetuating dynamic into neighborhood change that leads to rapid racial 
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turnOver and inevitable resegregation. By itself, however, the Schelling 
model is incomplete. Although it accurately captures rhe dynamic effects 

of prejudice, it accepts as a given the existence of racial discrimination. 

Black entry leads to neighborhood racial turnover not simply because of 
the interaction of white and black preferences but because the model 

implicitly assumes a racially segmented housing market maintained by 
discrimination. 

Whites can only avoid co-residence with blacks if mechanisms exist 
to keep blacks out of most white neighborhoods. They can only flee a 
neighborhood where blacks have entered if there are other all ·white 
areas to go to, and this escape will only be successful if blacks are unlikely 
to follow. Some method must exist, therefore, to limit black emry to a 
few neighborhoods and to preserve racial homogeneity in the rest. Al
though white prejudice is a necessary precondition for the perpetuation 
of segregation, it is insufficient to maintain the residential color line; 

active discrimination against blacks must occur also. 
One mechanism that traditionally has been used to defend the color 

line is violence, as discussed in Chapter 2 .  Public opinion data make 
it plain that African Americans are still apprehensive about integration 
because of the violence they expect to follow. Although racial intimida
tion has declined in frequency and intensity, it still operates to sustain 
the walls of the ghetto. As a method of social control, however, violence 
has its drawbacks, and over time whites have shifted tactics to adopt less 

overt and more sociaIly acceptable ways of defending the color line. 
The most important of these mechanisms is racial discrimination. Evi

dence suggests that discriminatory behavior was widespread among real
tors at least until 1 9 68, when the Fair Housing Act was passed.46 After 
this date, outright refusals to rent or sell to blacks became rare, given 
that overt discrimination could lead to lawsuits and prosecution under 
the Fair Housing Law. Realtors were nO longer free to reject black clients 
as they walked through the door. 

The absence of overt discrimination does not mean that exclusionary 
practices have ended, however; rather, the character of discrimination 
has changed. Black homeseekers now face a more subtle process of ex
clusion. Rather than encountering "white only" signs, they face a covert 
series of barriers. Instead of being greeted with the derisive rejection "no 
niggers allowed," they are met by a realtor with a smiling face who, 
through a series of ruses, lies, and deceptions, makes it hard for them to 
learn about, inspect, rent, or purchase homes in white neighborhoods. 
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Black clients who inquire about an advertised unit may be told that it 
has just been sold or rented ; they may be shown only the 'advertised unit 
and told that no others are available; they may be shown only houses 
in black or racially mixed areas and led systematically away from white 
neighborhoods; they may be quoted a higher rent or selling price than 
whites; they may be told that the selling agents are too busy and to come 
back later;· their phone number may be taken but a return call never 
made; they may be shown units but offered nO assistance in, arranging 
financmg; or they may be treated brusquely and discourteously in hopes 
that they will leaveY 

Although each individual act of discrimination may be small and sub
tle, together they have a powerful cumulative effect in lowering the prob
ability of black entry into white neighborhoods. Because the discrimina
tion is latent, however, it is usually unobservable, even to the person 
experiencing it. One never knows for sure. It may be true, for example, 
that the agent has no additional units to show the client right then, or 
that all agents are indeed busy. The only way to confirm whether or not 
discrimination has occurred is to compare the treatment of black and -
white clients who have similar social and economic characteristics. If 
white clients receive systematically more favorable treatment, then we 
conclude that discrimination has taken place. 

Differences in the treaunent of white and black homeseekers are deter
mined by means of a housing audit. Teams of white and black auditors 
are paired and sent to randomly selected realtors to pose as clients seek
ing a home or apartment. The auditors are trained to present comparable 
housing needs and family characteristics, and to express similar tastes; 
they are assigned equivalent social and economic traits by the investiga
tor. Typically the order of presentation is varied so thaI half the time the 
black auditor goes first, and the other half of the time the white auditor 
leads off. A sufficient span of time is left between encounters to prevent 
realtors from growing suspicious and linkiqg the two cases. After each 
encounter, the auditors fill out a detailed report of their experiences and 
the results are tabulated and compared to determine the nature and level 
of discrimination.48 

Local fair housing organizations began to carry out audit studies to
ward the end of the 1 960s, and these efforts quickly reveal�d that dis
crimination against blacks continued despite the Fair Housing Law. A 
1 969 audit of realty companies in St. Louis, for example, documented a 

pattern and practice of discrimination that was sufficient to force four 
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realtors to sign a consent decree with the U . S .  Depanment of Justice 
wherein they agreed to change their behavior. A 1 9 7 1  audit study carried 
out in Palo Alto, California, found that blacks were treated in a discrimi
natory fashion by 50% of the area's apartment complexes; and a 1 972 

audit of apartments in suburban Baltimore uncovered discrimination in 
rnore than 45% of the cases.49 

Systematic housing discrimination apparently continued into the 
1 9805. A series of audits carried out in the Chicago metropolitan area, for 

example, confirmed that realtors still employed a variety of exclUSionary 
tactics to keep blacks out of white neighborhoods. In one 1 983 study, 

suburban realtors showed homes to 67% of white auditors but to only 

47% of black auditors. 50 Another study done in 1 98 5  revealed that whites 
were offered financial information at nearly twice the rate of blacks. 51 
One developer working near Chicago's South Side black community re
fused to deal with blacks at all : blacks were always told that no properties 
were available, even though 80% of whites were shown real estate. 52 In 

the same 1 988 study, realtors told 9 2 %  of whites that apartments were 

available but gave this information to only 46% of-blacks. 
Given its unusual history of racial animosity, Chicago might be diV 

missed as an extreme case , but a;udit studies of other metropolitan areas 
reveal similar patterns of racial discrimination. According to John 
Yinger's review of audit studies carried out in metropolitan Boston and 
Denver during the early 1 9805, black homeseekers had between a 38% 
and a 5 9 %  chance of receiving unfavorable treatment compared with 
whites on any given real estate transaction. 53 Through various lies and 
deceptions, blacks were informed of only 65 units for every 1 00 pre
sented to whites, and they inspected fewer than 54 for every 100 shown 
to whites. 

In 1 98 7  George Galster wrote to more than two hundred local fair 
housing organizations and obtained written reports of seventy-one differ
ent audit studies carried out during the 1 980s:  twenty-one in the home 
sales market and fifty in the rental market. 54 Despite differences in mea
sures and methods, he concluded that "racial discrimination COnlinues 
to be a dominant feature of metropolitan housing markets in the 
1 980s."55 Using a very conservative measure of bias, he found that blacks 
averaged a 20% chance of experiencing discrimination in the sales mar

ket and a 50% chance in the rental market. 
Studies have also examined the prevalence of " steering" by real estate 

agents in different urban areas. Racial steering occurs when white and 
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1 black clients are guided to neighborhoods that differ systematically With \l 
respect to social and economic characteristics, especially racial composi� � 
lion. A srudy carried out in Cleveland during the early 1 970s found that �� 
70% of companies engaged in some form of racial steering;56 and a� � 
examination of realtol"'5 in metropolitan Detroit during the mid- 1970$ :� 
revealed that compared to whites, blacks were shown homes in less- .. 

expensive areas that were located closer to black population centers. 57 ; 
Galster studied six real estate firms located in Cincinnati a n,d Memphis : 

and found that racial steering occurred in roughly 50% of the transactions '· 
sampled during the mid- 1 980s. As in the Detroit study, homes shown to · . 
blacks tended to be in racially mixed areas and were more likely to be . 
adjacent to neighborhoods with a high percentage of black residents. 
White auditors were rarely shown homes in integrated neighborhoods 
unless they specifically requested them, and even after the request was 

honored, they continued to be guided primarily to homes in white areas. 
Sales agents also made numerous positive comments about white neigh

borhoods to white clients but said little to black home buyers. 58 In a 
broader review of thirty-six different local audit studies, Galster discov
ered that such selective commentary by agents is probably more common 
than overt steering. 59 

These local srudies. however suggestive, do not provide a comprehen

sive assessment of housing discrimination in contemporary American 
cities . The only entity capable of undertaking this task is the federal 
government. and the first such effort was mounted by the U . S .  Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in 1 977.  The study 

covered forty metropolitan areas chosen to represent those areas with 
central cities that were at least 1 1  % black. The study confirmed the results 
of earlier local housing audits and demonstrated that discrimination was 
not confined to a few isolated cases . Nationwide, whites were favored 
on 48% of transactions in the sales market and on 39% of those in the 

rental market.6o 
The HUD audit was large enough to develop measures of racial dis

crimination for a variety of different metropolitan areas. Among the thirty 
metropolitan areas discussed iI). Chapter 3 ,  twelve were audited by HUD 
and the results are summarized in Table 4.4. Our index of discrimination 
is me percentage of real estate transactions in which whites were clearly 
favored.6 l  Corresponding to overall patterns of segregation. discrimina
tion appears to be more severe in the north than in the south. On average, 
whites in northern urban areas received more favorable treatment from 
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Table 4.4 Probability of encountering racial discrimination in selected 

U.S. metropolitan housing markets. 1977 

Percentage of 
encounters where 

1 0 1  

whites are favored Number of audits 

Rental Sales Rental Sales 

Metropolitan area units units units units 

NDrthern areas 
Boston 46% 4�% 1 J 9  78 

Cincinnati 48 65 29 48 

Columbus 52 63 29 40 

Detroit 67 64 30 5 1  

Indianapolis 64 54 28 50 

Los Angeles 63 42 3{) 50 

Milwaukee 32 53 I DS SO 

New York 45 50 29 50 

Average 52 54 50 56 

southern ar(as 

Atlanta 45 42 1 1 0 7 3  

Dallas 40 4 1 1 14 80 
Louisville 40 46 30 39 

Tampa-St. Petersburg 53 34 30 44 

Average · 45 41 7 1  59 

Source,' Ronald Wienk, e!iEC Reid. John Simonson. and Fred Eggers. M(asuring Racial 
Discrimination in American Housing M� rktrs: The HOHsing MarkPt Praclices Survey 
(Washington, D.C , ;  U.S, Department of Housing and Urban Development. 1979), 
pp. ES-.2 L ES-23. 

Note: White favoritism defined 10 occur when white auditor receives favorable 
treatment on at least one of the following Items and black auditors receive favorable 
Ireatment on none: housing availability, counesy to client. terms and conditions of sale 
or rental, information requested of client. information supplied to client. 

realtors in 52% of rental transactions and in 54% of sales transactions, 
whereas in southern cities the figures were 45% and 41 % ,  respectivelyY 
Blacks experienced an especially high degree of bias in the rental markets 
of Detroit, Indianapolis. and Los Angeles and in the sales markets of 
Cincinnati, Columbus. and Detroit. Blacks in these areas had at least a 
60% chance of receiving unfavorable treatment on any given real estate 
transaction. 
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After a long hiatus, the 1 977 HUD audit survey was replicated in 1988. 

Twenty audit sites were randomly selected (rom among metropolitan 

areas having a central dty population exceeding 1 00,000 and a black 
percentage of more than l 2%. Real estate ads in major metropolitan 
newspapers were randomly sampled and realtors were approached by 
auditors who inquired about the availabiljt.y of the advertised unit; they 

also asked about other units that might be on the market. The Housing 

Discrimination Study (HDS )  covered both the rental and the sales mar
kets, and the auditors were given incomes and fami ly characteristics ap

propriate to the housing unit advertised.63 

The typical advertised unit was located in a white, middle to upper

.class area, as were most of the real estate offices; few homes were in 
black or racially mixed neighborhoods. Even after controlling for the 

social and economic composition of its neighborhood, race was a strong 

predictor of whether or not a unit was advertised in the newspaper.64 

George Galster and his colleagues found a similar bias in the real estate 

ads of one large company in Milwaukee from 198 1 to 1 984.65 Compared 
with homes in whit.e areas, those in racially mixed or black areas were 

much less likely 10 be advertised. much more likely to be represented by 
one-line ads when they appeared, and much less likely to be favorably 

described. Real estate companies , it appears, do a poor job advenising 

and marketing homes in racially mixed neighborhoods, thereby re
stricting white demand for integrated housing and promoting segre
gation. 

The HDS provides little evidence that discrimination against blacks has 

declined since the first nationwide assessment in 1 977. �� Indeed, results 

suggest that the earlier HUD study understated both the incidence and 

the severity of housing discrimination in American cities. This understate

ment occurred because the earlier methodology rested on several fal se 

assumptions about me effect of random errors· in housing audits, and 

because the earlier analyses failed to control Jor the oppo rtunity to dis
criminate .f)? 

John Yinger ana lyzed [he 1 998 HDS audit data and applied statistical 

techniques that corrected for these methodological defects. Although the 

sample size of the HDS audit was not large enough to generate measures 
for specific metropolitan areas, the national estimates he derived proved 

to be much higher than those reported in earlier studies. According to 

his findings, housing was systematically made more available to whites 

in 45% of the transactions in the rental market and in 34% of those in 
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the sales market. Whites also received more favorable credit assistance 

in 46% of sales encounters, and were offered more favorable terms in 
1 7% of remal transactio ns.6iI 

When housing availab ility and financial assistance were considered 

together, the likelihood of discrimination rose to 53% in both the rental 
and sales markcts.69 The sales audits also assessed the frequency of racial 

steering-or the systematic guiding of black clients to black or mixed 
neighborhoods and whites to white neighborhoods-and when this fonn 
of discrimination was considered as well, the likelihood thar a black 
client would experience discrimination in the sales market rose to 60% .70 
Because these figures refer to the odds on any single visit to a realtor, 

over a series of visits they cumulate to extremely high probabilities-well 

over 90% in three visits. In the course of even the briefest search for 
housing, therefore, blacks are almost certain to encounter discrimination. 

In addition 10 measuring the incidence of discrimination (Le., the per

centage of encounters where discrimination occurs) ,  the HDS study also 
measured its severity (the number of units made available to whites but 
not to blacks ) .  Table 4.5 summarizes Yinger's estimates of severity with 

respect to the availability of housing.71  Because real estate agents were 
sampled through newspaper ads, the table presents estimates separately 

for advertised units and other housing units . These estimates control 
directly for the opportunity to discriminate, because if an agent truly has 

Table 4.S Severity of discrimination with respect to housing availability 
in U . S .  metropolitan housing markets, 1 988 

Kind of dis(rimination 

Inspected units 

Rrcommended unitS 
Total available units 

Probability that an additional unit was 

presented to white but not to black auditor 

Rental units Sales units 

Advertised Other Advertised Other 

unit units unit uruts 

65% 62% 66% 76% 

9 1  90 89 80 
64 7S 88 76 

Sourcr: John Yinger, Housing [iiscriminalion Study: Ind.knre uf Disrrimination al1d 
Variation in Diraiminarory Behavior (Washington. D.C.: U.S. Depanment of Housing and 
Urban Deve-lopme-rrt Office of Policy Deve!opm'ent and Research. 1 99 1 ) .  Tables 42 
and 44. 
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no additional units to offer clients, then blacks and whites must be treated 
equally no matter wha t Ihe agent's proclivity for discrimination. Only if 
a realtor has additional units to show will he or she be in a position to 

discriminate against blacks by inviting them to see fewer units than 
whites, a consideration thal needs to be taken into account in estimating 
the severity of discrimination. 

The severity of housing discrimination is such that blacks are systemati
cally shown, recommended, and invited to inspect many fewer homes 
than comparably qualified whites. As a result, their access to urban hous

ing is substantially reduced. Among advertised rental units, the likelihOod 
that an addi tional unit was shown to whites but not t9 blacks was 65%, 
and the probability that an additional unit was recommended to whites 
but not to blacks was 9 1  %. The HDS auditors encountered equally severe 
bias in the marketing of nonadvertised units: the likelihood that an addi

tional unit was inspected by whites only was 62 %, whereas the probabil
ity that whites alone were invited to see another unit was 90%. Compara
ble results were found in urba n sales markets, where the severity of 
discrimination varied from 66% to 89%. Thus, no matter what index one 

considers, between 60% and 90% of the hOllsing units made available 
to whites were not brought to the attention of blacks. Yinger's estimates 
suggest that when realtors have a chance to discriminate, they usually 
do. 

The 1 988 HDS audit found equally severe discrimination in the provi

sion of credit assistance to home buyers. Out of every 1 00 additional 
opportunities that agents tOok (0 discuss a fixed -rate rnongage, 89 of the 
discussions were with whites alone, and out of 1 00 times that adjustable 
fate loans were brought up, in 9 1  of [he cases blacks were exc1uded 

from the discussion.12 Blacks not only see fewer homes and get fewer 
recommendations, therefore, they also have more difficulty arranging 
finanCing. 

Although racial steering proved not to be as widespread or severe as 
other forms of discrimination, the HDS did find that blacks are guided to 
areas that are less affluent and less predominantly white than those 
where white home buyers are taken. The study developed a composite 
index to assess the prevalence of steering with respect to three neighbor

hood attributes: racial composition, per capita income, and median home 
values. Steering was defined to occur If, compared with white auditors, 

blacks were shown homes in areas that had more minorities, lower horne 
values, or lower median incomes . Defined in this way, systematic steering 
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occurred in about one of every three encounters beyond the advertised 
unit. 73 

These rigorous nationwide findings only confinn what blacks have 
been saying for years: that housing discrimination has continued despite 
the 1 968 Fair Housing Act. In one national survey carried out in 1 9 77, 
74% of blacks said they perceived discrimination in housing.74 When 
queried in 1 990 by Newsday about housing conditions on suburban Long 
Island, one-fifth of black respondents said they had experienced discrimi
nation while trying to rent an apartment, and 2 1  % said they had encoun
tered bias while trying to buy a house.75 Nearly a quarter of blacks inter
viewed in a 1 989 USA Today poll said they had encountered prej udice 
while seeking housing, and the number rose to 36% among blacks with 
incomes over $ 5 0,000 (the group most likely to attempt integration). 76 
Nearly two-thirds of blacks responding to a 1 988 Lou Harris poll thought 
they fared less well with respect to housing than other groups with the 
same income and education.77 Given the subtlety of housing bias raday, 
moreover, these figures most likely underrepresent the extent of discrimi
nation these respondents actually experienced. 

The black ghetto, however, was maintained not only by the discrimina
tory actions of real estate agents but also by the racially biased practices of 
financial institutions. As described in Chapter 2, various federal banking 
agencies, contributed to the institutionalization of racial discrimination 
by rating anyplace in or near a black neighborhood as not worthy of 
credit. Areas containing minorities were systematically cut off from mort
gage monies and home improvement 10ans.78 

Government-produced rating maps continue not only to influence the 
provision of federally insured loans but to serve as important guides for 
privaie lending decisions.79 In their survey of banking practices in Boston 
during the mid- 1 970s, for example, Harriet Taggart and Kevin Smith 
several times stumbled on FHA maps in bank offices that delineated 
minority neighborhoods in certain cities as "high risk areas" with "ad
verse environmental factors" and "questionable economic viability. "so 

As late as 1 970, examiners from the Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
routinely red-lined postal zipcode areas in which the percentage of blacks 
was rising. SI 

Until quite recently. it was difficult to measure precisely the extent of 
the disinvestment in black, inner-city neighborhoods; neither the govern
ment nor private lending institutions published information on the num
ber and size of loans made 10 different areas of cities. Only one study, 
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that o f  Karen Orren, was able t o  document conclusively Ihe withdrawal 
of funds from black neighborhoods, and it covered a rather specialized 
segment of the credil industry. 

Orren obtained information on mortgages held by life insurance com
panies in different census tracts of Cook County, Illinois, between 1 935 
and 1 966. Her analysis revealed that black neighborhoods were com
pletely cut off from life insurance mortgage funds until 1 9 5 5, and after 
that date only token investments were made.82 As the number of minor
ity tracts increased through black in-migration, moreover, larger and 
larger shares of the city were marked for disinvestment. The percentage 
of city tracts that received no mortgage money rose from 2 3 %  in 1 945-

1 9 54 to 30% in 1 9 5 5- 1 964, and finally reached 67% during 1 965-

1 966,8� By the mid- 1 960s, life insurance companies had virlually written 
off the city and shifted their lending portfolios to the suburbs. This deci
sion was taken primarily on racial grounds. As one company executive 
put it: "There is one big fear- that the city of Chicago will be controlled 
by minorities." 84 

The ability to detect and measure racial bias in home lending was 
improved in 1 975 when Congress passed, over the protests of the bank
ing industry, the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, which requires deposi
tory institutions to identify the number and size ofthe loans they make to 
specific neighborhoods. Since then researchers have carried out detailed 
studies of mortgage lending practices. Most of these analyses use statisti
cal models 10 predict the number and size of loans made within different 
census tracts based on their geographic location, social traits, and eco
nomic characteristics. If racial composition remains a significant predictor 

after these characteristics are held constant, investigators suspect that 
some form of racial discrimination is at work. 

Despite the diverse array of characteristics that have been controlled 
in different studies, one result consistently emerges: black and racially 

mixed neighborhoods receive' less private credit, fewer federally insured 
loans, fewer home improvement loans, and less total mortgage money 
than socioeconomically comparable white neighborhoods.55 A study in 

Boston, for example, found that the ratlo of loans to potentially mort
gageable housing units was significantly lower in black areas, even after 
taking into account neighborhood characteristics such as median income, 

wealth, housing value, and local development activity. After these factors 
were controlled, a 24% gap in lending rates remained between black and 
white areas.86 Another study in Boston compared the amount of money 
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deposited in neighborhood savings institutions with the amount of 

money reinvested in the neighborhood through mortgages and found a 

substantial exportation of funds from the city to the suburbs; the level of 
disinvestment was especially pronounced in minority neighborhoods.87 

Many early studies of home lending were criticized for not adequately 

adjusting for differences in housing demand between white and black 

neighborhoods .s8 When studies have attempted to control directly for 

demand conditions, however, they have still uncovered a systematic bias 
against black and racially mixed neighborhoods.89 Richard Hula, for ex

ample, used a series of economic indicators to derive the distribution of 

loans that should have occurred through the market in Dallas County, 

Texas. He then compared this market distribution with the observed dis
tribution of loans and found that white suburban neighborhoods were 
characterized by a relative surplus of mortgage capital whereas black and 
inner-city areas experienced a sizeable deficit. Moreover, the shortfall 
tended to increase as the percentage of blacks grew; and those areas that 
received the most mortgage money were those where the percentage of 
blacks was declining. 90 

As Hula's study of Dallas suggests, the degree of disinvestment depends 
partly on the relative number of blacks involved. In their study of FHA 
lending patterns in Milwaukee between 1 983 and 1 984, Gregory Squires 
and William Velez found that city loan activity followed a U - shaped 
pattern as the black percentage changed.91 Loan activity was high in 
all-white neighborhoods, feII to a minimum at around 5 5 %  black, and 

then increased somewhat. Other studies report similar a pattern: recently 
integrated tracts with modest black populations experience the greatest 
underinvestment compared with areas that afe either predominamly 
white or predominantly black.92 Banks appear to be most apprehensive 

about the instability associated with neighborhood change . Faced with 
initial black in-migration, banks reduce credit; but once a stable black 
neighborhood has been achieved, credit is increased to a level closer to 
market demand ( although never to the same level as in white neighbor
hoods) . 

The failure to support recently integrated neighborhoods with credit, 
therefore, institutionally restricts white demand for racially mixed neigh
borhoods and builds resegregation structurally into urban housing mar
kets. Not only does a neighborhood's racial composition affect the amount 
of mortgage money loaned, however, it also determines the kind of credit 
it receives. Anne Shlay found that conventional home mortgages flowed 
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mainly to suburbs and gentrified parts o f  the city of Chicago during 1 980 

to 1 983, while minority neighborhoods in the inner city depended on 
FHA financing, a pattern that has been obseIVed by other investigators 
as well.91 Shlay also showed that FHA loans did not compensate for 
the shortfall in conventional mortgages. and that black neighborhoods 
received significantly less investment as a result .  This systemalic disin
vestment in black neighborhoods was not related to the age of housing, 
but was clearly attributable to racial composition. 

Given the widespread attention paid to the effect of neighborhood 
composition on lending rates, there are surprisingly few examinations of 
discrimination against blacks as individuals . One study by Harold Black 
and Rabet1 Schweitzer examined mortgage loan applications to a "large 
commercial bank" in a "large metropolitan area" du ring the first six 
months of 1 978. After controlling for various social, economic, and 
neighborhood characteristics, they found that whites received systemati
cally lower interest rates and longer repayment periods.94 

In 1 989, reporters working for the Atlanta Constitution carried out what 
is perhaps the largest single study of racial discrimination in home lend
ing ever conducted in the United States.5') Using data obtained through 
the Freedom of lnformation Act, they systematically examined 1 0  million 
applications to savings and loan associations between 1 983 and 1 988. 
They found that blacks were substantially disadvantaged in the loan ap
plication process compared with other groups. The overall rejection rate 
was 1 1  % for whites but 24% for blacks; and in three of the five years 
examined, high- income blacks were rejected more often than low

i ncome whites in thirty-five metropolitan area s . Alth ough long- tenn 
trends in rejection rates could be charted only Within seventeen metro 
politan areas, the racial differential was widening in thirteen areas, in
cluding Atlanta, Baltimore, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Memphis, 
Tampa, and WashingtOn, D.C.  

Similarly, the New York Times reported in 1 99 1  that unpublished data 
from the Federal Reserve showed dramatic racial disparities in loan
rej ection rates that could not be explained by income.96 The Manufactur
ers Hanover Trust Company of New York, for example, rejected 43% of 

its mortgage applications from high-income blacks, but onJy 1 8% from 
high-income whites. Similarly, NCNB Bank of Texas rejected 36% of its 
middle-income black applicants in Houston but only 1 3% of middle
income whites; and the rejection rate for blacks seeking mortgages from 
the Bank of America in San Francisco waS 39% for blacks, but 26% for 
whites. 
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These results confirm statemems made by black respondents to social 

survey interviewers. According 10 Louis Pol and his colleagues. a signifi 

cantly higher percentage of blacks than whites say they expect to encou n-. 

ter discrimination in the home lending market. This anticipated discrimi
nation, in turn, plays an important role in lowering the probability that 

an individual black family will own a home.97 Seeing the cards so obvi 
ously stacked against them, many otherwise qualified African Americans 
simply abandon their quest to purchase a home without really trying. 

The Continuing Significance of Race 

putting together the trends in segregation discussed in Chapter 3 with 
the evidence on prejudice and discrimination reviewed here leads to 
three conclusions. First. residential segregation continues unabated in the 
nation's largest metropolitan black communities, and this spatial isola
tion cannot be attributed to class. Second, although whites now accept 
open housing in principle, they have not yet come to terms with its 
implications in practice. Whites still harbor strong antiblack sentiments 
and they are unwilling to tolerate more than a small percentage of blacks 

in their neighborhoods. Third, discrimination against blacks is wide
spread and continues at very high levels in urban housing markets. 

Although these conclusions may provide a danming indictment of the
oretically "COI61'-blind" markets, they do not conclusively prove that 
prej udice and discrimination cause segregation. The persistence of prej u 
dice, discrimination, and segregation in American cities strongly suggests 
a possible causal connection, but a mere coincidence of trends does not 

necessarily lihk racist attitudes and behaviors to segregation . We have 

shown only that three concepruaUy related conditions persist across time. 
not tha t they are causally connected. 

Fortunately, several smdies have been carried out to document and 
quantify the link between discrImination, prejudice, and segregation. Us
ing data from the 1 977 Hun audit study, George Galster related cross
metropolitan variation in housing discrimination to the degree of radal 

segregation in different urban areas.98 He confirmed the empirical link 
between discrimination and segregation, and he also discovered that seg
regation itself has important feedback effects on socioeconomic status.99 
Not only does discrimination lead to segregation, but segregation, by 
restricting economic opportunities for blacks, produC'es interracial eco
nomic disparities thai incite further discrimination and more segregation. 

Galster has also shown that white prejudice and discrimination are 
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connected t o  patterns of racial change within neighborhoods . In a de-' 

tailed study of census tracts in the Cleveland area, he found that neigh�


borhoods that were all white or racially changing evinced much higher. 
rates of discrimination than areas that were stably integrated or predomi_ 
nantly black. 1 00 The pace of racial change was also strongly predicted by 
the percentage of whites who agreed with the statement that "white, 
people have a right to keep blacks out of their neighborhoods." Areas 

with a high degree of racist sentiment experienced systematic white pop
u lation loss after only a few blacks had entered, and the speed of transi
tion accelerated rapidly after the population became only 3 %  black. 
Tracts where whites expressed a low degree of racist sentiment, however, 
sh owed little tendency for white flight up to a population composition 
of around 40% black" D 1 

These studies confirm a strong link between levels of prejudice and 
discrimination and !he degree of segregation and spatial isolation that 
blacks experience. The accumulated information on the persistence of 
prejudice, the continuation of discrimination, and their close connection 
to racial segregation underscore the continued salience of race in Ameri

can society and suggest that rac� remains the dominant organizing princi
ple of U.S. urban housing markets. When it comes to detennining where, 

and with whom, Americans live, race overwhelms all other consider
ations. 

This conclusion. however, may appear to be challenged by certain 

trends in segregation we have not fully exp lored here. By focusing on 

the largest black communities in !he United States, does our analysis 
overstate the persistence of racial segregation? By concentrating on large, 

old er industrial areas in the northeast and midwest, we fail to mention 

a substantial and marked decline tn black segregation that occurred in 
some small and mid-sized metropolitan areas in {he south and west. In 

fact, the level of black-white segregation fell by more than 10 points in 
twenty- two of the sixty largest metropolitan areas between 1 970 and 

1 980. 1 02 Consistent with this finding, B arrett Lee and his colleagues re

pon that, by the 1 980s, racial turnover was relatively unlikely in the 
neighborhoods of smaller southern and western cities , I Ol  

Such large and widespread declines in segregation are unprecedented 

in urban America, and they led Reynolds Farley to conclude that they 
are "indicative of declining racism. " J04 Scott McKinney has Similarly (on
duded that "the decade of the 1 970s witnessed substamial progress in 

integrating residential neighborhoods in metropolitan areas. , , 105 We be-
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lieve. however. that rather than indicating significant racial progress, 

these declines in segregation paradoxical ly confirm the persi�ting signifi

cance of race in the United States. Instead of indicating an end to preju

dice. they more accurately reveal the new character thal prejudice has 

assumed. 
As we discussed earlier, although large majorities of whites agree that 

people should be free to live wherever they want to regardless of skin 

color, most would not vote for a community law to imp lement this prin

ciple, and most would not want to live in a neighborhood where more 
than a small percentage of the families were black . This ambivalent alti

tude implies entirely different behaviors and outcomes in urban areas 
with large and small black populations. 106 

If whites accept integration in principle but remain fearful of living 

with blacks in practice. then blacks are more likely [0 be tolerated as 
neighbors when they constitute a small share of the population than 
when they are a relatively large proportion. When the number of blacks 

is small. an open housing market yields neighborhood racial composi 
tions that are within the limits of white tolerance, and fears of resegrega
don are muted by the small number of potential black in - migrants. [n a 
city with a large black popUlation, however, an open market generates 
neighborhood racial compositions that are unacceptable to the vast ma
jority of whites. and fears of resegregation are strong because the number 

of blacks seeking entry is potentially very large. 

As the proportion of blacks in an u rban area rises, therefore. progres
sively higher levels of racial segregation must be imposed in order to keep 
the probability of white-black contact within levels that are tolerable to 
whites . t 07 In urban areas where racial composition is such that open 
housing can be implemented without threatening white preferences for 
limited contact with blacks, desegregacion should occur; but in areas 
where relatively large numbers of blacks imply a high degree of black

white mixing under an open market, racial segregation will be main
tained. los 

This is precisely what happened in American metropolitan areas during 
the 19705. Virtually all of the areas that experienced sharp declines in 
segregation had small black percentages. so that in spite of rapid desegre
gation. the probability of white- black contact within neighborhoods did 
not increase noticeably. In Tucson, for example, the level of black-white 
segregation fell by 24 points between 1 9 70 and 1 980 (from 7 1  to 47) ,  

but because the percentage of blacks in the metropolitan area was so 
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small ( under 3%) ,  the probability of white-black contact rose only from . .  

. 0 1 7  to .02 1 .  J 09 Despite the massive desegregation of Tucson's black com- ::c. 
munity, in other words, the percentage of blacks in the neighborhood of .. 

the average white resident moved only from 1 .7% to 2. 1 %. 
In U.S. metropolitan areas, the likelihood of white-black contact rarely 

exceeds 5% no matter what the trends in segregation have been. Douglas 
Massey and Andrew Gross have derived a formula that computes the 
degree of segregation that is required to keep neighborhood racial mix
tures at 5% black or lessYo Their formula depends primarily on the 

relative number of blacks in the metropolitan area: when the black per
centage is low, little or no segregation needs to be applied to keep white
black contact within limits tolerable to most whites; but as the black 
percentage increases, progressively higher levels of segregation must be 
enforced to keep neighborhood racial compositions within these bounds. 

According to their calculations, essentially no residential segregation 
needed to be imposed on blacks to keep the likelihood of white-black 
contact under 5 %  in areas such as Denver, Seattle, Tucson, and Phoenix, 
where large declines did take place, but levels of 85 or above were re
quired in Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Philadelphia, and New York, pre
cisely those areas where little change occurred. In statistical terms, the 
hypothetical level of segregation required to keep white-black contact 
low strongly predicted whether or not a decline, in fact, occurred, and 
the extent of the decline was strongly correlated with the size of the 
shift. I I I  Desegregation only occurred in those metropolitan areas where 
the number of blacks was relatively small and where an open housing 
market would not lead to significant racial mixing within neighborhoods. 

The persisting significance of race can be demonstrated in one final 
way: by considering patterns of segregation among Caribbean Hispanics. 
In the United States, this group consists mainly of Puerto Ricans and 

Cubans, but also includes Dominicans, Panamanians, and others. Carib

bean Hispanics are distinguished from nativ� whites by their use of the 
Spanish language, their common Spanish colonial heritage, their Latin 
Catholicism, and their remarkable racial diversity. Owing to a unique 
history of slavery and miscegenation quite distinct from that in the United 
States, Hispanics originating in the Caribbean region display a wide vari
ety of racial characteristics and identities: some consider themselves 
black, others call themselves white, and large numbers identify them
selves as something in-between black and white, a mixture of European 
and African origins. 1 12 

. 
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This racial diversity creates a natural experiment that allows us to 
examine the effects of race on segregation while holding ethnicity con

stant. Caribbean Hispanics of all races entered the United States under 
similar conditions and have the same cultural background, class composi
tion, and family characteristics. Indeed, dark-skinned and light-skinned 

Hispanics are frequently members of the same family; what differentiates 
them is race and the way that it is treated in U.S .  housing markets. If 

black and racially mixed Hispanics prove to be more segregated than 
white Hispanics, this fact cannot easily be attributed to different prefer
ences or tastes. Rather, the segregation of African- origin Hispanics pro

vides strong proof of the crucial role of race in determining residential 
outcomes. 

We compiled segregation indices for Hispanics in ten metropolitan ar
eas where Latinos of Caribbean origin predominate ( see Table 4.6) .  
Hispanic-white dissimilarity indices are calculated for three different His

panic racial groups : those who said they were white, those who said 

they were black, and those who identified themselves as something in
between. From these figures, it is apparent that race is a powerful deter

minant of segregation, even among an otherwise homogeneous ethnic 

Table 4.6 Indices of segregation of Hispanics in three racial groups from 
whites in ten metropolitan areas, 1 980 

White Mixed-race Black 

Metropolitan area Hispanics Hispanics Hispanics 

Boston 44.8 79.0 85 . 1  

Chicago 57.0 74.0 8 5 . 2  

Jersey City 49.0 54. 3 68. 1  

Los Angeles 5 3 . 2  64.0 77.0 

Miami 5 1 . 9 66.2 7 1 . 5  

Nassau-Suffolk 3 1 . 7 63.2  79.4 

New York 56.7 76.8 8 1 . 1  

Newark 6 1 .8 78. 1  84.2 

Paterson 67.4 80.0 83.8 

Philadelphia 45 .7 83.4 84.4 

Average 5 1 .9 7 1 .9 80.0 

Source: Nancy A. Denton and Douglas S .  Massey, "Racial Identity among Caribbean 
Hispanics: The Effect of Double Minority Status on Residential Segregation," American 
Sociological Review 54 ( 1 980) :803. 
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group. The average level of  segregation increases steadily as  one moves 
from white Hispanics, with an index of 52, to mixed-race Hispanics, witlr 
an index of 72, to black Hispanics, whose index of 80 is comparable to 
that obselVed for black Americans. 

The New York metropolitan area houses the largest single concentra
tion of Caribbeans in the United States. Here white Hispanics are moder
ately segregated from whites at 57, whereas those who are black or 
racially mixed are highly segregated at 8 1  and 77, respectively. Similar 
patterns are replicated in all of the other metropolitan areas, a contrast 
that persists even when adjustments are made for socioeconomic differ
ences between the racial categories. l l 3  And John Yinger has shown, using 
1 988 HDS audit data, that dark-skinned Hispanics are Significantly more 
likely to encounter discriminatory treatment in metropolitan housing 
markets than are those with light skin, a finding that has been replicated 
in at least one local study. 1 1 4  

When it comes to housing and residential patterns, therefore, race is 
the dominant organizing principle . No matter what their ethnic origin, 
economic status, social background, or personal characteristics, African 
Americans continue to be denied full access to U.S. housing markets. 
Through a series of exclusionary tactics, realtors limit the likelihood of 
black entry into white neighborhoods and channel black demand for 
housing into areas that are within or near existing ghettos. White preju
dice is such that when black entry into a neighborhood is achieved, that 
area becomes unattractive to further white settlement and whites begin 
departing at an accelerated pace. This segmentation of black and white 
housing demand is encouraged by pelVasive discrimination in the alloca
tion of mortgages and home improvement loans, which systematically 
channel money away from integrated areas. The end result is that blacks 
remain the most spatially isolated population in U . S .  history. 



5 

The Creation of 

Underclass Communities 

The pathologies of the ghetto community perpet

uate themselves through cumulative ugliness, 

deterioration, and isolation and strengthen the 

Negro's sense of worthlessness. 

Kenneth B. Clark 

The mass migration of blacks from the rural south to the industrial north 
during the early twentieth century radically transformed urban black 
life . l  In the space of a few years, a small, dispersed, and integrated com
munity became a large, compact, and highly segregated ghetto . Before 

the great migration, northern blacks were led by an elite of professionals ,  
artisans, and service workers who catered to whites and maintained close 
ties to the white upper class; afterward the black community was domi
nated by an elite of business owners and politicians whose economic 
base lay in the black community itself and who were indifferent to the 
larger white world. 

The ghettoization of black America seemed to resolve, for a time, the 
simmering debate between the adherents of W. E. B .  Du Bois and Booker 
T. Washington. The rise of a large, segregated black community in the 
north seemed to offer the fulfillment of Washington's dreams. The ghetto 
constituted a city within a city that supported a parallel economy of 
black-owned banks, real estate companies, newspapers, shops, stores, 
theaters, nightclubs, and factories.2 The emergence of the ghetto also 
gave rise to a vibrant culture, symbolized by the "Harlem Renaissance" 
and its "New Negroes," who glorified the popular culture of southern 
blacks.3 

. 

Despite jeremiads from members of the old, northern-born black elite 
about hardening racism, worsening slums, and the economic fragility of 
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the ghetto, the mood o f  black America was decidedly upbeat i n  the late 
1 9205.  With their urbanization, African Americans seemed on the verge 
of a revolution that would ensure their independence from white society. 
To be s ure, discrimination and prejudice had to be protested, especially 
in employment, b ut the prevailing attitude toward residential segregation 
was decidedly ambivalent. Although segregation may have been rooted 
in prejudice and discrimination, it also concentrated black demand, 
thereby supporting black businesses, j ust as it clustered black voters to 
enable the election of black politicians . As the sociologi�t E. Franklin 
Frazier noted, black migration and the segregation it engendered created 
a new African American elite with a vested interest in the ghetto and its 
perpetuation.4 

As quickly as the promise of economic and political power arose, how
ever, it collapsed. The Great D epression of the 1 9 30s ravaged the black 
communities of the north and quickly wiped out the gains of prior de
cades. As cons umer demand fell and factories closed, black workers were 
the first to be fired.5 As income in the ghettos dropped, black businesses 
withered and the renaissance came to an abrupt halt. Within a few 
months of Black Thursday in 1 929, Jesse Binga's State Bank, the pride 
of south Chicago, had collapsed, and John Nail's Harlem realty company 
declared bankruptcy. 6  Among intellectuals , W. E. B. Du Bois lost his 
home and life insurance, and the poet and p ublisher Countee Cullen 
wrote his former wife to explain that owing to the drop in his newspa
per's circulation, he could no longer meet his alimony payments.7 If 
segregation concentrated the growth in black demand during the 1 920s, 
it also amplified the constriction of that demand during the 1 9 3 0s,  ensUf" 
ing that the fall of black capitalism would be as steep as its rise. 

Although the Great Depression hurt all Americans, conditions were far 
worse in the northern black ghettos than anywhere else. To illustrate the 
misery created in black Chicago by the Great Depression, St. Clair Drake 
and Horace Cayton in 1 945 published a map of community areas show
ing the percentage of families on relief in 1 934. The higher the percent
age, the darker the n eighborhood was colored.8 The swath of dark colors 
depicted on the map clearly traces the contours of Chicago's black ghetto. 
The only three areas with relief percentages over 50%-Douglas, Oak
land, and Grand Boulevard-were all located in Chicago's "black belt," 
and four other established black neighborhoods-the Near West Side, 
the Near South Side, Annor Square, and Washington Park-had relief 
percentages between 30% and 50%. No other neighborhood-whether 
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Mexican, Polish, Jewish, or Italian-approached the level of spatially 

concentrated hardship prevalent in the ghetto. In effect. all of the depriva

tion and dependency created by the Depression was taken by segregation 

and confined to a narrow segment of the urban geography defined by 
the color line. 

Fifty years later William Julius Wilson, again pondering the plight of 
blacks in the wake ofwTdespre-aa economic upheavals, published another 
map showing the proportion of families below the federal poverty line 
in Chicago's community areas ,9 The map is strikingly similar to the map 

of farnilies on relief published earlier by Drake and Cayton (rates of relief 
and poverty are highly correlated) ,  Of the three areas with relief rates 
over 50% in 1 9 34, two-Oakland and Grand Boulevard-had poverty 
rates over 50% in 1 980, and the third, Douglas, had a poverty rate of 
43%,w of the four neighborhoods with 1 934 relief rates between 30% 
and 50%, three had poverty rates in this range in 1 980, Only Armor 
Square's rate of 2 3 %  was under this mark, but by 1 980 its black percent
age had shrunk to 2 5 %, and within the black portion of the neighbor
hood the poverty rate stood at 4 5 %. 1 l The only community areas Wilson 
added to Drake and Cayton's map of concentrated deprivation were those 
incorporated into the ghetto after 1 9 3 0 :  Garfield Park, North Lawndale, 
Woodlawn, Englewood, and Riverdale, all of which had poverty rates 
between 30% and 50% in 1 980. As during the Great Depression, no 
other ethnic or racial group experienced such a high degree of spatially 
concentrated deprivation during the economic upheavals of the 1 970s, 

Drake and Cayton's map notwithstanding, Wilson saw the concentra
tion of black poverty in 1 980 as something new�aiid attributed it to a new 
alignment of economic and demographic forces! According to Wilson, the 
expansion of civil rights generated new oppo'rtunities for middle- and 
working-class blacks, who moved out of tl}.e ghetto in large numbers, 
leaving behind an isolated and truly disadvantaged black community I 
lacking the institutions, resources, and values necessary for success in 
modern society. These people became mired in poverty because the de
cline of manufacturing, the suburbanization of employment, and the rise 
of the low-wage service sector eliminated high-paying jobs for unskilled 
men. As a result, the pool of black males able to support a family shrank, 
female-headed families proliferated, and persistent poverty became a way 
of life in poor black communities. 12 

As we have seen, however, the geographic concentration of black pov
erty is not new: poverty was just as concentrated in the ghetto of the 
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'I 
�� 1 9 305 as in the black undercla5s communities of the 1 9 70s. Nor are the '� 

causes of poverty concentration unique to the post-civil rights era. BlackS 
poverty was very highly concentrated during the Depression years. when '� 
there were no civil rights laws and when blacks experienced considerably :l 
less freedom of movement. What the black communities of the 1930s �,l 
and the 1 970s share is a high degree of segregation from the rest of J 
society and a great deal of hardship stemming from larger econornlc � 
upheavals. ' ,;1 

Geographically concentrated poverty is built into the experience of '; 
urban blacks by racial segregation'/ Segregation. not middle-class OUt� ; 
migration. is the key factor responsible for the creation and perpetuation ,) 
of comm�r:ities characterized by persistent and spatially concentrated ! 
poverty. 1 3/ Concentrated poverty is created by a pernicious interaction ' i 
between a group's overall rate of poverty and its degree of segregation ': 
in society. 14 When a highly segregated group experiences a high or rising ': 
fate of poverty, geographically concentrated poverty is the inevitable re
sult, and from this geographic concentration of poverty follow a vanety . 
of other deleterious conditions. 1 5  

" 

In a racially segregated city, any increase in black poveny created by 
an economic downturn is necessarily confined to a small number of " 
geographically isolated and raCially homogeneous neighborhoods. Dur- ' 
ing times of recession, therefore. viable and economically stable black 
neighborhoods are rapidly transformed into areas of intense socioeco
nomic deprivation. Joblessness, welfare dependency, and single parent
hood become the norm, and crime and disorder are inextricably woven , 
into the fabric of daily life .  The coincidence of rising poverty and high 
levels of segregation guarantees that blacks will be exposed to a social 
and economic environment that is far harsher than anything experienced • 

by any other racial or ethnic group. 

How Segregation Concentrates Poverty 

Scientists customarily demonstrate the effect of one variable on another 
by carrying out an experiment in which all factors under investigation 
are held constant except one, the presumed causal factor. which the 
investigator systematically manipulates to observe its effect on some out
come of interest. Social scientists, unfortunately, cannot readily conduct 
experiments in the social world. They cannot randomly assign blacks to 
live in segregated and integrated urban areas, and then observe differ-
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ences in the degree of poverty concentration. They can, however, cany 
out the equivalent of a laboratory exercise by defining a set of hypotheti
cal cities, giving them constant characteristics that correspond to those 

in the real world, and then assigning a different level of racial segregation 

to each city. If segregation acts to concentrate poverty spatially, then 

we should observe higher levels of poverty concentration as segregation 

rises. 
Such a hypothetical experiment, or simulation, is carried out in Figure 

. 5 .L which depicts four ideal cities, each of which contains the same 

number of neighborhoods, the same total population size, the same racial 

. composition, and the same black and white poverty rates. Each city con

tains 96,000 whites and 32,000 blacks (for a black percentage of 2 5 % )  

and all neighborhoods have 8,000 residents (slightly larger than the typi

cal census tract) , yielding a total city population of 1 2B,OOO inhabitants 
spread evenly across sixteen neighborhoods. Blacks are assumed to be 
poorer, on average, than whites, so they have a poverty rate of 20% 
compared with 1 0% for whites (that is, 20% of blacks live in families 
with incomes below the federal poverty line, but only 1 0 %  of whites 
do) .  This differential accurately reflects the situation in many U.S .  metro
politan areas as of 1 9 70. In Chicago, for example, the black poverty rate 

in 1 970 was 20% while the white rate was 6%; in Los Angeles the rates 
were 22% (black) and 9% ( white);  and in New York the rates were 2 1  % 

(black) and 9% (white) . 1 6  

The only thing that differs among th e  four hypothetical cities i s  the 
level of racial segregation imposed on blacks. City 1 illustrates the condi
tion of no segregation, where blacks and whites are evenly distributed 
throughout the city and each neighborhood has exactly 2 ,000 whites 
and 6,000 blacks. In this case, each neighborhood replicates the racial 
composition of the city as a whole, so eacl;!. person lives in an area that 
is 25% black and 75% white. Blacks and whites experience the same 
neighborhood poverty rate, 1 2 . 5%, which is an average of their separate 
group rates. (The black rate of 20% . implies that 400 of the 2,000 blacks 
are poor, and the white rate of 1 0% implies that 600 of the 6,000 whites 
fall into this category; together they constitute a total poverty poputation 
of 1,000 people, which, divided by the neighborhood size of B,OOO, yields 
a rate of 1 2 . 5 % . )  With no residential segregation, therefore, blacks and 
whites experience the same concentration of poverty within neighbor
hoods. 

City 2 shows what happens to the level of black poveny concentration 
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when blacks are excluded from some neighborhoods. I n  this hypothetical 
city, blacks are barred from the four northernmost neighborhoods and · 
the remaining areas are surrounded by a thick border setting them off 
from the rest of the city. For ease of expression, we call neighborhoods 

that exclude blacks "white areas" and those that accept blacks "black 
areas," even though the latter contain some white residents. Within their 
respective areas. we assume that the races are evenly distributed . so that 
each black area contains 2,666 blacks and 5,3 34 whites, and each white 
area has 8,000 whites and no blacks. This configuration yields a dissimi

larity index of 3 3 . 3 .  corresponding roughly to a low degree of segre
gation. 

The imposition of even this low level of segregation creates an immedi

ate deterioration in [he neighborhood environment experienced by 
blacks. Applying their respective poverty rates to the numbers of blacks 
and whites in each black area yields a total of 533 poor blacks (20% x 
2,666) and 5 3 3  poor whites ( 1 0% x 5 .334) for a total neighborhood 

poverty rate of 1 3 . 3 %  ( 1 ,066/8,000) . But whereas all blacks experience 

this higher poverty rate (compared with a rate of 1 2 . 5 %  in an integrated 
city) , only two-thirds of whites do so. The one-third of whites (32,000 
people) who live in all-white neighborhoods experience the lower white 
poverty rate of 1 0%. yielding an average neighborhood poverty rate of 
only 1 2.2% for whites as a whole. 

By imposing racial segregation. therefore, some whites are better off 

and all blacks are worse off. One-third of whites are able to isolate them

selves from higher rates of black poverty and to insulate themselves from 

the social problems associated with income deprivation (e.g. ,  crime, 

housing abandonment. unstable families, poor schools, etc. ) . Through 
racial segregation , the average residential environment of whites im

proves while the average neighborhood environment of blacks deterio

rates. 
As Cities 3 and 4 show . the higher the degree of segregation, the higher 

the level of poverty concentration experienced by blacks and the lower 
the exposure to poverty experienced by whites. In City 3, a� relatively 

high degree of segregation is imposed on blacks by reducing the number 

of black areas to eight out of sixteen. In this city, blacks are excluded 

from all neighborhoods [Q the north of a line running throu gh the center 
of town, yielding a segregation index of 66.7. In City 4, complete segrega

tion is imposed by confining blacks to four all-black neighborhoods on 
the south side of the dty, yielding a segregation index of 1 00. 
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AS we move from City 2 through City 3 to City 4, the discrepancy 

between the neighborhood poverty rates experienced by blacks and 

whites grows. With a high level of segregation (City 3 ) ,  the neighborhood 

poverty rate of blacks reaches 1 5 % (each black neighborhood is half 

black and half white, so the average rate falls midway between the rates 
for the two groups ) .  At the same time, the average poverty rate experi
enced by whites falls to 1 1 .7%, as two-thirds of whites are now insulated 
from the higher rates of black poverty and experience the lower white 
rate of 1 0% .  When segregation becomes total, of course, all whites expe

rience the white poverty rate of 1 0% and all blacks experience the black 

poverty rate of 20%, and their respective poverty concentrations reach 

their maximum divergence. 
rhus, if we begin with a poor minority group whose poverty rate is 

twice that of the majority (a situation common for blacks in American 
cities) and impose successively higher levels of segregation on blacks, 

then wilh no other changes, the degree to which minority members experi
ence geographically concentrated poverty increases steadily from a level 
at parity with whites to a level twice that of whites. As segregation rises, 
in other words, the neighborhood environment of whites steadily im
proves while that experienced by blacks progressively deteriorates; and 
this outcome is achieved without the movemen! of any nonpoor blacks 
out of the gheuo. 

This result however, assumes no segregation by social class; poor 
blacks and poor whites are evenly distributed throughout black and 
white neighborhoods. In reality, of course, there are rich and poor neigh
borhoods as well as black and white ones. We therefore repeated our 
sirimlation under the more realistic assumption of social class segrega
tion. For each of the four hypothetical cities shown in Figure 5 . 1 ,  we 
created a "right" and a "wrong" side of ' the tracks by drawing a line 
running north-south through the center of (Own. We then excluded poor 
people from neighborhoods east of this class line, yielding a poor versus 
nonpoor dissimilarity index of 62.5 for blacks and 5 5 . 5  for whites. These 
values lie toward the upper end of the continuum of class segregation, 
but are within established rangesY 

We will not work through the class-based simulation here, but its 
principal results are easily summarized: whether or not one assumes 
segregation between the rich and the poor, radal segregation acts to 
concentrate poor blacks in a small number of neighborhoods, raising the 
poveny rate to which they are exposed and lowering the corresponding 
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rate for whites. 18 By itself. racial segregation concentrates poveny i n  black 
neighborhoods, but the addition of class segregation concentrates poverty 

primarily in poor black neighborhoods. By adding class segregation to the 
simulation exercise, we exacerbate the degree of poveny concentration 

that is imposed on poor blacks because of racial segregation. 
This point is illustrated in the first column of Table 5 . 1 ,  which presents 

Table S. l Poverty concentration experienced by poor blacks and poor 
whites under d ifferent conditions of poverty and racial 
segregation 

Percentage poor in neighborhood 
of average poor family 

Black Black 

poverty poverty 
rate Tate 

Level of racial segregalion of 20% of 30% Change 

Poor Whiles 

with no class segregation 
No racial segregation 12.5% 1 5.0% 2.5% 

Low racial segregation 11.2 14.4 2.2 
High racial segregation 1 1 .7 1 3. 3  1 .6 

Complete racial segregation 1 0.0 10.0 0 .0 

with class segregation 
No racial segregation 25.0 30.0 5 .0 

Low racial segregation 25.0 30 .0 5 .0 
High racial segregalion 25.0 3 0 . 0  5.0 
Complele racial segregation 20.0 20.0 0.0 

Poor Blacks 
with no class segregation 
No racial segregation 1 2 . 5  1 5 .0 2 . 5  
Low racial segregalion 1 3 . 3 16.7 3.4 
High racial segregation I S .0 20.0 S.O 
Complete racial segregation 20.0 30.0 1 0.0 

with class segregation 
No racial segregation 25.0 30.0 5.0 
Low racial segregation 28.3 35.0 6.7 
High racial segregation 3 5 . 0  45.0 10.0 
Complete racial segregation 40.0 60.0 20.0  

Source: Douglas S .  Massey. "American Apanheid: Segregation and the Making of the 
Underclass." American Journal of Sociology 96 ( 1 990) : 3 38-39. 
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the principal results from these simulations. As we saw earlier, without 
class segregation the poverty rate in the neighborhood of the average 

poor black family grew from 1 2 .5% with complete racial integration to 
20% under complete racial segregation. When class segregation is also 
assumed, the degree of poverty concentration among blacks is doubled, 
going from 2 5 %  to 40% as racial segregation increases from minimum 
to maximum (see column 1 ) .  This doubling occurs because, in a class
segregated city, poverty is confined not simply to black neighborhoods 
but to poor black neighborhoods (those that lie west of the class barrier 
we placed through the center of town) . Although racial and class segrega
tion act independently to concentrate poverty, their simultaneous occur
rence yields a more marked deterioration in the neighborhood environ
ment experienced by poor blacks. 

As before, however, racial segregation improves the social environ
IDent to which poor whites are exposed. Without class segregation, the 
poverty rate in the neighborhood of the average poor white family 
dropped from 1 2 . 5% to 10% as radal segregation went from minimum 
to maximum, but with class segregation poverty concentration falls from 
25% to 20'Yo (see column 1 ) .  In essence, although class segregation con
centrates poverty among whites as well as among blacks, the imposition 
of racial segregation insulates poor whites from the higher rates of black 
poverty and keeps white poverty concentration at a markedly lower level. 

The effect of class segregation, therefore, is to heighten and reinforce 
the poverty-concentrating effects of racial segregation, but it does not 
change the basic conclusion: racial segregation concentrates poverty, and 
it does so without anyone having to move anywhere. With or without 
class segregation, residential segregation between blacks and whites 
builds concentrated poverty into the residential structure of the black 
community and guarantees that poor blacks experience a markedly less 
advantaged social environment than do poor whites. 

Economic Dislocation in a Segregated City 

The 19305 and the 1 970s were both decades of severe economic hardship 
for urban blacks. During the 1 9305, as already described, the Great De
pression brought a wave of factory closings, bankruptcies, bank failures, 
and very high rates of unemployment in the black community. 19 During 
the 19705, successive recessions, bursts of inflation, and increased foreign 
competition eliminated many high-paying jobs in manufacturing, low
ered wages, and decreased the real value of welfare payments. These 
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dislocations took a heavy toll o n  the distribution of b lack income, espe� .. 
cially among families in the industrial cities of the northeast and Jnid=

wesl. 20 As a result of the downward shift in black incomes, poverty rates 
increased substantially in both decades. 

If racial segregation concentrates poverty in space, it also focuses and 
amplifies any change in the economic situation of blacks. In a segregated 
environment, any economic shock that causes a downward shift in the 
distribution of black income will not only bring about an increase in the 
poverty rate for the group as a whole; it will also cause an increase in 
the geographic concentration of poverty. This geographic intensification 
of poverty occurs because the additional poverty created by the shock is 
.spread unevenly around the metropolitan area. In a racially segregated 
city, any increase in black poverty is confined to a small nu mber of black 
neighborhoods; and the greater the segregation, the smaller the number 
of neighborhoods absorbing the shock and the more severe the resulting 
concentration of poverty. If neighborhoods are also segregated by class, 
not only is the additional poverty restricted to black neighborhoods. it is 
confined primarily to poor black neighborhoods. 

Given the extreme segregation characteristic of Chicago in the 1 930s, 

therefore, the only possible outcome of the Great Depression was a geo
graphic concentration of black families on relief, as observed by Drake 
and Cayton. Similarly, the only possible effect of the economic restructur
ing of the 1 9705. given Chicago's persisting racial segregation. was the 

concentration of poverty observed by Wilson. During both periods, poor 

blacks increaSingly inhabited poor places. 
The underlying cause of this concentration of black poverty was the 

same in both decades : an economic downturn drove up the rate of black 
poverty, which because of racial segregation was translated directly into 
spatially concentrated poverty. Out-migration by middle - and working
class blacks may have occurred during the 1 9 70s (although evidence on 
this point is \.mclear2 1 )  and this movement could have exacerbated the 
concentration of poverty in black neighborhoods, bur Wilson's map of 
concentrated poverty would have resulted with or without black oul
migration because segregation builds concentrated poverty into the resi
dential structure of the black community. 

This fact can be demonstrated by using the hypothetical cities described 

earlier to simulate the effect of an increase in the rate of black poverty
from 20% to 30%-holding the white rate constant, a pattern of change 
that parallels quite closely what happened in many American cities dur

ing the 1 970s.21 The resulls of this exercise are summarized in Table 5. L 
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which shows levels of poverty concentration for blacks and whites before 
and after the assumed shift in black poverty rates. given various levels of 

racial segregation. 

If there were no class segregation, and if blacks were completely inte

grated with whites, a sharp rise in the black poverty rate would be harm
ful to the well-being of the group as a whole. but it would not greatly 
alter the neighborhood environment in which blacks live. The average 

rate of neighborhood poverty to which blacks are exposed would increase 

from 1 2. 5 %  to 1 5% ,  an absolute increment of only 2 . 5  percentage points. 

11 is doubtful whether an increase of this size would be particularly nO

ticeable to people living in the neighborhood; and because blacks and 
whites occupy the s

.
ame neighborhoods, this relatively small increment 

in poverty concentration would be experienced equally by both groups. 
As racial segregation rises, however. the increase in black poverty is 

confined [0 an increasingly smaller number of black neighborhoods. and 
the change in the neighborhood environment becomes more dramatic 

for blacks and less noticeable for whites. With a low level of segregation, 
the degree of black poverty concentration increases from 1 3.3% before 

the shift [Q 1 6.7% afterward (an increment of 3.4 percentage points. or 
26%). In contrast, the extent of poverty concentration for whites goes 
from 12.2 to 1 4.4  (a change of only 2.2 points. or 18% ) . 

Under conditions of high segregation, the difference between blacks 

and whites increases. Black poverty concentration grows by 5 points (or 
33%) as a result of the overall increase in black poverty, reaching an 
absolute level of 20%. In contrast, white poverty concentration increases 
by only 1 . 6  points (or 14%),  reaching an absolute level of only 1 3 . 3 % .  
When the two groups are completely segregated, of course, all o f  the 
increase in black poverty is absorbed by black neighborhoods, so their 
poverty concentration increases to 30%, whereas whIte poverty concen
tration remains constant at 1 0% ,  one- third of the black level. 

Thus with complete racial segregation (and note that the city of Chi
cago had a black-white segregation index of 9 1  in 1 980) , the degree 
of poverty concentration among blacks can reach alarming proportions 
following a downward shift in the distribution of black income, as oc
curred in many cities during the 1 970s. This transformation in the resi

dential environment of blacks occurs solely through an interaction be
tween the distributional structure of income and the residential srructure 
of segregation, and not as a result of middle-class blacks fleeing poor 
blacks. 

In a city segregated by class as well as by race, any increase in black 
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poverty is absorbed not simply by black neighborhoods but by poor black 
neighborhoods. In essence, the imposition of segregation by class as well 
as by race takes a bad situation and makes it worse. Before the shift iIi. 
black incomes, poverty rates in the typical poor black neighborhood

· 

ranged from 25% in a dty with no racial segregation to 40% in a city 
with complete radal segregation. After the shift in poverty rates, the 

economic situation in poor black neighborhoods deteriorates appreciably · 
at all segregation levels, but the deterioration is disastrous at higher lev
els.  With a black-white dissimilarity index of 66.7, the neighborhood 
poverty rate of the average poor black family goes from 35% to 45% as 
a result of the shift in black incomes, an increase of 10 points (or 29%); 
and with complete segregation, the neighborhood poverty rate for POor 
blacks climbs to 60%, up from 40% before the shift (an increase of 50%).  

Under conditions of complete racial segregation, therefore, a 50% rise 

in the black poverty rate translates directly into a 50% increase in the 
spatial concentration of poverty within poor black neighborhoods. In 
a racially segregated city, such a downward shift in the black income 
distribution necessarily causes poor blacks to live in an enviromnent 
where the vast majority of their neighbors are also poor. The same change 
in the absence of racial segregation would yield onJy a 20% increase 
in the poverty concentration of poor blacks, and would leave them in 

neighborhoods where the vast majority are not poor. 
As segregation rises, in other words, the disparity between the neigh

borhood conditions experienced by whites and blacks widens markedly. 
With no racial segregation, of course, poor whites and poor blacks suffer 

the consequences of sagging black incomes equally, even if the city is 
quite divided by social class. Both groups experience a 20% increase in 
neighborhood poverty and end up living in neighborhoods where three 
of every ten persons are poor. As segregation rises, however. poor whites 
are increasingly insulated from the consequences of falling black in
comes. As one moves from complete integration to complete segregation 
under conditions of high black poverty, the poverty rate prevailing in 
poor white neighborhoods falls from 30% to 20% while that in poor 
black neighborhoods rises from 30% to 60%. 

I The net effect of racial segregation is to expose whites and blacks to 
very different socioeconomic environments and to leave the economic 
base of urban black communities lflliquely vulnerable to any downturn 
in the group's economic fortunes. ,When the poveny rate of a segregated 
group rises, its members suffer alsystematic deterioration in their neigh
borhood environment with Or without middle-class out-migration. 
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Table 5.2 confirms this line of theoretical reasoning by presenting indi

ces of black and white poverty concentration computed for hypersegre

gated metropolitan areas in 1 970 and 1 9 80. Our index of concentrated 

poverty is the percentage of poor families in the neighborhood of the 

average poor family.23 If our theory is  correct, we expect high and rising 

concentrations of poverty among blacks and much lower and more stable 

poverty concentrations among whites during the decade, because in all 
of these cities, segregation levels were very high, black poverty rates rose, 

and white poverty rates stayed fairly constant. In New York, for example, 
the black poverty rate increased from 2 1  % to 30%, the white rate re
mained fixed at 1 0%, and the area's segregation index of about 82 didn't 

Table 5.2 The geographic concentration of poverty among blacks and 
whites in hypersegregated cities 

Percentage poor Percentage poor 

in neighborhood in neighborhood 
of average of average 

poor black family poor white family 

1 970 L 980 Change 1 970 1 980 Change 

Atlanta 3 1 . 7% 3 7. 1 %  5 .4% 12 .4"10 1 2. 5 % 0. 1 % 
Baltimore 30.4 34.6 4.3 1 1 .4 1 3 .9 2.5 
Buffalo 27.0 36.0 9.2 1 1 .8 14.4 2.6 

Chicago 25 . 6  36.7 I Ll  8.6 10. 3 1 .7 

Cleveland 3 1 .0 38.0 7.0 ! G.'> 1 2.8 2.3 

Dallas-Ft. Worth 30.0 3 1 .2 1 .2 1 3.2 1 1 .7 - 1 . 5  
Detroit 22.5 3 1 . 5 9.0 1 0 . 1  12.4 2 .3  
Gary-Hammond-E. Chicago 23.7 28.4 4.7 8.8 9.6 0.6 
indianapoliS 22.3 27.0 ' 4 .6 I Ll  1 J .7 2 .7 
Kansas City 25.4 28.5 3 . 1 1 2.6 1 2 . 1  - 0.6 

Los Angeles-Long Beach 26.7 29.3 2.6 12. 1  1 3 .7  1 . 6  
Milwaukee 30.0 33 .2  3 .2  1 0.4 1 1 . 7 1 . 3  
New York 2 5 . 9  37.6 1 1 .7 1 3.8 17.7 3 .9  
Newark 23.4 34. 1 10.8 10. 1 1 2 .3  2 . 2  

Philadelphia 26.0 34.7 8.7 10.8 13 .8 3.0 
St. Louis 30.7 33.7 2.4 12.2 1 1 .9 - 0. 3  

Average 27.0 33.2 6.2 1 1 .2 12.8 1 .6 

Source: Douglas S. Massey and Mitchell 1. Eggers, "The Ecology of Inequality: 
Minorities and the Concentration of Poverty, 1 970-1980," American Journal of Socj% gy 
95 ( 1 990) : 1 1 75-77. 
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change-essentially the conditions w e  assumed in our simulation ex . . 
ercise. 

As the indices of Table 5 . 2  show, blacks experienced systematically
' 

greater concentrations of poverty than whites. In 1 970, for example, Ihe . 

average level of black poverty concentration, 27%,  was nearly three times ' 
the white level of 1 1  %:  and over the ensuing decade this disparity grew, 
with the average black concentration index rising to 3 3 %, an increase of 
6 percentage points, while the index for whites increased only mOdestly 
to 1 3 %,  a change of only 2 points. The increase in black poverty concen. 
tration was especially marked in Chicago, New York, Newark, Buffalo, 
and philadelphia. By the end of the decade, the typical poor black family 
in these hypersegregated metropolitan areas lived in a neighborhood 
where at least a third of the families were poor .. In contrast, poor white 
families in these areas generally lived in neighborhoods where the pov· 
erty rate was 1 5 %  or less . 

In statistical terms, levels and trends in poverty concentration during 
the 1 970s correlate strongly with the product of the index of black-white 
segregation and the rate of black poverty, suggesting a powerful interac
tion between the two factors.24 An interaction means that the effect of 
rising poverty on poverty concentration depends cruciaUy on the level of 
racial segregation at which the increase in poverty occurs. B lack poverty 
concentration increased most dramatically in metropolitan areas where 
a sharp increase in black poverty was paired with a high and unchanging 
level of radal segregation. By 1 980 poverty concentration was greatest 
in urban areas where blacks were both highly segregated and very poor, 
and was lowest in areas where they were neither poor nor segregated. 
Segregation was thus the key conditioning factor responsible for the 
transformation of urban black communities observed by William Julius 

Wilson during the 1970s. In the absence of racial segregation, the same 
downward economic trends would not have produced such dramatic 
changes in the concentration of poverty. 

The Creation of Underdass Communities 

Poverty, of course, is not a neutral social factor. Associated with it are a 
variety of other social ills such as family instability, welfare dependency, 
crime, housing abandonment. and low educational achievement. To the 
extent that these factors are associated with poverty, any structural pro
cess that concentrates poverty will concentrate them as well. Segregation, 
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interacting with high or rising poverty rates, guarantees that blacks will 
face a harsh and uniquely disadvantaged social environment, no matter 

what their personal characteristics. 

segregation, moreover, is crucial to understanding why a self- 1 
perpetuating spiral of neighborhood decline is built into urban black\ 
cOlrununities. The socioeconomic health of black neighborhoods is fragile 
and easily j olted into a pattern of decay because of a subtle interaction 
between individual and collective behavior that comes into play when

ever independent actors make decisions that affect the welfare of the 
community. This interaction occurs because a neighborhood's socioeco

nomic status is. to a lairge extent, determined by the decisions and behav

iors of its inhabitants. ach individual decision affects the social and 

economic context wi in which subsequent decisions are made, creating 

a powerful feedback loop between individual and collective behavior .ZY 
Consider, for example, the case of a working-class neighborhood that 

has just made [he transition from white to black, The homes and apart

ments are well maintained and there is no abandoned housing or physi

cal dilapidation. But suppose the new black residents have somewhat 

lower incomes tha n the former white occupants. Black renters can afford 
less rent and some black owners are less able to make investments in 
upkeep .  As a result, a few owners and landlords decide to spend less 

money on the maintenance of their properties . Soon their buildings begin 
to show signs of disinvestment in the form of physical disrepair: peeling 
paint, rotting gutters, unkept yards, crumbling porches, and so on. 

The presence of dilapidated dwellings changes the context within 
which other landlords and homeowners make their decisions on whether 
or not to invest. Studies suggest that property owners are extremely sensi
live to small signs of physical deterioration.26 The presence of even a 

small number of dilapidated buildings is taken as a signal that the neigh
borhood is going "downhill . "  To the extent that property owners per
ceive a decline as possible or likely, they have little incentive to invest in 
upkeep and improvement on their own buildings, because money put 
into neighborhoods that are declining is unlikely to be recouped in the 
form of higher rents or greater home equity. 

As a result of the initial disinvestment by a few owners, therefore, 
others are led to cut back on the money they invest. With every addi
tional property owner who decides not to invest it becomes increasingly 
likely that others will reach similar decisions, even if they are Otherwise 
disposed to maintain their buildings. At some point, a threshold is 
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crossed, beyond which the pattern becomes self-reinforcing and ine • .  
versible.27 

Racial segregation makes neighborhoods where blacks live particularly :' 
vulnerable to this sort of disinvestment and decay. Poor blacks are more 
likely than the poor of any other group to be trapped in neighborhoods 
caught in the grip of such downward spirals, because segregation acts t�: 

concentrate poverty and all things associated with it. Increasing the pov
erty rate of a segregated group concentrates not only poverty but hOUSing: 
dilapidation and abandonment. 

__ ,��ssence, segregatio� and rising poverty interact to deliver �� 
:!0.i:ls' shock to black neIghborhoods that pushes them beyond the-pi'5ii)t 
where physical decay and disinvestment become self-perpetuating. The 
potential strength of this shock has been demonstrated in a series of 
simulation exercises that are sununarized in Table 5 . 3 .  Again using the 
hypothetical class-segregated cities we described earlier. we ask what 
would happen to black neighborhoods if black poverty rates rose under 
different conditions of segregation.28 At different segregation levels. of 
course, the shift in black poverty rates yields different concentrations of 
poverty, and using empirical correlations between neighborhood poverty 
levels and various indicators of conununity well-being, we predict the 
neighborhood environment created by a particular combination of segre
gation and poverty. In carrying out the simulations, we consider the 
general case of a class-segregated city and document the effect of a shift 
in black poverty rates from 20% to 30%. 

Consider the degree of housing abandonment likely to result from an 
increase in black poverty under different conditions of segregation. In 
the absence of racial segregation, the poverty rate in neighborhoods 
where poor blacks live increases from 25% to 30% as a result of the 
assumed shift in black poverty rates from 20% to 30% (as was shown in 

Table 5 . 1 ) .  Given the empirical relationship between a tract's poverty 
rate and its percentage of boarded-up dwellings , this shift in neighbor
hood poverty is predicted to increase the incidence of boarded-up struc

tures from 1 .2% before the shift to 1 .5% afterward. 
Although these figures are quite small. a review carried out by the u.s. 

Department of Housing and Urban Development shows that the thresh
old of neighborhood stability occurs at remarkably low percentages of 
boarded-up buildings.29 Once a few structures become abandoned, the 
process of decay quickly becomes cumulative and " spreads from older, 

dilapidated sections to areas with sound housing that would be well 
worth the cost of maintenance and renovation if neighborhood (ondi-
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Table S.l Simulated effects of a shift in the black poveny rate on 
neighborhood conditions experienced by poor blacks, 
assuming different levels of radal segregation 

1 3 3  

-------------------------------------------------------

Neighborhood condition and 

level of racial segregation 

Percentage of houses boarded up 
No racial segregation 
complete racial segregation 

Median household income 
No racial segregation 

Complele racial segregation 

Major crime rate (per 1, 000 people) 
No racial segregation 

Complete radal segregation 

Percentage of families on welfare 
No racial segregalion 

Complete racial segregation 

Percmtage of female-headed families 
No racial segregation 

Complete racial segregation 

Percentage of high school students 
scoring below 15th percentile 

No radal segregation 

Complete racial segregation 

Poveny 

rale 

of 20% 

l .2 
2.3 

$ 1 3,020 
$8, 1 60 

57.8 
68. 3 

2 1 . 1  

36. 1 

1 9.2 
33.5 

3i.6 
47. 1  

Effect of shift in 
black poveny rale 

Poyeny 

rate 

of 30% 

1 . 5  
3.3 

$1 1 .235 
$4.523 

6 1 .8 
84.2 

24.6 

5 1 .0 

22.2 
45.5 

35.3 
57.8 

Change 

0.3 
1 .0 

$ \ ,785 
$3.637 

4.0 
1 5.9 

3.5  

14.9 

3 .0 
1 2 .0 

2.7 
10.7 

Source: Douglas S.  Massey, "American Apanheid: Segregation and the Milking of the 
Underciass," Ameruan }oUTnilI of Sodolo9Y 96 ( 1990):343. 348-49. 

Note: Simulalion resulls assume residential structures depicted in Figure 5 . 1 with class 

segregation between poor and nonpoor families added; test rderred to In last panel is 

the California Achievement Test. 

tions were more stable," 3o The study concludes that a "tipping point" is 
reached once 3%-6% of a neighborhood's dwellings are abandoned, 
"the point at which investment psycho1ogy becomes so depressed that 
reversal ofthe abandonment process is impossible without major external 
intervention."3! 
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I n  the absence of racial segregation, therefore, an exogenous economic 
shock that causes black poverty rates to rise does not concentrate houSing
abandonment enough to reach this tipping point. Under conditions of 
complete segregation, however. the same increase in black poverty brings 
a substantia! increase in the concentration of boa rded-up dwellings, from 
2.3% to 3.3%, putting the level of abandonment within the range of 
neighborhood instability. In a segregated city, any exogenous economic 
shock that raises the black poverty rate is likely to push black neighbor

hoods across the tipping point to begin the process of disinvestment and 
abandonment. The same shock delivered to blacks in an integrated city 
would leave all neighborhoods stable and economically healthy. 

The empirical correlation upon which this simulation . rests was esti

mated using data from sixty metropolitan areas, many of which only 
recently attained metropolitan rank and therefore have new housing 
stocks where the incidence of boarded-up dwellings is near zero. The 

simulation has also been carried out based on correlations estimated 
from the city of Philadelphia, where abandonment is conSiderably more 

common. 32 Under conditions of complete racial segregation, this alter

nate simulation predicts that the percentage of boarded up dwellings will 
reach 1 0% after the shift in black incomes, well in excess of the threshold 

of stability. 
Once a process of housing abandonment has taken root in one pan of 

a community, moreover, it tends to spread outward into otherwise stable 
and healthy neighborhoods through a process of diffus ion. One of the 

principal mechanisms by which abandonment spreads laterally is 

through fire. n The presence of abandoned and boarded · up build ings is 
strongly associated with arson and a high incidence of residential fires.14 
Once a few buildings have burned, neighborhoods no l onger attract sta

ble households and become a magnet for other social problems, such as 
rats, litter, drugs, crime, and delinquency. 3 5  

The lateral spread o f  decay occurs because fires in abandoned buildings 

inevitably spread to adjacent s tructures that are inhabited, which dis

places poor families from their dwellings and causes them to seek shelter 
in surrounding neighborhoods. The influx of destitute and SOcially disor

ganized fire refugees into these neighborhoods increases their housing 
densities, levels of homelessness, and dilapidation, setting off new cycles 
of disinvestment and decline.36 Roderick Wallace has called this process 

"urban desertification," denoting a sequence of events whereby entire 

neighborhoods become depopulated and devoid of stable social institu -
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(ions.37 By concentrating abandonment, segregation promotes this de

sertification and builds it into the residential structure of black commu

nities . 

This process of neighborhood decay also occurs through the loss or 
withdrawal of commercial institutions. According to Loic Wacquant and 

William Julius Wilson, Chicago's West S ide ghetto lost 75% of its busi

ness establishments between 1 9 60 and 1 970, and by the 1 980s its North 

Lawndale neighborhood included '.'48 state lottery agents, 50 currency 

exchanges, and 99 licensed bars and liquor stores, but only one bank 

and one supermarket for a population of some 5 0,000. ,, 38 
Segregation plays a key role in depriving poor black families of access 

to goods and services because it interacts with poverty to create neighbor

hood conditions that make it nearly impossible to sustain a viable retail 

sector. Just as it concentrates poverty during times of economic upheaval, 

segregation also concentrates the loss in income and consumer demand 

that accompany any economic downturn. As a result of racial segrega

tion, therefore, poor blacks live in neighborhoods that typically contain 

only the barest rudiments of retail trade. They are left without goods and 

services that are routinely available to me poor of other groups. 

A simulation again illustrates the potential of segregation to concen
trate income loss and undermine black businesses. As before, we generate 

poverty concentrations [rom different combinations of segregation a.nd 
black poveny rates, but this time we use the neighborhood poverty rates 

to predict median incomes in areas inhabited by
· 
poor blacks.39 In a ra

cially integrated city, a shift in the rate of black poverty from 20% to 

30% increases the degree of poverty concentration experienced by poor 

blacks, and given the empirical association between a neighborhood's 
poverty rate and median income, this shift is predicted to lower the 

median neighborhood income for poor blacks from $ 1 3 ,020 before the 

shift to $ 1 1 ,2 3 5  afterward, yielding a loss of $ 1 ,785 (see Table 5 .3 ) . 

Assuming there are roughly 3 ,000 households per neighborhood and 

that the median and mean income are about the same,40 this drop in 

income implies a loss of about $ 5 .4 million per neighborhood where 
poor blacks live ( i .e., 3 ,000 x $ 1 . 78 5 ) .  Within these areas, therefore, 
retail profits will fall, services will be cut, and some businesses will fail, 
but the drop in income is not enough to bring about the wholesale 

elimination of goods and services to poor blacks. The demand density 
remains fairly high at $33.7  million ( $ 1 1 ,235 x 3 ,000) ,  and because 

poor whites and blacks share the same residential areas in an integrated 
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city. they experience these reducrions in retail goods and services equally 
and there is no basis for the fonnation of a racially distinctive underclass'

-::; 

community. . .  
Racial segregation dramatically alters the picture. When the black pov� 

erty rate rises in a totally segregated city. the drop in income and potential 
demand is confined to neighborhoods inhabited exclusively by blacks, 

and primarily by poor blacks. leaving ihe latter trapped in neighborhoods 

with insufficient income to sustain a viable retail sector. Under conditions 
of complete racial segregation. poor black neighborhoods face a precari- . 

ous situation before the shift in black incomes. with a predicted median 
household income of only $8 . 1 60; but after the shift. the predicted me
dian income plummetS to $4. 523. for a loss of $3.637 (see Table 5 .3 ) . 

In a segregated city. therefore. neighborhoods inhabited by poor blacks 
have a weak potential demand of only $24.5 million before the assumed ' 

shift in black incomes ( $8. 1 60 x 3 .000 ) .  compared with a figure of $39.1  

million in an integrated city ( $ 1 3 .020 x 3,000) ,  and are thus in a poor 
position to absorb an economic shock; but racial segregation intensifies 

the loss of income created by the general increase in black poverty and 
focuses it precisely upon these very fragile neighborhoods. After the shift 

in black poverty rates. the potential demand in poor black neighborhoods 

is almost halved to $ 1 3 .6 million ($4, 5 2 3  x 3 .000 ) ,  for a los<; of $10.9 
million, or 44%. A loss of this magnitude from an already small income 
base would rapidly cause the failure of most nonessential businesses and 
eliminate many services that depend on the ability of clients to pay. 

The difference between poor blacks living in a neighborhood with a 
demand density of $39. 1 million (in an integrated city with a black pov

erty rate of 20%) and poor blacks living in an area with a demand density 
of $ 1 3 . 6  million (a segregated city with a black poverty rate of 30%) is 

explained entirely by the interaction between segregation and the rate of 
black poverty. It is this pernicious interaction that explains the rapid 
demise of black businesses during the Great Depression and [he absence 
of commercial institutions within iruier city black neighborhoods today, 

for if segregation concentrates black demand to support black businesses 
during periods of black income growth (such as the 1 92 0s and 1 950s), 
it also concentrates falling demand to promote business failure during 

periods of rising poverty and joblessness (such as the 1 930s and 1 9705) .  
Thus, although we share William Julius Wilson's view that the struc

tural transfonnation of lhe economy played a crucial role in creating 
the urban underclass dunng the 1 970s.41 we argue that what made it 
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disproportionately a black underclass was racial segregation. The decline·, 

of manufacturing and the rise of a two-tiered service economy harmed 

many racial and ethnic groups, but only black Americans were highly 
segregated, so only among them was the resulting income loss confined 
to a small set of spatially contiguous and racially homogeneous neighbor
hoods. Rather than being spread evenly around the metropolitan envi

ronment, the drop in consumer demand was confined to a few n�ighbor

hoods inhabited exclusively by poor blacks. Black neighborhoods such 

as Chicago's North Lawndale therefore lost the normal range of goods 

and services and its business district became a wasteland of empty store

fronts, burned-out buildings, and vacant lots. 
In contrast, Mexican Americans in Chicago are considerably less segre

gated, and their core neighborhood of Little Village, immediately adjacent 
to North Lawndale, remained a beehive of commercial activity through

out the 1 970s and 1 9805 despite the economic recession. The Little Vil

lage shopping district continues to house a variety of supermarkets, 
banks, restaurants, bakeries, travel agents, butchers, auto shops, hard
ware stores, and other retail outlets. The difference between North Lawn
dale and Little Village cannot be explained by the wave of factory closings 
that occurred on the city's West Side between 1 950 and 1 980,42 because 
these economic shocks undermined the well-being of Mexican Ameri
cans as well as blacks and the two neighborhoods are separated by only 
a few hundred yards .  Rather, the key difference between the Mexican 
and black communities in Chicago is the degree of segregation they expe
rience. 

In 1 980 the average Mexican American in Chicago lived in a ne"ighbor
hood that was 50% non-Hispanic white, but the average black lived in 
an area that was 90% black .43 Even in Little Village itself about 2 5 %  of 
the population was non-Hispanic, compared with North Lawndale, 
which was only 2% nonblack.44 Because of this disparity in the degree 
of segregation, the economic dislocations of the 1 9 705 brought an acute 
withdrawal of income from North Lawndale, pushing it well beyond the 
threshold of stability into disinvestment, abandonment, and commercial 
decline; but the same economic troubles brought only a moderate con
centration of poverty in Little Village, leaving it well shy of the tipping 
point. 

Segregation also concentrates other social and physical problems asso
ciated with poverty. Research by Wesley Skogan and his associates shows 
that inhabilants of urban neighborhoods are quite sensitive to signs of 
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social disorder such a s  street-corner drinking, catcalling, sexual harass_ . 

ment, graffiti, and littering. Although these behaviors are not dangero�s� 
or criminal in themselves, they violate norms that are widely shared-by 
both blacks and whites-about what constitutes a good and desirable 
neighborhood. Their presence is interpreted to signify a breakdown in 
social order and security, and if the disorders are allowed to persist. they 
promote psychological and physical withdrawal from the community.45 . 

In the face of persistent neighborhood disorder; residents come to dis
trust their neighbors and to look upon them as threats rather than as 
sources of support or assistance. Residents modify their routines and 
increasingly stay indoors; they minimize their time on the streets and 
limit their contacts outside of close friends and family. This withdrawal 
only promotes further disorder by lowering the number of watchful 
neighbors in public places and by undennining the community's capacity 
for collective action. By provoking withdrawal, disorder weakens infor· 
mal processes of social control that operate to maintai n a neighborhood's 
stability. 

If disorder is allowed to increase, it ultimately creates conditions that 
promote not only additional disorder but also crime, which likewise feeds 

on itself in self-perpetuating fashion. 46 Perceptions of crime and danger 
gleaned from friends and neighbors who have been victimized, or who 
have heard of victimizations, cause residents to increase their mistrust of 
neighbors and to withdraw from public participation in the community . .  
These actions, in tum, sow the seeds for more crime by undermining 

public vigilance and sapping the neighborhood's capacity for collective 
action. 

Skogan's research demonstrates that crime and social disorder are 
strongly predicted by the neighborhood poverty rate.47 By concentrating 
poverty, therefore, segregation also concentrates these maladies. We sim

ulated the degree to which segregation concentrates crime using the same 
methods as used earlier. We derived poverty concentrations expected 

from assumed levels of segregation and rates of poverty and used these to 
predict crime rates, given an empirical association between neighborhood 
poverty and crime.48 Our simulations show that a black poverty rate of 

20% in an integrated city yields a major crime rate of 58 per thousand 
in neighborhoods inhabited by poor blacks (see Table 5 .3) .  Given the 
same black poverty rate in a segregated city, however, me predicted crime 
rate is 68 per thousand. Because of racial segregation, in other words, 
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poor blacks experience a 1 7% greater chance of becoming victims of a 
. major crime. 

AS in our earlier examples, segregation also concentrates any increase 
in crime that grows out of an increase in black poverty rates. In the 

absence of racial segregation, a shift in the black poverty rate from 20% 
to 30% is predicted to increase the neighborhood crime rate for poor 
blacks from 58 per thousand to 62 per thousand, an increase ·of only 4 

points, or 7%.  It is doubtful whether such a change would be particularly 
noticeable within neighborhoods; it would be unlikely, therefore, to lead 

to psychological or physical withdrawal from the community. 

In a racially segregated ci ty, however, the same shift in black poverty 
rates causes a substantial increase in crime within neighborhoods inhab
ited by poor blacks, increasing the crime rate from 68 per thousand to 
84 per thousand, a 2 3 %  increase. Such an increase is very likely to be 
noticed by neighbors, either indirectly through informal conversations or 
directly through personal experience. Over five years, a crime rate of 84 

per thousand carries a 46% chance of victimization, meaning that each 
resident would have roughly a 5 0- 50 chance of experiencing crime di
rectly. 

Because it is so noticeable, this increase in the crime rate is quite likely 
to exceed the threshold of neighborhood stability. Under conditions of 
racial segregation, a simple increase in the rate of black poverty is likely 
to ignite a cycle of escalating crime and disorder in the residential envi
ronment of poor blacks. The same shift in an integrated city produces 
only a small, barely noticeable change in the crime rate that leaves all 
neighborhoods stable, safe, and relatively secure. 

Segregation also affects the normative environment that poor blacks 
experience on a daily basis. Sociologists have long argued that social 
behavior is transmitted from genera tion to, generation through role mod
els. Chi ldren learn by imitating adult behavior. so the kinds of people 
who prevail in settings where children grow up strongly affect the kinds 
of behavior they later exhibit as aduhs.49 To the extent that racial segrega-

. tion concentrates certain deleterious behavior patterns in the residential 
environment of poor blacks, it can be expected to exert a profound effect 
on their social and economic behavior. 

William Julius Wilson and others have argued forcefully that concen
trated poverly, in removing poor blacks from job networks and limiting 
their exposure to people with stable histories of work and family forma-
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"

: j 
tion, isolates them from the mainstream of American society.50 Young .� 
blacks who grow up in areas of concentrated poverty are much less likely � 
to learn how to get and keep a job or to advance in school; rather, ; 
they come to expect a life of joblessness, single parenthood, and welfare '", 

dependency. " "  
Because welfare receipt. unwed childbearing, and marital disruption " 

are strongly associated with poverty, they are concentrated by any struc-
" 

tural process that geographically concentrates poverty/segregation is " 

deeply implicated in the creation of a sodal environm�pt within which 
these conditions are not only common but normative . .. By concentrating 

single-parent families on welfare, segregation plays a crLcial role in creat

ing the social isolation that Wilson and others have linked to the perpetu

ation of disadvantage among poor blacks. 
Our simulations again demonstrate the power of segregation to under

mine the residential environment of poor blacks . 5 1  In a racially integrated 
city, a black poverty rate of 20% implies that poor blacks reside in a 
neighborhood where 2 1  % of the families are on welfare and 1 9 %  have 
female heads (see Table 5 . 3 ) .  Raising the black poverty rate to 30% 
increases the prevalence of these conditions somewhat, but the sodal 
environment of poor blacks does not change markedly in the absence oC 
racial segregation. The percentage of female-headed families increases to 
only 2 5 %  while the share on welfare goes to 22%. In an integrated 
city, therefore. typical rares of black poverty do not produce a social 
environment dominated by welfare dependency or single parenthood, 

and even a substantial increase in black poverty leaves chis situation 
unaltered. 

In a segregated City, in contrast, a 20% rate of poverty implies that 
poor blacks live in an environment where 3 6 %  of all families are on 

welfare and a third are female-headed; and increasing the rate of black 

poverty shifts these percentages upward to create an environment where 
single parenthood and welfare receipt are the rule, or close to it. With 

complete racial segregation and a black poveny ra ce of 30%, 5 1  % of the 
families in the neighborhood of the typical poor black family are pre

dicted to be on welfare and 46% are expected to be female-headed. 
Because segregation concentrates any factor associated with poverty 

and focuses it upon segregated black neighborhoods, high black poverty 

rates are translated direaly into social envirorunents where welfare de
pendency and single parenthood are the prevailing categories of social 
and economic behavior. The same change in [he absence of segregation 
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�ould expose poor blacks to a social milieu in which the vast majority 
of families with children are self- supporting and have two parents pres

ent. poor black children growing up in a segregated city, therefore, are 

rnuch more likely to be exposed to adult role models of dependency and 

single parenthood than are white children. If children Jearn by imitation, 

segregation means that poor blacks are much more likely to end up in 

these states themselves. 

Children, however, learn not only through imitating adults but also 

through their schooling. But because poverty is associated with poor 

educational performance segregation also concentrates educational dis

advantage. 52 The organization of public schools around geographical 

catchment areas, in other words, reinforces and exacerbates the social 

isolation that segregation creates in neighborhoods . By concentrating 

low-achieving students in certain schools, segregation creates a social 

context within which poor performance is standard and low expectations 
predominate. 

Our last simulation illustrates this point by predicting the school envi

ronment associated with different concentrations of poverty (see Table 
5 . 3 ) .  Data from Philadelphia were used to estimate the correlation be
tween a census tract's poverty rate and its percentage of high school 
students scoring below the 1 5th percentile on a standardized achieve
ment test (the California Achievement Test, or CAT) . As in our earlier 
simulations, this empirical association was used to predict the percentage 
of low-scoring students generated by different combinations of racial seg
regation and black poverty. 

In the absence of racial segregation, a 2 0 %  black poverty rate yields a 
school environment where 3 3 %  of the students score below the 1 5th 
percentile on the CAT. Although this percentage dearly indicates a poor 
educational environment-and testifies to the low quality of public edu
cation in inner cities generally-it is nonetheless one where two-thirds 
of students achieve a modicum of academic performance. Increasing the 
black poverty rate to 30% drives the percentage of low-achieving stu
dents up by 2 points to 3 5 %, not a particularly noticeable change. 

As the level of racial segregation increases, however, educational disad
vantage is concentrated along with poveny. Given complete segregation 
between blacks and whites and a 20% rate of black poverty, our simula
tion predicts that children will attend high schools where 47% of the 
students score below the 1 5th percentile on the CAT; and raiSing the rate 
of black poverty to 30% increases the percentage of low-scoring students 
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to 5 8 % .  Segregation thus accounts for the difference between an educa.":' 
tional environment where 65% of students score above the 1 5th percen • •  

tile and one where 58% score below this cutoff. All other variables are " 
held constant in the simulation. which suggests the great power of racial 
segregation to concentrate disadvantage on poor urban blacks. 

The L0��� of the Underdass 

Despite thepivotal role played. by segregation in creating underciass com
munities, recent theories of urban poverty have largely ignored it as an 

explanatory factor. During the 1 980s a number of important and influ
ential books sought to explain the persistent nature and growing concen
tration of poverty in American cities. Although there is substantial dis

agreement about what the urban underclass is and whether or not it is 
growing,53 the tenn popularly connotes people who are mired in poverty 
and unable to escape it. As ambiguous as the definition of the underclass 
is. however, there is even less consensus about its causes. About the only 
thing common to prevailing theories of urban poverty is that none of 
them sees racial segregation as part of the problem. 

In his 1 980 book The Black Underclass. Douglas Glasgow argued that 
"racism is probably the most basic cause of the underclass condition."54 
"'�----
In his view. the persistence of black inner city poverty stems from the 
systematic failure of American institutions-the schools. the courts. the 
welfare system, the economy, the government-to address the desperate 

needs of poor blacks. He argues that bureaucratic practices motivated by 
racism act to maintain blacks in poverty and perpetuate their underclass 
position, a position that is generally echoed in Alphonso Pinkney's later 
work, The Myth of Black Pro9ress. 55 

Ken Auletta brought the hopelessness and despair of urban poverty 
to national attention and probably did more than any other author to 
popularize the notion of the underclass. In The Underclass, published in 
1 982. he constructed a vivid portrait of poor people enrolled in a job 
training course organized by a nonprofit organization to help "ex

convicts. ex-addicts, long-term welfare reCipients, school dropouts, and 
delinquent youths-the core of the underdass."56 Auletta was unremit
tingly pessimistic about the prospects for improving the lor of these peo
ple through social intervention. He stated (hat "neither the domestic 
Marshall Plan schemes favored by liberals nor President Reagan's 
supply-side nostrums wil1 by themselves solve the problems of this hard 
to reach group."57 
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By the mid- 1980s, {he right-wing attack on the American welfare state 
was in full swing and conservatives had ��_�tt�� In.t9 Jqe underclass 
debate. In his 1 984 book Losing Ground. ( Charles �yr��x. argued that 
g��� _��Jfare benefit� ���e it 

_"
profitatHe-Ior' the p_o�r_.�?_.���a�t:. in 

the short telTIl in ways that were destructive in the. long telTIl."58 Ac
coruIng-to Murray. federal antipoverty programs iiriplem:��ted during the 
1960s-notably Aid to Families with Dependent Children....o.:..:"aiiered·-ty.e 
incentives governing the behavior of poor men and women; - welfare 
reduced the desirability of marriage for poor women, increased the bene
fits of unwed childbearing, and lowered the attractiveness of low-wage 
Jabor for poor men. As a result, male joblessness increased. rates of single 
motherhood rose, and female-headed families proliferated. As Murray 
lamented, "we tried to provide more for the poor and produced more 
poor instead."59 

Lawrence Mead followed up this broadside in 1 986 by arguing that it 
was not the generosity of the welfare state that was the problem. Rather, 
it was too permissive. In Beyond Entitlement, he argued that the poor 
should not be entitled to benefits· simply for being poor, but should be 
required to discharge certain obligations of citizenship such as working 
hard, finishing school, obeying the law, and supporting themselves to the 
extent possible. 60 In Mead's view, welfare undelTIlined the independence, 
equality, and competence of recipients by not requiring anything in re
turn for benefits received. 

The liberal counterattack was joined in 1 9f7 by William Julius Wilson, 
who argued that the urban poor werl?" n�vpersistently poor because of 
overly generous or permissive welfare "systems or because 'of persisting 
institutional racism (he did, however, accept racism as a contributing 
cause) .  Ramer.- in The Truly Disadvantaged, Wilson argued mat it was the 
growing social isolation of poor blacks that .perpetuated their misery and 
restricted tlfefr--pro,spects for advancement. 6/ ThIS isoIation wa�r created 
not· oy racial segregati6ri" hlii- -by the- out-lnigration of working- and 
middle-class blacks from ghetto neighborhoods and by the structural 
transformation of the urban economy, which eliminated high-paying 
jobs for manual workers and created a two-tiered service sector that 
generated only low-paying jobs for those without a college education. 
Residential segregation is mentioned only as a historical legacy. not as 
an active process created by ongoing institutional arrangements and indi
vidual actions. 

None of these theories successfully explains the salient facts of the 
underdass, however. No theorist adequately accounts for the remarkable 
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overrepresentation of blacks within it. and no one has yet explained why::: 
Puerto Ricans, among all other groups, are the only other ones to display

'"":" 

the high rates of poverty, family dissolution, unwed childbearing, and ;  
other sodal problems that are commonly associated with the underdass.

" 

Moreover, no theorist has explained why underclass communities are 
': 

confined to a relatively smaIl number of places, despite the widespread ,  
prevalence of poverty, economic restructuring, and white racism in 
American cities. In the vast research literature on the underclass, scholars 
may differ on many issues, bU't they appear to agree that the underclass, 
however it is defined, is largely black and Puerto Rican and COnfined 
primarily to older industrial cities, located mainly in the northeast and 

, rpidwest.62 1� Although, the theory of institutional racism explains why blacks are 
��veITepresented in the underclass/�( does not explain why the problems 
are more severe in some cities than others, or why the problems 
w0gened during the 1 9 70s when racism was arguably in decline and 
black civil rights were expanding, or why Puerto Ricans but not Mexican 
Americans display the constellation of social and economic problems 
associated with the underclass. Similarly, neoconservatives cannot ex
plain why blacks and Puerto Ricans should be so uniquely affected by 
the deleterious effects of welfare, given that other equally poor groups
such as Mexican Americans-experience the same welfare system but 
not the same interlocking set of social and economic disorders. Nor does 
welfare explain why unwed childbearing and single parenthood prolifer
ated during the 1 970s, when the real value of benefits stagnated.63 fi
nally, liberal arguments about the transformation of the urban economy 
do not explain why the social isolation of blacks increased so much, 
while that of other groups did not. Although other minority groups expe
rienced growing poverty during the 1 9 70s, poverty only become spatially 
concentrated among blacks and Puerto Ricans, and only in certain places. 

To account for the latter anomaly, Wilson posits a new process of 
out-migration from the ghetto on the part of working- and middle-class 
blacks, made possible by the civil rights breakthroughs of the 1 960s. 
Class-selective out-migration from poor black neighborhoods is not new, 
however; it has been documented in historical studies going back to the 
1 9 3 0s.64 But then as now, the persistence of racial segregation in the 
housing market has meant that middle-class blacks are less able to isolate 
themselves from the poor than the middle classes of other groups. As a 
result, middle-class blacks live in much poorer neighborhoods than do 
middle-class whites, Hispanics, or Asians. 
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Although the degree of class segregation between rich and poor blacks 
increased slightly during the 1 9 70s, it is still considerably lower than that 
observed among other racial and ethnic groupS. 65 Moreover, as black 
education and income rise, the degree of segregation from whites does 
not drop, but persists at extremely high l evels.66 As a result, levels of 
black-white segregation hardly changed during the 19705 in the nation's 
largest urban areas, and in sixteen metropolitan areas blacks were so 
isolated as to be considered "hypersegrated. "67 

The point. however, is not that class-selective out-migration from poor 
black neighborhoods did not happen (it might have) ,  but that the increas
ing social isolation uncovered by William Julius Wilson would have oc
curred no matter what trends in black out-migration occurred . Given 
prevailing trends in black poverty and racial segregation during the 
1970s, the geographic concentration of black poverty was inevitable. Ris
ing poverty and persistent segregation in American urban areas could 
have produced no other outcome but an increase in black pov)!!Y con
centration. To the extent that middle-class blacks left poor ghetto areas, 
their departure exacerbated a geographic concentration of poverty that 
was already built structurally into the black community through its segre
gation from the rest of society. 

Focusing on the migratory behavior of middle-class blacks also ob
scures the real cause of underclass communities and deflects attention 
instead to a mobility process that is normal and natural in U.S.  society: 
the process of geographic mobility that accompanies socioeconomic 
achievement. Throughout U.S.  history, the wealthy of all groups have 
sought to put distance between themselves and the poor. As their levels 
of education, income, and occupational statuses have risen, Jews, Ital
ians, Poles, Mexicans, and Asians have all sought improved housi¥g in 
better neighborhoods not dominated by their;own ethnic groupf,!What 
distinguishes blacks from everyone else is that this proces�( pf nonnal 
spatial mobility occurs within a segregated housing marke!< lAs a result 
of racial segregation, middle-class blacks are less able to achieve a neigh
borhood commensurate with their socioeconomic status, and poor blacks 
are forced to live under conditions of unparalleled poverty_ 

Nonnaliy, as members of one ethnic group move out of a low-income 
area, poor members of another group move in to take their place; but 
because of racial segregation, no other group will move into a poor black 
neighborhood except other poor blacks, thereby driving up the concen
tration of poverty. According to Gramlich and Laren, the probability of 
entering a poor neighborhood was 9% for poor blacks, 2 . 5 %  for middle-
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class blacks, and 0.3% for upper-class blacks.69 Although the groWing' : 
concentration of black poverty may reflect patterns of black migration� 
therefore, it is the structural constraint of segregation that causes th�' .' 

concentration, not the migration itself; and given the constraint of segre-
' 

gation, it is probably class-selective in-migration that concentrates pov- ' 

erty as much as middle-class out-migration. 
As we have argued, however, focusing on migration obscures the fact

· 

that segregation and high poverty interact to make geographically con
centrated poveny inevitable, no matter what patterns of movement oc
cur. Under conditions of high racial segregation, a rise in poverty neces� 
sarily leads to a concentration of poverty for the segregated group. Social 
class segregation amplifies this basic effect, but does not alter the funda
mental conclusion that concentrated poverty is inevitable when high 
rates of poverty and intense racial segregation are combined. 

The concentration of poverty, moreover, sets off a series of ancillary 
changes in the social and economic composition of neighborhoods. By 
concentrating poverty, segregation also concentrates other conditions 
that are associated with it. Deleterious conditions such as falling retail 
demand, increasing residential abandonment, rising crime, spreading dis
order, increasing welfare dependency, growing family disruption, and 
rising educational failure are all concentrated Simultaneously by raising 
the rate of poverty under a regime of high segregation. They can be 
produced at any time by a simple rise in black poverty under conditions 
prevailing in most large U.S.  Cities, and certainly in the sixteen hyper
segregated metropolitan areas we have identified. They can be generated 
for any fixed level of class segregation, and they do not require the out
migration of middle-class blacks from the ghetto. 

Racial segregation, therefore, is crucial to understanding and ex
plaining America's urban underclass, and an appreciation of its role in 
concentrating poverty resolves several outstanding issues in the un
derclass debate. First, it explains why the urban underdass, however one 
defines it, is so disproportionately composed of blacks and Puerto Ricans. 
In the nation's largest urban areas, these groups are the only ones that 
have simultaneously experienced high levels of residential segregation and 
sharp increases in poverty. Black-white dissimilarity indices generally 
exceed 70, and in the largest urban areas they are usually above 80.70 

Puerto Ricans are the only Hispanic group whose segregation indices are 
routinely above 70.71 During the 1 970s, other groups, such as Mexican, 
Cuban, and Asian Americans, experienced lower levels of segregation, 
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smaller increases in poverty, or both.72 The high segregation of Pueno 
Ricans is attributable to the fact that a large plurality are of African origin; 
simply put, Puerto Ricans are more segregated because they are more 
African than other Hispanic grau ps. 73 

understanding segregation's role in concentrating poverty also ex

plains why underdass communities are confined primarily to the north

east and midwest, primarily within older metropolitan areas such as New 

york, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.74 During the 1 970s, not only 
did these older industrial areas experience the sharpest economic rever
sals, they also exhibited the highest levels of racial segregation in the 
United States.75 Industrial restructuring thus drove minority poverty rates 
upward most sharply in cities where blacks and Puerto Ricans were most 
segregated. In the New York metropolitan area, for example, the black 
poverty rate increased from 2 1  % to 30% between 1 970 and 1 980 in a 
residential environment where the black-white dissimilarity remained 
fixed at about 82; and in the Chicago metropolitan area the black poverty 
rate rose from 20% to 28% with a black-white dissimilarity index of 

around 88.76 

Explaining the origins of underclass communities in terms of an inter
action between racial segregation and rising poverty is also consistent 
with research showing that upper-income blacks remain highly segre
gated from whites, that this pattern has not changed over time, and that 
the degree of class segregation among blacks is actually lower than that 
among other minority groups. Segregation, therefore, is crucial to under
standing the geographic concentration of black poverty and the creation 
of underclass communities. As Thomas Pettigrew has arglled, racial seg
regation is the "structural linchpin" of American race relations,77 and 
despite its glaring absence from theories of urban poverty to this point, 
it should be a central focus of the underclass ,debate. 
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The Perpetuation of 

the Underclass 

One notable difference appears between the im
migrant and Negro populations. In the case of the 
former, there is the possibility of escape, with im

provement in economic status in the second gen

eration. 

1 93 I report to President Herbert Hoover 

hy the Committee on Negro Hous"ng 

If the black gheuo was deliberately constructed by whiles through a series 
of private decisions and mstiLUtional practices, if racial discrimination 
persists at remarkably high levels in U.S. housing markets, if intensive 

residemial segregation cominues to be imposed on blacks by virtue of 
their skin color, and if segregation concentrates poveny LO build a self
perpetuating spiral of decay imo black neighborhoods, then a variety 
of deleterious consequences automatically follow for individual African 
Americans . l  A racially segregated society cannot be a race-blind society; 
as long as U. S .  cities remain segregated-indeed, hypersegregated-me 

United States cannot claim to have equalized opponunities for blacks 
and whites. In a segregated world, the deck is stacked against black 
socioeconomic progress, political empowennem, and full panicipation in 
the mainstream of American life. 

In considering how ind ividuals fare in the world, social scientists make 
a fundamental distinction between individual, family, and structural 
characteristics. To a great ex lent, of course, a person's success depends 
on individual traits such as motivation, intelligence, and especially, edu
cation. Other things equal, those who are more highly molivaced, 

smarter, and better educated will be rewarded more highly in the labor 
market and will achieve greater socioeconomic success. 2 
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Other things generally are not equaL however, because individual 
traits such as motivation and education are strongly affecred by famil) 
background. Parents who are themselves educated, motivated, and eco· 

nornica![y successful tend to pass these traits on to their children. Chil
dren who enter the middle and upper classes through the accident oj 
birth are more likely than other, equally intelligent children from othel 
classes to acquire the schooling, motivation, and cultural knowledge re
quired for socioeconomic success in contemporary society. 3 Other aspect� 
of family background, moreover, such as wealth and social connections. 
open the doors of opportunity irrespective of education or motivation. 4 

Yet even when one adjusts for family background, other things are still 
not equal . because the structural organization of society also plays a 
profound role in shaping the life chances of individuals. Structural vari
ables are elements of sodal and economic organization that lie beyond 
individual control, that are built into the way society is organized_ Struc

tural characteristics affect the fate of large numbers of people and familie� 
who share common locations in the social order. 5 

Among the most important structural variables are those that are 
geographically defined_ Where one lives-especially, where one grow5 
up-exerts a profound effect on one's life chances. 6  Identical individuah 
with similar family backgrounds and personal characteristics will lead 
very different lives and achieve different rates of socioeconomic succes� 
depending on where they reside. Because racial segregation confine� 
blacks to a circumscribed and disadvantaged niche in the urban spatial 

order, it has profound consequences for individual and family well-being. 

Social and Spatial Mobility 

In a market society such as the United States. opportunities, resources. 
and benefits are not distributed evenly across the urban landscape. 
Rather, certain residential areas have more prestige, greater affluence. 
higher home values, better services, and safer streets than olhers _  Market
ing consultants have grown rich by taking advantage of this "clusterin� 
of America" to target specific groups of consumers for wealthy corporatE 
c1ients.7 The geographic differentiarion of AmericaJ;l cities by socioeco
nomic status does more than conveniently rank neighborhoods for thf 
benefit of demographers, however; it also creates a crucial connection 
between social and spatial mobility. 

As people get ahead, they not only move up the economic ladder, the) 
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move up the residential ladder as well .8 As early a s  the 1 920s, sOciologists 
at the University of Chicago noted tllis close connection between sOciar 
and spatial mobility, a l ink. that has been verified many times since.9 As 
socioeconomic status improves, families relocate to take advantage of 
opportunities and resources that are available in greater abundance e1se- __ 

where. By drawing on benefits acquired through residential mobility;" 
aspiring parents not only consolidate their own class pOSition but en� 
hance their and their children's prospects for additional social mobility. 10, 

In a very real way, therefore, barriers to spatial mobility are barriers 
to social mobility, and where one lives determines a variety of salient 
factors Ihal affect individua l well-being: the quality of schooling, the 
value of housing, exposure to crime, the quality of public services, and 
th� character of children's peers. As a result residential integration has 
been a crucial component in the broader process of socioeconomic ad

vancement among immigrants and their children. I I  By moving to succes

sively better neighborhoods, other racial and ethnic groups have gradu
ally become integrated into American society. Although rates of spatial 
assimilation have varied, levels of segregation have fallen for each immi
grant group as socioeconomic status and generations in the United Slates 
have increased. 12  

The residential integration of most ethnic groups has been achieved as 
a by-product of broader p rocesses of socioeconomic attainment, not be
cause group members sought to l ive among native whites per se. The 
desire for integration is only one of a larger set of motivations, and not 
necessarily the most important. Some minorities may even be antagonis
tic to the idea of integration, but for spatial assimilation to occur, they 
need only be willing to put up with integration in order to gain access 

to socioeconomic resources that are more abundant in areas in which 
white families predominate . 

To the extent that white prejudice and discrimination restrict the resi
dential mobility of blacks and confine them to areas with poor schools, 
low home values, inferior services, high crime, and low educational aspi
rations, segregation undeffilines their social and economic well-being. 

The persistence of racial segregation makes it difficult for aspiring black 
families to escape the concentrated poverty of the ghelto and puts them 
at a distinct disadvantage in the larger competition for education, jobs, 
wealth, and power. The central issue is not whelher African Americans 
"prefer" to live near white people or whether integration is a desirable 
social goaL but how the restrictions on individual liberty implied by 
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severe segregalion undermine the social and economic well- being of 

individuals. 

Extensive research demonstrates that blacks face strong barriers to spa
tial assimilation within American society. Compared with other minority 

groupS, they are markedly less able to convert their socioeconomic attain

ments into residential contact with whites, and because of this fact they 

are unable to gain access to crudal resources and benefits that are distrib

uted through housing markets. 1 3  Dollar for dollar, blacks are able to buy 
fewer neighborhood amenities with their income than other groups. 

Among all groups in the United S tates, only PUerto Ricans shate blacks' 

rdative inability (0 assimilate spatially; but this disadvantage stems from 
the fact that many are of African origin. 14 Although white Pueno Ricans 

achieve rates of spatial assimilation that are comparable with those found 
among other ethnic groups, those of African or racially mixed origins 

experience markedly lower abilities to convert socioeconomic attain

ments into contact with whites. I S  Once race is controlled, the "paradox 

of Puerto Rican segregation" disappears. 1 6 
Given the dose connection between social and spatial mobility, the 

persistence of racial barriers implies the systematic exclusion of blacks 
from benefits and resources that are distributed through housing markets. 

We illustrate the severity of this black disadvantage with data specially 

compiled for the city of Philadelphia in 1980 ( see Table 6. 1 } . 1 7 The data 

allow us to consider the socioeconomic character of neighborhoods that 

poor, middle-income, and affluent blacks and whites can be expected to 

inhabit, holding education and occupational status constant. 18 

In Philadelphia , poor blacks and poor whites both experience very 

bleak neighborhood environments; both groups live in areas where about 

40% of the births are to unwed mothers, where median home values are 

under $3 0,000, and where nearly 40% 9f high school students score 

under the 1 5th percentile on a standardized ach ievement test . Families 
in such an environment would be unlikely to build wealth through home 

equity, and children growing up in such an environment would be ex

posed to a peer environment where unwed parenthood was common 

and where educational perfonnance and aspirations were low. 
As income rises. however, whites are able 10 escape this disadvantaged 

setting by relocating to a more advantaged setting.  With a middle-class 

income ( $20,000 1 979 dollars) ,  whites no longer reside in a neighbor

hood where unwed parenthood predominates (only 1 0% of binhs are to 
single mothers) and housing values are well above $30,000. At the same 
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Table 6.1 Characteristics of neighborhoods inhabited by blacks and 
whites at diffe[ent income levels in Philadelphia. 1 980 

Level of household income 

Poor Middle Affiuent 
($8.000) ($20.000) ($32.000) 

Whites Blacks Whiles Blacks Whites Blacks 

Percentage of births 

to unwed mothers 40.7 37.6 10 .3  2 5.8 1 .9 1 6.7 

Median value of 
homes (in thousands 

of 1 98 0  dollars) $ 1 9.4 $27. 1 $38.0 $29.5 $56.6 $ 3 1 .9 

Percentage of students 

scoring below 1 5th 

percentile on CAT 
in local high school 39. 3  35.5 1 6.5 26.6 5.7 1 9.2 

Source: Douglas S. Massey. Gretchen A. Condran. and Nancy A. Denton. "The Effect of 
Residential Segregation on Black Social and Economic Well-Being," Social Forces 66 

( l987) :46-47. 50. 
Note: Household income h in 1 979 dollars. 

time. school performance is markedly better: only 1 7% of students in the 
local high school score below the 1 5th percentile. 

Once whites achieve affluence. moreover, negative residential condi
tions are left far behind. Affluent whites in Philadelphia ( those WiTh a 
1 979 income of $32, 000) live in neighborhoods where only 2% of the 
births are to unwed mothers. where the median home value is $57,000. 

and where a mere 6% of high school students score below the 1 Stll 
percentile on achievement tests. Upwardly mobile whiles, in essence. 
capitalize on their higher incomes to buy their way into improved resi

dential circumstances. 

Blacks, in contrast. remain mired in disadvantage no matter what in

come they achieve. Middle-income blacks live in an area where more 
than a quarter of the births are to unwed mothers. where housing values 

languish below $30,000, and where 27% of all Sludents in the local 

high school score below the 1 5th percentile. Even with affluence, blacks 

achieve neighborhood environments that compa re unfavorably With 
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those attained by whites. With an income of $ , 2 .000. a black family can 
expect to live in a neighborhood where 1 7% of all births are to unwed 
mothers. home values are barely over $30.000, and where a fifth of high 

school students score below the 1 5 th percentile. 
For blacks. in other words.  high incomes do not buy entree to residen

tial circumstances that can serve as springboards for future socioeco

nomic mobility; in particular. blacks are unable to achieve a school envi
ronment conducive to l a ter academic success. In Philadelphia, children 
from an affluent black family are likely to attend a public school where 
the percentage of low- achieving students is I h ree times greater than the 
percentage in schools attended by affluenr white children. Small wonder, 
then, that controlli ng for income in no way erases the large racial gap in 
SAT scores . 1 9  Because of segregation, the same income buys black and 
white fam ilies educational environments that are of vastly different 
quality.20 

Given these l imitations on the ability of black fami lies to gain access to 
neighborhood resources, it  is hardly surprising that government surveys 
reveal blacks to be less satisfied with their residential circumstances than 
socioeconomically equivalent whitesY This negative evaluation reflects 
an accurate appraisal of their circumstances rather than different values 
or ideals on the part of blacks.22 Both races want the same things in 
homes and neighborhoods; blacks are jusl less able to achieve them. 
Compa red with whItes, blacks are less likely to be homeowners,n and 
the homes they do own are of poorer quality, in poorer neighborhoods, 
and of lower value.24 Moreover, given the close connection between 
home equilY and family wealth, the net worth of blacks is a small fraction 
of that of whites, even lhough their incomes have converged over the 
yea rs. 2� Finally, blacks tend to occupy older, more crowded dwellings 

that are structurally inadequate compared to those inhabited by whites;26 
and because these racial differentials stem from segregation rather than 
income, adj usting for socioeconomic status does not erase them.27 

The Politics of Segregation 

Socioeconomic achievement is not only a matter of individual aspiralions 
and effort, however; it is also a matter of colleclive aCllon in the political 
arena. Generations of immigrants have entered American cities and 

struggled to acquire political power as a means to enhance individual 

rnQbility. Uhimately most were incorporaled into the pluraHsl IX'Htical 
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structure of American cities . In return for support at the polls, ethnic 
groups were awarded a share of public services, city contracts, and inti: 
nicipal jobs in rough proportion to their share of the electorate. The 
receipt ofthese public resources, in cum, helped groups consolidate theh 
class position and gave their members a secure economic base from 
which to advance further. 28 

The process of political incorporation that followed each immigrant 
wave grew out of shared political interests that were, to a large extent, 
geographically determined. Atrhough neighborhoods may have been la
beled "Polish,"  "Italian, " or "Jewish," neighborhoods in which one eth
nic group consciruted a majority were rare, and most immig rants of Euro
pean origin never lived in them. As a resu lt ,  levels of eChnic segregation 
never reached the heights typical of black-white segregation today.29 

This geograph ic diversification of ethnicity created a sicu ation in which 
ethnic groups necessarily shared cornmon political interests.3o In distrib
uting public works, municipal services, and patronage jobs to ethnic 
groups in return for their political support, resources were also allocated 
to specific neighborhoods, which typically contained a diverse array of 
ethnicities. Given the degree of ethnic mixing within neighborhoods, 
political patronage provided to one group yielded substantial benefits for 
others as well. Building a new subway Stop in an "Italian" neighborhood, 
for example, also provided benefits to Jews, Poles, and Lithuanians who 
shared the area; and allocating municipal jobs to Poles noC only benefited 
merchants in "Polish" communi ties but generated extra business fO! 
nearby shopkeepers who were Hungarian, Italian, or Czech. 

At the same cime, threats to curtail municipal services encouraged the 
formation of broad, interethnic coalitions built around common neigh

borhood interest'>. A plan to close a firehouse in a "Jewish" neighbor
hood, for example, brought protests not only from Jews but from Scandi

navians, Italians, and Slovaks who shared the neighborhood and relied 
on its facilities. These other ethnics, moreover, were invariably connected 
to friends and relatives in other neighborhoods or to co-ethnic politicians 

from other districts who could assist them in applying pol itical pressure 
to forestall the closure. In this way, residential integration structurally 
supported the fonnation of interethnic coalitions. providing a firm base 
for the emergence of pluralist political machines. 

Residential integration also made it possible for ethnic groups to com

pete for political leadership throughout the city, no matter what theil 

size. 3 1  Because no single group dominated numerically in most neighbor-
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hOods, politicians from a variety of backgrounds found the door open to 

make a bid for elective office. Moreover, representatives elected from 

ethnically diverse neighborhoods had to pay attention to all voters irre

spective of ethnic affiliation. The geographic distribution of political 
power across ethnicaHy heterogeneous districts spread political influence 

widely among groups and ensured that all were given a political voice. 
The residential segregation of blacks, in contrast, provided no basis for 

pluralist politics because it precluded the emergence of common neigh

borhood interests; the geographic isolation of blacks instead forced nearly 

all issues to cleave along racial lines. n When a library, firehouse, police 
station, or school was built in a black neighborhood, other e[hnic groups 

derived few, if any , benefits; and when imponant services were threat

ened with reduction or removal, blach could find few coalition panners 

with whom to protest the cuts. Since no one except blacks lived in the 
ghetto, no other ethnic group had a self- interest in seeing them provided 
with public services or political patronage. 

On the contrary, resources allocated to black neighborhoods detracted 
from the benefits going to white ethnic groups ; and because patronage 

was the glue that held white pol it ical coalitions together, resources allo

cated to the ghetto automatically undermined the stability of the pluralist 
machine. As long as whites controlled city politics, their political interests 
lay in providing as few resources as possible to African Americans and 

as many as possible to white ethnic groups. Although blacks occasionally 
formed alliances with white reformers, the latter acted more from moral 
conviction than from self-interest. Because altruism is notoriously unreli
able as a basis for political cooperation, interracial coalitions were unsta

ble and of limited effectiveness in representing black interests. B 
The historical confinement of blacks to the ghetto thus meant that 

blacks shared few political interests with whites. As a result, their incor
poration into local political structures differed fundamentally from the 
pluralist model followed by other groupS.34 The geographic and political 
isolation of blacks meant that they had Virtually no power when their 
numbers were small; only when their numbers increased enough to 

dominate one or more wards did they acquire any influence at all . But 
rather than entering the pluralist coalition as an equal partner. the black 
community was incorporated in a very different way: as a machine 
within a machine. 35 

The existence of solid black electoral districts, while undermining inter
racial coalition-building, did create the potential for bloc voting along 
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of black votes could be extremely useful to white politicians, and inevita.;� 
bly black political bosses arose to control and deliver this vote in return� 
for political favors. Unlike whites, who exercised power through pohti�;� 
dans of diverse ethnicities, blacks were typically represented by one boss;J '"/1 
always black, who developed a symbiotic and dependent relationship .; 
with the larger white power structure. 36 < 

In return for black political "upport, white po\iticians granted b�ack 
bosses such as Oscar DePriest or William Dawson of Chicago and Charles: ;  
Anderson of Harlem a share of jobs and patronage thal they could, in 
turn, distribute within the ghetto. 37 Although these bosses wielded con� 
siderable power and status within the black community, lhey oCcupied 
a very tenuous position in the larger white polity. On issues that threat
ened the while machine or its constituents, the black bosses could easily 
be outvoted. Thus patronage, services, and jobs were allocated to the 
ghetto only as long as black bosses controlled radal agitation and didn't 
threaten the color line, and the resources they received [yp ically com
pared unfavorably to those provided to white politicians and their neigh� 
borhoods.38 

As with black business owners and professionaJs, the pragmatic adap
tation of black politicians to the realities of segregation gave them a 
vested interest in the ghetto and its perpetuation.39 During the 1 9505, for 
example, William Dawson joined with white ethnic politicians to oppose 
the construction of public housing projects in white neighborhoods, not 
because of an ideological objection to public housing per se, but because 
integration would antagonize his white political sponsors and take voters 
outside of wards that he controlled .4D 

The status quo of a powerful white machine and a separate but depen

dent black machine was built on shifting sand, however. It remained 
viable o nly as long as cities dominated state politics, patronage wa" plen
tifuL and blacks comprised a minority of the population. Du ring the 
1 9 50s and 1 9605, white suburbanization and black in-migration system
atically undermined these foundations, and white machine politicians 
became progressively less able to accommodate black demands while 

simultaneously maintaining the color line. Given the declining political 
clout of cities, the erosion of tbeir tax base, and the rising proportion of 
blacks in cities, municipal politics became a racially charged zero-sum 
game that pitted politically disenfranchised blacks against a faltering co
alition of ethnic whites.41 
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In cities where blacks came 10 achieve an absolute majority-such as 

Baltimore, Newark, Gary, Detroit, Cleveland, and Washington, D . C.
the white political machine was dest�oyed as blacks assumed power and 

ended white patronage. In cities where the share of blacks peaked at 

around 40%-as in Chicago and Philadelphia-blacks were able to ac

quire power only by pulling liberal whites and disaffected Hispanics into 

a tenuous coalition, but given prevailing patterns of segregation these 
alliances were not politically stable. Chicago, for example. quickly re

verted to white control in a way that succinctly illustrates the vulnerabil

ity of black politicians under conditions of racial segregation. 

By the beginning of the 1 9 80s, black in-migration to Chicago had 

stopped, white out-migration had leveled off, and the movement of His

panics into the city was accelerating. As the share of blacks stalled at just 

above 40%, it became clear that they would not soon. if ever, comprise 
a majority of the Chicago's population. Latinos had become the swing 
voters and whoever pulled them into a coalition would rule the city. 
Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans, however, had traditionally been 
ignored by the city's white machine politicians, and in frustration they 

joined with blacks in 1 98 3  to elect the city's first black mayor, Harold 

Washington.42 
But under black leadership the fruits of political power did not come 

fast enough to satisfy rising Latino expectations. Given the high degree 
of residential segregation between blacks and HispaniCS, resources pro
vided to black constituents had few spillover benefits for Mexican Ameri
cans or Puerto Ricans, and when Mayor Washington died early in his 
second tenn, they bolted from the black politicians to form a new coali
tion with the chastened and now politic-aUy receptive ethnic whites. To
gether Latinos and European whites constituted a working majority of 
voters who elected a new white mayor. Richard M. Daley, son of the 

city's last white political boss. Given their reiative integration, moreover, 
white Europeans and Latinos found a stable basis for coalition politics 
based on geographically structured self-interest. 

Chicago' s  Latinos now appear to be following the pluralist political 
model of earlier European immigrant groups; and because they are the 
only maj or group in the city whose numbers are growing, their political 
power and influence can only be expected to increase. As long as the 
working coalition between Latinos and European whites holds, blacks 
will be unable to win citywide power. The political isolation of blacks 

continues because of the structural limitations imposed on them by racial 
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segregation, which guarantees that they have will few interests in com. 
man with other groups. 

Even in cities where blacks have assumed pol it ical leadership by Villue 
of becoming a majority, the structural constraints of segregation still re.

· 

main decisive. Indeed, the political isolat ion experienced by blacks i� 
places such as Newark and Detroit is probably more severe than that 
experienced earlier in the century, when ghetto votes were at least useful 
to white politicians in citywide elections. Once blacks gained Control of 
the central city and whites· completed their withdrawal to the sur. 
rounding suburbs, virtually all structurat supports for interracial COopera. 
tion ended. 

In the suburbs surrounding places such as Newark and Detroit, white 

po liticians are administratively and politically insulated from black Voters 

in central Cilies, and they have no direct political interes! in their welfare. 
Indeed, mon ey that flows into black central cities generally means in
creased (axes and lower net incomes for suburban whites. B ecause subur· 
ban ites now form a majority of most state populations-and a majority 

of the national electorate-the "chocolate City-vanilla suburb" pattern 
of contemporary racial segregation gives white politicians a strong inter· 
est in limiting the flow of public resources to black-controlled cities.43 

In an era of fiscal austerity and declining urba n resources, therefore, 
the political isolation of blacks makes them extremely vulnerable to cut· 
backs in governmental services and public investments. If cuts must be 
made to balance strained city budgets, it makes political sense for white 
politicians to concentrate the cuts in b lack neighborhoods, where the 
political damage will be minimal; and if state budgets must be trimmed , 

it is in white legislators' interests to cut subventions to black-controlled 

central cities , which now represent a minority of most states' voters. The 
spatial and political isolation of blacks interacts with declining public 

resources to create a powerful dynamic for disinvestment in the black 

community. 
. 

The destrucriveness of this dynamic has been forcefully illustrated by 
Rodrick and Deborah Wallace, who trace the direct and indirect results 

of a political decision in New York City to reduce the number of fire 

companies in black and Pueno Rican neighborhoods during the early 
19705.44 Faced with a shortage of funds during the city's financial crisis, 
the Fire Depanment eliminated thirty-five fire companies between 1 969 
and 1 976, twenty-seven of which were in poor minority areas located in 
the Bronx, Manhattan, and Brooklyn. areas where the risk of fire was, 
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in fact. quite high. Confronted with [he unpleasant task of cUlling ser
vices, white politicians confined the reductions to segregated ghetto and 

barrio wards where the political damage could be contained . The geo

graphic and political isolation of blacks and Puerto Ricans meant rhat 
their representatives were unable to prevent the cuts. 

As soon as the closings were implemented, the number of residential 

fires increased dramatically. An epidemic of building fires occurred 
within black and Puerto Rican neighborhoodsY As housing was system
atically destroyed, social networks were fractured and institutions col
lapsed; churches, block associations. youth programs, and political clubs 
vanished. The destruction of housing, networks, and social institutions. 
in turn, caused a massive flight of destitute families out of core m i nority 
areas.46 Some affected area� lost 80'% of their residents between [ 9 70 

and 1 980, purting a severe strain on housing in adjacent neighborhoods. 

which had been stable until then. As families doubled up in response 10 
the influx of fire refugees, overcrowding increased, which led to addi

tional fires and the diffusion of the chaos into adjacent areas. Black ghet

tOS and Puerto Rican barrios were hollowed out from their cores. 
The overcrowded housing, collapsed institutions, and ruptured sup

port networks overwhelmed municipal disease prevention efforts and 
swamped medical care faciHtiesY Within affected neighborhoods, infant 
mortality rates rose, as did the incidence of cirrhosis, gonorrhea, tubercu
losis, and drug use.48 The desrruction of the social fabric of black and 
Puerto Rican neighborhoods led [0 an increase in the number of un super
vised young'males, which comributed to a sharp increase in crime . fol
lowed by an increase in the rate of violent deaths among young men.49 
By 1 990, this chain reaction of social and economic collapse had turned 
vast areas of the Bronx, Harlem, and B rooklyn into "urban deserts" 
bereft of normal community life . 50 

Despite the havoc that followed in the wake of New York's fire service 
reductions, the cuts were never rescinded. The only people affected were 
minority members who were politically marginalized by segregation and 
thereby prevented, structurally, from finding allies [0 oppose (he service 
reductions. Although residential segregation paradoxically made it easier 
for blacks and Puerto Ricans to elect city councillors by creating homoge
neous districts, it lefr those that  were elected relatively weak, dependent, 

and unable to protect the interests of their constituents. 
As a result of their residential segregation and resultant political isola 

tion' therefore, black politicians in New York a.nd elsewhere have been 
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forced into a strategy of angrily demanding that whites give them more 
public resources. Given their geographic isolation, however, these ap�: 
peals cannot be made on the basis of whites' self-interest, but must rely 
on appeals to altruism, guilt, or fear. Because altruism, guilt, and fear do 

not provide a good foundation for concerted political action, the down
ward spiral of black neighborhoods continues and black hostility and 
bitterness grow while white fears are progressively reinforced. Segrega
tion creates a political impasse that deepens the chasm of race in Ameri
can society. 

Under the best of circumstances, segregation undermines the ability of 

blacks to advance their interests because it provides ethnic whites with 
no immediate self-interest in their welfare. The circumstances of U.S. 
race relatio�s, however, can hardly be described as "best," for not only 
do whites have little self-interest in promoting black welfare, but a sig

nificant share must be assumed to be racially prejudiced and supportive 
of policies injurious to blacks. To the extent that racism exists, of course, 

the geographic and political isolation of the ghetto makes it easier for 
racists to act on their prejudices. In a segregated society, blacks become 
easy targets for racist actions and poliCies. 

The Isolation of the Ghetto 

The high degree of residential segregation imposed on blacks ensures 
their social and economic isolation from the rest of American society. As 

we have seen, in 1 980 ten large u.S.  cities had black isolation indices 
in excess of 80 (Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Gary, 
Newark, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Washington, D . C . ) ,  meaning that 

the average black person in these cities lived in a neighborhood that was 

at .least 80% black. Averages in excess of 80% occur when a few blacks 

live in integrated areas, and the vast majority reSide in areas that are 
1 00% black. 5 1 

Such high levels of racial isolation cannot be sustained without creat

ing a profound alienation from American society and its institutions. 
Unless ghetto residents work outside of their neighborhoods, they are 
unlikely to come into contact with anyone else who is not also black, 

and if they live in an area of concentrated poverty, they are unlikely 
to interact with anyone who is not also poor and black. The structural 
constraints on social interaction imposed by segregation loom large when 
one considers that 36% of black men in central cities are either out of 
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the labor force, unemployed, or underemployed, a figure that rises to 

54% among black men aged 1 8 to 2 9 . 52 

The role that segregation plays in undermining blacks' connection to 

the rest of society has been demonstrated by William Yancey and his 

colleagues at Temple University. 53 They undertook a representative sur

vey of people in the Philadelphia urban area and asked them to describe 

the race and ethnicity of their friends and neighbors . Not surprisingly, 

blacks were far more concentrated residentiaHy than any other group, 

even controlling for social and economic background. They were also 
very unlikely to report friendships with anyone else but blacks, and this 

remarkable racial homogeneity in their friendship networks was ex

plained entirely by their residential concentration; it had nothing to do 

with group size, birthplace, socioeconomic status, or organizational 

membership. Unlike other groups, blacks were prevented from forming 

friendships outside their group because they were so residentially segre

gated: spatial isolation leads to social isolation . 

The intense isolation imposed by segregation has been continued by 

an ethnographic study of blacks l iving in Chicago's poorest neighbor

hoods.54 Drawing on detailed, in-depth interviews gathered in William 

Julius Wilson's Urban Family Life Survey, Sophie Pedder found that one 

theme consistently emerged in the narratives: poor blacks had extremely 

narrow geographic horizons. Many of her informants, who lived on Chi

cago's South Side, had never been into the Loop (the city's center) , and 

a large number had never left the immediate confines of their neighbor

hood. A significant percentage only left the neighborhood after reaching 

adulthood. According to Pedder, this radal isolation "is at once both real, 

in that movement outside the neighborhood is 1imited, and psychologi

cal, in that residents feel cut off from the rest of the city."5) 

Thus residents of hypersegregated neighborhoods necessarily live 

within a very circumscribed and limited social world. They rarely travel 

outside of the black enclave, and most have few friends outside of the 

ghetto. This lack of connection to the rest of society carries profound 

costs, because personal contacts and friendship networks are among the 

most important means by which people get j obs. Relatively few job seek

ers attain employment by responding to ads or canvassing employers; 

most people find j obs through friends, relatives, or neighbors , and fre

quently they learn of jobs through acquaintances they know only ca
sualJy.56 

The social isolation imposed on blacks by virtue of their systematic 
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residential segregalion thus guarantees their economic isolation as welL� 
Becauo;e blacks have weak links to white society , they are not connected.< 
to the jobs that white society provides. They are put at a clear disadvan_ : 
lage in the competition for employment and especially for i ncreasingly ·: 
scarce jobs that pay well but require little formal skill or education. 57 . •  
This economic isolation, moreover, is cumulative and self-perpetuating: . 

because blacks have few connections outside the ghetto, they are less ..
. 

likely to be employed in.the mainstream economy, and this fact, in turn, 
reduces the number and range of their connections to other people and .. 
institutions, which further undermines their employment chances . Given 
the levels of residential segregation typicaIly found in large American 
cities, therefore, the inevitable result is a dependent black community 
within which work experience is lacking and linkages to legitimate em
ployment are weak. 

The Language of Segregation 

The depth of isolation in the ghetto is also evident in black speech pat

terns, which have evolved steadily away from Standard American En
glish. Because of their intense social isolation, many ghetto residents 
have come to speak a language (hat is increasingly remote from that 

spoken by American whites. Black street speech, or more formally, Black 

English Vernacular, has its roots in the West Indian creole and Scols-Irish 

dialects of [he eighteenth century.58 As lingu i sts have shown, it is by 
no means a "degenerate," or "illogical" version of Standard American 
English; rather, it constitutes a complex, rich, and expressive language 
in its own right, with a consistent grammar, pronunciation, and lexicon 
alI its own. 59 It evolved independently from Standard American English 

because blacks were historically separated from whites by caste, class, 
and region; but among the most powerful influences on black speech 
has been the residentiaL segregation that blacks have experienced since 
early in the century. 60 

For several decades, the linguist William Labov and his colleagues have 
systematically taped, transcribed, and analY2ed black and white speech 

patterns in American cities .61 In city after city they have found that whites 
"constitute a single speech community, defined by a single set of norms 
and a single, extraordinarily uniform structural base. Linguistic features 

pass freely across ethnic lines within the white community. But not 
across racial lines: black(s) . . .  have nothing to do with these sound 
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changes in process. " 62 Divergent black and white speech patterns provide 
stark evidence of the structural limits to interracial communication that 

come with high levels of residential segregation. 

Whereas white speech has become more regionally specialized over 

time, with linguistic patterns varying increasingly between metropolitan 
areas, Labov and his colleagues found precisely the opposite pattern for 
Black English: it has become progressively more uniform across urban 
areas. Over the past two decades, [he Black English Vernaculars of Bos

lOn, Chicago, D etroit, New York, and Philadelphia have become increas

ingly similar in their grammatical s[[ucture and lexicon, reflecting urban 

blacks' common social and economic isolation within urban America. 63 

Although black speech has become more u niform internally, however, 

as a dialect h has drifted farther and farther away from the form and 

struclure of Standard American English. According to Labov's measure
ments, blacks and whites in the Uniied Star es increasingly speak different 
tongues, with different grammatical  ru les, divergent pronunciations, and 
separate vocabularies .64 

Labov has concluded that this separate linguistic evolution stems from 
lhe high degree of segregation imposed on blacks in U.S.  urban areas, 
which confines them to isolated and self-contained linguistic communi
ties. In a series of critical tests, he and Wendell Harris demonstrated that 
the less contact blacks have with whites, the greater their reliance on 
Black English Vernacular and the less their abilily to speak Standard 
American English.65 Blacks who live wirhin rhe ghetto, in particular. 

display speech patterns that are quite remote from the dialect spoken by 
most white Americans. Because of segregation, me languages spoken by 

blacks and whites are moving toward mutual unintelligibility. 
The recognition of Black English Vernacular's progressive evolution 

away from Standard American English in no way implies that it is inferior 
as a language; nor does the fact mat whites may have a difficult time 
understanding Black English mean that ir is flawed as medium of human 
communication. The linguistic drift of black English does, however. sym
bolize the breakdown of communication between the races, and suggests 
at least two additional barriers to black socioeconomic advancement. 

U.S. schools rely almost exclusively on the standard dialect for instruc

tion and exposition. Thus when children grow up speaking Black English 
Vernacular rather than S tandard American English, their educational 
progress is seriously hampered. When ghelto chtldren enter schoo l s  
where texts and instructional materials all are written i n  Standard En-
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glish, and where teachers speak primarily in this dialect, they experience 
a culture shock akin to that felt by immigrant children from noii:
English-speaking countries. Because the language they are being taught 
to read and write is not the same as the one they speak, their confidence 
and self-esteem are threatened, thereby undermining the entire learning 
process.66 Unless special efforts are mad� to compensate for the wide 

discrepancy between the language of the classroom and the spoken lan
guage of everyday life, formal education is likely to be a frustrating and 
al ienating experience for ghetto children. 

Acquiring fluency in Standard English is difficult for black children 
whose entire social world is bounded by the gheno and whose families 

. have no familiarity with the mainstream dialect. Children learn language 
through frequent interaction with other speakers. Although they will be 
able to mlderstand Standard English from exposure to television, radio, 
and other media, children growing up in the ghetto will not be able to 
speak it unless they have had the opportunity to use it actively to manip
ulate their social environment. 67 The passive consumption of mass media 
does not provide this sort of active learning experience. Without system
atic reinforcement in other social contexts, ghetto dwellers are unlikely 
to learn to speak a style of English familiar to most whites. 

The educa tional barriers facing ghetto children are exacerbated by 
teachers and school administrators who view Black English as "wrong," 
"bad," or "inferior, "  thereby stigmatizing black children and further un

dermining their motivation to learn.68 In many school settings, Black: 

English is pejoratively stereotyped and taken to indicate a lack of intelli
gence, an absence of motivation, or the presence of a learning disability. 
These perceptions lead to a lowering of expectations and to the systematic 
tracking of ghetto children into remedial courses, thereby making low 

achievement a self-fulfilling prophecy. Thus black educational progress 
is hampered not only because segregation concemrates poverty within 
ghetto schools but also because segregation confines blacks to an isolated 
linguistic community. Segregation ensures that black children will speak 

a nonstandard dialect of English that is not taught, spoken, or appreciated 
in the American school system. 

The djfficulties caused by a reliance on Black English do not stop at 

the classroom door. Facility with Standard English is required for many 

jobs in the larger economy, especially those that carry good prospects for 

socioeconomic advancement and income growth. To the extent that an 
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exclusive reliance on Black English undermines employability, therefore, 
it constitutes a second barrier to socioeconomic achievement. 69 

The ability to speak, write, and communicate effectively in Standard 

English is essential for employment in most white-collar jobs. The ability 

to speak. Standard English, at least, is also widely demanded by employ

ers for clerical or service positions that bring jobholders into frequent 

contact with the general public, most of whom are white.70 Employers 
make frequent use of language as a screening device for blue-collar jobs, 
even those that involve little or no interaction with the public. They 
assume that people who speak Black English carry a street culture that 

devalues behaviors and attitudes consistent with being a "good worker," 

sllch as regularity, punctuality, dependability, and respect for authority.71  
The inability to communicate in Standard American English, therefore, 

presents serious obstacles to socioeconomic advancement. Black Ameri
cans who aspire to socioeconomic success generally must acquire a facil
ity in Standard English as a precondition of advancement, even if they 
retain a fluency in black speech. Successful blacks who have grown up 
in the ghetto literally become bilinguaL learning to switch back and forth 
between black and white dialects depending on the social context.72 

This "code switching" involves not only a change of words but a shift 
between contrasting cultures and identities. Although some people ac
quire the ability to make this shift without difficulty, it causes real social 
and psychological problems for others. For someone raised in the segre
gated environment of the ghetto, adopting white linguistic conventions 
can seem like a betrayal of black culture, a phony attempt to deny the 
reality of one's "blackness. "  As a reSUlt, black people who regularly 
speak Standard American English often encounter strong disapproval 
from other blacks. Many well-educated blacks recall with some bitterness 
the ridicule and ostracism they suffered as, children for the sin of " talking 
white.',n 

The Culture of Segregation 

This struggle between "black" and "white" speech patterns is symptom
atic of a larger conflict between "black" and " white" cultural identities 
that arises from residential segregation. In response to the harsh and 
isolated conditions of ghetto life, a segment of the urban black population 
has evolved a set of behaViors, attitudes , and values that are increasingly 
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at variance with those held i n  the wider society. Although these adapta . .  ; 
tions represent rational accommodations to social and economic condi:
tions within the ghetto, they are not widely accepted or understood OUt. : 
side of it, and in fact are negatively evaluated by most of American ·

· 

society. 
Middle-class American culture generally idealizes the values of �el[

reliance, hard work, sobriety, and sacrifice, and adherence to these prin. 
ciples is widely believed to bring monetary reward and economic ad. 
vancement in society.74 Among men, adherence to these· values means 
that employment and financial security should precede marriage, and 
among women they imply that childbearing should occur only after ade
quate means to support the raising of children have been secured, either 
through marriage or through employment. In the ideal world, everyone 
is hardworking, self-sufficient, and not a burden to fellow citizens. 

In most white neighborhoods the vast majority of working age men 
are employed. B ecause jobs are available and poveny is relatively un com- . 
mon, most residents can reasonably expect to conform to ideal values 
most of the time. Men generally do find jobs before marrying and women 
have reason to believe that men wiH help suppon the children mey 
father. Although these ideals may be violated with some frequency, there 

is enough conformity in most white neighborhoods for them to rerain 
their force as guides for behavior; there are still enough people who 
exemplify the values to serve as role models for others. Those failures 
that do occur are taken to reflect individual flaws, and most whites derive 
a sense of self-esteem and prestige by conforming to the broader ideals 
of American society. 

Ghetto blacks, however, face very differen[ neighborhood conditions 
created by residential segregation. A large share live in a geographically 
isolated and racially homogeneous neighborhood where poverty is eo

demic, joblessness is rife, schools are poor, and ·even high school gradu
ates are unhkely to speak Standard English with any facility. Employ
ment opportunities are limited, and given the social isolation enforced 
by segregation, black men are not well connected to employers in the 
larger economy. As a result, young men coming of age in ghetto areas 
are relatively unlikely to find jobs capable of supporting a wife and chil

dren,75 and black women, facing a dearth of potential husbands and an 
absence of educational institutions capable of preparing them for gainful 
employment, cannot realistically hope to conform to societal ideals of 
marriage and childbearing.76 
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The conditions of the ghetto, in short, make it exceedingly difficult to 

live up to broader societal values with respect to work, marriage, and 

family formation, and poor blacks are thus denied the opportunity to 

build self-esteem and to acquire prestige through channels valued in the 

wider society. As a result, an alternative status system has evolved within 
America's ghettos that is defined in opposition to the basic ideats and 

values of American society. It is a culture that explains and legitimizes 

the social and economic shortcomings of ghetto blacks, which are built 

into their lives by segregation rather than by personal failings. This cul
ture of segregatIon attaches value and meaning to a way of life that the 
broader society would label as devIant and unworthy. 77 

The effects of segregation on black cultural identity were first noted by 

the psychologist Kenneth Clark in Dark Ghetto: "Because the larger soci
ety has clearly rejected [the black ghetto dweller] , he rejects . . . the 
values, the aspirations, and techniques of that society. His conscious or 
unconscious argument is thal he cannOl hope to win meaningful self
esteem through the avenues ordinarlly available to more privileged indi
viduals, Iwhich] have been blocked for him through inadequate educa
tion, through j ob discrimination, and through a system of social and 
political power which is not responsive to his needs:<78 As a psychologi
cal defense mechanism, therefore, ghetto dwellers evolve a cultural iden
tity defined in opposition to the larger ideals of white society. 

The anthropologists John Ogbu and Signithia Fordham, building on 
Clark's work, have shown that the formation of such oppositional identi
ties is a common psychological adaptatIon whenever a powerless minor
ity group is systematically subordinated by a dominant majorlty.79 "Sub
ordinate minorities like black Americans develop a sense of collective 
identity or sense of peoplehood in opposition to the social identity of 
white Americans because of the way white Americans [reat them in 
economic, politicaL social, and psychological domains . . .  The opposi
tional identity of the minority evolves because {hey perceive and experi 
ence the treatment by whites as collective and enduring oppression. They 
realize and bel ieve that, regardless of their individual ability and training 
or education, and regardless of their place of Origin . . .  , they cannot 
expect to be treated like white Americans." 8o 

As a protection against the persistent assaults to self-esteem that are 
inherent in ghetto life, black street culture has evolved to legitimate cer
tain behaviors prevalent within the black community that would other
wise be held in contempt by white society. Black identity is thus con-
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structed as a series of oppositions to conventional middle-class "whitei, . .  
attitudes and behavior. If whites speak Standard American English, SUe-it 
ceed in school. work hard at routine jobs, marry, and support their ehil� � 
dren, then to be "black" requires one to speak Black English, do poorl; 1 
in schooL denigrate conventional employment, shun marriage, and raise.: 
children outside of marriage. To do otherwise would be to "act white.". 

By concentrating poor people prone to such oppositional identities in . 
racially homogeneous .settings, segregation creates the structural context

'
: 

for the maintenance and perpetuation of an ongoing oppositional culture, 
"which includes devices for protecting [black] identity and for main
taining boundaries between [blacks] and white Americans . [Blacks] re- : 
gard certain fonns of behavior and certain activities or events, symbols, 
and meanings as not appropriate for them because . . .  [they) are character
istic of white Americans. At the same time, they emphasize other forms 
of behavior and other events, symbols. and meanings as more appro
priate for them because they are not a part of white Americans' way of 
life. ' '8 1 

Ogbu and Fordham are educational speCialists who have speCifically 

documented the effect of oppositional black culture on educational 

achievement among black children. Their investigations show how 
bright, motivated, and intellectually curious ghetto children face tremen
dous pressure from their peers to avoid "acting white" in succeeding in 
school and achieving academic distinction.82 The pressure for educational 
failure is most intense during the teenage years, when peer acceplance 
is so important and black young people live in fear of being labeled 
" Oreos," "Uncle Toms," or "Aunt Jemimahs" for speaking Standard 
English or doing well in school . If they actually achieve academic distinc

tion, they risk being called a "hrainiac," or worse, a " pervert brainiac" 
(someone who is not only smart but of questionable sexuality as weIl) .B3 

Black children who do overcome the odds and achieve academic suc
cess in inner-city schools typically go to great lengths. and adopt inge
nious strategies, to lessen the burden of "acting white." Some deliber
ately fail selected courses, others scale back their efforts and get B's or 
C's rather than the A's they are capable of, and still others become class 
clowns, seeking to deflect attention away from their scholarly achieve
ments by acting so ridiculous that their peers no longer take them seri
ously.84 Better to be called "crazy" or a "clown" than a "pervert 
brainia c. " 

The powerful effect of oppositional ghetto culture on black educational 
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perfonnance is suggested by the recent work of James Rosenbaum and 
hiS colleagues at Northwestem University.85 Working in the Chicago 
area, they compared low- income black students from families assigned 

to scattered site housing in a white suburb (under the Gautreaux court 
decision) with comparable students from families assigned to public 
housing in Chicago's ghetto. Although the two groups were initially 
identical, once removed from ghetto high schools black students achieved 
higher grades, lower dropout rates, better academic preparation, and 
higher rates of college attendance compared with those who remained 
behlnd in ghetto institutions. 

Another study by Robert Crain and Rita Mahard, who used a nation
wide sample, found that northem blacks who attended racially mixed 
schools were more likely to enter and stay in college than those who 
went to all-black high schools.s6 Susan Mayer followed students who 
attended the tenth grade in poor and affluent high schools in 1 980 and 
determined the likelihood of their mopping out before 1 982.  Controlling 
for family background, she discovered that students who went to affluent 
schools were considerably less likely to drop out than those who attended 
poor schools, and that girls in affluent schools were much less likely to 
have a child. M oreover, white students who attended predominantly 
black high schools were considerably more likely to drop out and have 
a child than those who attended predominantly white schools.87 

All too often, whites obseNe the workings of black oppositional culture 
and conclude that African Americans suffer from some kind of "cultural 
defect," or that they are somehow "culturally disadvantaged. " In doing 
so, they blame the victims of segregation rather than the social arrange
ments that created the oppositional culture in the first place.s8 It is not a 
self-perpetuating "culture of poverty"89 that retards black educational 
progress but a structurally created and sustained " culture of segregation" 
that, however useful in adapting to the harsh realities of ghetto life, 
undermines socioeconomic progress in the wider society. 

As Kenneth Clark pointed out in 1 965, "the invisible walls of a segre
gated society are not only damaging but protective in a debilitating way. 
There is considerable psychological safety in the ghetto; there one lives 
among one's own and does not risk rejection among strangers. One first 
becomes aware of the psychological damage of such 'safety' when the 
walls of the ghetto are breached and the Negro ventures out into the 
repressive, frightening white world . . . Most Negroes take the first steps 
into an integrated society tentatively and tom with conflict. To be the 
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first Negro who i s  offered a job i n  a company brings a sense of triumph . 
but also the dread of failure. ,,90 More recently, Shelby Steele has wrlUe;-
of the "integration shock" that envelops blacks who enter white society , 
directly from the isolated world of the gheno.9 l  

The origins of  black oppositional culture can be traced to the period 
before 1 920, when black migration fomented a hardening of white racial 
atti tudes and a syscematic limiting of opportunities for African Americans 
on a variety of fronts . 92 Whereas urban blacks had zealomly pursued 
education after the Civil War ·and were making great strides, the rise of 
Jim C row in the south and de facto segregation in the north severed the 
links between hard work, education, sobriety, and their presumed re
wards in society.93 Although black elites continued to promote the�e 
values, the rise of me ghetto made them look increaSingly pathetic and 
ridiculous to the mass of recent in-migranls: in the face of pervasive 
ba rriers to socia l and residential mobility, the moral admonitions of the 
elites seemed holloW and pointless.94 If whites would not accept blacks 
on (he basis of their individual accomplishments and if hard work and 
education went unrewarded, then why expend the effort? If one could 
never be accepted as white, it was just demeaning and humiliating to go 
through the motions of "acting white. " Malcolm X sununed up this 
attitude with his sardonic quip, "What do you call a Negro with a Ph D.? 
A nigger:,95 

Unlike other groups, the force of oppositional culture is panicularly 
. powerful among African Americans because it i s so strongly reinforced by 
residential segregation. By isolating blacks within racially homogeneous 
neighborhoods and concentrating poverty within them, segregation cre
ates an environment where failure to meet the ideal standards of Ameri
can society loses its stigma; indeed, individual shortcomings become 
normative and supported by the values of oppositional culture. As trans
gressions Jose their stigma through repetition and institutionalization, 
individual behavior at variance with broader societal ideals becomes pro
gressively more l ikely.96 

The culture of segregation arises from the coincidence of racial isolation 
and high poverty, which inevitably occurs when a poor minority group 
is residentially segregated .. By concentrating poverty, segregation simulta
neously concentrates male joblessness, teenage motherhood, single par

enthood, a lcoholism, and drug abuse, thus creating an entirely black 
social world in which these oppositional states are normative. Given 
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the racial isolation and concentrated poverty of the ghetto. it is hardly 
surprising that black street culture has drifted steadily away from 

middle-class American values . 

The steady divergence of black street culture from the white main
stream is clearly visible in a series of participant observer studies of ghetto 
life conducted over the past thirty years. Studies carried out during the 
19605 and 1 970s-such as Elliot Liebow's Tally 's Corner. Lee Ra inwater' s 

Brhind Ghetto Walls. Ulf Hannerz's Soulside. and EJijah Anderson's A Place 
on the Corner-were remarkably consistent in reporting that ghetto dwell

ers. despite their poverty and oppression. essentially subscribed to the 

basic values of American society.97 What set ghetto blacks apart from 
other Americans was not their lack of fealty to American ideals but their 

inability to accomplish them. Specifically, the pervasiveness of poverty, 
unemployment, and dependency in [he ghetto made it nearly impossible 
for them to live up to ideals they in fact held, which in turn undermined 
their self-esteem and thus created a psychologicaJ need for gratification 
through other means . 

The participant observer studies indicated that feelings of personal in
adequacy led black men to reject the unskilled and poorly paid jobs open 
to them, to denigrate the kind of work these jobs represented, and to seek 
gratification through more accessible channels, such as sexual liaisons or 
intoxication. Women and men tended to begin sexual relations at a 
young age, and woman generally found themselves pregna nt as teenag
ers. Childbirth was typically followed by marriage or some informal living 
arrangement. at least for a time; but eventually the woman's  demands 
for financial support undermined her partner's seJf-esJeem. and family 
responsibilities blocked his access to the alternate status system of the 
streets. Given the cross-cutting pressures of poverty. joblessness, low 
self-esteem, family demands. and the aUure of the streets. most male
female relationships were shon-lived and devolved sooner or later into 
female-headed families. 

Once they had been through lhis cycle of romance, pregnancy, family 
fomlalion, and dissolution. black men and women came (0 see romantic 
relationships as a mutually exploitative contest whose pleasures were 
temporary and whose stability could not be relied upon. At the same 
time, the pervasive poverty of the ghetto meant that families were con
stantly bombarded with energy-sapping demands for assiStance and de
bilitating requests for financial aid from extended family. friends, and 
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neighbors. Given the association of poveuy with crime and violence. 
moreover, they were constantly at risk of criminal victimization. injury.
or even death. 

In this social world. ghetto dwellers acquired a tough. cynical attitude 
toward life, a deep suspicion of the motives of others, and a marked lack 
of trust in the goodwill or benevolent intemions of people and institu
tions. Growing up in the ghetto, blacks came to expect the worst of 
others and to experience little sense of control over their lives. They 
adapted to these feelings by confining relationships of trust to close kin. 
especially maternal relatives. 

Underlying this bleak portrait of ghetto life painted by studies carried 
. out during the 1 960s and 1 970s was a common thread. Early participant 
observers saw ghetto culture as roared in the structural conditions of 
poverty. dependency, and joblessness. over which ghetto . residents had 
little control, and all characterized ghetto culture as essentially opposi
tional. That is. the attitudes and behaviors of ghetto blacks were funda

mentally defined in opposition to the ideals of white society. Underneath 
the jaded rejection of conventional mores. gheno dwellers. at least in the 

first or second generations. sli l l  clung to the basic values of American 

sodely . Indeed. it was because they judged themselve .. so harshly by 

broader standards that the psychological need for an oppositional identity 

arose in the first place. 
Over time. however. as intense racial isolation and acutely concen

trated poveny have continued, ghetto attitudes, values. and ideals have 
become progressively less connected to those prevailing elsewhere in the 

United States. More and more, the culture of the ghetto has become 

an entity unto itself, remote from the rest of American sodely and its 
institutions. and drifting ever funher afield. As conditions within the 
ghetto worsen. as the social environment grows more hostile, and as 
racial isolation deepens. the original connection of ghetto culture to the 
broader values of American society-even if only in opposition-has 

faded. 
The new culture of the ghetto increasingly rejects the values of Ameri

can society as a farce and a sham. and traits that were once clearly 

oppositional and therefore somehow linked to the rest of American soci

ety have become ends in themselves. esteemed in their own right and 
disconnected from their relalionship to the surround ing "white" soGety. 

Under the combined pressure of isolation and poveny, black street cul
ture has increasingly become an autonomous cultural SYSlem. Panicipam 
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observer studies of ghetto life done in the 1 9805 have an even darker 

and more pessimistic tone than those carried out in earlier decades. The 

contrast is clearly illustrated by two ,studies conducted by the sociologist 

Elijah Anderson: one carried out in the ghetto of Chicago during the 

early 1 9705 and the other conducted in a poor black neighborhood of 
Philadelphia during the late 1 980s. 

In Anderson's first study, A Place on the Corner, basic American values 

such as hard work, honesty, diligence, respect for authority, and staying 

out of trouble were still very much in evidence in the thoughts and words 
of the poor black men gathered around the corner bar he studied.93 
Indeed, these values provided the basis for an ahernative status system 
that arose to confer esteem when broader standards were not met, and 
to encourage young men to live up to ideals despi te the long odds. As a 
result, Anderson's subjects-who would be considered of "no account" 

by conventional standards-acquire a certain nobility for their pursuit of 
dignity and honor in the face of adversity. 

In contrast, the subj ects of Anderson's latest study, Streetwise, scorn 
and ridicule conventional American ideals.99 Symbolic of the disappear

ance of traditional values from the ghetto is the breakdown of the long

standing relationship between " old heads" and young boys. According 

to Anderson, "an old head was a man of stable means who was strongly 
committed to family life, to church , and, most important, to passing on 
his philosophy, developed through his ovvn rewarding experience with 
work, to young boys he found worthy. He perSOnified the work ethnic 
and equated it with value and high standards of morality; in his eyes a 
workingman was a good, decent individual." lOo 

In the ghetto environment of earlier decades, the old head "acted as a 
kind of guidance counselor and moral cheerleader who preached 

anticrime and antitrouble messages to his charges," and "the young boy 
readily deferred to the old head's chronological age and worldly experi
ence."lO l  In contrast, today, "as the econorrllc and socia l circumstances 

of the urban gheLto have changed, the traditional old head has been 
losing prestige and credibility as a role model . . .  When gainful employ
ment and its rewards are not forthcoming, boys easily conclude that the 

moral lessons of the old head concerning the work ethnic, punctuality, 
and honesty do not fit their own circurnstances. ' , JOl 

In the past, black ghettos also used to contain numerous "female old 

heads, "  who served as "neighborhood mothers," correCTing and admon
ishing children in the streets and instructing them in proper behavior. 
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They "were seen a s  mature and wise figures in the conununity, nOl only� 
by women and girls, but also by many young men" because of theif.: .: 
motherly love and concern for children. 101 According to Anderson, how. ', 
ever, these role models also have increasingly disappeared, indicating "a , 
breakdown in feel ings of community. Residents . . .  keep more to them� .· 
selves now, [and] no longer involve themselves in {heir neighbors' lives 
as they did as recently as ten years ago." J 04 

In place of traditional mores that assign value to steady work. family 
life, the church, and respect for others, a drug culture and its econOmy 
have arisen, with profound effects on community well- being. Anderson 
and others have studied and written on the appea� of the underground 
drug economy to young men and women from the ghetto . 

1 05 According 
to Anderson, "the roles of drug pusher, pimp, and ( i llegal ) hustler have 
become more and more attractive. Street- smart young people who oper· 

ate this undergro und economy are apparently able to obtain big money 

more easily and glamorously than their elders , including traditional male 
and female old heads. Because they appear successful, they become role 
models for still younger people." I06 

The proliferation of the drug culture within the ghetto has exacerbated 
the problems caused by segregation and its concentration of poverty, 

adding a powerful impetus to the cycle of neighborhood decJine. l o7 Given 

the financial gain to be had from drugs, ghetto dealers establish aggressive 
marketing strategies to capmre business from d isillusioned young people 
who see little hope for improvement through work, education, or staying 
out of trouble. B ecause l imited economic opportunities in the ghetto as 
well as drug use itself make it difficult for drug users to support them· 
se lves, the spread of drug use leads inevitably to the escalat ion of crime 
and violence. As a by-product of the new drug culture, the violent death 

rate has skyrocketed among black men, prostitution has spread among 

black women, and the number of drug-addicted babies has mush
roomed. I D8 The old social order of the ghetto has increasingly broken 
down and veered off on an independent path dramatically different from 
that prevailing in the rest of American society. 

At the same time, relations between the sexes, which were already 
antagonistic and mutually exploitative in the ghetto world of the 1 9605, 
had by the 1 980s lost all connccrion to conventional family values. Ac
cording to Andenon, by the late 1 9805 sexual relations in the gheno had 
degenerated into a vicious, com petitive comest in which young men and 
women exploited each other with diametrically opposed goals . IQ'J For 
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young ghetto men, sex had become strictly a means of enhancing status 

among male peers and of experiencing pleasure at the expense of 

women. "To the young man the woman becomes, in the most profound 

sense, a sexual object. Her body and mind are the object of a sexual 
game, to be won for personal aggrandizement . Status goes to the winner, 

and sex is prized not as a testament of love but as testimony to control 

of another human being. Sex is the prize, and sexual conquests are a 

game whose goal is to make a fool of the young woman. " 1 10 

In the ghetto of the 1 960s, a pregnancy growing out of such casual 
sexual encounters was relatively likely [Q be followed by a marriage or 

some other housekeeping arrangement, however unstable or short-l ived 
it might have been . By the late 1 980s, however, this bow to conventional 

culture had been eliminated in black street culture. "In the social context 
of persistent poverty, [black men] have come to devalue the conventional 

marital relationship, viewing women as a burden and children as even 

more of one. " t I l Even if a young man "admits paternity and 'does right' 
by the girl, his peer group likely will label him a chump, a square. or a 

fool." l I Z  

Ghetto women, for their part, seek gratification less through sex than 

through pregnancy and childbirth. They understand that their suitors' 
sweet words and well -honed "rap" are fabrications being told in order 

to extract sex from them, and despite a few romantic self-deceptions 

along the way, they realize that if they become pregnant the father is 

unhkely to support their child. Nonetheless, they look forward to getting 

pregnant, for in the contemporary ghetto "it is becoming socially accept

able for a young woman to have children out of wedlock-supported by 
a regular welfare check. " 1 J 3  

These findings are corroborated by other ethnographic interviews gath
ered as part of William Julius Wilson's larger study of urban poverty in 

Chicago . When the sociologist Richard Taub examined the interview 
transcripts, he found that marriage had virtually disappeared as a mean
ingful category of thought and discourse among poor blacks. I 14 lnfor
mants consistently stated that husband-wife relationships were neither 

important nor reliable as a basis for family life and childrearing, and they 
were deeply suspicious of the intentions of the opposite sex . 

The disappearance of marriage as a social institution was underscored 
by field observations that Taub and his associates undertook in black and 

Mexican neighborhoods. Whereas a four-block shopping strip in one of 

Chicago 's poor Mexican neighborhoods yielded fifteen shops that pro-
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vided goods or selVices explicitly connected to marriage, a trip to a corn�1 
parable black shopping area uncovered only two shops that even iTien�;� 
tioned marriage, and not very prominently at that. m \� 

Elijah Anderson argues that childbearing has become increasingly di�.I' 
connected from marriage in the ghetto; black women now seek childbirthg 
to signal their status as adults and to validate their worth and standing:' 
before their own peer group-namely, other young black women. A 
baby is a young girl's entry ticket into what Anderson calls " the baby .' 
c1ub . " 1 l 6  This "club" consists o f  young black mothers who gather in 
public places with their children to "lobby for compliments, smiles, and 
nods of approval and feel very good when they are forthcoming, since ' 

. they signal affirmation and pride. On Sundays, the new little dresses and 
suits come out and the cutest babies are passed around, and this attention 
selVes as a socia l measure of the person. The young mothers who form 
such baby clubs develop an ideology counter to that of more conven
tional society, one that not only approves of but enhances their position. 
In effect, they work to create value and status by inverting that of the 
girls who do not become pregnant. The teenage mother derives status 
from her baby; hence. her preoccupation with the impression that the 
baby makes and her willingness to spend inordinately large sums toward 
that end . " 1 l7 

According to Anderson, sex is thus a key component in the ittforrnaI 
status system that has evolved in the street culture of America's urban 
ghettos. In the absence of gratification through the conventional avenues 
of work and family, young men and women have increasingly turned to 
one commodity that lies within their reach. Through sex, young men get 
pleasure and a feeling of self-esteem before their peers, whereas young 
women get a baby and a sense of belonging within the baby club. This 
relationship of mutual exploitation, however, has come at a price. It has 

further marginalized black men from black women and has escalated the 
war of the sexes to new heights, a fact that is clearly revealed in the 
music of black street culture-rap. 

Au unabashedly misogynist viewpoint is extolled by rap groups such 
as N.W.A. ("Niggers with Attitude"), whose song "A Bitch Iz a Bitch" 
depicts black women as scheming. vain . whining mercenaries whose goal 
is to deprive black men of their self-esteem, money, and possessions . In 
the view of N.W.A., women are good for little more than sex, and their 
incessant demands for attention, constant requests for money and sup
port, and their ever-present threats to male pride can only be checked 
through violence, " . . .  'cause a bitch is a bitch." 1 l 8  
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The female side of the issue is aired by the female rap group H.W.A. 
("Hoes [Whores) with Attitude") in songs such as "A Trick Is a Trick," 
" Little Dick," and " 1 - 900-BITCHES," which attack men as vain, super

ficial creatures who are incompetent in their love-making, ill equipped 

to satisfy, and prone to meaningless violence when their inflated pride 

is punctured. Their metaphor for the state of male-female relations in the 
gheno is  that of a whorehouse, where all women are whores and men 
are either tricks or pimps. The liner notes leave little doubt as to the 

group 's message: "Everybody is a pimp of some kind and pimpin' is easy 
when you got a Hoe Wit Attitude ." I 19 

The war of words between black men and women has also been fought 

in the black press, exemplified in } 990 by the appearance of The Black
man 's Guide to Understanding the Blackwoman, by Shaharazad Ali, which 
presents a vituperative attack on black women for their supposedly his
torical emasculation of black men. The book advocates the violent subju

gation of women by black men, advising male readers that "there is 
never an excuse for ever hitting a Blackw{)man anywhere but in the 
momh. Because it is from that hole, in the lower. part of her face, that 
all her rebellion culminates into words. Her unbridled tongue is a main 
reason she cannot get along with the Bl ackman . . .  If she ignores the 
authority and superiority of the Blackman, there is a penalty . When she 

crosses this line and becomes viciously insulLing it is time for the Black
man to soundly slap her in the mouth : , 1 20 Ten black scholars answered 
to the attack in a pamphlet entitled Confusion by Any Other Name, hoping 
"to respond to the range of insUlting myths, half-truths and generalized 
personal experiences by the author:, l2l 

From a sociological point of view, the specific content of these works 
is less important than what they illustrate about the state of relations 
between the sexes within the black community. After evolving for de
cades under conditions of intense social and economic isolation, black 
street culture has become increasingly divo rced from basic American ide

als of family, work, and respect for others. By CDnfining large numbers 

of black people to an environment within which failure is endemic, nega 

tive role models abound, and adherence to conventional values is nearly 
impossible, segregation has helped to create a nihilistic and violent count
erculture sharply at odds with the basic values and goals of a democratic 
SOciety. As Kenneth Clark presciently noted in 1 965 ,  "the pathologies of 

the ghetto community perpetuate themselves through cumulative ugli

ness, deterioration, and isolation . "  1 22 

The social environment created by segregation places a heavy burden 
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on black parents aspiring to promote conventional attitudes and behaVior1 
in their children and increase the odds for their socioeconomic suctess::;; 
Although the problem is most acute for the poor, segregation cOnfi.ne; � 
all blacks to segregated neighborhoods regardless . of social class, s�:; 
working- and middle-class blacks also have a very difficult time insUlat_ 
ing their children from the competing values and attitudes of the street.. 
Compared with children of middle- class whites, children of middle-class 
blacks are much m<;>re likely to be exposed to poverty, drugs, teenage 
pregnancy, family disruption, and violence in the neighborhoods Where 
they live. 

As a result, it requires a great deal of concerted effort by committed 
parents, and no small amount of luck, to raise children succeSSfully 
within the ghetto. 1 23  Given the burden of "acting white," the pressures 
to speak Black English, the social stigma attached to "brainiacs," the 
allure of drug taking, the quick money to be had from drug dealing, 
and the romantic sexuality of the streets, it is not surprising that black 
educational achievement has stagnated. 

Although participant observer studies and rap lyrics illustrate the harsh 
realities of black street life, they do not "prove" the harmful effects of 
growing up in a ghetto. Hard evidence about segregation's ill .  effects 
requires statistical studies using nationally representative data. Linda 
Datcher estimates that moving a poor black male from his typical neigh
borhood (66% black with an average income of $8, 5 00)  to a typical 
white neighborhood (86% white with a mean income of $ 1 1 , 500)  would 
raise his educational attainment by nearly a year.124 Mary C orcoran and 
her colleagues found similar results when they considered the effect of 
moving a man from a typical black to a typical white neighborhood; 12S 

and Jonathan Crane shows that the dropout probability for black teenag� 
males increases dramatically as the percentage of low- status workers in 
the neighborhood rises, going from about 8% in areas where three
quarters of the workers are in low-status occupations to nearly 35% 
when the percentage reaches 9 7% . 126 

Growing up in a poor neighborhood also undermines the odds of suc
cess in the labor market. Linda Datcher's statistical estimates suggest that 
growing up in a poor black area lowers a man's earnings by at least 
2 7 % . 1 27 Although Mary Corcoran and her colleagues put the percentage 
loss at about 1 8 % , 1 28 both teams of researchers agree thar black men 

suffer a loss in earning ability simply for the misfortune of having grown 
up in a ghetto. 
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Exposure to conditions typical of the ghetto also dramatically increases 
the odds of pregnancy and childbirth among teenagers. According to 
estimates by Jonathan Crane, the probability of a teenage birth increases 
dramatically as the percentage of low-stams workers in the child's neigh
borhoods increases from 70% to 9 5%, ultimately reaching a likelihood 
of about 20%. 129 Similarly, Dennis Hogan and Evelyn Kitagawa found 
that living in a very poor neighborhood raised the monthly pregnancy 
rate among black adolescents by 2 0% and significantly lowered the age 
at which they became sexually active; 1 30 and Frank Furstenburg and his 
colleagues have shown that attending school in integrated rather than 
segregated classrooms substantially lowers the odds that fifteen- to 
sixteen-year-old black girls will experience sexual intercourse. J 3 \ 

The quantitative evidence thus suggests that any process that concen
trates poverty within racially isolated neighborhoods will simultaneously 
increase the odds of socioeconomic failure within the segregated group. 
No matter what their personal traits or characteristics, people who grow 
up and live in environments of concentrated poverty and social isolation 
are more likely to become teenage mothers, drop out of school, achieve 
only low levels of education, and earn lower adult incomes. 

One study has directly linked the socioeconomic disadvantages suf
fered by individual minority members to the degree of segregation they 
experience in society. Using individual. community, and metropolitan 
data from the fifty largest U.S. metropolitan areas in 1 980, Douglas Mas
sey, Andrew Gross, and Mitchell Eggers showed that group segregation 
and poverty rates interacted to concentrate poverty geographically within 
neighborhoods, and that exposure to neighborhood poverty subsequently 
increased the probability of male joblessness and single motherhood 
among group members. In this fashion, they linked the structural condi
tion of segregation to individual behaviors widely associated with the 
underclass through the intervening factor of neighborhood poverty, hold
ing individual background characteristics constant. 1 32 

Their results are summarized in Table 6.2, which traces what happens 
to levels of black poverty concentration, male joblessness, and single 
motherhood when the black poverty rate is systematically increased from 
10% to 40% under conditions of no segregation and high segregation 
(where the latter condition is defined to occur with a black-white dissimi
larity index of 90) .  In the absence of segregation, changing the overall 
rate of black poverty has a relatively modesl effect on the neighborhood 
environment that blacks experience. By increasing the number of poor 
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Table 6.2 
.. � Predicted neighborhood poverty concentrations, probabilities J 

of male joblessness, and likelihoods of single parenthood, - '# 
assuming different group poverty rates and levels of 7.�� 
segregation . f 

-----------------------------��� 
Group's  

poverty rale 

and level of 
segregation 

No residential 
sl!grl!gation 

Poverty rate 1 0% 
. 

Poverty rate 20% 
Poverty rat� 30% 

Poverty rate 40% 

High midenlial 
segrl!sation 

Poverty rate 10% 
Poveny Tale 20% 

Poverty rate 30% 

Poverty rate 40% 

Predicted 

poverty 

concentration 
in 

-neighbl?rhood 

7.8% 

10.2 

1 3. 3  

1 7.2 

1 0.2 

17.2 

27.5 

40.9 

Predic[ed 
probability 

that a young 
black man 

is jobless 

3 5.8% 
39.9 

39 . 9  

39.9 

39.9 

39.9 

43.0 
53. 3 

Predicted '!' 
probability ,.': 

that a young . .', 
black woman' ,  
heads a family': 

22.8% 

28.0 

28.0 

28.0 

28.0 

28.0 

3 1 .6 

40.6 

Source: Douglas S. Massey, Andrew B. Gross, and Mitchell L. Eggers. "Segregation, the 

Concentration of Poverty. and the Life Chances of Individuals," SDcial Science Research 20 
( 1 99 1 ) :4 1 5 .  

Nolt: N o  SfgregaJion means Mack-white dissimilarity index equals 0 and high 
segregation means this index equals 90; predicted probabilities control for age, nativity. 
education, marital status. and English-language ability. 

blacks, the degree of poverty within neighborhoods where blacks live 
rises somewhat, but under integrated conditions the additional poor fam
ilies are scattered evenly throughout the urban area, so the level of pov
erty concentration does not increase much in any single neighborhood. 

Overall, it rises modestly from about 8% to 1 7% as a result of shifting 
the rate of black poverty from 10% to 40%. 

Although the probabilities of male joblessness and single motherhood 

are sensitive to the rate of poveny that people experience in their neigh
borhoods, this modest change in the concentration of neighborhood pov
erty is not enough to affect these individual outcomes very much. The 
probability of male joblessness rises only from 36% to 40% as a result of 
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the increased poverty concentration, and the likelihood of single mother
hood goes from 2 3 %  to 28% . In the absence of rada! segregation, there
fore, even substantial increases in the .overall rate of black poverty (from 
10% to 40% ) would not greatly affect the welfare of individual blacks, 

because the additional black poverty would not be concentrated but 

spread widely around the metropolitan area. 

In a highly segregated urban area, in contrast, increasing the rate of 
black poverty causes a marked increase in the concentration of poverty 
within the neighborhoods where blacks live. As the overall rate of pov
erty increases from 1 0% to 40%, the poverty rate in black neighborhoods 

goes from 1 0% to 41 %. The degree of poverty concentration increases 

so dramatically because all of the additional poverty must be absorbed 
by a small number of geographically isolated black neighborhoods. As 
we demonstrated in the last chapter, segregation and poverty interact to 
yield geographically concentrated poverty. 

This sharp increase in neighborhood poverty has profound conse
quences for the well-being of individual blacks, even those who have not 
been pushed into poverty themselves, because segregation forces them to 
live in neighborhoods with many families who are poor. As a result of the 
increase in neighborhood poverty to which they are exposed, individual 
probabilities of joblessness and single motherhood rise substantially. As 
the overall black poverty rate rises from 1 0% to 40% and the amount of 
poverty concentrated within black neighborhoods experiences a compa
rable increase, the probability of joblessness among young black males 
rises from 40 % to 53% and the likelihood of single motherhood increases 
from 28% to 41 %.  

Increasing the rate of poverty of a segregated group thus causes its 
neighborhood environment to deteriorate, which in turn causes individ
ual probabilities of socioeconomic failure to rise. The same rise in poverty 
without segregation would hardly affect group members at all, because 
it would have marginal effects on the neighborhoods where they live. 
Segregation, in other words, is directly responsible for the creation of a 
harsh and uniquely disadvantaged black residential environment, mak
ing it quite likely that individual blacks themselves will fail, no matter 
what their socioeconomic characteristics or family background. Racial 
segregation is the institutional nexus that enables the transmission of 
poverty from person to person and generation to generation, and is there
fore a primary structural factor behind the perpetuation of the urban 
underdass. 
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How to Build a n  Underdass 

The foregoing analysis of segregation and its consequences constitutes a . 
primer on how to construct an urban underclass. To begin, choose � . 

minority group whose members are somehow identifiably different from 
the majority. 

Once the group has been selected, the next step in creating an un
derdass is to confine its members to a small number of contiguous resi
dential areas, and then to impose on them stringent barriers ro residential 
mobility. Th�e barriers are effectively created through discrimination 
buttressed by prej udice. Those who attempt to leave the enclave are 

. systematically steered away from majority neighborhoods and back to 
minority or racia lly mixed areas. If they inquire about homes in other 
areas, they are treated brusquely and told none a re available, and if they 
insist on seeing an advertised unit, little information is provided about it 

and no other units are shown. If these deceptions are overcome and a 
minority homebuyer succeeds in making an offer on a horne i n  a majority 
neighborhood, the sales agent provldes as little information as possible 
about the oplions for finandng the sale and makes no (>ffort to assist 
the customer in obtaining a mortgage. At the same time, the seller is 
discouraged from corning down in price to meet the offer that has been 

made. 
If, despite these efforts, a minority family succeeds in having its offer 

to buy a majority home accepted, financial institutions take over the task 
of enforcing the barriers to residential mobility by attempt ing to deny the 
famUy's application for a mortgage, either on the basis of "objective" 

criteria such as the applicant's income, employment, or family history or 
because of more subjective concerns about neighborhood "quality" or 
"stability . "  Through whatever means, minority loan applications are reo 

jected at a rate several times that of majority applications . 

If the foregoing barriers are still somehow overcome and a minority 
family actually succeeds in moving into a majority neighborhood, then 
the fallback mechanisms of prejudice come into play. The minority family 

is systematically harassed by threatening phone calls, rocks thrown 
through windows, property vandalism, burning crosses, and if these craSS 
measures are unacceptable, through more genteel mechanisms of social 
ostracism. If acts of prejudice do not succeed in dislodging the family, 

the ult imate weapon is the avoidance by majority members of the neigh
borhood. Those in the immediate area seek to leave as soon as they arc 
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able and n o  potential majority homebuyers are shown properties in the 
area. As a result, the neighborhood rapidly turns from a majority to a 
minority population. 

Through the systematic application of these principles , areas where 
members of the minority manage to gain entry can be restricted in num
ber and confined largely to locations adjacent to existing minority neigh

borhoods, thereby maintaining the residential structure of the ghetto . 

Moreover, prejudice and discrimination applied in the manner just dis

cussed have the additional effect of undermining minority self-esteem, 
because they make it very clear that no matter how much money or 
education a minority person may have, he or she will never be accepted 
or treated as an equal by majority neighbors. 

Once a group's segregation in society has been ensured, the next step 
in building an underclass is to drive up its rate of poverty. Segregation 
paradoxically facilitates this task. because policies that harm a highly 
segregated minority group and its neighborhoods will have few untoward 
side effects on other radal or ethnic groups. Geographic isolation trans

lates into political isolation, making it difficult for segregated groups to 
form political coalitions with others to end policies inimical 10 their self
interests or to promote policies that might advance their welfare . Racial 

segregation thus makes it politically easy to limit the number of govern
ment jobs within the ghetto, to reduce its public services, to keep its 
schools understaffed and underfunded, to lower the transfer payments 
on which its poor depend, and to close its hospitals, clinics, employment 
offices, and other social support institutions. 

With the political marginalization of minority members ensured by 

their segregation, the only thing required to set off a spiral of decay within 
the ghetto is a first -class economic disaster that removes the means of 
subsistence from a large share of the populption. If the minority rnigraled 
to cities largely to take industrial jobs vacated by upwardly mobile major
ity immigrants, {he inner-city manufacturing base provides a particularly 

opportune point at which to undercut the economic supports of the mi
nority community, thereby bringing about the necessary increases in mi
nority poverty. 

Through a combination of corporate disinvestments in older plants and 
equipment, a decentralization of blue-collar employment from city to 
suburban areas, the relocation of manufacturing processes to nonmetro
politan areas, the transfer of production jobs to the sunbelt or overseas, 
and the setting of high real interest rates to produce an overvalued dollar 
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and relatively expensive u . s .  products. inner-city manufacturing indus
tries can effectively be driven out of the urban economy. As manufactur_



ing employment falls and employment suburbanizes. thousands of ghetto 
dwellers. primarily men with little formal education. will be displaced 
from jobs that pay them relatively high wages and sent into a two-tiered 
service economy that generates a larger number of menial. low-paying 
jobs but few high-paying positions for people without education or 
training. 

These ilUler-city economic" dislocations drive up the rate of minority 
poverty. m The additional deprivation created by the economic flux is 
concentrated geographically within isolated ghetto neighborhoods. As 
neighborhood poverty concentrations rise. income is withdrawn from 
minority neighborhoods. and the resulting increase in dilapidation and 
abandonment sets off physical decay that soon spreads to surrounding 

stable neighborhoods. If. owing to the constraints of fiscal austerity and 
the political isolation of these neighborhoods. fire service to ghetto areas 
is simultaneously reduced. then the process of neighborhood decay will 
be substantially accelerated. The increase in poverty concentration also 
brings a sharp constriction of demand density within the ghetto. leading 
to the collapse of its retail sector and the elimination of most nonessential · 
goods and services. 

The interaction of poverty and segregation acts to concentrate a variety . 
of deleterious social and economic characteristics, creating an environ
ment where male joblessness. female welfare dependency, crime. drug 
abuse. teenage childbearing, and single parenthood are common or even 
normative. The ghetto comes to house an abundance of negative role 
models who exemplify attitudes and behaviors detrimental to success in 
the emerging post-industrial service economy. 

Given the lack of opportunity. pervasive poverty. and increasing hope
lessness of life in the ghetto. a social-psychologica l dynamic is set in 
motion to produce a culture of segregation. Under the structural condi
tions of segregation. it is difficult for ghetto dwellers to build self-esteem 
by satisfying the values and ideals of the larger society or to acquire 
prestige through socially accepted paths. Precisely because the ghetto 
residents deem themselves failures by the broader standards of society. 
they evolve a parallel status system defined in opposition to the prevailing 
majority culture. As new generations are born into conditions of increas
ing deprivation and deepening racial isolation. however. the oppositional 
origins of the status system gradually recede and the culture of segrega
tion becomes autonomous and independent. 
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A sure sign that the culture o f  segregation i s  well advanced occurs 
when the language of the segregated group diverges sharply from the 
standard dialect spoken in the wider.society. Not only will the breakdown 

in intergroup communications enhance feelings of racial separation be
tween the underclass and the Test of society, but the lack of facility in 
the standard dialect will undermine the minority group's prospects for 
success in education and employment. 

The emergence of a culture of segregation also limits the number of 
minority families who aspire to leave the ghetto. As "minority" culture 
becomes more firmly established and deeply rooted, members of the 
minority who seek integration within the larger social and economic 
institutions of the society will come under increasing pressure from oth
ers to stop acting like a maj ority member. Those who succumb to this 
pressure, or who themselves promote self-segregation in language, cul
ture, and housing, will be unlikely to meet with socioeconomic success 
in the larger society and will be limited to a life of persistent poverty and 
deprivation. Through prolonged exposure to life in racially isolated and 
intensely poor neighborhoods, this poverty will quite likely be passed to 
children in the next generation. When this point is reached, a well
functioning and efficient social structure for the creation and mainte
nance of an urban u nderclass will have been created. 
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The Failure 

of Public Policy 

Congress made a promise in 1968 that 

the Fair Housing Act cannot keep. 

Robert G, Schwemm, 
former chief tn'al counsel, 

Leadership Council for Metropolitan 

Open Communities, Chicago 

Policymakers have not squarely faced residential segregation as a sociaJ 
issue. J Although segregation is the social condition that makes black 
poverty not only likely but self-perpetuating and pennanent, the ghetto 

continues to exist because white America has not had the political will 

or desire to dismantle it. Although the nation advanced to the brink of 
taking dramatic action against racial segregation in 1 968, ultimately it 
retreated, and for the next two decades federal policies all but ensured the 
ghetto's perpetuation. Fair housing amendments implemented in 1 989 

provided a glimmer of hope for the future, but unless they are accompa

nied by more fundamental political changes, they too will fail. 

As earlier chapters have shown, the black ghetto was constructed by 

institutionalized discrimination in the real estate and banking industries, 
supported by widespread acts of private prejudice and discrimination. 

Rather than combating these forces of segregation, however, during most 
of the postwar era federal policies actually abetted them. Discrimination 

in home lending originated in the federal Housing Administration and its 

predecessor agencies. White suburbanization was subsidized by mortgage 

interest deductions and encouraged by FHA policies that denied credit to 
inner cities. White flight was enabled by massive federal investment in 
freeways, often constructed stralegically to form barriers between black 

and white areas. Federal urban renewal programs and public housing 
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projects were used by local governments, with federal acquiescence, 10 
contain and isolate urban blacks. 

Progress in dismantling these institutional bases of segregation has 
been slow and fitful. Executive orders to end racial bias in federally sup

ported housing were ignored by a complacent and often hostile federal 

bureaucracy, and efforts to rid housing markets of bias were blocked 

repeatedly within Congress. When a fair housing act banning discrimina 

tion finally did pass Congress under unusual circumstances, it had its 
enforcement provisions systematically gutted as its price of enactment. 

The limited enforcement authority that Congress did grant under this 
act was interpreted narrowly by federal agencies. and the enforcement 

activities they did pursue were poorly funded and badly organized. 
As a result of Congressional inaction, bureaucratic inertia, presidential 

disinterest, public ambivalence, and the active opposition of many vested 
interests, the fight against housing segregation has been foisted onto pri

vate citizens-typically the victims of discrimination themselves-who 
have turned to the courts for relief. The body of housing discrimination 

law that now exists, limited as it is,  stems almost entirely from the efforts 
of individual citizens and fair housing organizations. 

S uch private efforts constitute a David and Goliath struggle, however, 
because the causes of segregation are systemic and institutional whereas 

the remedies available under federal law remain largely individual. Al

though private parties may occasionally find redress when they become 
victims of racial discrimination, the institutionalized practices that victim
ized them still continue. 

The Struggle for Fair Housing 

The long fight against the forces of racial seg
'
regation began early in the 

century. and fittingly. the first federal action came as a result of private 
litigation. Equally fittingly, given subsequent developments, the Supreme 
Court decision that barred the segregative force in question was com

pletely ineffective in preventing the subsequent construction of the 
ghetto. 

The case arose as a challenge to a 1 9 1 4  LouisviUe city ordinance that 
prohibited blacks from residing in certain areas of the city designated as 
"white." Soon after the law's enactment. the president of the local 
branch of Ihe NAACP, William Warley. arranged 10 buy a lot in Louis
ville's white zone from a white realtor, Charles Buchanan. In a pre-
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arranged scenario, Buchanan accepted Warley's offer, but Warley refused_ 
to make payment on the grounds that he would not be able to occupy 
the property because of Louisville's racial segregation law; Buchanan 
then sued warley for breach of contract in order to initiate a civil test of 
the law.2 

In a unanimous 1 9 1 7  decision effectively ending the growing move
ment toward legal separation in American cities, the U.S. Supreme COUrt 
held that Louisville's segregation ordinance was unconstitutionaP But 
although Buchanan v. Warley deprived whites of the legal ability to en
force residential segregation, it did not bar private acts of discrimination 
in the housing market or restrict the ability of governments to act indi
rectly to foster segregation. The construction of the ghetto continued · 
apace despite Buchanan, and levels of black-white segregation in U.S. 

cities rose steadily. 
In the years after 1 9 1 7, as rising racial bias became institutionalized 

within the real estate industry, the most open and flagrant method used 
to maintain the racial integrity of neighborhoods was the restrictive cove
nant, discussed in Chapter 2 .4 If this agreement was breached, any party 
to the covenant could call upon the courts for enforcement and sue the 
violator for damages.5 The federal government took no action to block 
this practice, even though the 1866 Civil Rights Act clearly forbade it. 
Segregation's individual victims were instead forced to sue for redress in 
the courts. Legal challenges multiplied during the 1 940s, and in 1 943 a 
Chicago Municipal Court judge was the first to question the legality of 
covenants.6 After further litigation, one challenge, Shelly v. Kraemer, fi
nally worked its way through the judiciary to reach Ihe u.s. Supreme 
Court in 1948. The high court declared restrictive covenants to be "unen
forceable as law and contrary to public policy."7 

Although this decision ended the real estate industry's reliance on 
restrictive covenants, it did not outlaw them per se or bar other forms of 
discrimination against black homeseekers.8 Covenants continued to be 
used informally to organize resistance to black entry, and the FHA advo
cated their use until 1 9 50.9 The main effect of Shelly was to dispel the 
lingering clouds of doubt surrounding the titles of many homes already 
in black possession. 10 

With the elimination of these two overt institutional props for racial 
segregation, whites turned to other, less visible, means of shoring the 
ghetto's walls. In the private sector, as we have seen, realtors and bankers 
played leading roles in promoting segregation. I L In the public sector, local 
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governments took advantage o f  authority granted under urban renewal 

legislation to raze expanding black neighborhoods that threatened key 
white institutions and districts, and they used federal funds to construct 

massive public housing projects in order to contain displaced black resi-

dents. 1 2  
_ 

Throughout the 1 9 5 0s civil rights groups lobbied Congress and the 
president to adopt regulations and legislation that would eliminate these 
discriminatory practices from public and private housing, but a solid bloc 
of southern Democrats effectively stymied all legislative effons, and the 
Republican White House under President Dwight D. Eisenhower was 
interested neither in regulating markets nor in promoting racial equality. 

As the new decade approached, however, the civil rights movement 
gained momentum, especially after the Supreme Coun's landmark Brown 
v. Topeka school desegregation decision in 1 9 5 5 .  

During the 1 960 presidential campaign, John F .  Kennedy promised 
that, if elected, he would quickly sign an executive order to establish a 

fair housing policy in the executive branch. 1 3  After his election, however, 
this promise became bogged down in the politics of race. The fair housing 
order was only one of several items on the new President's civil rights 

agenda; he also sought to move a broader civil rights bill through Con
gress and to appoint Robert Weaver as the first black director of the U.S.  
Housing Agency, the predecessor to the U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. Kennedy's advisors warned that if he signed an 
order committing the executive branch to fair housing goals, he would 
lose the votes he needed in the Senate to pass the civil rights bill and to 
confirm Weaver's nomination. 1 4  

Kennedy therefore delayed action o n  fair housing for nearly two years, 
finally signing Executive Order I I  063 on November 20, 1 962, over the 
vociferous opposition of southern politicians within his own pany. The 
order required federal agencies to "take all necessary and appropriate 
action to prevent discrimination" in federally supported housingl 5  and 
represents the first explicit statement of a national policy against residen
tial segregation. 16 The order applied to all property owned by the govern
ment or receiving federal assistance, and to all institutions handling hous
ing loans insured by the U.S.  government. Violators of the order were 
subject to cancellation of federal contracts and exclusion from other 
forms of federal assistance. 17 

Although Kennedy's order applied directly only to a minuscule fraction 
of the nation's housing stock (the U.S. government owns virtually no 
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housing outside the military),  indirectly it had a potentially wide - ranging 
effect. In theory it covered all public housing projects in the United States 
(nearly all received federal funds) and aU properties bought using FIlA. 
or VA mongages. Unfortunately, in practice, Executive Order 1 1063 
turned out to be more symbolic than real. Federal housing officials were 
reluctant to make local authorities comply with the order, and the FHA. 
was unwilling to apply 1 1 063 to its own portfolio of loans . 1 8  

At nearly every level, the federal bureaucracy resisted a broad applica_ 
tion of Kennedy's order. Administrators within the FHA. in particular, 
were closely tied to banking industry executives and shared many of 
their racial prejudices. Indeed, FHA officials had been instrumental in 

. establishing the industry's discriminatory practices in the first place. It 
was not until 1 980 that the u. s .  Department of Housing and Urban 

Development finally issued the last regulations to implement the require
ments of 1 1 06 3 . 19 Again it was left to segregation's individual victims to 

sue federal agencies to force them to comply with their own official 
policy. 

On August 9, 1 9 66, Dorothy Gautreaux and three other black tenants 
of the Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) filed a class action suit in federal 
court charging the CHA and the U . s. Depanment of Housing and Urban 
Development with discrimination in the location of federally assisted 
housing projects and in the assignment of tenants to projects, both clear 

violations of Executive Order 1 1 063.20 The plaintiffs alleged that most of 
the CRA's projects were all black by design and that these projects were 
deliberately and exclusively located within black neighborhoods; at the 
same time, blacks were prohibited from entering those few housing proj
ects that had been constructed in white areas .2 !  

In 1 969, Judge Richard B. Austin, who initially seemed unsympathetic 

to the suit, found for the plaintiffs and ordered the Chicago Housing 
Authority to build the next seven hundred units in white areas and to 
ensure that 75% of all subsequent units were located outside the ghetto.22 
Rather than implement the order, however, the eRA brought public 
housing construction to an immediate halt.23 In his decision, moreover, 
Judge Austin absolved HUD of complicity in the promotion of segrega
tion in Chicago. This led the plaintiffs to file an appeal. 24 In September 
1 9 7 1 ,  the u.s. Court of Appeals reversed Judge Austin's ruling and de
clared that HUD-that is, the U.S. government-was guilty of aiding and 
abetting radal segregation in the Chicago metropolitan area. 

The reversal allowed the plaintiffs to seek relief on a metropolitan-wide 
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basis. Rather than developing a desegregation plan for the city alone, 
HUD and the CHA would have to come up with one that incorporated 
the suburbs as well .25 HUD Secretary Carla Hills chose to fight the deci

sion and appealed to the U.S.  Supreme Court. In a unanimous 1976 
decision, however, the high court reaffinned HUD's complicity in pro
moting segregation and declared that the entire metropolitan area was 
the relevant housing market for a remedy. It remanded the case back to 
district court to develop a metropolitan-wide desegregation plan.26 

On June 1 7, 1 98 1 ,  Judge John P. Crowley finally approved an agree
ment between the plaintiffs, the CHA, and HUD to p�bmote the desegre
gation of public housing in Chicago. The agreemen� ·left intact the intense 
segregation of existing public housing projects, but required the CRA to 
grant rent subsidy vouchers to 7, 1 00 black families over the next ten 

years to enable them to leave the ghetto, at that pOint home to more 
than 1 . 2  million people.27 Although a just remedy may finally have been 

achieved, the legal impact of the Gautreaux ruling was ultimately limited 
because it involved a relatively small number of families and applied only 
to the Chicago area. And justice came too late for Dorothy Gautreaux, 
who died more than a decade before the fifteen years of federal foot
dragging and obstructionism finally yielded a solution.28 

When it became obvious in the late 1960s that the promise of Execu

tive Order 1 1 063 would remain unfulfilled, civil rights groups focused 
their efforts on Congress. They hoped to bring about the passage of a 
new law declaring racial discrimination in housing to be illegal and to 
force the government to desegregate federally supported housing. But 
among all areas of civil rights taken up during the 1 960s, neighborhood 
segregation proved to be the most emotional and resistant to change. 

Under the leadership of President Lyndon B. Johnson, Congress moved 
quickly on civil rights bills in other areas. In 1 964, liberal Democrats and 
moderate Republicans succeeded in passing the Civil Rights Act, which 
prohibited discrimination in employment and in all organizations that 
received federal funds . This bill was followed in 1 9 6 5  by the Voting 
Rights Act, through which the federal government became actively in

volved in enforCing the political enfranchisement of blacks. When the 
legislative agenda turned to housing, however, the momentum on civil 
rights stalled. 

Fair housing legislation languished because many senators and repre
sentatives harbored strong sentiments against efforts to dismantle the 
ghetto. Indeed, Congress had speCifically excluded programs of federal 
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mortgage insurance from coverage under the 1 964 Civil Rights Act ,. 

thereby allowing pervasive discrimination in the FHA and V A loan pro� 
grams to continue.29 Feelings against fair housing legislation ran particu� 
lady high among southern Democrats, and many liberal northern legisla� 
tors feared the wrath of ethnic, blue-collar constituents who strongly 
opposed granting blacks equal access to housing. Conservative Republi
cans, apart from any racist. feelings they might have had, objected to 
governmental interference in housing markets on ideological grounds.lO 

Given this solid wall of opposition, the prospects for fair housing legis
lation looked increasingly dim as the 1 960s progressed. An omnibus civil 
rights bill containing fair housing provisions had passed the House in 
1 966, but under the threat of a southern filibuster the Senate refused to 
consider the measure.  During 1 967, the Senate Subcommittee on Hous
ing and Urban Affairs held hearings on another housing bilL but it was 
never reported out of committee.3 l  When President Johnson again re� 
newed his call for fair housing legislation in January 1 968, liberal sena� 
tors were reluctant to introduce the bill given the certainty of strong 
opposition. Rather, as the focus of their civil rights efforts they substituted 
a rather mild bill (H.R. 2 5 1 6) to protect civil rights workers from vio
lence. 

Just as the prospects for fair housing legislation seemed dead, however, 
a series of tactical blunders by conservatives and two gripping national 
events created a new momentum that culminated in the passage of the 
1 9 68 Fair Housing Act. The tactical blunder occurred when southern 
senators decided to launch an all-out attack on H.R. 2 5 1 6, the civil rights 
workers' protection bill. This legislation was small in scope and insignifi
cant in national impact, and its adoption would not have fundamentally 
altered race relations in the United States. But the southerners' instinctive 
desire to oppose all civil rights legislation gave liberal northerners little 
to lose by proposing a more far-reaching biI1.32. 

After southern senators, led by Sam Ervin and Robert Byrd, succeeded 
in weakening the language of H.R. 25 1 6  and blocking it with a filibuster, 
Senators Hart of Michigan, Mathias of Maryland, Clark of Pennsylvania, 
and Javits of New York caucused with staffers and civil rights lobbyists. 
Given that the milder bill was already locked up in a filibuster, they 
decided to go for broke and attach a fair housing amendment. On Febru
ary 6, Senators Mondale of Minnesota and Brooke of Massachusetts 
introduced S .  1 358, which amended H.R. 2 5 1 6  to prohibit discrimination 
in the sale or rental of housing.33 
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The original Mondale-Brooke amendment banned discrimination in 

the sale or rental of virtually all of the nation's housing and authorized 

the Secretary of Housing and Urban D evelopment to investigate allega
tions of discrimination, issue complaints against discriminators, hold 
hearings, and publish cease and desist orders. The Attorney General was 
empowered to prosecute real estate agents who engaged in a pattern and 
practice of discrimination, and

· 
individuals were permitted to file suit for 

significant damages and punitive awards, and to recover court costs and 

attorney's fees.34 
Debate on the bill continued for ten days, and on February 1 6  Senate 

Majority Leader Mike Mansfield of Montana, seeking to avoid the expen
diture of Senate time on what he felt to be a doomed piece of legislation, 
called for a vote to close off debate. Southern senators, seeking to prolong 
the debate until liberal Democrats would be forced to give up and move 
on to other business, opposed cloture. 3 5  The first cloture vote failed to 
achieve the required two-thirds majority, but it revealed a surprising 
amount of support for fair housing among moderate midwestern Repub
licans.36  

Additional cloture motions were defeated on February 21 and 26, each 
time revealing better organization by Senate liberals and growing support 
among moderate Republicans. Sensing growing sentiment in favor of 
some fair housing legislation, Senator Everett Dirksen of Illinois offered a 
compromise amendment that reduced the bill's coverage to 80% of the 
nation's housing stock, mainly by excluding owner-occupied residences 
with four or fewer rental units. More important, his compromise mark

edly weakened the bilI's enforcement provisions by eliminating HUD's 
authority to hold hearings, issue complaints, or publish cease and desist 
orders and by lowering the penalties for violations of the act. The com-
promise was adopted on February 28.37 , 

At this point national events began to influence the tide of sentiment 
within Congress. The day after the Dirksen compromise was adopted by 
the Senate, the Kerner Commission released its controversial report on 
urban riots.38 Identifying residential segregation as one of the leading 
causes of black poverty and racial tension, it called forcefully for national 
fair housing legislation. The ensuing maelstrom of publicity and debate 
greatly strengthened the growing consensus within Congress that some
thing had to be done in the area of housing. After a last-minute flurry 
of amendments on the extent of coverage, cloture was finally voted on 
March 4. With the D irksen compromise being adopted substantially in-
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tact, the final vote o f  7 1  ayes and 2 0  nays occurred o n  March 1 1 . All of 
the negative votes were cast by southern senators. 39 

The amended bill was then sent to the House of Representatives for 
concurrence; it had to be adopted without change or face the limbo of a 
House-Senate C onference Committee. Although the chairman of the 
House Judiciary Committee requested unanimous consent to the Senate 
bilL William Scott of North Carolina objected and it was referred to the 
Rules Committee, which deferred action until March 28, when it began 
to hear testimony from House members.40 The hearings dragged on for 
more than a week, and rumors circulated that House Minority Leader 

Gerald R. Ford of Michigan planned to offer an amendment to allow 
discrimination in the sale of single-family homes upon the written re
quest of homeowners, a position he had taken two years earlier.4l 

The bill's prospects looked bleak when the House adjourned on the 
afternoon of April 4, and liberal legislators feared that the bill would die 

in committee. A few hours after the House adjourned, however, Martin 
Luther King, Jr. , was assassinated, and the mood of the nation changed 
radically. Over the weekend riots broke out in cities across the nation, 
and when the House reconvened on Monday, April 8, National Guard 
troops were positioned around the Capitol to safeguard it from the vio
lence that had erupted in surrounding black neighborhoods. 42 

Twenty-one House Republicans immediately broke with Minority 
Leader Ford to urge passage of the Senate bill. Republicans on the Rules 
Committee remained steadfast in their opposition, however, and the leg
islation still appeared to be headed for an uncertain fate in House-Senate 
conference when, in a dramatic move, the Republican John Anderson 
of Illinois broke party ranks to provide the vote needed to send the bill 

to the House floor.43 Anderson's switch was a brave and principled move, 
for his mail was running two to one against the bill and his own party 
leader was holding out to remand the bill to a conference committee. 

With Anderson's switch, the pressures for a fair housing law became 
overwhelming. On April 9, the Rules Committee sent to the full House 
a resolution providing for agreement to the Senate amendments, and on 
April 10,  with armed National Guardsmen still quartered in the basement 
of the CapitoL the motion passed 229 to 1 9 5.44 On the next day, President 
Johnson signed the bill into law. The long struggle appeared to be over; 
the nation finally had a fair housing law and civil rights groups looked 
forward to using it. 
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Enforcing the Fair Housing Act 

The 1968 Fair Housing Act committed the federal government to the 
goals of open housing. Within private housing markets, it expressly pro
hibited the kinds of discrimination that had evolved over the years to 

deny blacks equal access to housing: it made it u nlawful to refuse to 
rent or sell a home to any person because of race; it prohibited racial 
discrimination in the terms and conditions of any rental or sale; it barred 
any and all discrimination in real estate advertising; it banned agents 
from making untrue statements about a dwelling's availability in order 
to deny a sale or rental to blacks; and it contained specific injunctions 
against blockbusting, prohibiting agents from making comments about 

the race of neighbors or those moving in in order to promote panic 

selling. 45 

The act exempted certain categories of housing from coverage, and 

upon adoption it applied only to 80% of the nation's housing stock. A 
Supreme Court decision adjudicated only two months after the bill's 

passage, however, extended the ban on discrimination to cover virtually 

all housing in the United States. In Jones v. Mayer, the Supreme Court 
held that the Reconstruction-era 1 866 Civil Rights Act banned all racial 
discrimination, public and private, in the sale or rental of residential 
property.46 By the end of 1 968, therefore, racial discrimination was pro

scribed in virtually all real estate transactions. 
Despite the declaration that discrimination was illegal in private hous

ing markets, integration did not occur in the years after 1 968. As we 
have seen, as of 1 980, twelve years after the passage of the Fair Housing 
Act, the nation's urban black communities remained intensely isolated 
from the rest of society. This persistence of residential segregation fol
lowed directly from inherent weaknesses that were built into the act as 
part of Senator Dirksen's price of passage. Although the country had its 

fair housing law, it was intentionally designed so that it would not and 
could not work. 

The problem with the Fair Housing Act lay not in its coverage or in the 
kinds of discrimination that it specifically banned but in its enforcement 
provisions. Although the act committed the federal government to fair 
housing goals at a symbolic level, the systematic removal of its enforce
ment mechanisms prior to passage meant that its lofty goals were virtu

ally guaranteed to remain unrealized. In the words of the political scien-
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tist George Metcalf, "what Congress did was hatch a beautiful bird 
without wings to fly. ,,47 In February 1 968 when the original legislatioti" ' 
was introduced, the nation seemed to be on the verge of taking finn and 
forceful action to dismantle the ghetto, but by April, when the final bill . 
passed, Congress had retreated to the politically more comfortable posi
tion of espousing principles that it knew could never be enforced. 

In the original version of the Mondale-Brooke bUL the U .S. Depan
ment of Housing and Urban Development waS granted substantial insti
tutional powers to identify and root out discrimination in private housing 
markets, but these were eliminated wholesale by the Dirksen compro

mise.48 Under Title VIII of the Fair Housing Act, HUD was authorized 

only to investigate complaints of housing discrimination made to the 

Secretary by "aggrieved persons" ;  it had thirty days to decide whether 
to pursue or dismiss the allegations, but if accepted, it was empowered 
only to engage in "conference, conciliation, and persuasion" to resolve 
(he problem. Moreover, if the alleged violation occurred in a state where 
a "substantially equivalent" fair housing statute existed, HUD was not 
required to pursue the case at all-it was instructed to refer the complaint 

to state authorities.49 
Even in those cases that HUD chose to pursue, the agency was given 

virtually no leverage to enforce a solution. If its investigations revealed 

that a victim had suffered blatant discrimination, HUD had no way to 

force compliance with the law, to grant a remedy, to assess damages, to 
prohibit the discriminatory practice from continuing, or to penalize the 

lawbreaker in any way. HUD could only refer the case to the Justice 

Department for possible prosecution, but according to the wording of 

Title VIII, the Attorney General was authorized to act onJy if there was 
evidence of "a pattern or practice" of discrimination or if the alleged 

discrimination raised an issue "of general public imponance."50 Needless 

to say, discrimination against an individual black person was hardly ever 

held to be a matter of general public importance. 

These constraints on HUD's enforcement authority offered l ittle satis

faction to victims of racial discrimination, and they provided an ineffec

tive deterrent to would-be discriminators. According to former HUD Sec

retary Patricia R. Harris, the 1 968 Fair Housing Act reduced HUD to 
"asking the discovered lawbreaker whether he wants to discuss the mat
ter."5 1  Investigations carried out during the 1 970s revealed that only 

20% to 30% of complaints filed with the Secretary ever reached formal 
mediation, and nearly half of the complaints that did so remained in 
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noncompliance after conciliation efforts had terminated. Moreover, HUD 

made virtually no effort to follow up or to monitor compliance in the 
conciliation agreements it reached. 52 > 

For those offenders who remained recalcitrant to HUD condliation, 
the probability of further action was very low. A study by the U.s. Com
mission on Civil Rights revealed that only 1 0% of the cases that HUD 
could not conciliate were referred to the Attorney General, and a very 
small percentage of these were ever pursued. 53 Despite this demonstrated 
record of ineffective action, however, complaints to HUD continued to 
grow during the 1970s and early 1 980s, testifying to the persistence of 
discrimination and to the strong demand for ·  federal action. Whereas 
2,800 administrative complaints were filed with HUD in 1979,  by 1 982 
the number had grown to 5 , 1 00, with the number fluctuating between 
4,000 and 5,000 thereafter. 54 

The 1 968 Fair Housing Act also promoted widespread regional varia

tion in the degree of fair housing enforcement. Depending on the state 
in which the alleged violation occurred, enforcement was handled by a 
regional Hun office, a state or local office with stronger enforcement 
powers than HUD, or a poorly funded and badly managed agency with 
a " substantially equivalent" statute but little interest in enforcement. 55 
Although HUD developed a "Fair Housing Assistance Plan" in 1 980 to 
improve and standardize enforcement efforts by state and local authori
ties, one evaluation showed that only 3 5 %  of complaims led to some 
form of agreement, only half of those were settled in the complainant's 
favor. and again there was little effort to monitor compliance. 56 

During the 1 970s and 1980s, therefore, discriminators had little to fear 
from HUD or the Justice Department, and people who believed they had 
suffered racial discrimination were forced to initiate legal proceedings on 
their own. Under Title VIII, "aggrieved persons" were specifically granted 
the right to file a civil suit in federal court to recover damages from a 
discriminator, a right that was established apart from any complaints 
filed with HUD.57 This provision for individual litigation was the primary 
mechanism that Congress created to enforce the Fair Housing Act. Ac
cording to the Supreme Court, "HUD has no power of enforcement,"'8 
and the act's main enforcement mechanism "must be private suits in 
which the complainants act not only on their own behalf but also as 
private attorneys general in vindicating a policy that Congress considered 
to be of the highest priority."59 

This enforcement strategy has proved to be inherently weak and inef-
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fective, and i t  was undercut from the outset by other provisions of the 
Fair Housing Act. According to the stipulations of Title VIII, complainants

were only entitled to sue for actual damages and a mere $ 1 ,000 in pUni. 
tive awards . In addition, me act held plaintiffs specifically liable for all 
court costs and attomey's fees unless me court ruled they were financially 
unable to assume the burden. The latter provision stemmed from a late 
amendment introduced by Senator Robert Byrd of West Virginia, who 
sought to weaken funher enforcement provisions that had already been 
hobbled by the Dirksen compromise.6O 

An additional flaw in the Fair Housing Act was its short statute of 
limitations, requiring that suits be filed within I BO days of the alleged 
violation, or 30 days from the end of HUD mediation.61 Housing discrimi
nation by 1 968 had become a very subtle process, however. Victims of len 
had to spend a great deal of time and effort to confirm that they had, in 
fact. been discriminated against, and to gather documentation necessary 
to support even a prima facie legal case. Typically victims had to secure 
the help of a fair housing organization, which would send out black and 
white testers to determine whether clients of different races were treated 
differently. If initial results confirmed the discrimination, the organization 
had to carry out enough tests to build a reliable and convincing case 
before filing the suit, which would tip off the discriminator and prompt 
a cover-up. In practice, it proved difficult to accomplish these activities 
within the l BO-day time frame, a requirement that deterred many victims 

from pursuing legal action. 
The fundamental weakness of the 1 968 Fair Housing Act was its reli

ance on individual efforts to combat a social problem that was systemic 
and institutional in nature. The resulting contest was inherently unequal, 
so that enforcement efforts were intrinsically flawed and structurally con
demned to ineffectiveness. For one thing, the act assumed that people 
knew when they had suffered discrimination, but after 1 968 most dis
criminatory acts became clandestine and were not directly experienced 
by the individuaL For another, even if people suspected they had been 
victimized, it was difficult 10 prove; and even when the discrimination 
could be documented, the act's reliance on individual lawsuits provided 
a piecemeal attack on a deeply ingrained , institutionalized process. In 
practice, therefore, the 1 968 Fair Housing Act allowed a few victims to 
gain redress, but it permitted a larger system of institutionalized discrimi
nation to remain in place. 

As a result of the inherent weaknesses built into the Fair Housing 
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Act by the Dirksen compromise, therefore, the fight against residential 
segregation has been waged primarily in the federal courts by individual 

victims assisted by private fair housinKgroups. These private efforts have 

followed three basic strategies: they have used the courts to confirm that 

specific practices and behaviors are indeed illegal under the act; they 

have steadily expanded the kinds of people with standing to file suit as 
"aggrieved persons" ; and they have attempted to increase the size of 
damages awarded under the act. 

The courts have generally been sympathetic to victims of discrimina
tion and have consistently interpreted the Fair Housing Act's proscrip
tions broadly. In United States v. Mitchell, the court in 1 9 7 1  declared the 

practice of blockbusting to be illegal under the act, and in the following 
year the Zuch v. Hussey decision prohibited racial steering as well.62 In 
the case of LauJman II. Oakley Building and Loan, adjudicated in 1 976, the 
court outlawed the systematic denial of credit to a neighborhood because 
it comained black residents, and in 1 977 the case of Dunn II. The Midwest

ern Indemnity Company extended the legal ban on "redlining" to cover 
the denial of homeowners' insurance to black areas.63 In 1 9 74 the court 
ruled in United States II. The City oj Black Jack that plaintiffs need not prove 

discriminatory intent in suits filed under the Fair Housing Act. only "that 
the conduct of the defendant actually or predictably results in racial dis
crimination; in other words, that it has a discriminatory effect. "64 

Paralleling the gradual broadening of acts and behaviors prohibited 
under the Fair Housing Act, the federal courts have steadily expanded 

the list of people with standing to file suit under Title VlIl. In Trafficante v. 

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. rhe Supreme Court in 1 972 granted 
standing to white tenants who claimed their landlord's discrimination 
deprived them of the benefits of integrated l iving, and in Gladstone Realtors 

v. Village oj Bellwood. decided in 1 9 79, standing was further expanded to 
all residents of a village who had suffered the adverse consequences of 
racial steering by a realtor.65 In 1 982 the Supreme Court decided in the 
case of Havens v. Coleman that testers used by a fair housing groups had 
standing to file suit under Title VllI. Writing for the majority, Justice 
William Brennan stated that testers "enjoy a legal right to truthful infor

mation about available housing," and that a tester who has received false 
informa tion could be considered to be injured under the terms of the 
Fair Housing ACt,66 

In spite of the gradual strengthening of the legal foundations for open 
housing litigation, however, the ultimate deterrent effect of the 1 968 Fair 
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Housing Act o n  discriminators proved to be minimal because o f  the low. 
risk of being prosecuted. Because a plaintiff had to hire a la wyer, assum�:

-: 

legal fees, pay court costs, and endure an emotionally taxing legal pro,; · 
cess, most victims of discrimination never bothered to file suit. Since 
1 968 only about four hundred fair housing cases have been decided,I>7 
compared with more than two million incidents of housing discrimina�. 
tion that are estimated to occur each year.loB The probability of prosecu� 
t ion was thus minuscule under the 1 968 act. 

Yet even if a discriminator was so unlucky as to be prosecuted and 
convicted, he faced few serious consequences, because the damages 
granted to victims under the Fair  Housing Act were small .  The act explic
itly limited punitive damages to $ 1 ,000, and although it stipulated no 
ceiling on actual damages, through 1 980 only five plaintiffs had received 
awards in excess of $ 3 , 500. 69 A third avenue of litigation by fair housing 
advocates, therefore, has been to increase the size of awards, and to this 

end they have adopted a two-pronged strategy. 

One tactic has been to request damages for the emotional stress and 
humiliation caused by housing discrimination, ambiguous injuries that 
often are generously recompensed by sympathetic judges and juries.7o 
Although successful in some cases, however, awards for humiliation have 
rarely exceeded $20,000.71 A second strategy has been. to sue for damages 

under the 1 866 Civil Rights Act, which carried no limit on punitive 

damages. In Grayson v. Rotundi, two black women who were denied an 
apartment on Long Island because of race filed a suit alleging violation 

of both the 1 968 Fair Housing Act and the 1 866 Civil Rights Act. Given 
the blatant nature of the discrimination and the unrepentant attitude of 

the defendants, a federal court awarded damages totaling $ 5 65 ,000 to 
the victims.n 

During the 1 9705 and 1 980s, however, such large awards remained the 
exception rather than the rule. Individual and institutional discriminators 
could persist in their behavior. knowing that the federal government 
was powerless to do anything about it, that the likelihood of individual 

prosecution was small, and that in the remote probability of a conviction, 
the financial penalties they faced were modest. 

HUD's Affirmative Mandate 

The Fair Housing Act not only banned discrimination in private housing 

markets but also caUed upon the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-
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opment to "administer the programs and activities relating to housing 

and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the policies 
of this section [of the Act] " (emphasis added) .7] In other words, after 

1 966 HUD could not remain racially neutral in the administration of 

federal housing programs; in ligl)t of HUD's prior complicity in support

ing segregation, Congress explicitly called upon it to administer its pro

grams "affirmatively" to promote integration in federally supported 

housing. 74 
The sector over which HUD had the greatest control, of course, was 

the stock of federally subsidized housing. During the 1950s  and 1960s, 

local governments had employed public housing as a key tool in their 
broader efforts to isolate and control growing urban black popUlations, 
a practice that had been tolerated, if not condoned, by Hun.75 Although 

Executive Order l 1 063 theoretically ended this support of segregation, 
the order was never fully implemented. The 1 9 68 act therefore sought 
nothing less tha n a complete reversal of BUD's long-standing policy of 
acquiescence to the use of public housing funds 10 foster residential segre
gation in American cities. 

Despite its dear mandate for action, however, HUD's post- 1 968 record 
in promoting desegregation was weak. According to a 1 979 report of the 
U.S.  Commission on Civil Rights , "HUD has not been forceful in ensuring 
compliance with these requirements. "76 Indeed, three years after the Fair 
Housing Act, the judge in the Gautreaux case ruled that HUD was guilty 
of complicity in the segregation of blacks in Chicago and ordered the 
agency to implement a desegregation plan . Rather than obey the order, 
however, HUD appealed the case to the Supreme Court. When the high 
court finally and unequivocally ordered HUD to implement a desegrega
(ion plan in 1976, it took another five years before it did SO}7 

HUn was similarly obstructionist in th� evolution of the Black Jack 

court case , adjudicated in 1 9 74. The case began when a nonprofit devel
oper sought to build federally subsidized apartments in an area outside 
the city of Sl .  Louis.  Fearing that the complex would be inhabited by 
blacks, local residents pressured HUD to quash the project's application 
for funding, and Secretary C arla Hills intervened to do so, violating 
HUO's affirmarive mandate under rhe Fair Housing Act. Only feverish 
appeals and the threat of a public scandal succeeded in restoring the 
funding. 78 

In the case of Shannon v. HUD, residents of an urban renewal area of 
Philadelphia  alleged that HUD had not fulfilled its affirmative mandate 
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because i t  had not developed explicit procedures to consider the effect of 
a proposed project on the racial composition of the neighborhood.79 HUn 
strenuously fought the suit which demanded only that it comply with 
federal law, but the agency lost the case in 1 9 70, when a federal judge 
ruled that Hun indeed had to weigh the effect of public housing projects 
on the racial balance of the neighborhoods where they were to be bUilt.sO 
HUD was ordered to develop an administrative procedure that took racial 
composition into account in selecting future sites for public housing.8l 

In response to the Shannon and Gautreaux rulings, President Richard 
M.  Nixon in 1 9 7 1  ordered Hun to promote equal housing oPPortunities, 
and the agency subsequently issued formal project selection criteria in 
1 9 72 , four years after its affirmative mandate began. The degree of minor
ity concentration was specified as one of eight factors to be considered 

in selecting neighborhoods for scattered-site housing projects. Each factor 
was assigned a rating of superior, adequate, or poor, and a "poor" rating 
with respect to minority concentration initially disquaJified a location 
from further consideration.82 These criteria were further refined in 1 974 
after passage of the Housing and Community Development Act, which 
consolidated scattered-site programs under the Section 8 rubrics3 

In 1 9 72, HUD also issued new regulations to require developers of 

federally assisted housing to make concrete efforts to market their units 
to black homeseekers outside of the ghetto.84 The resulting "affirmative 
fair housing marketing plans" had to state the percentage of units the 
developer expected [0 be occupied by minority residents and the methods 
the developer planned to use to market them; but it was nOt until 1979 

that HUD implemented any kind of program for monitoring compliance 
with these plans. For most developers, they were a meaningless bureau
cratic exercise. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights found that HUD 
reviewed only I % of private developers and 3% of local housing authori

ties for compliance before 1 9 79:'15 And only in 1 980 did HUD issue regu
lations for fair housing advertising, which described the criteria by which 
developers and realwrs were to be evaluated for compliance with the 
Fair Housing Act's ban on discriminatory advertising.86 

Regulations implemented during the 1 9705 thus had a limited effect 
on public housing.  The regulations did not apply to federally supported 
housing built before 1 9 72 ,  and so did nothing to ameliorate the high 
degree of segregation within the large stock of high-rise, multi-family 
projects built by local housing authorities during the 1 9 50s and 1 9605.87 

Faced with growing pressure to conform to the affirmative mandate of 
the Fair Housing Aa, local hOUSing authorities stOpped constructing 
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high-rise projects after 1 970, a move that was supported philosophically 

by the Nixon Administration's shift toward market- oriented housing pro

grams.88 Even among rent voucher programs. however, integration ef-
forts moved at a snail's pace.89 

. 

Consider black-white segregation scores and racial isolation indices 
computed for the stock of HUD -supported housing in selected metropoli
tan areas as of 1 9 77 (see Table 7 . 1 ) .  (The year 1977 is the last for which 
racial data on public housing occupancy are available; in 1 978 HUD 

suspended operation of its automated data system . )  Overall indices of 
black-white segregation and racial isolation within metropolitan areas 
are presented for comparison. 

The 1 9 77 level of black-white segregation in public housing projects 
is very high and, with a few exceptions, closely parallels the degree of an 

Table 7.1 Levels of black-white segregation and black racial isolation in 
federally supported housing: Selected metropolitan areas, 1 977 

Black-while segregation Black racial isolation 

In metro- In [n metro- 1n 

polilan area public polilan area public 
as a whole housing as a whole housing 

Baltimore 74.7 83.6 72 .3 94.4 
Boston 77.6 77 .8  55.0 67.9 
Chicago 87.8 90.7 82.8 94.6 
Cleveland 87.5 58.5 80.4 64. 5  

Dallas-Ft. Worth 77. 1  87.8 64.5 93.9 

Detroit 86.7 67.6 77. 3 90.6 

Houston 69 . 5  5 1 .8 59.3 66.4 

Los Angeles 8 Ll 58.0 60.4 67. 5  
Milwaukee 83.9 65.5 69. 5 73.9 
Newark 8 1 . 6  75.8 69.2 82.7 

New York 82 .0 59.2 62.7 63.5  

Philadelphia 78.8 82.4 69.6 88.3 

San Francisco 7 1 .7 68.0 5 1 . 1 77.2 

SI. Louis 8 1 . 3  88.4 72.9 94.4 
Washington, D.C. 70. 1  78.6 67.2 97.2 

Average 79.4 72.9 67.6 8 Ll  

Source: Adam Bickford and Douglas S .  Massey, "Segregation in the Second Gheno: 
Racial and Ethnic Segregation In American Public Housing. 1 977," Social Forces 69 

( 1 99 1 ) : 1 024-25, 1 02S-29. 
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area's overall segregation. I n  several notable cases-Baltimore, Chicago, 
Dallas, Philadelphia, St. Louis, and Washington, D.C.-blacks are even 
more segregated in public housing than in the metropolitan area in gen
eral . Our segregation index states the percentage of blacks that would 
have to change projects to achieve an even distribution of races within 
a metropol itan area 's public hou sing projects. Indices above 60 indicate 
a tendency toward all-black or all - whi te projects, with few developments 
containing members of both groups. Eleven of the fifteen metropolitan 
areas display black-white indices above this threshold . 

When combined with a high percentage of blacks in public housing, 

such uneven racial distributions create conditions of intense racial isola
tion within projects. The indices in the right-hand columns of Table 7. 1 
measure the degree of isolation experienced by blacks within public 
housing. The index states the percentage of blacks in the average black 
person's housing project. In all cases save one, the extent of racial isola
tion exceeds that in metropolitan areas generally, and in six areas the 
index is over 90, meaning that most black residents of publ ic housing 

live in projects that are virtually all black. As these figures confirm, the 
Fair Housing Act brought little progress [Qward integration in the sector 
of housing where HUD had the most direct control. 

The 1 968 act also directed HUD to advance fair housing goals in its 
mortgage insurance programs . Because the act did not explicitly autho
rize the Secretary to exempt programs from coverage, the courts con
cluded that Congress meant the act's affirmative mandate to apply to all 
of the agency's programs, including the popular FHA mortgage insurance 

programs.90 As already described, HUD 's administration of FHA loan pro
grams prior to 1 968 had contributed to the perpetuation of [he ghetto. 

HUD Secretary George Romney acknowledged in testimony befo re Con

gress in 1 970 that the FHA "generally vvithheld insurance from existing 

housing in central city areas," because it believed that neighborhoods 
"occupied largely by minority groups had an unfavorable economic fu
ture."91 He added that this policy of red lining stemmed from "an unwrit
ten but well-understood agreement between financial institu tions and 

the FHA:'92 
Congress recognized that institutional racism within the FHA and its 

partners in the lending industry served to reinforce racial segregation, 
and even before it passed the Fair Housing Act it attempted to counter 
this abuse. In 1 966, for example, Congress amended the National Hous
ing Act explicitly to allow the FHA to insure mortgages in black neighbor
hoods where riotS had occurred or were threatened;93 and in 1 968 Con� 
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gress liberalized FHA loan policies through two sections of the Housing 
and Urban Development Act: Section 223 (e) made FHA mortgage guar
antees available to inner-city areas that did not meet the usual eligibility 
criteria, and Section 2 3 5  subsidized interest rates on home mortgages 
taken out by low-income families.94 

Rather than using these programs to promote fair housing goals, how
ever, the FHA administered them in a manner that promoted segregation. 
Specifically, the FHA cooperated with banks and realtors who used the 
new programs as oil for the well-worn machinery of blockbusting: Sec
tion 223(e) loans were used to finance the flight of whites from older 
inner cities, and Section 2 3 5  mortgages were given to poor blacks pur
chasing homes in the areas that whites were fieeing.9S The programs 
were riddled with corruption and mismanagement, and a subsequent 
investigation by the u.s.  Commission on Civil Rights found that brokers, 
developers, lenders, and the FHA all conspired to perpetuate the ghetto.96 
In particular, the commission found that FHA officials were well aware 
that segregation was occurring under the programs, but did nothing to 
stop it; indeed, HUD did not even collect data on the race of Section 2 3 5  
buyers until 197 1 .97 

Congressional dissatisfaction with the FHA's past perfonnance led di
rectly to its imposition of the Fair Housing Act's affirmative mandate. 
But a 1 9 7 1  study by the u.S. Commission on Civil rights revealed {hat 
in St. Louis, 90% of black FHA homebuyers were located in racially 
changing neighborhoods (with the remaining 10 % in all- black areas) ,  
whereas 60% o f  white buyers had moved from transitional neighbor
hoods where the blacks were arriving.98 Likewise, a study conducted in 
Chicago during 1 9 74 showed that 7 5 %  of all FHA purchases were by 
white buyers in white areas or by black buyers in black areas.99 And a 
systematic review of HUD's poliCies carried out by Leonard Rubinowitz 
and Elizabeth Trosman in 1 979, showed that "HUD has taken fewer steps 
toward [the affirmative action} goal with respect to the FHA Single-family 
housing programs than it has in any other· of its housing programs. "  LOO 

The lack of agency commitment left a large "administrative gap" between 
the affirmative duty imposed on BUD by Congress and the agency's 

actual policies and practices, lO I 

Glimmers of Hope 

Legislative initiatives to promote open housing did nOl end with the 
passage of the Fair Housing Act in 1 968, of course. Throughout the 
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1 970s, Congress continued to chip away at  the institutionalized edifice 
of segregation through amendments to various bills. President Nixon's 

1 974 Housing and Community Development Act, for example, was spe
cifically amended to require that communities prepare a detailed "hous
ing assistance plan" before receiving federal block grants. Among other 
things, the HAP had to describe the housing needs oflow-income families 
and include a statement of compliance with the Fair Housing Act. 102 

. 
Congress saw HAPs as a means of prodding white suburban corrununi

ties into accepting more poor minority families, but it also realized that 
segregation was strongly shaped by entrenched discrimination in the 
home lending industry. In 1 974 it passed the Equal Credit Opponunity 
Act, which expressly prohibited discrimination in home lending and re
quired banks to compile information on the race of clients it accepted 
and rejected for loans. 103 

Again, however, the federal bureaucracy dragged its feet in implement
ing these antidiscrimination policies. When the federal banking system 
still had not established a system for collecting racial data on home loan 
applicants by 1 976, ten civil rights groups filed suit in federal coun. 104 
In settling the suit, three federal agencies-the Comptroller of the Cur
rency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Home Loan 
Bank Board-signed a coun order and agreed to collect the necessary 
data, but the first two agencies suspended operations in 1 9 8 1 ,  when their 
coun orders ran out. In the early 1 9 90s, the Home Loan Bank Board is 
the only banking agency still under coun order to gather information on 

the race of loan applicants. Recent analyses of this information have 
shown that blacks are still being rejected at rates several times those of 
whites. 105 

During the 1 970s, Congress took two other steps to combat discrimina
tion in the lending industry. In 1 975 it passed the Home Mongage Disclo
sure Act, which required banks to report which neighborhoods received 
mortgage and home-improvement loans. I 06 This requirement greatly fa
cilitated the prosecution of redlining cases under the Fair Housing Act, 
and research using these data has been extremely useful in showing 
that minority neighborhoods continue to be under-capitalized relative 
to economically comparable white neighborhoods. 107 In 1 977 Congress 
passed the Community Reinvestment Act to strengthen its earlier anti
redlining efforts. This law required banks to demonstrate that they were 
indeed providing credit to low-income areas that had historically been 
unable to secure capita1. 108 
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But despite these additions, fair housing efforts continued to be ham
pered during the 1 970s and 1 9805 because of flaws inherent in the Fair 
Housing Act itself, which remained the primary vehicle for attacking 
racial segregation in American cities. During the 1 980s the situation grew 
worse, for if the structure of the Fair Housing Act made it difficult for 
administrations genuinely committed to open housing to attack the prob
lem of racial segregation, it allowed the Reagan counterrevolution even 
more latitude to preselVe the status quo. 

The conselVative President's appointees were unremittingly hostile to 
civil rights, and they reversed many policies that HUD had earlier been 
pressured into adopting under the affirmative mandate of the Fair Hous
ing Act. Typical of President Reagan's appointees was William Bradford 
Reynolds, the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights and the person 
to whom HUD referred its fair housing cases. In the case of Havens v. 

Coleman, he reversed the stance of earlier administrations and filed a 
Supreme Court brief arguing that fair housing testers should not be eligi
ble to file suit under the Fair Housing ACt. I09 Reynolds also steadfastly 
refused to change the Justice Department's test of discrimination from 
one of intent to one of effect, despite the Court's 1 975 ruling in the Black 

Jack case. I IO 
The number of cases prosecuted under the Fair Housing Act dropped 

precipitously under President Reagan. Between 1 968 and 1978, the Jus
tice Departtnent prosecuted an average of thirty-two fair housing cases 
per year, although by the Carter Administration this figure had fallen to 
sixteen per year because of budgetary pressures. I I I  During the first year 
of the Reagan Administration, in contrast, not one fair housing case was 
initiated, and in 1 982 only two were filed. 1 12 This virtual abandonment 
of fair housing litigation occurred at a time when the number of com
plaints was rising; between 1 979 and 1 982 the number of discrimination 
complaints filed with Him nearly doubled. 1 1 3  The number of fair housing 
filings rose to six in 1 983,  but it was not until the last year of Reagan's 
presidency that the total number filed equaled the yearly average of the 
Carter yearsy4 

Moreover, the fair housing cases filed under President Reagan were 
not chosen to broaden and extend the jurisprudence of fair housing. 
Most of the cases were trivial and were unlikely to establish broad prece
dents, and those cases that were precedent-setting aimed primarily at 
undermining integration maintenance programs such as those in place 
at New York's Starrett City or Chicago's Atrium Village. l I5 These pro-
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grams had been implemented b y  well-meaning managers i n  order to 
create an integrated residential setting within an othervvise racially s�g- 
mented and highly discriminatory housing market, and though arguably 
violating the letter of the Fair Housing Act, they were consistent with its 
spirit. More important, the prosecution of these cases had limited poten
tial to open up housing opportunities for minorities. 

The Reagan Administration also worked closely with the National As
sociation of Realtors (NAR) to undermine HUD's already limited enforce
ment authority. A principal target was the Voluntary Affirmative Market
ing Agreement, a pact between HUD and the NAR worked out under 

President Gerald R. Ford. The agreement established a nationwide net
-work of housing resource boards to implement the Fair Housing Act with 
financial b.acking from HUD. Simply by joining one of these boards and 
promising to support fair housing, realtors received HUD approval for 
FHA mortgages and other federal funds. 1 16 

During the first year of the Reagan presidency, the agreement was 

modified substantially to move HUD away from affirmative administra
tion of the Fair Housing Act. The new agreement relieved realtors of 
any responsibility for active enforcement of Title VIII provisions and it 
prohibited the use of testers by local housing resource boards, thereby 
limiting HUD's ability to detect housing discrimination. The agreement 
also made secret the list of real estate boards that had signed the agree

ment, so that local fair housing groups could no longer teU which realtors 

had agreed even to the minimal requirements of the new policy. Under 
Reagan, less than half of the nation's 1 , 500 local real estate boards signed 
Voluntary Affirmative Marketing Agreements. 1 17 

Realtors were not the only ones to attempt to roll back the tide of fair 
housing policy established during preceding administrations. Reagan's 
Office of Management and Budget auempted to use authority granted it 

under the Paperwork Reduction Act to restrict HUD's gathering of data 
on the race of participants in the various housing programs it adminis
tered. The sincerity of the Reagan Administration's desire for less pa
perwork in this area was doubtfuL however, because except for eliminat
ing boxes pertaining to race, sex, and ethnicity, the HUD forms were to 
be kept exactJy the same. The proposed change was dropped only after 

five Republican and seven Democratic legislators sent a letter of protest 
to the administration. l i B 

Over the course of the 1 980s, Congress grew increasingly angry and 
disillusioned with President Reagan's civil rights record in general and 
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his fair housing policy in particular. In the end, the Reagan counterrevo
lution went too far for its own good. Even moderate Republicans and 
conservative Democrats became fed up with the administration's obstruc
tionist stance on civil rights, and ultimately Reagan's policies had the 
perverse effect of tipping the scales decisively toward the first significant 
strengthening of the Fair Housing Act. By 1 988 even the National Associ
alion of Realtors and Vice President George Bush were working to pass 
amendments to the. Fair Housing Act. 1 19 

The passage of the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1 988 was a long 
time coming. The inherent flaws of the 1 9 68 act were extensively docu
mented in Congressional hearings conducted in 1 97 1  and 1972 120 and 
by exhaustive studies prepared by the u . s .  Commission on Civil Rights 
in 1 974 and 1 979. 1 2 1 In 1 978 a measure was introduced in the House to 
remedy the most obvious defects of the Fair Housing Act, but in commit
tee hearings it encountered predictable opposition from the National As
sociation of Realtors and conservative legislators. 1 22 

By 1 980, however, enough support had gathered in the House to pass 
the amendments by a large margin. Among various actions, these amend
ments proposed increasing the limit on punitive damages, awarding at
torney's fees to prevailing plaintiffs, and empowering HUD to initiate and 
adjudicate complaints against discriminators. 123 Although the bill cleared 
the House in niid-June, the Senate deferred action on the bill until after 
the November election; but with Reagan's landslide election and the 
Democrats' loss of the Senate, the measure's chances evaporated. Indeed, 
Orrin Hatch, the new chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, spoke 
of rolling back the provisions of the Fair Housing Act, not strengthening 
them. 124 

By 1 987, however, the Democrats had regained control of the Senate 
and events favored a major push to strengthen the Fair Housing Act in 
spite of resistance from the Reagan Administration: the Iran-Contra scan
dal was in full bloom, stories of corruption and mismanagement at HUD 
were surfacing, the candidacy of the conservative Supreme Court nomi
nee Robert Bork had gone down to defeat, and the Civil Rights Restora
tion Act had been passed to overcome an earlier ruling from the newly 
conservative Supreme Court. The Reagan counterrevolution appeared 
spent and the way finally seemed clear for comprehensive legislation on 
fair housing. 1 25  

The Fair Housing Amendments Act was introduced simultaneously in 
the House and the Senate in early 1 987, and committee hearings 
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promptly followed. rhe bill was reported out of  the House Judidary 
Committee on June 1 7 ,  1988, and passed the full House on June 29 by� 
a vote of 376 to 2 3 .  The Senate took up the House bill on August 1 ,  and 
after several minor amendments, it passed by a 94 to 3 vote on August 
2. On August 8 the House voted its concurrence with the Senate version 
and on September 1 3  President Reagan, seeing the futility of a veto, 
signed the amendments into law. 1 26 The Fair Housing Amendments Act 
took effect on March 12 ,  1 989, ending more than a decade of Congres
sional effons to strengthen the Fair Housing Act. 127 

Robert Schwemm, a well-known scholar of housing law and a promi
nent civil rights litigator, has called the 1988 Fair Housing Amendments 
"the most important development in housing discrimination law in 
twenty yea�s." 128 In one bold stroke, the amendments remedied the prin
cipal flaws of the 1 9 68 act that had been so well documented in two 
decades of Congressional hearings, court cases, government reports, and 

academic treatises. 
The 1 9 88 amendments extended the time to file a housing discrimina

tion complaint from 180 days to two years, allowed attorney's fees and 
court costs to be recovered by prevailing plaintiffs, created a streamlined 
process for trying cases before an administrative law judge, and empow
ered administrative judges to order full compensation for damages plus 
civil fines of up to $ 1 0,000 for a first violation, and $50,000 for a third 
offense. 129 

The amendments also increased the risks and costs faCing would-be 
discriminators. In addition to raising the punitive awards to $ 1 0,000 for 
a first offense, the new legislation authorized the Attorney General to 
seek a penalty of $ 5 0,000 for a first conviction in "pattern and practice" 
cases and to assess a fine of $ 1 00,000 for subsequent violations. The 
new law also set a stringent time frame for HUD investigations and the 
resolution of complaints, and it shifted the burden away from "aggrieved 
persons" by allowing the Attorney General to seek monetary damages 
on individuals' behalf in order to "vindicate

' 
the public interest. " 1 30 

A serious weakness of the original 1 9 68 act was the strictures it placed 
on HUD's enforcement activities. Under the new amendments, in con
trast, HUD Secretaries were empowered to initiate investigations on their 
own without waiting for private suits; they could also file complaints 
with the Attorney GeneraL who was required to undertake prompt judi
cial action. More important HUD was now required to try a case before 
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an administrative law judge if it found reasonable cause to believe that 
discrimination had occurred, unJess one of the parties elected to have the 

case heard in U.S. district court. The administrative law judges were 

empowered not onJy to award higher civil penalties, attorney's fees, and 
court costs but also to seek injunctive or other equitable relief. 

I I I  

Finally, the 1 988 amendments expanded the role o f  the Justice Depart

ment in fair housing enforcement. The Attorney General was empowered 
to act on behalf of a complainant when authorized by the HUD Secretary 

and was authorized to file a civil action for any breach of a conciliation 
agreement. In addition to seeking monetary damages and inj unctive relief 
in order to vindicate the public interest the Attorney General was now 
required to prosecute the cases of aggrieved persons whenever defendants 
elected to have their trial in a U.S.  district court rather than before an 
administrative law judge. 1 32 

Although it is too early to know whether the 1 988 amendments wiII 
be successful in overcoming the institutional mechanisms that have sup
ported segregation in the past, preliminary indications suggest that the 

amendments have for the first time put real teeth into fair housing en
forcement. The first housing discrimination case to be processed under 
the new administrative Jaw system was settled in only six months and 
resulted in a fine of $75,000 against a discriminator in Georgia. 1H Dam

ages in cases filed by private fair housing organizations have gone as high 
as $624,000 in a Toledo case, and conciliation agreements arranged by 

HUD since the law's enactment have brought in more than $2 million 

in settlements. 134 In the Chicago regional HUD office alone, fair housing 
complaints were up by 3 5 %  after the amendments' implementation. m  

The amendments may have come too late, however. Conditions in th e  
ghetto have deteriorated markedly since the 1 968 Fair Housing Act was 
originally passed, and almost every problem defined by the Kerner Com

mission has become worse. At the same time, many deeply rooted, self
feeding processes of poverty and deprivation have taken root. It is not at 

all clear that the new amendments, as tough as they are, will succeed in 
overcoming the entrenched diSCriminatory processes that sustain the 
ghetto and perpetuate segregation. 

If history is any guide, they will not. In the past each time that one 

discriminatory process has been suppressed after a long and bitter strug
gle (e.g., legal segregalion or restrictive covenants), a new mechanism 

has arisen to take its place. The new amendments stilI lean heavily on 
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the efforts o f  individuals, and success will b e  heavily determined by the 

institutional backing given to these "private attorneys general" by the -

President, the Justice Department, and HUD. 

Blame Enough for All 

Despite the promise of the 1 988 Fair Housing Amendments, they cannot 
erase the past. For at least fifty years, from 1 940 through 1 990, African 
Americans were subject to a system of institutionalized housing discrimi
nation . Each time that a legislative or judicial action was undertaken to 

ameliorate segregation, it was fought tenaciously by a powerful array of 

people who benefited from the status quo (realtors, bankers, politicians) :  
these actors, in  turn, relied on the broader indifference and hostility of 

most white Americans. 

Even as conditions deteriorated rapidly in segregated neighborhoods 

after 1 960, legislative efforts to promote open housing were blocked at 
every juncture, and when a fair housing law finally passed in the after

math of urban riots and the King assassination, the biU that emerged was 
deliberately stripped of its enforcement provisions, yielding a Fair Hous
ing Act that was structurally flawed and all but doomed to faiL As docu
mentation of the act's inherent flaws accumulated, little was done to 

repair the situation. Until 1 989, the institutionalized system of housing 

discrimination that perpetuated the ghetto as the enabling condition of 

black oppression was left intact. 

Given the clear evidence of segregation's ill effects on American soci
ety, why wasn't something done about it? Why didn't political leaders 

and policymakers take forceful steps to dismantle the ghetto, especially 
after 1 960, when violent riots and the unmistakable spread of social 

disorder within the black community made clear the price the nation 

was paying for the persistence of segregation? Why did the country toler

ate, for two decades, a fair housing law that was so obviously defective? 
The simple answer to all of these questions, sadly, is that most people 
wanted blacks confined to ghettos and were content to work around the 

unpleasant social consequences. 

Ultimate responsibility for the persistence of racial segregation rests 

with white America. On issues of race and residence. white America 

continues to be fundamentally hypocritical and self-deceiving . Whites 
believe that people shou1d be able to live wherever they want to regard

less of skin color, but in practice they think that people-at least black 
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people-should want to live with members of their own race. As already 

noled, whereas 88% of white respondents to a national survey agreed 

that " black people have a right to live wherever they can afford to, " 1 36 
only 43% of whiles in one local survey would feel "comfortable" in a 

neighborhood that was one-thirf! black. 1 37 
Given these contradictory beliefs, whites are content to espouse the 

principles of open housing, but are unwilling to take action to implement 
them. Although 57% of white respondents in 1977 felt that white people 

did not have a righno discriminate against black people, only 35% would 

vote for a law stating that a homeowner could not refuse to sell to some
one because of his or her race or color. 138 The fundamental dilemma of 
white America is that though it truly believes that housing markets 

should be fair and open, it equally truly does not want to live with black 
people. Thus the 1 968 Fair Housing Act perfectly reflects the unresolved 

contradiction between white America's principles and its racial prefer
ences: the act allowed the nation to go on record in support of the ideal 

of open housing, but it made sure that this goal was in no danger of 
being realized. 

Although white antipathy to the prospect of actually living with blacks 
is the ultimate cause of segregation's persistence, the proximate causes 

generally have more to do with the self-interested stake that certain indi

viduals and organizations-both black and white-have in the ghetto's 
perpetuation. Real estate agents, of course, have long reaped profits along 
the boundary of the ghetto; 1 39 and within the broader housing market, 
realtors discriminate against blacks to avoid antagonizing white clients 
and possibly losing business. Because realtors believe their clients to be 
racially prejudiced, they are reluctant to incur the erunity of white com
munities by introducing "unwanted" elements into white neighbor
hoods. 140 

Less frequently mentioned, however, is the self-interested stake that 
black politicians and, to a lesser extent, black business owners have in 
the perpetuation of the ghetto . Segregation concentrates black dollars to 

produce a relatively dosed market for black entrepreneurs who espouse 

an ideology of economic independence and self-help. More important, 
segregation concenuates black votes to create safe legislative seats for 

black politicians and a ready gallery for community activists. The price 

paid by the larger black community, however, is economic disinvestment 
by the wider society and permanent dependence brought about by politi
cal marginalization. 
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Segregation has persisted, in part, because black politicians and dVil 
rights leaders have not pushed nearly as hard for better opponunities in 
the housing market as for improved opportunities in employment and 
education. It has been many years since civil rights leaders have orga
nized marches in support of residential integration, demanded desegrega_ 
tion in the real estate industry, or supported efforts to disperse black 
housing demand outside the ghetto-most likely because it has not been 
in their interest to do so. 

Indeed, black leaders have from time to time obstructed efforts to inte
grate urban America. When Robert Taylor, the black head of the Chicago 
Housing AuthOrity, found himself locked in a bitter political struggle with 
the Chicago City Council to locate public housing projects outside of the 
ghetto, he received virtually no support from the head of the black politi
cal machine, Congressman William Dawson. "Taylor, an old ally of Daw
son's, had violated two of Dawson's cardinal rules: he had come out for 
integration pUblicly . . .  and he had tried to locate significant numbers 
of black voters outside the wards that Dawson controlled. " !4! 

This pattern of ambivalence on the part of black leaders persisted after 
the passage of the Fair Housing Act in 1 9 68, when Chicago's Leadership 
Council for Metropolitan Open Communities attempted to organize a 
housing service to expand black residential opportunities outside the 
ghetto. In doing so they attempted to enlist the support of black commu
nity leaders, but to their surprise, they encountered considerable resis
tance: "some blacks felt that the Leadership Council was just a front 
organization for the white power structure whose scheme was to disperse 
blacks throughout the city and thus weaken the black community as a 
cohesive political force." !42 

The ambivalence of black political leaders about residential integration 
again surfaced in 1 978 when the General Accounting Office issued a 
report critical of RUD's slow progress in affin;natively integrating the 
Section 8 subsidized housing program, as required under the Fair Hous
ing Act. The GAO report recommended that HUD define how residential 
deconcentration related to the Section 8 program, that it issue guidelines 
on how to achieve the deconcentration objective, and that it develop 
measures to assess deconcentration efforts. In her response to the report, 
HUD Secretary Patricia Harris expressed concern over the GAO's appar
ent overemphasis of the deconcentration objective, arguing that it had to 
be balanced against other goals. 143 

One year later, HUD was pressured into issuing a "clarification" of its 
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site selection standards by black members of Congress, who felt that 
application of the agency's existing site selection criteria would dilute 
recently acquired black political power. In response to this concern, HUD 
stated that under some circumstances Section 8 projects might well be 
constructed in predominantly black areas. L44 This concern was later for
malized in the 1 980 Housing and Community Development Act, which 
at the insistence of the black Congressional caucus contained the state
ment that "the Secretary of HUD shall not exclude from consideration . . . 

under federally assisted housing programs proposals for housing projects 

solely because the site proposed is located with an impacted (minority) 
area:1 ! 45 

If integration were actually to be achieved, of course, black representa
tives would lose safe seats and be forced to compete with politicians from 
other ethnic groups in building coalitions across a diversity of interests. 
During the 1 9 60s and 1 9 70s, this self-interested stake in residential segre
gation acquired ideological suppon from black radicals who espoused a 
doctrine of black power. According co a classic treatise on black power 
by Stokely Carmichael and Charles Hamilton, " 'Integration' as a goal 
today speaks to the problem of blackness not only in an unrealistic way 
but also in a despicable way. It is based on complete acceptance of the 
fact that in order to have a decent house . . . black people must move 
into a white neighborhood . . . This reinforces, among both black and 
white, the idea that 'white' is automatically superior and 'black' is by 

definition inferior. For this reason, 'integration' is a subterfuge for the 
maintenance of white supremacy:d46 

The combination of ideology and self-interest yielded a powerful resis
tance to residential integration that few people-black or white-were 
willing to challenge . As a consequence, segregation disappeared from the 
lexicon of civil rights and dropped off of its public policy agenda for most 
of the 1 9 70s and 1 9805. Unwilling to confront the rising tide of black 

separatism, white liberals rallied to the cause of segregation with their 
own defense of the residential status quo. In their essay "The Case against 
Urban Desegregation," Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. Cloward argued 
that " judging from the history of those ethnic groups that have suc
ceeded . . .  , separatism is a precondition for eventual penetration of the 
ruling circles and the achievement of full economic integration."L47 An 
essay published in Commentary observed that black power required "the 
building and strengthening of indigenous social and political institutions 
from within the ghetto from which power can be drawn." 148 
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Despite the rhetoric of black nationalists and their white sympalhizers, 

segregation leaves blacks in a position of permanent political dependency 
and vulnerability to economic disloca tion . The truth lies closer to the 
position taken by Kenneth B .  Clark so many years ago: "A most cruel . " 

consequence of enforced segregation is that its victims can be made 10 
accommodate to their victimized status and under certain circumslances 
to state that it is their desire to be set apart, or to agree that subjugation 
is not really detrimental but beneficial. The fact remains that excluSion. 
rejection . . .  are not voluntary states. Segregation is neither sought nor 
imposed by healthy . . .  human beings., , 149 
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The Future 

of the Ghetto 

The isolation of Negro from white communities is 

increasing rather than decreasing . . .  Negro pov

erty is not white poverty. Many of its causes . . .  

are the same. But there are differences-deep, 

corrosive, obstinate differences-radiating painful 

roots into [he community, the family, and the na
ture of the individual. 

President Lyndon Johnson. 
address to Howard University. 

June 4, 1965 

After persisting for more than fifty years, the black ghetto wHl not be 
dismantled by passing a few amendments to existing laws or by imple

menting a smattering of bureaucratic reforms. I The ghetto is part and 

parcel of modern American society; it was manufactured by whites ear

lier in the century to isolate and control growing urban black popula
tions, and it is maintained today by a set of institutions, attitudes, and 

practices that are deeply embedded in the structure of American life. 
Indeed, as conditions in the ghetto have worsened and as poor blacks 

have adapted socially and culturally to this deteriorating environment, 

the ghetto has assumed even greater importance as an institutionaJ tool 

for isolating the by- products of raciaJ oppression : crime, drugs, violence, 
illiteracy, poverty, despair, and their growing social and economic costs. 

For the walls of the ghetto to be breached at this point will require an 
unprecedented commitment by the public and a fundamental change 

in leadership at the highest levels. ResidentiaJ segregation will only be 
eliminated from American society when federal authorities, backed by 

the American people, become directly involved in guaranteeing open 
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housing markets and eliminating discrimination from public life. Rathei 
than relying on private individuals to identify and prosecute those who :  
break the law, the U.S.  Department of Housing and Urban Development 
and the Office of the Attorney General must throw their full institUtional

:· 

weight into locating instances of housing discrimination and bringing . 
those who violate the Fair Housing Act to justice; they must vigorously 
prosecute white racists who harass and intimidate blacks seeking to exer
cise their rights of residential freedom; a nd they must establish new bu

reaucratic mechanisms to counterbalance the forces that Continue to sus
tain the residential color line. 

Given the fact that black poverty is exacerbated, reinforced, and perpet
uated by racial segregation, that black-white segregation has not moder
ated despite the federal policies tried so far, and that the social costs of 
segregation Inevitably cannot be contained in the ghetto, we argue that 
the nation has no choice but to launch a bold new initiative to eradicate 
the ghetto and eliminate segregation from American life. To do otherwise 
is to condemn the United States and the American people to a future of 
economic stagnation, social fragmentation, and political paralysis. 

Race, Class, and Public Policy 

In the United States today, public policy discussions regarding the urban 
underclass frequently devolve into debates on the importance of race 
versus class. However one defines the underclass, it is clear that African 

Americans are overrepresented within in it. People who trace their ances
try to Africa are at greater risk than others of famng into poverty, re
maining there for a long time, and residing in very poor neighborhoods. 

On almost any measure of social and economic well-being, blacks and 

Puerto Ricans corne out near the bottom. 
The complex of social and economic problems that beset people of 

African origin has led many observers to emphasize race over class in 
developing remedies for the urban underdass.2 According to these theo
ries, institutional racism is pervasive, denying blacks equal access to the 
resources and benefits of American society, notably in education and 
employment. Given this assessment, these observers urge the adoption 
of racial remedies to assist urban minorities; proposals include everything 

from special preference in education to affinnative action in employment. 
Other observers emphasize class over race. The liberal variant of the 

class argument holds that blacks have been caught in a web of institu
tional and industrial change. 3  Like other migrants, they arrived in cities 
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to take low-skilled jobs in manufacturing, but they had the bad fortune 

to become established in this sector just as rising energy costs, changing 
technologies, and increased foreign competition brought a wave of plant 

closings and layoffs. The service economy that arose to replace manufac

turing industries generated high-paying jobs for those with education, 
but poorly paid jobs for those without it. 

Just as this transformation was undermining the economic foundations 

of the black working class, the class theorists argue, the civil rights revo
lution opened up new opportunities for educated minorities. After the 
passage of [he 1 964 Civil Rights Act, well-educated blacks were recruited 
into positions of responsibility in government, academia, and business, 
and thus provided the basis for a new black middle class.4 But civil rights 
laws could not provide high-paying jobs to poorly educated minorities 
when there were no jobs to give out. As a result. the class structure of 
the black community bifurcated into an affluent class whose fortunes 

were improving and a poveny class whose position was deteriorating.5 
The conservative Variant of the class argument focuses on the deleteri

ous consequences Of government policies intended to improve the eco
nomic position of the poor.6 According to conservative reasoning, federal 
antipoverty programs implemented during the 1960s-notably the in
creases in Aid to Families willi Dependent Children-altered the incen

tives governing the behavior of poor men and women. The accessibility 
and generosity of federal welfare programs reduced the attractiveness 
of marriage to poor women, increased the benefits of out-of-wedlock 
childbearing, and reduced the appeal of low-wage labor for poor men. As 
a result, female-headed families proliferated, rates of unwed childbearing 
rose, and male labor force participation rates fell. These trends drove 
poverty rates upward and created a population of persistently poor, 
welfare-dependent families. 

Race- and class-based explanations for the underclass are frequently 
discussed as if they were mutually exclusive. Although liberal and con
servative class theorists may differ with respect to the specific explana
tions they propose, both agree that white racism plays a minor role as a 
continuing cause of urban poveny ; except for acknowledging the histori
cal legacy of racism, their accounts are essentially race-neutral. Race 
theorists, in contrast, insist on the primacy of race in American society 
and emphasize its continuing role in perpetuating urban poverty; they 

view class-based explanations suspiciously, seeing them as self-serving 
ideologies that blame the victim.7 

By presenting the case for segregation'S present role as a central cause 
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of urban poverty, we seek to end the specious opposition of race and 

class. The issue is not whether race or class perpetuates the urban un� 
derclass, but how race and class interact to undermine the social and 
economic well-being of black Americans. We argue that race operates 
powerfully through urban housing markets, and that racial ' segregation 
interacts with black class structure to produce a uniquely disadvantaged 
neighborhood environment for Mrican Americans. 

If the decline of manufacturing, the suburbanization of employment. 

and the proliferation of unskilled service jobs brought rising rates of 
poverty and income inequality to blacks, the negative consequences of 
these trends were exacerbated and magnified by segregation , Segregation 
concentrated the deprivation created during the 1 970s and 1 980s to yield 
intense levels of social and economic isolat10n. As poveny was concen

trated, moreover, so were all social traits aSSOciated with it, producing a 
structural niche within which welfare dependency and joblessness could 

flourish and become nonnative. The expectations of the urban poor were 

changed not so much by generous AFDC payments as by the spatial 

concentration of welfare recipients, a condition that was structurally built 

into the black experience by segregation. 
If our viewpoint is correct, then public policies must address both race 

and class issues if they are to be successful. Race-conscious steps need 
to be taken to dismantle the institutional apparatus of segregation, and 
class-specific policies must be implemented to improve the socioeco

nomic status of minorities. By themselves, programs targeted to low
income minorities will fail because they will be swamped by powerful 

environmental influences arising from the disastrous neighborhood con
ditions that blacks experience because of segregation, Likewise, efforts to 

reduce segregation will falter unless blacks acquire the socioeconomic 

resources that enable them to take full advantage of urban housing mar

kets and the benefits they distribute , 

Although we focus in this chapter on how to end racial segregation in 
American cities. the policies we advocate cannot be pursued to the exclu
sion of broader efforts to raise the class standing of urban minorities, 

Programs to dismantle the ghetto must be accompanied by vigorous ef
forts to end discrimination in other spheres of American life and by 
class-specific policies designed to raise educational levels, improve the 

quality of public schools, create employment, reduce crime, and 

strengthen the family. Only a simultaneous attack along all fronts has 
any hope of breaking the cycle of poverty that has become deeply rooted 
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within the ghetto. Before discussing policies to end residential segrega
tion, however, we take a quick look at preliminary data from the 1 990 
Census to see if there is any hint of progress toward integration under 
current policies. 

Segregation in the 1980s 

As this book was being completed, early data from the 1990 Census had 
just become available to update the segregation patterns we observed for 
the 1 970s. Although a complete analysis of the 1 990 data is beyond the 
scope of this brief section, a general sense of trends can be gleaned from 
Table 8. 1 ,  which presents indices of black-white residential dissimilarity 
computed for the thirty largest metropolitan black communities in 1 970, 
1980, and 1 990. These indices give the relative percentage of blacks who 
would have to change their census tract (i.e.,  neighborhood) of residence 
in order to achieve an even, or desegregated, residential pattern.s 

Little of the infonnation presented in earlier chapters leads us to expect 
Significant declines in black-white segregation during the 1 980s, and 
segregation indices computed for northern metropolitan areas confirm 
our pessimistic expectations. In the north, the prevailing pattern during 
the 1 980s was one of stasis: the average index changed by only 2.3  

percentage points (compared with 4.4 points during the prior decade), 
and of the eighteen northern metropolitan areas shown, thirteen had 
1 990 indices within 3 points of their 1 980 values (five were actually a 
little higher) . Only Boston, Columbus, Kansas City, Los Angeles, and St. 
Louis displayed declines worth mentioning; but at the average rate of 
change they displayed, it would take northern areas another twenty-eight 
years just to reach the upper bound of the moderate range ( about 60) .  
At the average rate of change across all northern areas, this threshold 
would not be reached for another seventy-seven years. As of 1 990, eight 
northern metropolitan areas (Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Gary, 
Milwaukee, New York, and Newark) had segregation indices above 80, 
indicating an extreme separation of the races. 

Segregation trends in southern metropolitan areas are more complex. 
Although average segregation levels did not change much between 1 980 
and 1 990 ( the mean dropped by only 1 .8 percentage points) ,  this overall 
stability was achieved by counterbalancing several different trends. Mod
est but significant declines in segregation occurred in six of the twelve 
southern metropolitan areas, but these were offset by a 5-point increase 



Table 8. 1 Trends in black-white segregation in thirty metropolitan 
areas with largest black populations, 1 970- 1 990 

Metropolitan area 1 970 1 980 1 990 

Northern areas 
Boston B 1 .2 77.6 68.2 
Buffalo 87.0 79.4 8 1 . 8  
Chicago 9 1 .9 87.8 85.8 
Cincinnati 76.8 n.} 75.8 
Cleveland 90.8 87. 5  85. 1 
Colwnbus 8 1 .8 7 1 .4 67.3 
Detroit 88.4 86.7 87.6 
Ga.ry-Hammond-E. Chicago 9 1 .4 90.6 89.9 
Indianapolis 8 1 .7 76.2 74.3 
Kansas City 87.4 78 . 9 '72.6 
Los Angeles-Lo'ng Beach 9 1 .0 8 1 . 1  73. 1 
Milwaukee 90. 5 8 3 . 9  82.8 
New York 8 l .0 82.0 82.2 
Newark 8 1 .4 8 1 .6 82.5 
Philadelphia 79. 5 78.8 77.2 
Pittsburgh 75.0 72.7 71 .0 
SL Louis 84.7 8 1 .3 77.0 
San Francisco-Oakland BO. l 7 1 . 7 66.8 

Average 84 . 5  BO. l 77.8 

Southern areas 
Atlanta 82. 1 78.5 67.8 
Baltimore 8 1 .9 74. 7  7 1 .4 
Birmingham 37.8 40.8 7 1 .7 
Dallas-Ft. Worth 86.9 77 . 1  63 . 1 
Greensboro-Winston Salem 6 5 .4 56.0 60.9 
Houston 78. 1 695 66.8 

Memphis 7 5 . 9  7 1 . 6 69.3 
Miami 8 5 . 1  77.8 7 1 .8 
New Orleans 73 . 1  68 . 3  68.8 
Norfolk-Virginia Beach 75 .7  63 . 1  50.3 

Tampa-St. Petersburg 79.9 72 .6 69.7 

Washington, D.C. 8 1 . 1  70. 1 66. 1 

Average 75 . 3 68.3 66.5 

Sources : For 1970 and 1980: Douglas S .  Massey and Nancy A. Denton. "Trends in (he 

ReSIdential SegregalJon of Blach. Hi�panjcs. and Asians: 1 970- 1980," American 
Sociological Review 52 ( 1 987) : 8 1 5- 16.  For 1990: Roderick J .  Harr[son and Daniel H. 
Weinberg, "Racial and Ethnic Segregation in 1 9 90," presented at the annual meeUngs of 
the Population Association of America, April 30-May 2, 1 992, Denver, CO. 
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in Greensboro, an d  a very marked increase of 3 1  points i n  Birmingham, 
AJabama (where blacks were unusually integrated in earlier years ) .  Seg
regation levels showed no significant change in Houston, Memphis, New 
Orleans, and Tampa (where the total change was under 3 points) . 

In general, southern metropolitan areas appear to be converging to a 
level of black-white segregation in the range of 65 to 70: with one excep
tion, those areas with indices lying below this range in 1 980 increased 
their segregation, whereas those with indices above it decreased; and 
those with segregation levels in that range stayed roughly constant. An 
average segregation index of 67 would put southern metropolitan areas 
about 1 0  points below their northern counterparts, yielding a north
south differential close to the historical average. This level of racial segre
gation remains well within the high range, and at the average level of 
change recorded during the 1 9805 it would take southern areas another 
thirly- six years to cross into the moderate range of segregation. 

Thus there is little in recent data to suggest that processes of racial 
segregation have moderated much since 1 980, particularly in the north, 
where segregation remains high and virtually constant. Among the thirty 
areas we examined, eighteen had indices above 70 in 1990, seventeen 
experienced no significant change over the prior decade, and twenty-nine 
displayed 1 990 indices that could be described as high according to con
ventional criteria. Given that these thirty areas contain 60% of all urban 
blacks in the United States, we conclude that the ghetto remains very 
much a part of the urban black experience. Racial segregation still consti
tutes a fundamental cleavage in American society. 

Past Integration Efforts: A Scorecard 

During the 1 970s and 1 980s, the fight to end racial segregation was 
spearheaded by individuals and by private fair housing organizations. 
The National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing was founded 
in 1 9 50 with a small coterie of local open housing groups, but after 1968 
additional chapters were set up around the country to'  take advantage of 
new enforcement mechanisms created by the Fair Housing Act; presently 
the NCDH has seventy-five local affiliates.9 These local chapters assist 
individuals in filing and pursuing fair housing suits: they supply low-cost 
legal advice to victims of discrimination; they organize testing efforts; 
they assist litigants in compiling evidence of discrimination; and they 

provide legal counsel to plaintiffs in trial proceedings. 
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Though hamstrung by weak enforcemem provisions i n  the Fair Hous

ing Act itself and hampered by limited financial resources, personnel 

shonages, and a lack of community SUppOH, these private organizations 
have established a variety of legal precedents to enable the more effective 
prosecution of housing discriminators. Over the years they have gradu 
ally expanded the list of parties with legal standing to file fair housing 

suits; they have firmly established the housing audit as an acceptable 
method for proving discrimination in coun; and they have succeeded in 
declaring a variety of real estate practices illegal under the Fair Housmg 

Acr. J O  
Despite these successes, however. discrimination and segregation per

sist in urban America. The herok efforts of individual victims, idealistic 
activists, and dedicated organizations are not enough to dismantle the 
institutional apparatus of segregarion. Whereas the processes that perpel

uate segregation are pervasive and institutionalized, fair housing enforce

mem has been mdividual, sporadk, and confined to a small number of 

isolated cases (since 1 968, only about fou r  hundred fair housing cases 

have been decided) . 1 1  Rather than eliminating the systemic foundations 
of segregation, private efforts have only chipped away at its facade. 

Although the 1 988 amendments provide tougher penalties against 
those who violate the Fair Housing Act and make it easier to prosecute 

discriminators, the basic organization of enforcement still relies heavily 
on individuals. As long as the Fair Housing Act is enforced by these 

"private attorneys general" rather than by federal authorities, it is un

l ikely to be effective, 
Proof of the inefficacy of mdividual enforcement comes from Chicago, 

which has led the nation in fair housing litigation . Since 1 966, the Lead

ership Council for Metropolitan Open Communities has moumed an 
aggressive campa'tgn against residential segregation in the Chkago metro
politan area. J2  It has establ1shed affirmative real ' estate marketing pro

grams; it has filed numerous fair h ousing complaints against realtors 
and developers; 'tt has repeatedly defeated discriminators in coun; it has 
pioneered the use of testers to uncover those guHty of a "pattern and 
practice" of discrimination; and it has taken the lead in prosecuting HUD 

and the Chicago Housing Authority for promoting racial segregation in 
public housingY 

As a result of these efforts, litigation initiated in Chicago has produced 

some of the most important fair housing rulings of the past two decades, 
including such landmark cases as Hills v. Gautreaux, which confirmed 
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HUO's complicity in promoting public housi ng segregation; l4 Metropolitan 
Housing Development Corporation v. Village of Arlington Heights, wh ich 
paved the way for an effeclS criterion in proving Title VIII violations; l5 
Gladstone Realtors v.  Village of Bellwood, which significantly expanded 

standing to file suit under the. Fair Housing Act; 16 Phillips v. Hunter, 
which set a precedent for large punitive awards; 17  and Williamson v. 

Hampton, which helped to establish the legitimacy of testing as a method 
of proving discriminatiOn in Court. 1 8  

Probably no fair housing group in the coumry has been more energetic 

or successful in promoting equal housing opportunities than the Leader

ship Coundl for Metropolitan Open Communities and its alHes; bur de

spite its efforts, the Chicago metropolitan area remains one of the most 
segregated areas in the United States. In the twenty years since the pas
sage of the Fair Housing Act, the level of black-white segregation has 
hardly changed; as of 1 990 the index of black-white residential dissimi

larity stOod at 86, within 2 points of where it stood a decade earlier and 

within 5 points of its 1 970 value. At the rate of change observed between 
1 980 and 1 990, the level of racial segregation would not even reach 70 
(still a very high level of segregation) until the year 2042 . 

Although Chicago's fair housing groups have pushed private falf hous
ing enforcement to the legal limit. they have produced essentially no 

change in the degree of racial segregation within that urban area. If Chi- I cago's vigorous fair housing efforts have been unable to bring about 

any significant movement toward residential desegregation, then private 
efforts in other metropolitan areas with large black populations are un
likely to succeed either. 

Private enforcement of the Fair Housing Act is not the only weapon in 

the battle against housing segregation, however; integration maintenance 
programs have also been used. 19 These programs employ a varielY of 
race-conscious techniques to maintain racially balanced populal ions 

within specific housing developments, apartmem complexes, neighbor

hoods, or even entire communities. They are typically used in residential 
settings that lie near Of adj acent to existing black areaS and are likely to 
attract substantial black housing demand. White demand in such settings 

tends to be weak and sensitive to small changes in the relative number 
of blacks. In the absence of any intervention, white housing demand 
drops precipitously as black demand and the black percentage increase, 
J.tading to racial turnover and residential resegregation. 
I) ¥ntegration maintenance programs intervene within targeted residen-
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tial settings t o  forestall this process. The techniques of intervention vary 
depending on the setting, but all essentially work to maintain blacks as 

a minority. In apartment complexes and specific housing developments, 
such as New York's Starrett City or Chicago's Atrium Village, irtegration 

maintenance programs may involve the simple imposition of a racial 

quota. 20 The number of minority- and white- inhabited units is fixed, and 
separate waiting lists are created for each race. Given the disparity in 

white and black demand for integrated housing, the black list quickly 
grows to be several times longer than the white list. Most whites who 

seek housing in the complex are admined rather quickly; blacks are 
forced to endure a long wait until a "black" unit is vacated. 

When the targeted setting is an entire neighborhood or community, 

simple quotas cannot be employed and other methods must be used to 
maintain blacks as a minority. In order to prevent panic selling by whites, 

"For Sale" signs may be banned and special insurance schemes imple

mented to guarantee the value of white homes. Meanwhile , white hous

ing demand is fostered by taking steps to improve the quality of schools 

and increase public security . At the same time, realtors are specially 

trained to engage in "reverse steering," whereby they deliberately en

courage white homeseekers to consider units in integra led neighbor

hoods. Integration maintenance programs also engage in extensive public 

relations , including the preparation of attractive brochures, the place
ment of ads in magazines, recruiting while homeseekers a l  local universi
ties, and working with employers and corporate relocation services to 
attract white residents. 21 

In contrast, little is done to make blacks aware of housing opportunities 

within the targeted area. Black racial concentrations within the commu

nity are carefully monitored , and special efforts are taken to avoid the 

development of black dusters. Landlords are often required to furnish 

monthly reports on the race of new tenants, and homeowners are asked 

to maintain logs of the race of potential buyers brought in by realtors. 
In contrast to whites, black homeseekers are steered away from black 

"clusters" toward homes in areas that are all white or that contain few 

black residents . 
22 

Although integrati on maintenance programs are consistent with the 

spirit of residential desegregation, ultimately they operate by restricting 

black residential choice and violating the letter of the Fair Housing Act. 
They limit black hou sing op tions either directly, by applying quotas, or 

indirectly through a series of tactics designed to control the rate of black 
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entry. As the geographers Robert Lake and Jessica Winslow poim out, 
"ensconced in fair housing rhetoric, iniegration management relies on a 

highly restrictive interpretation of the goals and procedures of national 

fair housing policy. The maimenance of black minorities, rather than the 
guarantee of equal housingaccess-;- rsllie-un(ieifymg'obj�cl;ve of integra

tion management programs. , ,23 
These violatiOns leave fair housing advocates vulnerable to attack from 

interests opposed to the expansion of black civil rights . As noted in Chap

ter 7, for example, during the early 1 980s [he Reagan Administration 

filed lawsuits attacking integration maintenance schemes implemented 
at New York's Starrell City development and elsewhere.24 Civil rights 
groups were forced into the awkward position of devoting scarce time 

and resources to defending housing practices of questionable legality. 

The most serious flaw of integration maintenance schemes, however, 
is that they do nothing to change the larger system of housing discrimina

tion in the United States: they deal with the symptoms rather than the 
causes of residential segregation. Integrated settings are at risk of turnover 

in the first place because a racially biased housing market discourages 

black emry in most other neighborhoods, thereby funneling black de
mand to a few isolated areas close to existing black communities. Rather 

than seeking to change this discriminatory system of housing a1location, 

integration managemem programs accept it and seek to preserve a few 
islands of integration within a larger sea of racial exclusiVity. Inevitably, 

many deserving black families with high aspirations for residential mobil

ity are kept out so that a few privileged whites and blacks can enjoy the 

benefits of an economically stable, integrated neighborhood .  ;'\ Pub lic housing programs provide a third avenue for the promotion of 
/esidentiaJ integration. Bur as the preceding chapters and other case stud

ies and statistical analyses have shown, local housing authorities. with 

the tacit suppon of the federal government, used public housing as an 
institutional means of reinforcing racial segregation during the period of 

rapid black migration from 1 945 to 1 970.25 When it became clear after 

1970 mat local authorities would eventually have to conform to the 

affirmative mandate of the Fair Housing Act and locate new projects 

outside the ghetto. they decided to forgo federal housing fu nds and 
stopped constructing projects.26 

During the early 1 970s, the Nixon and Ford administrations shifted 

federal housing priorities away from the constructlon of large, authority
owned projects to the funding of small, scattered-site units erected by 
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private developers. 27 Yet even these low-density subsidized housing pro
grams encountered spirited resistance by neighborhoods and communi
ties, especially in suburban areas where racial barriers were buttressed 
by restrictive zoning ordinances designed to maintain class integrity.28 

Fair housing groups were constantly forced into court to compel local 
authorities to conform to federal housing laws. 

The most notorious case of resistance to public housing desegregation 
occurred in Yonkers, New York.29 In 1 980, the NAACP filed suit on 
behalf of black residents to end the city's forty-year practice of systematic 
segregation in subsidized housing. After a long period of discovery and 

an exhaustive ninety-day trial, Federal Judge Leonard B. Sand found 
Yonkers officials guilty of intentional discrimination in the location of 

federally subsidized housing. In his 1 986 decision, NAA CP v. Yonkers 
Board of Education et al. , the judge cited specific illegal activities that 
local officials had used to promote racial segregation: they had employed 
different procedural rules to select housing sites in white and black neigh
borhoods; they had readily acquiesced to racially motivated opposition to 
public housing construction; they had systematically located subsidized 
housing in black areas; they had refused to seek all of the Section 8 
housing certificates for which they qualilied although there was a press
ing need for low-income housing; and they had limited the use of Section 
8 certificates they did acquire to the black quadrant of the city. 30 

The judge ordered the dty of Yonkers to designate a set of sites outside 
of the ghetto for the construction of two hundred new subsidized housing 
units and [Q develop a long - term plan for the desegregation of subsidized 
housing. City officials refused to comply, however, and obstructed all 
remedial efforts.3 l  

Although Judge Sand's settlement was confirmed by a federal appeals 
court in December 1 987, the city still refused to obey the court order, 
and during the summer of 1 988 Yonkers made headlines by incurring 
$800,000 in fines as a result of a contempt"of-court citation for failure 
to comply. As the fines mounted daily, city officials undertook a vitriolic 
and racially based media campaign against the judge, the federal courts, 
black residents of Yonkers, and the NAACP. It was not until September 
1 988-eight years after the orIginal lawsuit was filed and two years after 
the initial court order-that the City Coundl, under financial duress, 
finally accepted a plan to build the two hundred units on eight sites 
scattered among white neighborhoods of Yonkers, an action that was 
unlikely to alter the racial composition of any neighborhood or signifi
cantly change the structure of segregation.32 
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Although other atrempts EO desegregate public housing have nm 
achieved the notoriety of the Yonkers case, they have met with similar 

hostility and organized political resistance. Events surrounding the Black 
Jack case, involving a nonprofit developer who sought to build subsidized 
housing in an unincorporated area outside of st. Louis, lasted seven years 
from start to finish; and by the time of the settlement, financing for 
construction had fallen through and the contested apartments were never 
built, H The Gautreaux case , as we have seen, dragged on for fifteen years 
until the u.s. Supreme Court finally settled it .M A proposal in the early 
1 980s to build 1 05 units of subsidized housing in a white neighborhood 
of Ho uston met with heated protests and marches until the plan was 
finally shelved, and a proposal for an eighty-unit development later met 
with a similar fate.n 

Partly because of the staunch legal and political resistance that public 
housing desegregation efforts inspire, they have not been successful in 

promoting the broader integration of urban America. Even if scattered
site programs could be smoorhly desegregated, moreover, the potential 

effect on overall segregation levels is limited by the small number of units 
involved. Scattered-site units constitute only abou t one-third of all public 
housing units in the United States. which, in tum, represent only 2 per
cent of the nation's total housing stock; 36 and even if the desegregation 
of scattered-site units could be achieved, it would leave intact the intense 
segregation of large, authority-owned housing projects. 37 

Dismantling the Ghetto 

Public policies to end radal segregation must attack racial discrimination 
in private housing markets, where 98% of all dwell ings are allocated . In 
particular, they must interrupt the institutionali�e� pr(),�e�s.}?f. ,����,hbor. 
hood ract9,� .turnover, which is the ultimat'e mecharusm by which the 
ghett; is reproduced and maintained. Racial turnover is built Lm,Q"the 
structure of urpan housing markets -tprough a combination ��hi��_pr� -

(udic�.::�EJ��ial-discrimination, Which �estrict b���� ,���:�s
.
t? .��j_t}�rite 

�lghborhoods and systematically cnar:In�erDTacK housing_ o.emand.to a 
few bJack onacially mixed -areas. " . 

The- eliminatiofcoftaC1ar b�lrriers in urban hOUSing markets requires 
the direct institutional involvement of the federal government. To an 
unprecedented degree the U.S.  Depanment of Housing and Urban Devel
opment, in particular, must fully commit itself to fair housing en
forcement. 
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First. HOD must increase its financial assislance to local fair housing 
organizations to increase their ability to investigate and prosecute indi
vidual complaints of housing discrimination. Grants made to local agen

cies dedicated to fair housing enforcement will enable them to expand 
their efforts by hiring more legal staff. implementing more extensive test
ing programs, and making their services more widely available. In the 
early history of fair housing, many testers and legal assistants were 

. fu nded by federal programs such a s  the Comprehensive Education and 

Training Act and the Office of Economic Opponunity . )S The elimination 
of these programs by the Reagan Administration undercut the ability of 
local organizations to enforce fair housing law. and these cuts must be 
restored if racial discrimination is to be overcome. 

But spirited individual prosecution. even when federally assisted, is 
not enough. As a second step, HUD must establish a permanent testing 
program capable of identifying realtors who engage in a pattern of dis
crimination . A special unit dedicated to the regu lar administration of 

large-scale housing audits should be created in HUD under the Assistant 
Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity. Audits of randomly 

selected realtors should be conducted annually within metropolitan areas 
that have large black communities, and when evidence of systematic 
discrimination is uncovered, the department should compile additional 
evidence and tum it over to the Attorney General for vigorous prose
cution. 

Neither of these two proposals requires significant changes in fair hous
ing law. Indeed, the 1 988 Fair Houslng Amendments, in making it easier 
to pursue discriminations and increasing the costs for those who are 

caught, make the 1 9905 a particularly opportune time to redouble en
forcement efforts. The new law authorized a Fair Housing Initiatives 
Program at HUD to fund slate and local governments and nonprofit cor
porations seeking to carry o ut programs to prevent or eliminate discrimi
natory housing practices . 39 The amendments empowered HUD to initiate 

investigations on its own. without a prior complaint of discrimination. 
clearing the way for a bureaucratically based testing program.40 

Racial discrimination is a problem not only in real estate transactions, 
however, but also in the home loan industry, where blacks are rejected 
at rates considerably above those of whites.41 Congress therefore has 
reqUired finandal jnstitutions to compile detailed racial data on their 
lending practices. The 1 974 Equal Credit Opportunity Aci. requires them 
to tabulate the race of clients they accept and reject for home loans;42 
the 1 975 Home Mortgage Disclosure Act requires them to report which 
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neighborhoods receive mortgage funds;4' and the 1 977 Conunuruty Re
investment Act requires them to demonstrate that they have provided 
credit to areas that have been unable to secure capital in the past.44 

But despite these requirements, little has been done with these data to 
monitor lender compliance with fair housing statutes. As a third policy 
initiative, a staff should be created under the Assistant Secretary for Fair 
Housing and Equal opportunity to scrutinize lending data for unusually 
high rates of rejection among minority applicants and black neighbor
hoods. When the rejection rates cannot be explained statistically by so
dal, demographic, economic, or other background factors, a systematic 
case study of the bank's lending practices should be initiated. If clear 
evidence of discrimination is uncovered, the case should be referred to 
the Attorney General for prosecution, and if not, an equal opportunity 

lending plan should be conciliated, implemented, and monitOred. 

Because HUD continues to play a large role in overseeing federally 
subsidized housing, a fouah policy initiative must be a more vigorous 

promotion of desegregation under the affirmative mandate of the Fair 
Housing Act. Given the reality of intense opposition to the construction 
of projects outside the ghetto, signifkant desegregation is unJikely to 
occur by building new projects. More promise has been shown through 
the use of subsidized rental vouchers that enable poor blacks to obtain 
u nits through the private market. In one evaluation of the remedy arising 
from the Gautreaux decision, blacks who moved into integrated settings 

through the use of rental vouchers �xperienced greater success in educa
tion and employment than did a comparable group who remained be
hind in the ghetto ; and, significantly, participants did not encounter the 
kind of white hostility commonly experienced by project inhabitamsY 
Funding for housing certificate programs authorized under Section 8 of 
the 1 974 Housing and Community Development Act should therefore 
be expanded, and programs modeled on the Gautreaux Demonstration 
Project should be more widely implemented . 

Finally, effective enforcement of the Fair Housing Act requires prompt 
judicial action and timely relief. Since 1968, fair housing enforcement 
has been a long, drawn-out, expensive, and emotionally draining process 

for plaintiffs, even if they ultimately prevail. Congress recognized this 

problem in 1 988 when it passed amendments to create an administrative 
process for adjudicat ing fair housing cases; but acting on a motion by 
Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah, Congress also gramed defendants the right 

to request a trial in federal court.46 
Most accused discriminators elect to have theiT cases heard in federal 
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court, which slows down the judicial process considerably and defeats 
the new administrative hearing process. Because defendants are usually 
realtors or developers with significant financial resources, a long trial 
provides them with a decided advantage over plaintiffs, whose resources 
are generally more modest. In order to expedite fair housing judgments 
and grant more timely relief to victims of discrimination, Congress should 
amend the Fair Housing Act to require that initial trials be held before 
an administrative law judge and to provide access to federal courts only 
upon appeal. 

Even if these five policy initiatives are successful in lowering racial 
barriers in urban housing markets, however, they are not likely to end 
racial segregation unless black demand is simultaneously allowed to 
spread more. evenly around metropolitan housing markets. To a great 
extent, blacks are reluctant to enter white neighborhoods because they 
fear becoming victims of racial hate crimes.47 These fears can only be 
allayed by vigorous and swift punishment of those who commit crimes 
against minority families seeking to integrate white neighborhoods. 

Given the overriding importance of residential mobility to individual 
well-being, and in view of the great social and economic harm done to 
the nation by segregation, hate crimes directed against black in-migrants 
must be considered more severe than ordinary acts of vandalism or as

sault. Rather than being left to local authorities, they should be prose
cUled al the federal level as violations of the victim's civil rights. Stiff 
financial penalties and jail terms should be imposed, not in recognition 
of the severity of the vandalism or violence itself, but in acknowledgment 
of the serious damage that segregation does to the nation' S  well-being. 

Black housing demand is also geographically skewed by racial segrega
tion within the real estate industry itself. Most real estate brokers depend 
on the cooperation of other agents for sales and referrals, a fact that is 
formalized through multiple listing services (MLS ) .  These services pro
vide extensive listings of properties for sale or rent throughout a metro

politan area, and when MLS transactions are completed, the commission 

is divided between the participating agents. But these listings typically 
cover only white suburbs and select city neighborhoods, and are available 
only to agents serving those areas; brokers serving black communities 
generally do nol have access to these services .  Moreover, access is typi
cally controlled by local real estate boards, and in some instances subur

ban brokers who sell to blacks have been denied membership on the 
board and hence prevented from using multiple listing services.48 
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Under prevailing marketing practices in the real estate industry. there
fore. homeseekers living in segregated black neighborhoods do not have 
full access to information about wider housing opportunities, and black 
housing searches are consequently much less efficient than those of 
whites. Frequently blacks are forced to rely on drives through neighbor
hoods in search of "For Sale" signs.49 If black demand is ever to be 
expressed naturally and widely, realtors serving black clients must be 
given complete access to multiple listing services. Congress should adopt 
legislation removing monopoly control of multiple listing services from 
local realty boards; access to the service should be open to all agents 
wining to pay a standard membership fee, irrespective of their race or 
that of their clients .  

HUD should also establish new programs. and expand exisling pro
grams, to train realtors in fair housing marketing procedures. Agents 
catering primarily to white clients should be instructed about advertising 
and marketing methods to ensure that blacks in segregated communities 
gain access to information about housing opportunities outside the 
ghetto; agents serving the black share of the market should be trained to 
market homes throughout the metropolitan area and should be in
structed especially in how to use multiple listing services. HUD officials 
and local fair housing groups should carefully monitor whether realtors 
serving blacks are given access to the MLS . 

Such programs should be implemented in concert with a strengthening 
of the Voluntary Affirmative Marketing Agreement.5D In strengthening 
the terms of the agreement, the list of realtors that signed it should once 
again be made public, the use of testers should be encouraged, and the 
responsibilities of realtors to enforce the Fair Housing Act should be 
spelled out explicitly. 

Although it is important for HUD to work with the National Associa
tion of Realtors and local real estate boards, efforts should also be made 
to monitor realtor compliance with Title VIII. Ultimately the

' 
Assistant 

Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity at HUD must take a 
more active role in overseeing real estate advertising and marketing prac
tices, two areas that have received insufficient federal attention in the 
past. Realtors in selected metropolitan areas should be sampled and their 
advertising and marketing practices regularly examined for conformity 
with federal fair housing regulations. HUD should play a larger role in 
ensuring that black home seekers are not being systematically and deliber
ately overlooked by prevailing marketing practices. 
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The Case for National Action 

For the most part, the policies we have recorrunended do not require 
major changes in legislation. What they require is political will. Given 
the will to end segregation, the necessary funds and legislative measures 
will follow. But political will is precisely what has been lacking over the 
past several decades, and resistance to desegregation continues to be 
strong. For each proposal that is advanced to move the fair housing 
agenda forward, there are other efforts to set it back. 

. 

At the time the 1 988 Fair Housing Amendments were being debated, 
for example, Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah imroduced a bilI endorsed by 
the National Association of Realtors to limit the filing of fair housing 
suits 10 parties actually intending to rent or buy real estate (as opposed 
to testers, fair housing staff members, or others harmed by discriminatory 
practices) , thereby attempting to undo twenty years of court decisions 

thac had broadened the question of standing and made fair housing en· 
forcement easier. 5 1  The Hatch bill also would have banned the hearing 

of fair housing cases before administrative law judges and relied instead 

on secret conciliation as the principal means of fair housing eo
forcement. 52 

After the Hatch bill was discarded in favor of legislation sponsored 

by Senators Kennedy and Specter, the Reagan Administration offered 
regulations implementing the amendments that could have banned a 
variety of affirmative marketing strategies used by fair housing organiza

tions. n  In addition, the National Association of Realtors attempted to 
limit funding for the Fair Housing Initiatives Program, which was in
tended to support local antidiscrimination efforts; 54 and in 1 9 9 1 ,  a House 

banking subcommittee quietly added a provision to pending legislation 

that would have exempted more than 8 5 %  of U . S. banks from the 1977 
Community Reinvestment Act, which requlred financial inslilUlions 10 
meet the credit needs of low-income minority areas. 55  Later that year the · 
Bush Administration proposed abolishing the u.s. Commission on Civil 

Rights,56 which for years had kept pressure on HUD to improve fair 
housing enforcement. 57 

Although race has become embroiled in partisan politics during the 
1 9805 and 1 9905, residential desegregation is not intrinsically a cause of 
either the right or the left; it is neither liberal nor conservative, democrat 
nor republican. Rather it is a bipartisan agenda in the national interest. 
The ghetto must be dismantled because only by ending segregation will 
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w e  eliminate the manifold social and economic problems that follow 
from its persis.t�ce . 

For .GonserVa1iv�, the cause of desegregation [urns on the issue of 
market·access..,._�..e--have marshaled extensive evidence to show that one 
particular group-black Americans-is systematically denied full access \ 
[0 a cruc ial market. Housing markets are central to individual social and 

economic well-being because they distribute much more than shelter; 
they also distribute a variety of resources that shape and largely deter
mine one's life chances. Along with housing, residential markets also 
allocate schooling, peer groups, safety, jobs. insurance costs, public ser
vices, home equity, and, Ultimately, wealth . By tolerating the persistent 

and systematic disenfranchisement of blacks from housing markets, we 
send a clear signal to one group that hard work, individual enterprise, 
sacrifice, and aspirations don't maHer; what determines one's life chances 

is the color of one's skin. 
For liberals, the issue is one of unfin ished business, for residential 

segregation is the most important item remaining on the nation's civil 

rights agenda .  In many areas of civil life, desegregation has occurred; in 
the south, Jim Crow is dead, and throughout the country blacks are 
accepted in unions, sports, enterrainment, j ournalism, polities, govern
ment, admini stration, and academia. Many barriers have fallen, but still 
the residential color line remains-and from residential segregat ion fol
lowsanosfo'rae'aa!ySOCliirms"a;at continue to undercut and overwhelm 
the progress achieved in other areas. 

Residential desegregation should be considered an effon of national 
unity; any other course of action is politically indefensible . For conserva
tives. lUming away from the task means denying the importance of mar
kets and individual enterprise; for liberals it means sweeping the last 

piece of unfinished civil rights business under the rug. Ultimately, how
ever. residential desegregation requires a mora] commitment ilnd a bipar
tisan leadership that have been lacking among politicians for the past 
two decades .  Without a Willingness to lead and take risks on [he part of 

elected officials, and without a will to change on the parr of the American 
people, none of the legal changes and policy solutions we propose will 

succeed. 
For America, the failure to end segregation will perpetuate a bitter 

dHenlffia that has long divided the nation. If segregation is permitted to 
continue, poveny wi ll inevitably deepen and become more persistent 
within a large share of the black community, crime and drugs will be-
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come more firmly rooted, and social institutions will fragment further 
under the weight of deteriorating conditions . As racial inequality sharp� 
ens, white fears will grow, racial prejudices will be reinforced, and hostil
ity toward blacks will increase, making the problems of racial justice and 
equal opportunity even more insoluble. Until we face up to the difficult 
task of dismantling the ghetto, the disastrous consequences of residential 
segregation will radiate outward to poison American society. Until We 
decide to end the long reign of American apartheid, we cannot hope to 
move forward as a people and a nation. 
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